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Summary

The present tbcsis is a study ofhow doctors learn to make cinical dccisions; decisions about diagnosis and

tberapy of the individual patient in the context of the clinic. It is based on ethnographic fieldwork and

anthropological analysis carried out in 2006-2009. The key informants are nine doctors who go through

internsbip and the empirical fleld is the wards and clinics of regional hospitals, university hospitals and

general practice.

Tbe thesis is in rhree parts. The first part is the design of the study. This includes reviews of cinical

reasoriing (Chapter 1) and medical education (Chapter 2); the conceptualization of clinical decision-making

(Chapters 3-4) and the development ofa theoretical framework oficarning (Chapter 5); a presentation of

cthnographic fieldwork as mcthodological approach with special considerations of auto-cthnography

(Chapters 6-7); and a description ofthe process ofanalysis (Chapter 8).

The second part is the findings of the study. This is made up by four chapters, which each describe one of

four processes of construction in decision-making and how thc interns learn to participate in these

constructions. Each of these chapters is followed by a chapter, which dliscuss conditions of clinical work

that faci]itate this learning. Chapter 9 describes the construction ofrelations, and Chapter 10 discusses the

dynarnics ofdinical space as the context for these relations. Chapter 11 describes the construction of

decisions, and Chapter 12 discusses the relation bctween these decisions and the norms and ideals for

cliriical reasoning, including evidence-bascd medicine. Chapter 13 describes the construction of

information, and Chapter 14 discusses the cinical language which interns must learn to use in

communication. Chapter 15 describes the construdilon of action, and Chapter 16 discusses the moral

aspects of dinical practice and how the local moral economy guide cinical practice.

The interns are found to learn the practice of participating in complex interactional processcs of decision

making. Through this process they develop an identity as professional. Tbey learn to adapt to local

eonditions for cinical work. They learn to search for problems which are simple and acute, to solve these

through tcchnical rapid action, and to express their reasoning through a specialized clinical language in line

with local spectrums ofnormality. This is described as thepcrastra patbway.

In this extensive learning process, they come to embody the norms and traditions of thc various clinical

settings. This makes them effcctive in clinieal practice, but also generates a special blindness in the clinical

gaze. Wben uncertainty ar wonder anse in dinical encounters, they have littie expenience in deiberate

reflection and creative interaction, and they learn instead to revert to the general decision pathway above.

Parallel to tids empiricai track of the project is a search for, and development of, a theoretical perspect.ive

able to describe clinical decision-making in practice. This is presented in thc third part of the tbesis and

discussed in relation to the empirical findings. Chapter 17 presents the synthesis of the theoretical track of

the project in the Prometheusper.ective and ihe C/inicAdion CjcIe. Chapter 18 explores how same of the

intcrns’ actions may be reinterpreted as a potential for learning in the light of the new perspective. Chapter

19 suggests how it may serve as a framewark for discussian and development of decisian-making in the

context of medical education and cinical practice. The new perspective differs from established

conceptualizations of cinical reasoning, and epistemological groundwork and continued research of clinical

practice is needed to unfald the potential of this new perspective. Chapter 20 presents an integrated

summary af thc empirical and the theoretical track of the project.
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Dansk resumé

Denne afhandling er et studie af, hvordan læger lærer at træffe kliniske beslutninger, dvs, beslutninger om
diagnose og behandling af den enkelte patient i en klinisk kontekst. Den er baseret på etnografisk
feltarbejde og antropologisk analyse udført i 2006-2009. De centrale informanter er ni læger i turnus og det
empiriske felt er afddinger på regionale sygehus og universitetssygehuse samt almen praksis.

Afhandlingen er i tre dele. Den første del er studiets design. Den beskriver litteraturen om klinisk
beslutningsproces (kapitel 1) og lægeuddannelsen (kapitel 2), og udfolder kliniske beslutninger som begreb
(kapitel 3-4) og læring som teoretisk ramme for forståelse (kapitel 5). Etnografisk feltarbcjde som
metodologisk tilgang præsenteres, med særlige overvejelser om auto-etnografi (kapitel 6-7), og den
analytiske proces beskrives (kapitel 8).

Den anden del er undersøgelsens resultater. Den består af fire kapider, som hver beskriver én af fire
konstruktioner i beslutningsprocesser, og hvordan turnuslæger lærer at deltage i disse konstruktioner. Hvert
af disse kapitler efterfølges af et kapitel, som diskuterer vilkår i det kliniske arbejde som faciliterer denne
læring. Kapitel 9 beskriver konstruktionen af relationer, og kapitel 10 diskuterer det kliniske rums dynamik
som kontekst for disse relationer. Kapitel 11 beskriver konstruktionen af beslutninger, og kapitel 12
diskuterer relationen mdllem disse beslutninger og normer/idealer for klinisk beslutningsproccs, inklusiv
evidensbaseret medicin. Kapitel 13 beskriver konstruktionen afinformation, og kapitel 14 diskuterer det
kliniske sprog som tumuslæger må lære at udtrykke sig gennem. Kapitel 15 beskriver konstrukdonen af
handling, og kapitel 16 diskuterer de moralske aspekter af klinisk praksis, og hvordan den lokale moral—
økonomi influerer på klinisk praksis.

Turnuslægerne lærer at deltage i beslutningers komplekse interaktionsprocesser. Gennem denne proees
udvikler de en professionel identitet. De lærer at tilpasse sig til lokale vilkår for klinisk arbejde. De lærer at
søge efter problemer som er simple og akutte, at løse disse gennem hurtig teknisk handling, og at udtrykke
deres ræsonnement i et specialiseret klinisk sprog i overensstemmelse mcd det lokale spektrum for
normalitet. Dette beskrives som perastra vejen.

I denne omfattende læreproces kropsliggor lægerne de kiiniske afdelingers normer og traditioner. Dette gør
dem effektive i klinisk praksis, men skaber også en speeicl blindhed i det kliniske blik. Når usikkerhed eller
undren opstår i det kliniske møde, har de beskeden erfaring med bevidst refleksion og kreativ samhandling,
og de lærer i stedet at holde sig til den generelle beslutningsvej beskrevet ovenfor.

Parallelt med det empiriske spor i projektet gennemføres en søgen efter og udvikling af et teoretisk
perspektiv som kan beskrive beslutningsproccs i praksis. Denne præsenteres i den tredje dcl af
afhancllingen og diskuteres i forhold til de empiriske fund. Kapitel 17 præsenterer syntesen af det teoretiske
spor i projektet i Prometbeusperspektivet og Den k/iniske hand/ings yk/us. Kapitel 18 undersøger, hvordan nogle
af turnuslægerncs handlinger i lyset af det nye perspektiv kan genfortolkes som et potentiale for læring.
Kapitel 19 foreslår, hvordan det kan tjene for ramme for diskussion og udvikling af beslutningsproces i
medieinsk uddannelse og klinisk praksis. Det nye perspektiv adskiller sig fra etablerede begreber om klinisk
beslutningsproces, og der er behov for at arbejde med det epistemologiske grundlag og for fortsat
forskning i klinisk praksis, hvis potentialet af det nye perspektiv skal udfoldes. Kapitel 20 præsentercr et
integreret resumé af det empiriske og teoretiske spor i projektet.
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Preface

This PhD thesis is about how doctors become doctors, and it is the result of a rcscarch projcct, a fieldwork

of medical internship in 2006-2009. Thc central research question and concern have been: How do doctors

learn to make c/inica/decisions? This dissertation is also about something else, howevcr. It is a rcflection on

medical knowledge and medical practice and the relation between the two. It is a critiquc of medical

education, but it is also a praise of thc good doctor. It is, in effect, a hopelessly ambitious thesis.

In my time as a medical student, a medical doctor and PhD student, I have been told that a wise young

medical would-be researcher shouid begin by finding a research supervisor with a sketch for a good

projcct, associate with an esteemed research group or network working on the same subjects and aim at

fihling out some small but important part of the larger puzzle of medical knowledge. I have, I am afraid,

failed in all these tasks. I have made up a project on something I simply found interesting, been quite

oblivious to temperatc coundil that I should choose an easier route, and have, instead, tried to find a new

way to put the pieces of the puzzle together.

To any would-bc researcher coming this way my advice is to do the same. There is need for projects going

into the wild and there is plenty of room for it. You may not find the comfort of working within a stable

rescarch group; but my experience is that if you stay with your curiosity and your wondering, you will find

that you become part of an ongoing exchange in a much widcr community of researchers, people with a

deep-felt desire for lcnowlcdge and a strong sense of care for others. A community, that extends in time as

well as space and allows you to take part in discussions with people of California, Canada, Siberia, Francc

and Norway as well as researchcrs who are no longer physically on this planet. I am deeply grateful for that

experience and hope my own work may be found useful to others in the same way. Research, I think, is

ahout making a contribution to the work of that community.

There is need for some remarks on the contents of this thesis and what you may expcct to find within its

pages. First, there is the issue of scientific approach. I have done cthnographic fleldwork following young

doctors at work, and I have drawn on anthropological research for theoretical inspiration. This is still an

uncommon strategy within thc context of medical research, and I will try to make the necessary

cxplanations about what I have done, particularly in Chapters 6 and 7. Thus, you do not need to have an

cxtensive knowledge about anthropology to proceed.

Second, thcrc is thc issuc of subject. Clinical decisions and clinical reasoning is at the same time apparently

simple and immenscly complex. I hope to demonstrate why this is so, but as I nced to understand how

doctors learn to engage in this activity, I wilI also need to create a way to understand dinical decisions to

make the project possible. That will be the theme of Chapters 3-4, which will lay the ground for thc

findings of Chapters 9 through 16.

Thirdly, I have chosen to write in thc monographic style. This is the traditional form of representation of

ti-ie ethnographic fieldwork and is intimately connectcd with making the results crediblc: Therc must be a

detailed and multifaceted deseription ofthe ficid in question, and the researeher must also describe his own

position and participation in the field. This is to allow the reader the privilege of criticism, but also thc

opportunity to entcr a discussion about the findings on more equal terms. Thus, the monographic form
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rather than separate research papers is chosen to present an extensive argument, but jr is also an invitation
to you to participate in generating understanding of tbis field.

The tide of the thesis has more than one meaning. When researchers from sociology, psychology,
anthropology and philosophy have studied the profession of medicine and medical practice, they have
often been critical, and the critique has ofren been the same: Why don’t you take a bok at thepatienl? Why
don’t you listen more to the patient and take the holistic perspective ratber than focus on specific
processes in speciflc organs? Thc critique has been important and justified, and you will find it also in the
pages of this thesis.

However, there is a significant risk of alienation in this: A critique aimed too strongly at thc doctors as
individuals may serve to make us (doctors) hostile to, ratber than curious about, this research. It is a general
finding in anthropology that human beings, however exotic and strange they may seem at first, make sense
when studied in the proper context with an understanding of the complex interactions in that context. So,
the tide is also an expression of curiosity, of wondering: Why don ‘t we take a bok at the patient? What is it,
really, that makes us do, what we do in actual, daily, clinical practice?

Finally, the tide rcpresents a potendal. Sometimes during the fieldwork, a senior doctor would say to the
young doctor, I was following: Why don’t we take a bok at the patient? And then engage in interaction
with thc patient and each other. It does not happen often, but when it does, it tends to generate situations,
which increase the possibility for the patient to be an activc participant in deeision-making, for including
the eomplexity of the situation and base decisions on that, and, finally, it increases the possibility for
learning. A consistent finding of this study is that the eloser to the patient deeision making takes place, the
more the doctor leams from it.

This thesis may be hopelessly ambitious. But it is also hopefully ambitious enough to heip generate the link
bctween thc critique, the wondering and the potential to icarn contained in that phrase: Why don’t we take
a bok at d-ie patient? I believe tbat link is the way towards the kind nf medieal practice, wc all wish for.

Thesis structure

The central research question ofthis thesis thus touehes upon a number ofissues central to medical
practice. As the next few ehaptcrs will demonstrate, the theoretical and methodobogical approach of thethesis dcviates somewhat from most PhDs from a Faculty of Health Science. This deviation also impacts
the structure ofthe thesis, and I would like to make a few notes on structure to ease the reading.

An often used structurc in medical texts is the IMRAD format. This presents the reader with, in turn, anIntroducdon, a description ofthe Methods used, the Results ofthe study, an Analysis ofthese results and
finally a Discussion ofthe findings and their implieations. This thesis follow a similar structure, but withcertain variations.

Chapters i through 5 serve as way of in/roduction by prcsenting the research question and the research
coneerning the most important aspects of this question. It delineates the field in which research is needed
and thc general theoretical and metbodological approaeh.
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Chapters 6 through 8 present issues of melhod, describing how the acmal study was carried out in practice,

and thc potential pros and cons of the metbods choscn. Finally, it includes a description of tbe process of

antbropological ana/ysis, a process that structures the endre thcsis, rather than simply serving as a step

bctween results and discussion.

Chapters 9 through 16 present thc results of the study, but also enter discussions of certain themcs that anse

from thc results. These discussions take centre stage in thc tbcmatic Chapters 10, 12, 14, and 16.

Chapters 17-19 is a cnidcal discussion of some ofthe key findings ofthe fleld study, the metbodology

cmploycd and thc perspectivcs ofthc study for medical education and for conrinuing medical rcsearch.

Chapter 20 ends this discussion with a summary of the results and the subsequent discussions
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Chapter i

The research question
How do doctors learn to make clinical decisions?

In Ihis chapte Ihe research qneslzon is iniroduced aud eplained Findingsfrorn research into cinical reasoning are discussed.

The ethnographicfieldwork isfound to be a relevant metbodological approach.

Introduction

The medical visitation ward, tlie house next to thc emergency ward, voices coming out from several
bed roorns, noises from doors, beils somewhcre, people going up and down the hallway, space for
sitting, new chairs, calm voices, calm movements, coffee 3 kroner.

This was thc first entry I made in my black notebook that became the first of four volumcs fihled with

scribblings from cover to cover about internship for inne young doctors. I remember being both

apprehensive about my purpose for being there, but also excited to finally get started on the actual

fieldwork. The following two years, I would move in and out of the lives of inne young doctors; follow

thcm at work at all hours, visit them in their homes. Every day, whethcr I was with one of them or not,

they would be on my mmd as I would ponder and tackle the central question ofmy project: How do

doctors learn to make clinical decisions?

The history of the project

In September 1990, I was accepted at the medical school in Copenhagen. My parents, who are general

pracddoners, bad introduced mc to the idea that it is important for a doctor to be awarc of one’s own

personality and experience, the strengths and weaknesses we may have that have a potential influence upon

the interaction with thc patient and as a consequencc hereof also upon the patient’s diagnosis, treatment

and prognosis. Thc welcoming lccture was a praise of the history and development of medical science and

practice, and I was looking forward to becoming part of that history.

Soon after the real medical education began with macroscopic anatomy and basic chemistry, two fleids of

expertise that required a great deal of memorizing on the student’s part, but very littie reflection on

relcvance and on patients. There were important clements of reflection on how to connect knowledge and

practice in courses in medical psychology, medical ethics and doctor-patient communication. But these

topics were considered minor by the students because less time and work was rcquired to pass these exams

compared to the exams in anatomy, biochemistrv and physiology.

I started to wonder about thc apparent discrcpancy between what was important to the doctor and what

was important to the medical student. Was I simply accumulating the stujÇ known as knowledge, which I

would later on somehow learn to apply to the health care issues whcn dealing with the individual patients?

I tried working on these thoughts, even publishing a few texts on the subject and found from the response

from fdllow students that others were having similar thoughts. What was really happening to us? (Risør,

1993; Risør, 1997a; Risør, 1997b; Risør, 1998a; Risør, 1998b).
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Fortunately, a possibifity for actively working witb this wondering appeared when Birgit Petersson from
The Department for Womcn and Gender in Medicine and Tine Rask Eriksen from the Institute of Social
Medicine at the University of Copenhagen started a research project on medical education and invited a
number of medica] students to takc part in the design of this projcct. The result was a questionnaire to all
medical students enrolled in the Medical Sehool in Copenhagen in 1992 concerning medical school, social
life and ideals for working as a doctor. We did follow-ups on the cohort in 1994, 1997 and 2002. We
examined the rcsearch litcraturc and discussed how to interpret the questionnaire findings, and in the
course of this, I was introduced to research on gender, knowledgc, epistemology and learning. The idea
that all tbese results were best understood in the context of culture also came to me in working with this
project (Odborg, Eriksen, Petersson, Christoffersen, Pedersen & Risør, 1995; Pedersen, Risør, Eriksen &
Petcrsson, 1994; Pctersson, Agergaard & Risør, 2006a; Petersson, Agergaard & Risør, 2006b; Risør, 1998e;
Risør, 1998d).

It was the idea of culture that convinced mc to enlist at frie Supplementary Education in Meclical
Anthropology at tbe University ofAarhus (today known as The Master in Health Anthropology) in 1997,
completing the first part in 1998 and the second part in 2000. Working with eoncepts like eulture, context
and soeial eonstructions and the metbodology of participant observation made mc aware of the distanee
betwcen the actual praetiee of individuals in interaetion witb their loeal environment and what could be
exprcsscd of this praetice in a questionnaire. I started wondcring about some of the things that seemed
central to beeorriing a doetor, which I probably would not be able to grasp from the questionnaire results,
interesting that they might be. One of these Ihings was chnical decisions.

it seemed intuitively true that elinical deeision-making was an important ficid of study because a decision
has potential consequences for the patient. Doetors may have different backgrounds and have acquired
different attitudes, knowlcdge and skills during edueation. But the outcome of thc doetor’s work must
nccessarily be found in frie interaction with the patient, not witbin the eognition nr memory of thc doetor.
A questionnaire could provide mc with an answer to what the doetor ivanted to do to her patients, but not
what she actually did. Ånd how was this doing established? This had to be the basic and eentral theme of
any medical education: How do doetors learn to make clinical decisions?

Tbe inspiration from my education in medieal anthropology suggested to mc that the ethnographic
fieldwork could provide mc with insights that would supplement the questionnaire. A fleldwork in the
emergency ward, where I studied thc deeision to order an x-ray, eonvinccd mc that clinical reasoning was apromising theme to pursue to search for an understanding of medieal edueation, and that the fieldwork
eould be a relevant mcthodological approach (Risør, 2000). A later interview study on the preseription
patterns of eough medicine in general praetice expanded my understanding of decision-making
(Kirkegaard, Corydon, Risør, Kristinsdottir & Seeher, 2003), and a fleldwork on a course for general
practitioners gave mc indications as to how decision-making is also coupled with professional identity
(Risør & Risør, 2005).

The research question

The research question became the focus of a research project at Tbe Research Unit for General Practice atthe University ofAarhus. The projeet underwent some change between 1999, when I first applied for agrant, and 2005, when thc funding for the project was secured. Part of that change came from my own
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experience in cinical education in the same period. The central research question, howevcr, staved the

same.

In the course of fieldwork thc question was found to touch upon four largcr questions, each a fleld of

rescarch in itseif (Fig. 1.1): The question, ofcourse, intersected with questions ofmedical education in

general. But also questions of knowlcdge and how knowledge is produced, the professional identity of

doctors, and the complex interactions of daily clinical work all became relevant to acknowledge in the

analysis. None of tbesc overall qucstions can be given full and fair treatment within this dissertation, but I

will touch upon all of them in the chapters that follow. The central question of how doctors learn to make

cinical decisions is situated in thc intersections between the four larger questions.

Figurr 1.1. Thefour overa/Iquestions

Medicine as identily:;
What is the professionI

seif-image of doctors?\

Medicine as education:
How do doctors team
and become doctors?

Medicine ss science:
What ame the ideals of
knowledge-production

/ In medical reseamch?

Medicine as work:
What are clinical decisions

in daily ctinical work?

This coupling of the four domains is conceptually related to Etienne Wengcr’s coupling of learning,

identity, practice and meaning (Wenger, 2005)1. These four domains, be claims, are so interrelated that the

study of one will always touch upon the others. Ris work, some ofit co-aurhored withJean Lave, has been

one of thc important inspirations for this thesis. I will return to this influence in Chapter 5, where I present

the major theoretical perspectives used in the subsequent chapters.

In the course of the fleldwork that informed the writing of this thesis, several lesser questions, sub

quesdons, came to my attention and became part of the rescarch. For the purpose of this thesis, I have

retained and studied especially questions of

1) How do doctors learn to use relations in decision-making?

2) How do doctors learn to recognize patterns in decision-making?

I Robert Hahn used four sirnilar domains in his depiction of biomedicine ss a cultural system (Hahn, 1995b). From that

perspective, thc research question also relates to questions of culture. I explore this relation in Chapter 9.

.
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3) How do doctors learn to know what they need to know in decision-making?
4) How do doctors learn to do what they should do in decision-making?

Chapter 3 and 4 provides the background for how these four questions became important for the study.
Each ofthe four questions is the central conccrn of one ofthe chaptcrs on results (Chapters 9, 11, 13, and
15, respectively) and the subseguent discussion-chapters on themes arising from the resuits (Chapters 10,
12, 14, and 16).

Clinical reasoning — what we know

In 2005, Geoffrcy Norman, an oft-cited researcher in this field, wrote a review on thc development of
knowledgc about clinical decision-making over a period of more than three decades. Rcsearch on clinical
reasoning, be argued, had become a thriving fleld in this period. Clinical decision-making and clinical
reasoning has been the subject of a number of different research disciplines, including psychology,
sociology, philosophy, anthropology, and pedagogy2.Accordling to Norman, cognitive psychology has been
the discipline contributing the greatest amount of empirical evidence concerning how doctors make
decisions. The general theorctical perspective in this research has therefore been to understand learning,
knowledge and the handling ofknowledge as cognitive processes (Norman, 2005).

This research has produced descriptions of different strategies used in the diagnostic process. A few
cxamplcs: Elstein et al. described the Ijpothefico-dedudive reasoning (Elstein, Shulman & Sprafka, 1978).
Schmidt et al. describedpauer7-recanion (Schmidt, Norman & Boshuizen, 1990) and Coderre, Mandin and
Fick described schema indjiction (Coderre, Mandin & Fick, 2003). A number of /hink-a!oud-siudies have studied
the different kinds of knowledge involved in the process ofdecision-making (Boshuiaen & Schmidt, 1992;
Patel, Evans & Groen, 1988).

So, studies of how doctors make clinical decisions and. the ‘every-day analysis’ involved have been made,
but, Norman reflected, the literature is nowhere as extenslve as the literature on how clinical decisions
shou/d be made and how they roald be made and how wc tI,ink they are made. Norman provocatively
concluded that after three decades of research on clinical decision-making, we still do not know how thc
clinician actually makes a decision in practicc. It is, however, relatively safe to say that the process is one of
complexity and tbat it involves many different kinds ofknowledge (Norman, 2005). He cautions against
thinking about reasoning as a particular ‘trait’, a caution also voiced by Eva:

Reasoning ability is not a “trait” that can be assigned to an individual... the context witbin wbich a
problem is being addressed has a major lrnpact on the accuracy of the decisions reached (Eva, 2005).

Lambert Schuwirth, professor of medical education at Maastricht University, also recently commented on
models of the trait of decision-making and stated that:

One cannot help but conclude that a sciendfic model capable of explaining only such a small portion
of the obscrved variance is at best a moderately strong model (Schuwirth, 2009).

2 Examples of tbese studies will feature throughout the thesis.
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A relevant research strategy would thus have to be sensitive to the faet that a vanety of knowledge types

are involved in decision-making, and that situadonal context is important as well. This would correspond

with Norman’s fmding that differcnt cinical problems produce different processes of reasoning, and,

consequently, it is difficult to transfer insights between different studies and different problems (Norman,

2005).

A number of studies have found a significant variation in what different doctors do, even in cases where —

from a rnedical textbook perspective - you should expect more uniform clinieal action. This includes the

number and kinds of tests done on patients, the diagnoses in the patient journals, the number of

admissions to hospitals or referral to other specialists, the actual therapy given (medication, surgery, etc.)

(Mabeck, 1994b; Mabeck & Kragstrup, 1993). Another puzzle is the apparent consistency in the clinical

patterns of thc individual doctor: The individual seems to have certain general patterns of decision-making

that are fairly consistent over time and may differ significantly from patterns seen among their colleagues

(Bertakis, Callahan, Heims, Azari, Robbins & Miller, 1998). But these individual patterns or traits only

explain a small part ofthe observed variation (Schuwirth, 2009). On the other hand, there may be cinical

tasks whcre the personal style ofthe doctor has a significant impact on outcome. Diagnosing and treating a

patient with mental disease is a case in point (Dew, Dowell, McLeod, Collings & Bushnell, 2005).

Some of the factors that influence decision-making and may be important in generating the variation have

been described. Quite a few of these are found to be of a non-medical nature (McKinlay, Potter &

Feidman, 1996). For example, the doctor’s attitude towards the doctor-patient relationsbip seems to

deterrninc whether they try to motivate patients towards smoking cessation, but the doctor’s specialty also

seems to be of significance (Bremberg & Nilstun, 2005). The decision to prescribe antibiotics or not is

affected by the doctor’s self-confidence, thc patient’s family members, work-related stress, the doctor’s

personality and his or her local organization (Petursson, 2005). Different factors may be of import in

different kinds of decisions. There is, for example, a wide difference between whether or not to prescribe

antibiotics (Petursson, 2005) and trying to diagnose medically unexplained symptoms (Nimnuan, Hotopf&

Wessely, 2000). Finally, it is also possible to end up with the same diagnosis with very different patterns of

diagnostics (Rosser, 1996).

It is hardly surprising, then, that with an increasing number of variable faetors involved in the process of

decision-making, the variation in what is actually done is found to increase as weil. Studies have shown

variations ofup to a factor five between different doctors and different dcpartments in terms ofreferral

rates (Franks, Zwanziger, Mooney & Sorbero, 1999), prescription of medication (Sandvik & Hunskaar,

1990) and use ofiaboratory tests (Rosser, 1996). These findings have not been sufficiently explained by

variations in the populations ofpatients studied, which therefore suggests that doctor- and organization

related factors play the most significant role (Mabeck, 1994b; Mabeck & Kragstrup, 1993; Vedsted, Olsen,

Sørensen, Beeh & Gyrd-Hansen, 2008; Vedsted, Sørensen, Nielsen & Olesen, 2004).

What we don’t know

In his rcview, Norman concluded that although important descriptions and models had been made, we still

do not know what actually takes place in pracdce:

No empirlcai rcsearch has been conducted to date into the natute ofreflective practlce in medicrne...

Advocates ofevidence-based medtctne and decision analysis methods can tel Us much about what tJd
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influence managernent decisions ... but can vil us little about how practitioners actually weigh up the rnany
factors, medical, social and psychological to arrive at a particular course of action (Norman, 2005).

We have, be argues, some ideas about how an initial diagnosis is decided upon, but only sparse knowledge
on all the dccisions after this thc modification ofinitial diagnosis, the creation ofa strategy ofclinical
tests to verify or dliscredlit initial diagnoses, thc choice ofa relevant treatrnent, thc timing ofdifferent tests
and thcrapies and the decisions on monitonng and modifying the iliness and the management of the fflness.
The research would thus seems especially fit to providc models of simple decisions with only one health
care problem, only few actors (one patient and one doctor) and with no restrictions on time and possible
courses of action. Henrik Wu1ff whose work on c[inicai reasoning will feature in Chapter 3, also found his
own model of clinical decisions fit mostly for decisions concerning the initial diagnosis, while factors like
agc, co-morbidity, and cthical considerations might complicate the process considerably (Wulff, 1987b).

Adding to the confusion is the fact that we do not know how individual patterns of decision-making -

whetber traits or not - are developed, although there is some consensus that the first few years after
graduating from medical schooi must somehow be cruciai (Akre, Vikanes & Hjortdahl, 1992; Bayer,
Henriksen, Larsen & Ringsted, 2003; Falck, Brattebø, Brinchmann-Hansen & Ebbing, 2003; Gaarder, Eide
& Falck, 2000; Henriksen, Ringsted, Bayer & Larsen, 2003; Solheim, 1992). Thc young doctor — the
hypothesis goes — is young and volatile, prepared for change and learning from her seniors. But as cinicai
experience increascs, a set of behavioural patterns emerge, made stable by the testing of their efflciency in
dinical practice (Akre & Ludvigsen, 1999). And gradually the doctor becomes a professional who may and
does learn something new, but who basically works in accordance with the same embodied practices
developed early on in clinicaI work (Gabbay & May, 2004).

What we need to know

Norman’s review indicate tbe need for an extended research agenda if we are to understand how decisions
are made in cinical practicc and, be argues, tbis understanding is necessary to develop ways to develop and
improvc clinical practice and medical education. Research of tbis kind may point to situational as well as
pcrsonai relations important for learning and may indicate areas where educators should focus their efforts
to teach younger colleagues about the process of decision-making. But understanding how patterns of
decision-making develop may also increase our understanding of clinical variation and point to possible
ways to furd-ier the deveioprnent of an evidence-based medicirie as an integrated part of medical education
in practice and as an integrated part of daily clinical work.

Norman concluded that we are, as yet, unable to capture the essence of clinical decision-making in practice.
Akre found that participant observation combined with interviews, the methodology of the ethnographic
ficldwork, should prove an important approach to bow doctors learn in clinical practice (Akre &
Ludvigsen, 1997). Severai Danish studies have already argued for and made use oft.his metbodologicai
approach. These include studies of pre-graduate education (Wicbmann-Hansen, 2004a) as well as both
internsbip and specialist education (Bach, Bayer, Brinkkær, Larsen & Pallesen, 2004; Bayer et ai., 2003;
Bayer, Larsen, Brinkkjær & Høyen, 2006).

3This development lias been paralleled by a recognition of the possibility for inutual inspiradon between the medical and thesocial sciences (Aagaard-Hansen, 1999; Risør & Olesen, 2004; Skultans & Cox, 2000). One of tbe nouble Jandmarks in tbisdevelopment was the publishing of t}ie book Pafienis a’d Healers in ihe Context of Cu/ture by Arthur Kieinman (Kleinman,l980c), a
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The ethnographic fieldwork approach is also the chosen methodology of this project. The practical, ethical

and analytical aspects of this wiil be dcscribed in Chapters 6-8. Aside from the potential to generate

relevant data on clinical practice and learning found by the scholars above, ethnographic fieldwork has the

added value ofmaking tbe comnion-place exotic and vlce versa (Eriksen, 1993a; Hastrup, 1996). What

people do in everyday life has a common sense character that makes it a chaflcnge to research, but

fieldwork has proven to be an approach which may open up what is ‘common sense’ for analysis, to

understand the cultural complexity that sustains a given practice (Barth, 1989; Geertz, 1973; Hastrup,

1989). The litcrature rcview above indicatcs, that clinical decision-maldng is that kind ofactivity, one

doctors simply do, and yet one, we need to understand more fully.

Norman’s analysis also calis for a more encompassing tbeory of decision-making, preferably one, that rests

on empirical evidence. What we need is, apparently, not another state-of-the-art of dinical decisions, but a

search for where uncertainty of clinical practice and Icarning begins and for theoretical perspectives with

the potential to extend our understanding into thesc arcas, what Høyer has termed the ‘can-opening

approach’ (Høyer, 2007), using theory to conceptualize and grasp what has until now escaped the attention

of research. Chapters 3-5 present the development of and inspirations for the perspective chosen for this

study.

Thcse methodological and theoretical challenges cstablish two different but intertwined and inseparable

tracks in the projcct: Onc is the study of how young doctors learn to make clinical decisions in actual

practice; the otber is a development of a new conceptualization of dinical decision-making relevant to this

and future studies. In the later chapters, the empirical study will inform the theory; but theoretical

devclopmcnt will also guide the chrection of the stud)’.

Conclusion

The central question — how do doctors learn to make clinical decisions - is readily understood by most: We

know what doctors are, and we know that they go through a lengthy education, learning about the body,

about disease and about ways to diagnose and treat illnesses. And in their daily clinical work thcy need to

make a number of decisions in which they use their knowledge and their skilis to heip the individual

patient.

The apparent case with which we understand the qucstion dissolves when one starts to consider what thc

question actually means: We know something about how simple decisions about diagnosis and therapy are

made. But we also know that most of the decisions of clinical work are as yet unexplained. We know that

there is great variation in what different doctors decide about diagnosis and therapy. We know that tJ-ie

individual doctor has certain patterns of rcasoning and behaviour in problemsohring. We bdieve that such

patterns are developed early in cinical education. But we do not know how the patterns develop and what

thcy consist of. We do not know how doctors learn to make clinical decisions.

book often referred to in recent tnedical hterature addressing aspects of culture and social interacuon in the health care system

(see for instance (McWbinney, l997a)). Robert Hahn posed tbe question: “Epidemiology and anthropology — one logic or two?”
and came up with tbe answer “more tban one, but considerably less than two” (Hahn, 1995a). in Chapter 19, I discuss the

relation betwecn antbropology and medicine in the light of tbe findings.
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We face an apparent paradox: Clinical decision-makirig is at the hub of medical pracdce and the focus of
intense research. However, no consistent theory connects the diverse approaches and findings, and
explains how thc substantial variation in outcome of clinical decision-making is established. Thus, thc
apparent casiness in understanding rhe rcsearch question has mmcd out to be illusory.
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Chapter 2

Medical educarion
How do you make a doctor?

In Ihis chaptei I present a short literature rnzâw ofznternship, medical students and medical schooi

Introduction

Some days I think — I go home and think: ‘It went damn well today’. It was really good and I was on

top of the things I had to do, and did it without being too baffled and without being interrupted and
sidetraeked... And then otber days — I go home and think: Jesus Chnst. This — I ain never going to
make it... It is all about: ‘What is my funetion? What is my plaee in all this, this jigsaw puzzle? (Ann,

mtern)

In ehapter 1, einieal deeision-making was found to be pivotal in medical praetiee, althougb what it aetually

eonsist of is not entirely clear. However, it is eicar that to be able to perform tbis aetivity doetors need to

go through a proeess of learning. In this ehapter I provide a sbort review of studies of medical edueation

and tbe people who beeome doctors4.It serves as part of the baekground for the diseussions in later

ehapters, espeeiallv the personal resources young doctors have for learning and thc eonditions ofrhe

learning environment.

Medieal edueation ean be deRmed in different ways and from different perspeetives. For the purpose of this

and subsequent ehapters, I wifl use frie term ‘medieal edueation’ as a referenee to the process of beeomimg

a doetor, ineluding tbe learning of knowledge, skifis, affitudes, and soeial norms and behaviour. Medieal

eduearion on a formal level eonsists of an edueation at baehelor and master level, a primary einical

edueation — inrernsbip — and, finally, a speeialist edueation. Eaeh of tbese levels of edueation is guided by

reguladons, eurrieula, target objeedves and deseriptions of each speeifle edueational element.

Bur medieal edueation is also non-formalired. Learning and soeialization are not proeesses that ean be fully

eontrolled, not are they easily predietable. New experienee eonnects to earlier experienee, and there is a

eontinuous interaetion between the individual and the different soeial and physieal eontexts through whieh

the individual moves (Illeris, 2006b). Tbis complexity ofinteraetion and meaning-making is very mueh a

part of medieal edueation as well. So are the patients you meet, the doetors, the nurses, as are the loeations

in wbieh tbe meetings take plaee — emergency wards, bed units, out-patient elinies, famlly praetice as well

as experienees in the private sphere — frie illnesses of family members and friends for instanee, and debate

on health eare issues in publie media.

Traditionally, tbat is in the last one or two eenturies, tbere have been a distinetion between medieal sebool

or pre-graduate edueation, taking plaee at a university, and learning wbile working as a doetor, post

graduate edueation, taking plaee in various elinical settings in frie health eare system (Downie & Charlton,

Suictly speaking, this chapter is not a proper review of literarure. It is an introducdon of certain qoestions with an impact on

what I wish to smdy, and ihe examples and the literanire I present only scratcbes the surface of the resesrch traditions touehed

upnn.
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I 992a). Thcre have been initiatives towards blurring this distinction in recent decades; initiatives towards
introducing medical students to patients and cinical settings from the first year of medical school, and
initiatives towards strengthening the academic aspects of cinical work. I rccognize such initiatives, but for
the purpose of ciarity, I will use thc terrn ‘medical school’ to refer to the education — formal and non
formal, academic and clinical — taking place between entering medical school and graduating from medical
school. Likewise, I wiil use the term ‘clinical education’ to refer to the education formal and non-formal,
academic and clinical — taking place between graduating from meclical school and, essentially, for as long as
the doctor is actively working as a doctor.

Intemship

In dinical education the focus of practicc, and thus the central leaming activity, is the work that needs to
be done — receiving new patients, doing the daily rounds in the department, tending out-patient chnics or
the c[inics of fanilly medicine. The tradirion in this part of medical education is karning-bji-doin and
apprcniiceshib, a tradition in line with many kinds ofcraftsmanship (Akre, 2003; Akre & Ludvigsen, 1999).
Clinical education is, in most countries, organized by the national medical association and the different
societies of the medical specialties.

Several researchers have suggested that individual patterns of decision-making are generated in the early
years ofclinical education (see Chapter 1). Research indicate that internship5constitute a critical phase in
formal and non-formal medical education (Brinchmann-Hansen, 2004; Henriksen et al., 2003; Petersson et
al., 2006a). It is a transition from going to university to going to work, from being a student to being a
doctor, from learning from books to learning from practice. Internship is therefore likely to provide an
important context for how doctors learn to make elinical decisions.

To many doctors, internship is their first employment as doctors after graduating from medical school.
Formally, it is the end of the basic education that all doctors go through before starting their training as
specialists. But in terms of the conditions for daily work and learning, internship is more akin to the later
stages of clinicai education than to medical school. Thus, it marks a period of uncertain status or borderline
for the medical student/young doctor (Akre et al., 1992; Brinchmann-Hansen, 2004). For some students
who have had ernployment in vacant positions in elinical departments prior to their graduation, this
borderline has already been crossed. But to most the first year after leaving university represents the
beginning of a new kind of working and a new kind of daily routine.

A number of studies on internship have been conducted in Scandinavia — t.hree countries with comparable
structures of both medical school and internship. They rather consistently show that this transition from

5j
use tbe terms intern and internship rather tban lutmis dottorand turnus education for several reasons. One is that it is less

cumbersome, anotber that st is the term most widely used internationally to describe a young doctor who has recently finished
university education. The term turnus doctordoes have some interesting connotauons, however, tbat are lost whcn speaking ofinterns. Turnus refers to the circulation between different departments taking turns at each. The very term therefore signifies thatthe turnus doctor is a temporary occupant, a mere visitor, in this particular serting. This is very much in accordance with acrual
practice as discussed in Chapter 10. After turnus, the doctors in Denmark usually goes on to work in a introductory posidon,
more semantically in line with the term intern, referring to being let in to the clinical space rather than just observing it or passing
through. Bot I have chosen to stay with the term intern for tbe sake of flow and understanding of the texi.
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university to clinical work is difficult both professionally and personally for the doctors (Petersson et al.,

2006a; Vikanes, Akre & Hjortdahl, 1992). It is not just the change in workplace and routinc that is new, but

also the parallel social transition, creating a family and perhaps rnoving from a university town known

through a number ofyears to — usually — a larger house but in a smaller town. It is unknown ifthe

difficulties experienced are due to thc change in workplace or the paraliel social changes; the difflculties

was found to consist of feeings of stress, anxiety and isolation (Henriksen et ni., 2003; Petersson et ni.,

2006a), of uncertainties of cinical knowledge and skilis (Morcke & Eika, 2002; Ringsted, Paflisgaard &

Falck, 2002), or thc marginalization of being in an unknown social environment unsure ofthe unspokcn

rules ofbehaviour and cxpression (Bayer et ni., 2003; Petersson et ni., 2006a).

Former studies have shown that young doctors have increased frequencies oflow self-esrcem, strcss,

depression, anxiety, abuse of drugs and considerations of suicide (Baldwin, Dodd & Wrate, 1 997a;

Baldwin, Dodd & Wrate, 1997b; Hendric, Clair, Brittain & Fadul, 1990; Rasmussen, 1989). Doctors find it

difficult to learn to master the physician’s roe, because their prior education has left them unprepared for

this, because they lack support from their clinical colleagues and because education has a low priority in

manv clinical departments (Bnidwin et ni., 1997a; Baldwin et ni., 1997b; Petersson et ni., 2006a)6.

Such a period — of being betwixt and between (Tumer, 1966) — is likely to produce significant changes in

the individuni trying to adapt to these changes and create a new socini and professionni identity (Slotnick,

2001). Part of this process could be to develop new and personal stratcgies for solving problems,

evaluating situatioris and making decisions. I use the cxpresslons ‘is likely’ and ‘could be’ realizing that no

certainty exists. As in Chapter I of how cinical decisions are made, we know some of tbe factors that are

likely to contribute to this situation, but we cio not know how thcy contnbute or what kind ofmutual

intcraction may influence the process.

These un-knowns aside, research literature informs us that interns are often disillusioned with tbeir career

choicc, have significant mcntal distress, many expcriencc depression and anxiety. This is unexpected: They

have completed their preferred education and entered a profession with high status, good income,

possibilities for continuous education. They should be happy — why arc they not? Could it be somcthing

about the students, some kind of vulnerability or lack of socii and personni resources?

Medical students

Research consistently finds the typical medicni student to be young, academically and socially resourceful

with stable and wdll-to-do family background (Christensen &juul, 1999; Eikeland & Hunskaar, 1990;

Pedersen et al., 1994), and about a flfth are doctors’ children (Iversen, Larsen & Damsgaard, 1985; Larsen

& Nielsen, 1973; Pedersen et ni., 1994; Snedevig, 1965).

They are doing well both in school and out of school, having a rieb social life with a wide variety of

hobbies and interests. A small group among tbem seems to have a mental sensitivity that may develop into

6 Thcre are many studies that have focused on the well-being of doctors, or ratber be Iack ofwell-being. These are swdies of

mental illness (Piowsky & OSuffivari, 1989; Voltmer, Kieschke, Schwappach, Wirshing & Spahn, 2008), abuse of alcohol and

drugs (Shaw, McGovern, Angres & Rawal, 2004; Thapar, 1989), and inappropriate coping strategles in situations of stress (Firth

Cozens, 1997), even increased nsk of suicide (Schernhammer & Colditz, 2004). The studies find these health related conditions

associated to conditions at work — long hours, emotional stress, and lack of support from peers.
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social isolation, anxiety, depression and/or abusive use of alcohol and other substances. Most, howcver,
are found to be to be healthy and robust young people who manage to go through medical education
without serious personal or psychological problems despite the numerous stressors in education. These
strcssors include the many flelds of knowledge, many examinations, learning to meet people who are sick,
grieving or even dying and the attempts to combine all these different kinds of knowledge and expericncc
into a professional identity and work-style compatible with theii perception of self (Bayer et al., 2003;
Slotnick, 2001). This general image has been confirmed in studies in medical schools throughout thc
western world, including a number of studies in Denmark, Norway and Swedcn (Risør, 1998d)7.

In this process, the students change. This change is extensive and includes almost every sphere of thcir life.
Socially their status usually changes frorn being young aduits or adolescents living with tbeir parents into
being single self-relying individuals, into being in a romantic relationship and finally into being a parent and
spouse in their own family. Most complete this process bctween the beginning of medical school and the
first year of clinical work after medical school, although thc process takes longer for medical students than
for other university students (Eikeland & Hunskaar, 1990). Parallel to the social process is, of course, the
medical education with the experience, knowledge, training and integration included in the curriculum.

This process, however, is found to include a transformation of attitudes and expectations toward the
medical field and clinical work as well. Researchers describe a change from the idcalistic towards the
pragmatic or even ti-ie cynical, a change from curiosity and openncss towards necessity and control, a
change from coricern for the patient towards concem about thcmselves. There is much variation in thc
extent of this change among different students. Some go all the way, some orily a small step away from
their initial attitude. Some researchers have suggested that this process is inevitable and a natural result of
growing up and gaining a more realistic perspectlve on themselves and others. Others have argued that the
process is dctrimcntal to their welI-being and their professional capacity to care for their patients (Becker,
Geer, Hughes & Strauss, 1961; Coombs & Paulson, 1990; Rezler, 1974; Risør, 1998d).

These studies inform us that the medical students seem well fit for the education. They also inform us that
the changes they go through is less tban ideal. Could this be remedied by a more careful selection of
students, choosing only those who can manage to go through education without the found problems?

Admission criteria

There has been a remarkable interest in the criteria for admittance to medical school. In part, this is
motivated by malpractice of doctors: If some doctors are too insensitive to their patients’ needs or too
concerncd with making money, then we should find ways to keep these individuals from entering mcdical
school8.The interest gains additional momentum from the desire to keep down the drop-out ratc from

In the description of medical students aud rnedical education, I mostly refer to studies from the Nordic countries. Thesecountries share a number of similarities in their heakh care systems (for example a strong public sector and family medicine asthe gatekeeper to the health care system) and in medical education (for example six years of medical school and comparablestructures ofinternship). This is relevant to keep in mmd when trying to decide on the applicability of the findings of thisfieldwork to other settings.
8 I have found no menuon of this argument in the research hterature. However, it is frequently in use by significant actors in dirfleld of medical education. The question has been put to mc when I describe the findings of my research. One professor inNorway menuoned that the minister of education in Norway had just scolded him and a gathering of senior faculty memberfrom Norwegian medical schools for being unable to keep the ‘psychopaths’ out ofmedical school.
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medical school. It is obviously no good idea to educatc young people for years in medical school, only to

have them drop out before thcy start paying for their education by actually working as doctors. As a result

a number of experiments and investigations have been formed targeting different admittance criteria.
Thcse efforts have been ongoing at least since the fifties (Downie & Chariton, 1992b; Eron, 1954).

Some findings in this field are consistent: High schools grades above a medium level are found to incrcase

the likdihood ofcompleting medical school (Alfayez, Strand & Carline, 1990; Christensen &Juul, 1999;

Huxham, Lipton, Hamilton & Chant, 1989); using intcrviews in the adniission process tends to reduce the

dropout rate (Areskog & Holmberg, 1996; Edwards,Johnson & Molidor, 1990), and perhaps thc recent

invention of multiple mini-intcrviews (M1\’il) even increase the likeihood of higher clinical performance

after medical sehool (Reiter, Eva, Rosenfeld & Norman, 2007). Tbe oecd for basic educational skills and
intellectual capacity probably explains the correlation between high school grades and making it to

graduation (Bang, Petersson, Risør & Eriksen, 2006; Christensen &Juin, 1999). The effect of the interview

is probably more complicated (Areskog & Holmberg, 1996; Bentzen, 2008).

However, these correlations between interventions and outcomes are slight. Reviewing the data on

different kinds of criteria whcther academic, personal or otherwise, some rescarchers have suggested that a

lottery may be the best selection criterion for meclical school and that the best way to select the kind of

doctors we want is simply to provide them with a good medical education (Goldbeck-Wood, 1996). Tbe

rcscarch indicate that adniittance criteria may heip sclcct thosc students who are capable ofcomplcting a

lengthy education at university, but cannot prevent the changes happening in medical school or the

problems found in the later stages, including in internship. What, then, is the cxplanation for these

problems? If it is not in the students, is it in the education?

Traditions ofmedical school

Some of the problems described above, the negative change of student’s attitudes and the personal

problems they experiencc, are found to anse from traditions ofmedical school. Medical education in the

university is an acadernic discipline based primarily on textbook knowledge prcsented in lectures, with the

flelds of natural science standing relatively strong in terms of number of courscs and lecturcs — anatorny,

physiology, biochemistry, microbiology, pharmacology and pathology. The clinical flelds are there, but

mostly represented in an academic eontext that is significantly different from einical work (Wichmann

Hansen, 2004a).

Mcdical schools have been criticized for being conservative in thcir structure. The institutes, departments

and the very organization of the medical faculty appear to be ratber stable over years and decades. People

go in and out of these structures, of course, and new themes and kinds of research are generated; but the

general aspects ofthe medical curriculum seem somewhat resistant to change (Dieh,Jazcseak,Jonassen &

Tranum-Jensen, 1994). Take for instance this statement from Yalc University about the need for

curriculum change, where the author is

critical of enforced performance through enforced attendance, controlled systematic coverage of
material, frequent chccking by examinations and absurd mathematical evaluation of achievement
(Lippard, 1954).
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This critique of ‘cnforced attendance’ to ciasses, covering a large material rather than reflecting on use and
a high number of exarninations with grades has been uttered by many. A review of medical education in
Nonvay noted that students bad

30-40 hours of obligatory ciasses each week. It goes without saying that there is littie room for criticai
working with and selecting in this material (Gjesdal, 1969).

And the autbor found that tids led to ‘uncritical passivity’. Some autbors have evcn found that

Medical school brainwashes the students, so that when doctors, they aften have an exaggerated faith
in their own knowledge, yet are weakened in their ability to reflect upon fundamental coricepts, learn
fram experience md adapt (Schei, 1992).

Note that these problems are not of a recent date. The first statcment is fram 1954, tbe second from 1969
and the tbird from 1992. Concerns about ‘overloading ofthe curriculum. . .followed by results injurious to
the student’ was raised by thc General Medical Council as far back as 1863 (Education Comrnittee, 1993).

The cxtenslveness and inertia of medical education has often led to frustration when trying to update and
recreate the curriculum. Traditions and established courses are difficult to change. Issues ofemployment
and research funding are at stake for the institutes involved. Often the attitude: ‘It seems to be working, sa
why change it?’ come to the fore. Impormnt efforts have been made to change medical education, and,
mdeed, changes have been made. In Norway, for instancc, new curricula have been developed in both
Oslo (Aasland & Wiers-Jenssen, 2007) and Trondheim (Haug, østbyhaug, Pettersen, Iversen, Myhre,
Romslo et al. 1994) and are being developed in Tromso (Hasvold, Huseby, Kunile, 1jan, Hansen, Irtun et
al. 2007). Yet, initial bursts ofenthusiasm md initiative in reforming medical school often cool down over
time when negotiations of specific details ofcourses and numbcr oflcctures are done (Karle, 2001), and
evaluations may show no apparent effect ofthese changes (Aasland & Wiers-Jenssen, 2007).

However, there have been notable examples of curriculurn changes —the faculties of McMaster, Harvard
and Maastricht are often mentioned. Thcse changes have apparently been both quick, influential and
sustainable (Karle, 2001). But this has always involved a great and coordinated effort by a number of
people dedicated to thc task, a favourable funding of the process and, to some extent, a re-organization of
not just the contents but also the structure of teaching as well (Dich et al., 1994; Education Committee,
1993; Nordøy, Mårtenson, KamperJørgensen, Johansen & Münster, 1996).

The doctor - being or becoming?

The review above outlines a possible paradox. The individuals who choose to study medicine are unusual
in certain aspccts. There is a search for the ideal medical student and che criteria that will select just those
who wffl become good doctors. This indicates chat the doctors are somehow alteady marked out as doctors
beforc they start medical school. But on che other hand, research indicates that the students are changed in
significant ways in thc course of going through medical school and later in clinical education. Sa, is ‘doctor’
something you air ar something you become?
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This paradox exists on a more general level as well. Healerstexist in every known soetety, and history and

arehaeology inclieate that it has been so all the time that humans have existed on this planet (Eliade, 1964;

Porter, 1997e; Stolt, 1997)°. In this way the heaier is a universal funetion (Eliade, 1964).

But healers differ. Between differenr epoehs and between different soeieties, but also within otherwise

stable and eoherent soeieties like the Nordie welfare states during reeent deeades (Jaeobsen & Larsen,

2007; Larsen, 1996; Stolt, 1997). Take, for instanee, the development of the general praedtioner, a figure

with whom, most are familiar. It was only in tbe l9 eentury that the network of general praetitioners

(GPs) was established, first as regional surgeons who were given responsibility for providing health eare in

a speeifie area. Until tben, most of the population bad frequented oniy local healers with no formal

edueation when they were siek. Later, when tbe number of university edueated doetors inereased, the GPs

were dispersed and dispensed to all the regions ofDenmark (Nyland, 2000a).

In the time of speeialization in medieine in the 20tb eentury, GPs beeame a profession with a lower status

than their eolleagues at the hospitals (whieh were growing larger). In the middie ofthe 20” eentury, a

movement emerged in a number ofeountries that strived to ralse the status and speeify the eontents of

general praeriee. Part ofthis eonsisted in ehanging frie name of general praetiee tofarni/y medicine (although

the older terms general praetiee and family praetiee are stil in use) (MeWbinney, 1997d). Over a few

deeades from the 1960s onwards, the solo praedtioner who did frequent surgery and daily house ealls

ehanged into larger elinies where dliagnosties of internal medieine and health promotion were daily elinieal

tasks. This ehange has been motivated and faeditated by ehanges in both soeietal strueture, bving standards

and ehanging patterns ofinfeetion (MeWhinney, 1997d).

Diseases ehange as welI. Changes in demograpbie patterns, age, and migradon ehange the eonclidons for

disease, both aeute like infeetions and trauma, but also more ehronie eondidons. In any soeiety there wiil

be certain condidons elassified as diseases, but there will also be experienees of illness that are not suffieiendy

eovered by these elassifieations (Hahn, 1995e; Kleinman, 1980b). Eaeh soeiety also has eertain norms for

what is eonsidered a health eare issue. This speetrum has been termed sicleness (Young, 1982). Some authors

have even argued that a still more eneompassing term should be a foeus for researeh: experienees that ean

eolleetively be ealled suffiring (Kleinman & Kleinman, 1991). In eaeh soeiety there may be speetrums of

suffering that are — or are not — ineluded in what is eonsidered siekness, just like there may be experienees

ofiliness that are not possible to eonneet satisfaetorily to a eategory ofdiseasett.‘T’his suggests a further

9 I realize tbat tbe use of ±e word ‘heaier’ is subjeet to misunderstaodmg. In common usage it refers to people pracucing the

alternative tberapy known as ‘healing’ or ‘spiritual healing’. I have chosen to employ it in ita etymological sense: Persons who

praeoce the art of healing people in need. The meaning of the word has 00 doubt moved from the general aod broad

connoution to the oarrower one m today’s use. The term ‘quaeksalver’ has expersenced something ssmilar, ss st onee meant

someone who would treat — ‘salve’ — the ssck — ‘quaek’ (Law, 1974). The Danish term ‘læge’ meansng physicsan (Norwegian: lege,

Swedish: Ilkare) comes from ao old Nordic word meaning — healer. Only jo the 19” eenrury did it come to mean those healers

-who bad gone tbrough a university edueaoon aod acbieved the official status (Nyland, 2000b). Tbus, there are several terms in

ose for different kinds of healera, and — like tbe eontent of tbe professions and tbe problems they deal with — tbeir mesning

change over time.
Indeed, smdies of higher primates like ehimpanzees and gorillas soggest that even before ti-se line of Aostrslopitheeus (and

later, Homo sspiens) diverged from ti-se otber primstes, tbere msy have been healers, i.e. individuals livmg ss members of a

common social strueture bot performing special tssks in teoding tbe 111 sod the wounded (van Lawick-Goodall, 1972).

° Tbe term ‘funcsiooal disorders’ and ti-se relsted ‘somsdzsuon’ exist ss sttempts st cstegories of s spectrum of 000-

estegorizsble illness. lncressirsgly, the rerm ‘Medieslly unexplasned symptoms (MUS) is being used. For panents and healers slike,

tbis speetrum generates oncertainty, wbieh in itself becomes part of botb ti-se suffering and tbe atrempts to sileviste ir
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paradox similar to the one concerning the individual doctor: Is healing a universal function or a local
construct in a specific context?

These apparent paradoxes may be re-contextualized with the ‘learning triangle’ proposed by Knud Ifleriis
(Figure 2.1). Illeriis found that learning always involves two fundamental processes — an individual process
and an interactional process and that these werc not parallel but at right angles. The individual process of
learning takes place in the dynamic relation between the ‘drive’ of the individual and tbe ‘content’ of
learning. Tbe interactional process takes place in the equally dynamic relation between thc individual and
the world in which be or she lives (Illeris, 2006d).

Fi,gzire 2.1. TheJindamentalprocesses oflearning’2

entod..dlefor

the world

In the context of this model, frie individual doctor both is and is in the process of becoming. The ‘drive’
described by Illeriis is made up by the experiences aud the personal potential of the individual. Tbe
‘content’ is the desired goals of learning set up for medical education. The process of learning takes place
in the relation between tbese two. The doctor is both being and becoming.

Tbis process is continuously influenced by the process ofinteraction with the world in whieh the doctor
lives. This world shares the same dynamic conditions of the individual. It both is, and is in the process of
becoming (Illeris, 2006e). In this context the above paradox makes sense: The function ofthe healer is
both universal, a being, but also and at the same time, a becoming, a dynamic adaptation to the changes in
society and in human needs.

The story of Quesalid

How does this relate to the interns of this study? A model like frie one Illeris propose may bok sound in
the abstract sense, but what is thc relation between this model and empirical reality? Illeris, of course

(Bäärnhielm, 2006; Dalsgaard, 2006; Fink, 2006; Frostholm, 2006;Jensen & Paarup, 2006; Malterud, 2006; Rask, 2006; Rosendal,2006).
12 Re-drawn and translated from lUeris (Illeris, 2006d) for the purpose of this chapter.
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explores this question himseif at lengtb providing numerous empirical examples. I will provide just one

here, not from tbe work of Illeris, but from anthropologv.

Levi-Strauss oncc recountcd how one Quesalid, a Kwakiutl Indian from tbe Vancouver region of Canada,

did not beieve in tbe power of tbe shamans. But

Driven by curiosity about their tricks and by the desire to expose them, he began to associate witb the

shamans until one of them offered to make him a member of their group (Lévi-Strauss, 1963).

In tbe course of his four-year apprendceship, be leamed the tricks of the craft and treated people with tbe

use ofbis new skiils, cvcn acquiring some additional sidils ofhealing from the neighbouring Koskiko

Indians. Gradually, his reputation as a shaman grew, although be was still convinced that tbc activities of

bis hcaling wcrc simple tricks and sleight-of-hand. But at some time in tbis process, tbe line beeame

blurred. Obviously, bis actions bad an effcct on his patients. He bad been given the healing powers of tbe

sbaman, not because ofwbat be eonsciously believed, but because of sometbing else:

Quesalid did not beeome a great shaman beeause he eured us patients; be cured his patients beeause

be bad beeome a great shaman Lévi-Strauss, 1963).

Tbe story of Quesalid illustrate tbe nature of the paradox: Healers are made both by tbeir motivation and

tbeir experience — tbc drive — and by tbe contents of learning. But they are also made by the interaction

between this individual process and the society in whicb tbey praetice tbeir eraft — and learn. This dynamie

intcrplay, wbich hlleris elaim is universal in learning, will be an Important part of tbe perspcctive in tbis

tbcsis, a perspective explored more tboroughly in Chapters 9-10.

I began tbis chapter witb a quote from Ann, one of tbe interns in tbe project. In that sentcnce her

individual process is very cicar. But so is tbe process ofinteraetion in tbis quote said in conjunction with

tbe first:

They expeet me to be a fully eompetent doctor; who knows everything right from the start. And I

don’t see myselfas a doetor. That is, when I need a doctor, I ask ‘where is tbe grown-up?’ Because

[smi1ing I don’t see myseif as one, as a fully fledged doetor, who ean make her own deeisions.

Conclusion

Researchers have pointed out a number ofproblems associated with early dlinical cdueation. These

problems cannot be sufficiendy explained by studies of the student populadon. Medical sehool impaets tbe

students and tbeir attitude towards their career. It makes them more eoneerned witb fulfihling the demands

they expcrience from educators and clinicians, and less coneerned witb tbeir initial desircs for knowledge

and learning. Tbis is strengthened by a curriculum with littie room for reflcction, and for use ofpersonal

experience and resources. Learning medicinc, tbe student learns, is primarily a question of learning tbe

correct knowledge, being able to find tbe true diagnosis and ehoose the best treatment. For some, this

process generates problems of a personal nature, but also problems of relating to and bcing a part of a

professional community ofpracticc. This sets tbe scene for tbe studies ofinternship.
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Several autbors have argued tbat the difference between doctors, including the variation in cinical
decisions described in Chapter 1, may be the result of thc experiences of the first years of clinical work
after graduating from medical school. In this period the young doctor has to find ways to connect thc
world of textbooks to the world of padents, and tbis can be done in many ways. During this period, thcy
argue, tbe doctor stans to develop patterns of behaviour that are continuously strengthened and nuanced
throughout their career (Mabeck & Kragstrup, 1993; Norman, 2006). Tbis is believed to explain how a
relatively homogenous group of individuals going through the same education stil end up different: It is
the variation in the experience of clinical education tbat produces the variation in clinical practice.
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Chapter 3

Clinical rationality
How should doctors make decisions?

In this chapter a recognied mode/for c/inical decision-making is compared to a casefrom thefie/dwork. Ifind a number of

discrepancies between them and a needfor a new conceptua/iation better suiledfor studzes ofclinica/practice.

Introduction

The concept of clinical decision-making (CDM) and some of tbc possible ways to describe this process

were introduced in Chapter 1. In this chapter, I enter a search for a theoretical pcrspective that is botb

practical and relevant for the fleldwork. I will take as my stat-ting point a prevalent model of dinical

decision-making and compare it to a case from my fieldwork.

The model in question was first presented in the book C/inica/ RationaIiy, written by Henrik Wu1ff, a

specialist in gastroenterology with a strong and pcrsisting interest in the fleids ofmedical ethics and

reasoning, developed a now widespread model of the process of clinical decision-making. Tbe first edition

was published in 1973 (Wu1ff 1973). The edition of the book was recently published (Wulff& Gøtsche,

2006). The last two editions have bad Peter Gotsche from the Danish Coehrane Institute as their co-author

and the subtide on an evidence-basedfoundation was added. Tbis book has served as the tcxtbook ofmedical

rescarch tbeory at thc medical facuky of Copenbagen sinee tbe 1980s (\Vulff 1987b). Originally published

in Denmark, the book was translated and published in a number of countries (including Great Britain,

Yugoslavia, Italy and thc Netherlands), receiving widespread acclaim. The English edition is mentioned as

one of the important inspirations for the authors of Evidence-BasedMedicine — Hun to Practice and Teach EBM

by Sharon E. Straus et al. (Straus, Richardson, Glasziou & Haynes, 2005b), a literary cornerstone ofthe

movement of evidence-based medicine.

When internship in Denmark was recentlv reduced from eighteen to t\velvc months, renamed C/inica/Basic

Education and restructured and reconceptualised as well, WulfPs model was given a ccntral position in the

description ofwhat basic competencies that should be obtained by the young doctor during these twclve

montb. A total of fifteen basic competencies were deseribed for the education and the Wulff-model has

‘served as the framework’ for inne (# 1-9) of these competeneies, colleetively termed ‘the role as medical

expert’. Tbis leaves only six (# 10-15) basie eompeteneies for the remaining six ro/es, tbe doctor as

comrnzenicator healib promoler, co-operator, proftssiona4 /eader/adminis/rator and scho/ar (Sundhedsstyrelscn [Danish

National Board of Healtbl, 2007i’.

In the model, the cinieal deeision is deseribed as a continuous progressive proeess where data is eollectcd,

the diagnosis is madc, a relevant therapy is selcctcd and the outcome monitored (see Figure 3.1). At

specifie points ofthis process, tbe doctor applies bis knowledge of the dlinical pieture ofdifferent

diagnostic categories and his knowlcdge of prognosis, given different kinds of treatment, for this condition.

l This is a modification ofa Canadian modei of the physician’s role (CanIVIEDS 2000 Project, 1996) that have been instrumental

in implementing change in speciaity education in Denmark (Speciallægekommisionen, 2000). However, critique has been voiced

that the new theoretical perspcctives do not produce the expected change in education, but primarily change the rhetoric about

education (Mann, 2004). A recent Danish study came to the same conclusion (Dehn, Nielsen, Larsen & Bayer, 2009).
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This process may appear simple in thc model, but Wulff emphasizes that consideradons of a hermcneutic
nature — including ethical issues — should influence the process, and the process tnay be complicated by a
number of factors, among these the expcrience of the doctor and by such facts as tbe patient having a
chronic disease.

Figure 3.1. Clinica/deczsion-making’4

Knowledge of
clinical signs

and symptoms
Finding the diagnosis

Is the diagnosis certain?

yes

Monitoring the result
of treatment The end

Thc steps in the Wulff-model include patient-doctor contact, collecting data, applying knowledge about
disease entities, finding a diagnosis, applying knowledge about prognosis given different kinds of treattncnt,
choosing a treatment and monitoring the results. Therc is a feedback ioop in the process: If the diagnosis
reached in step 4 is uncertain, steps 2-3 are repeated (WuIff 1987b)15.

Science in practice

The following chapter is inspired by the works of Bruno Latour and his developmcnt of the AetorNe/work
Theory and a short introduction of this approach is necessaev. Latour has made a number of studies of thepractice of scicnce, how science is done, how scientiflc knowledge is generated and how different actors
become mvolved in thcse processes (Latour, 1987; Latour, 1988; Latour, 1993; Latour, 1999). This field of

14 The model is transiated for the purpose of this presentation.
The model (and models like it) clearly enjoys autbority in medical texts and curricula as descrjbed. However, I note that notonce during fieldwork did any of tbe doctors acwally refer to tbis model. It is therefore possible tbat a different kind of process,

less explicit and more embodied than conceptualized, exist in cinical praclice (see the entry about tacit knowledge in Chapter 5).In fact, this is what I aim to find out.
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rcsearch has become known as science and techno/o,gy studies (STS) and has been applied to a number of

different sctentific disciplines, among these mcdicines, as an example of a scicace in action. Latour advises

against the use of the usual distinctions betwccn Naturc, Society and Meaning as be finds that these

domains are not separated in action. Practice, he argues, should be studied as an ongoing construction of

networks that are at tbe same time all these domains. Tbe relations of these networks are not something

extra that connccts the real things. The nctworks and the generation of networks are what is real. Onc

particularly important aspect ofthe nctworks is the powcr of the individual relations.

In my own experience, this makes sense. When, for instance, I meet a patient witb suspected pneumonia in

the department of internal medicine, there is no real scparation between the biological processes of

pneumonia (Namre), the organizational structure of the hospital (Socicty) and the attempts to generate an

understanding of the patient’s condition that could be verbalized and used as the basis for planning

(Meaning). Tbese clements werc all part of the same action in which a number of different human and

non-human actors contribute and relate to each other, including the patient, the nurses, the dcpartment of

radiology, thc computer, thc different wards, me, the bactcria, the journal, and the lung tissue. What does

dinical decision-making bok like if studied in tbis way? This is the way I will explore the applicability of

Wulff’s model in the following.

The case ofBirgitte and A7ni

In the following discussion, I refer to a speciflc case from frie fieldwork’6.I wilI use this as a basis for

discussing the concept of the clinical decision and its possible implications for medical education. The case

takes place in a medical ward aud it exemplifies some of the elements in the doctor’s work that are not out

of the ordinary, but at the same time require an amount ofwork on the doctor’s part to find out what is

wrong with the patient and how to address these health care issues. It is an example of an undiagnosed

patient seen by a doctor, which is the situation most often referred to when illustrating the seven-step

model of dlinical dccision-making and, indecd, the only kind of clinical decision-making that has been

researched to any reasonable extent (Norman, 2005; Wulff, 1987b).

Applying the model for tbc clinical decision (Figure 3.1) to the case, the events are the following:

1) Patient-doctor contact — Birgitte, the intern, enters the room aud goes to the bed wherc Kim, the

patient, is lying. They exchange greetings and begin the interview.

2) Collecting data — Birgitte asks questions of Kim and listens to his answers. She examines him and

notes what she finds.

3) Applying knowledge about disease entities — Birgitte thinks about what diagnosis or diagnoses

could explain the patient’s symptoms and her findings from the physical examination.

4) Finding a diagnosis — Birgitte puts the following diagnoses in the patient’s file: bilateral erysipelas,

abuse of alcohol and medicine, abscess of tbe right elbow, possible kidney disease.

161 will present an overview and discussion of the fieldwork in Chapter 6 and 7. Here, as well as in Chapter 4 and 5, the use of

data from ihe fieldwork is meant to assist the development of a sound theoretical perspective. The analysis of how interns learn

about decision-making comes later (Chapter 9 through 16).
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5) Applying knowledge about prognosis given differenr kind of treatment — Birgirte thinks about what
kind of treatmenr might heip the panent get better (in case of erysipelas), prevent negative
consequences of health problem (in ease of abuse) or help elarifying the diagnosis (in ease of the
elbow).

6) Choosing a treatment - Birgitte preseribes antibioties, vitamin B, ultrasound of the elbow and
examination by an orrhopaedie surgeon.

7) Moniroring the results — Ilirgitte preseribes supplementary blond tests and knows that her senior
eolleague will examine the patienr later in the evening.

So, apparently tI-se model is relevant for an analysis of the proeess of elinieal deeision-making in this ease.
But only apparently so. Going through the process chronologically reveals that none of the seven steps are
what they seem.

The ‘steps’ of the model

Wben Birgitte meets tbe patient, she has read tbe admission paper, wbieh gives a brief bistory ofthe
patient and possible diagnoses. Before entering ±e room, she is already tbinking about tbis information
and what to do about ti:

I haven’r seen tbis kind of patient before. . .we praetieally do not see the aleoholies anymore [sinee the
emergeney ward was elosedi

The nurse gives her the va/ues (hinod pressure, pulse and temperature) and her initial overall evaluation of
frie palient and notes tbat ‘be says that be hasn’t been drinking’, but witb her faeial expression she shows
tbat she doubts what tbe patient is saying. So, before frie doetor meets the patient, interaetion aud
refleetion eoneerning steps 2 and 3 and 4 and 5 aud 6 are already being made.

The colleedon of data (step 2) has thus started before Birgitte sees frie patient and, anyway, she is not just
co//ecting tbe data. Ratber she is trying to make sense of diffuse, poorly defmed and sometimes even
contradietory pieees ofinformation that she has to bring togetber into a eoherent pieture that she ean
represent in the text she enters into tbe patient’s journal. She has to make an effort to understand the
patient, ehoose what to believe, interpret what does not make sense aud leave out information that she
thinks is irrelevant. This proeess goes on for a long time after she has left tbe room tbe first time aud is
supplemented by the senior doetor’s asseasment of frie patienr and tbe interaetion between tbe two
doctors. In faet, it is praedeally impossible to say when frie co/Iection qfdata begins. It is, however, botb
praetical and possible to see tbat a eontinuous constnwtion ofiqformation is taking plaee, a proeess in whieh
Birgitte plays her part. She is not tbe only aetor. It is her, however, who has the task of representing the
result oftbis proeess in tbe text in the patient’s joumal.

Knowledge is somehow applied (step 3) in the eonstruetion ofinformation about frie patient, aud based on
tbis, different attempts oflabeliing frie patients eondition are made. But whose knowledge? How is ti
applied? By whom and when? Rather than seeing this proeess as a separate step, it is an integrated part of
the eonstruction of information and ti is used in frie eontinuing proeess of trying to make sense of frie
patient’s condition. Tbis is done both by tbe patient, tRe doetor admitdng Mm, the nurse and Birgitte.
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Their individual interpretations are played out and modified during their intcraction; different conclusions

are reached, adjusted, supplemented and developed.
Deciding upon a diagnosis (step 4) thus becomes a collective process tbat goes beyond Birgitte, botb in

time and space. It seems here to be a kind of label for part of the reflections going on bctween the actors

and this opens a number of possibilities for action. The actions, however, to some extent determine the

diagnosis, i.e. it is not just the other way around. For instance, Birgitte is not at all certain about the

diagnosis eysipeIas’7because she has nevcr seen that in both legs at the same time and she did not think this

was possible. Moreover, she does not know whcther the red, swollen elbow is due to an infection or not.

But the patient has a fever and seems to be in need of treatment, so she would like to do something. These

diagnoses allow her to prcscribe two different kinds ofantibiotics. She is aware that they may not be

necessary, she teils mc, (ti-se swollen legs may be due to stasis ratber than infection) or may need to be

changed for something else (as the infectious agent may not be Slreplococcui). But it is onc oftbe possibilities

that she has for doing sometbing to treat the patient — and for acquiring more information: If thc

temperature drops and ti-se blood values normalizc, this wffl indicate that the patient had an infection that

responded to these antibiotics. In other words, the process ofinformation generation is stil going on, and

the treatment and the diagnosis are not just connected, they are inseparable.

Knowlcdge about prognosis (step 5) is both prcsent and not. At one hand, the interaction around tbe

patient is leading towards a diagnosis for which quaiifled guesses about prognosis can be made. For

instance, erysipelas treated with penicillin will usually recede and the patient wiil be cured. However, in this

case, thc diagnosis is uncertain as shown, and even ifit turns out to be be, it is difficult to say what thc

likely prognosis is for this patient with several interrelated health problems. So, tbe intern chooses to do

what she beieves is beneficial for the patient here and right now, but the prognosis beyond the next few

days is mo insubstantial to be used as a guidc for action. This idea is so uncertain that it does not provide

any real guidance about what to do. Instead, the doetors and nurses involved reduce his situation to a

number ofn-imor issues that can be handled individually with the means at hand in the medical ward. Tbus,

it appears to be knowledge about local duties, local organization and local possibilities tbat is applied to ti-se

patient’s case rather than knowledge about the prognosis of speciflc health care problems. These kinds of

knowledge are, again, not only kepi by the doetor or limited to a specifie step in the decision-making

process.

The dinical decisions made

Deciding upon a treatment (step 6) seems to be the point in time and space where a decision is actually

made. At least, it seems to be made at a spceific point if I 1nok in ti-se patlent’s frie:

rp18. subl19. Subutex2°16 mg
rp. tabi. Risolid21 25 mg x4 samt p.n.22 mæt. x 2

1’ Erysipelas (from Greek: erjsi red + pe/as 5km): An acute streptococcal infection in tbe subcutaneous connective tissue of the

skin. Originates from a lesion of the skin and often involves fever.
18 rp. is short for Latin reczbio receive, meaning that the patient should recesve the following test or treatment.
19 subl. is short for Latin seib- under and l.in.gua tongue, meaning that the medication should be placed under tbe patient’s tongue.
2 Subutex is a commercsal name for buprenorphin, a partial opioid-agonist used in the treatment of opsosd dependency.
21 Risolid is a commercial name for chlordiazepoxid, a benzodiazepine used to reduce anxiety, but also to reduce tbe symptoms

of alcohol abstinence and used in withdrawal therapy due to its long half-hfe in the body (several days).
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rp. B.combin stærke samt Thiamin 300 mg23.
rp. Penicillin 2 MIE i.v. x 324

rp. Dicfflin25 I g x 4 i.v.
rp. vanlige indlæggelsesprøver26samt venyler27 og D-dimer28
rp. rtg. af thorax29
rp. UL afhøjre albue samt begge UE3°
rp. ortopædkirurgisk tilsyn m.h.p. albue3’
rp. BT i aften og igen i morgen tidlig32

The long list of footnotes indicates the amount of information packed into these phrases. However, tbe
number of choices made by thc intern is reladvely small. The decisions are made (by the contcxt), but there
is not much deciding (by the intern):

1) Subutcx and Risolid are medications that thc patient has been taking for some time. So no choice is
made by entering these in tbe ifie. The patient has afready been diagnosed witb a combination of different
dependence and abuse disorders. Birgitte acknowledgcs tbis by entering the information into the journal.

2) B.combin and Tbiamin is standard treatmcnt to any patient with real or suspected alcohol abuse. So,
again, Birgitte is not really making a decision, but simply acknowledging tbc choices made by otber doctors
and following an explicit proccdure in thc ward.

3)1 mentioned Penieillin and Dicillin above and argued that their administration is not just a treatment, but
also represent a search for healing the patient aud a search for a relevant diagnosis or, perhaps, they most
of all represent a desire to do somcthing. In tbe cight days following bis admission, the antibiotics are
changed to Pertieillin + Didilhin + Gentamycin + Metronidazol, thcn changed to Metronidazol + Zinacef
then ehanged to Penieillin + Dieilhin + Metronidazol. He is stil showing signs ofinfeetion when be
discharges himselfwithout a plan for follow up and we cannot really say what kind ofinfeetion he bad.

4) Regular adniission tests is another standard; blood cultures is standard when tbe patient has a
temperature above 38; D-dimeris done ifa deep venous thrombosis is suspectcd. All ofthese blood tests

n pn. is short for Latin pro nt’cessitate, meansng that the pasient should be given the medication when needed, but in this case nomore than two times a day in addition to his regular treatment.
23 B. combin and Thiamin are medications with different kirids of vitamin B. Alcoholics often suffer from vitamin Binsufficiency due to a diet witb a large quantity of alcohol and a reduced intake of vitamine B-rich substances like cereals, leanmeat, [iver, kidney and eggs.
24 Penicillm is still the most widely used antibiotic for infections beieved to be caused by Stnptococcus. MEE is short for theDariish term for bi//.ion units. I.v. is short for Latin intra- into and i’enosus blood vessel, meaning that the medication should beinjected or infused directly into one of the patient’s blood vessels.
25 Dicillin is the commercial name for another antibiotic, dicloxadilhin, often used for infecdons with bacteria resistant to regularpenicillin.
26 regular adntission tests
27 blood cultures, used to determine the microbiological nature ofa specific infecuous agent28 = short for plasma fibrin D-dimer, a substance released in tbe degrading of fibrin. The level in the blood is increascd in anumber of tonditions like deep venous thrombosis or embolic lung disease, but may also be increased by infection.2’) x-ray of thorax, often calledplain x-rqy
30 ultrasonography of the right elbow and both legs
SI citnical assessment of the right elbow by orthopaedic surgeon
32 = blood pressure measurement tonight and again in lise morning

Or ratber: ‘standard’ in this particular department of internal medicine.
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were ordered by thc nurse on the basis of tbe information available, before Birgitte goes to see the patient.

This is done to reduce the time before the results of tbe blood analyses are ready. So, they are not a

conscquence of rcflections based upon the cloctor meeting and examining the patient as tbe model implies.

They are done prior to Step I as a result ofiocal organization and habits.

5) X-ray of tborax is another standard in the process of receiving a patient in the medical ward. Birgitte

says in the interview tbat the X-ray is done to search for an infection focus. Tbis is, of coursc, relevant and

could be seen as a decision based on a combination of data and knowledge. But it would be done anyway

since it is done with practically all new paticnts. If a search for an infection is tbe issue, you might expcct

othcr activities as well: Checking the patient for stiffness ofthe neck, specifically listcning for unusual heart

sounds, checking the patient’s skin all over or doing a tborough examination of the abdominal region.

Activities tbat did not take place in the initial stage.

6) Ultrasound and exaniination by an orthopaedic surgeon was made on the suggestion by Birgitte’s senior

colleaguc when tbey vent to see the patient togetber. So, again the decision is not one made by Birgitte,

but one that result from the interaction between different actors in the situation.

These comments to the list of decisions in the journal are not meant to show that Birgitte does not do what

she is supposed to. In fact, she does exactly what she is supposed to in terms of fulfiUing her duties at the

ward. The comments are meant to illustrate that clinical decisions do not happen at a specific point in time

and space. Clinical decisions are not strictly rational processes made by a single individual. They are all

extendcd in time and space, involving nurnerous actors and their interaction, as well as local organization,

tradition and physical objects and standard procedures. They are also repetitive processes, where

information is interpreted, acted upon and then reinterpreted in hght of new information or a change in

contextual conditions. This stands in contrast to the linear representation of the process in the model, but

ti is in line with other studies ofclinical reasoning and decision-making (Garro, 1998a; Garro, 1998b) as

well as studies ofsciencc in action (Latour, 1987) and reasoningin general (Hutchtns, 1996).

The model does not fit

The case of Birgitte & Kim implies a limited relevance of tbe officially sanctioned model for clinical

decision-making. There are several reasons for this. Tbc first reason is that the model implies a theoretical

chronology of events that does not cxist in practice. Choiccs about diagnosis are often madc before

collecting data, treatment is often chosen before tbe diagnosis and as a way of collecting data about

diagnosis.

Tbe second reason is that the model ignores the importance of context and thc situational complexity. Tbe

example shows that the young doctor needs to understand and work with the conditions given in the local

context if she is to get anywhere with the patient. Local organization, cultural norms, implicit rules and

particular, othcr persons involved in the spccific case all influence tbe cinical drama. By focusing on the

model, these aspects are neglected as important factors in the process. Strictly speaking, they are mentioned

by the National Board of Health in their aims for internship, but as factors separated from the clinical

decision. They are seen as externalfactors and secondary to the cinical decision (Sundhedsstyrelsen [Danish

National Board of Healtbj, 2007).
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The third reason is that the clinical decision is represented as an objcctive process performed by the
doctor. The model implies that data is col/ected, but actual practice is better described by saying that
informatian is constructed. It is the doctor’s personal experience of the patient, modied by the patient,
relatives, nurses and the doctor’s preserit state ofniind as well as the local context that must be represented
in the patient’s journal. This involves choices, doubts, putting things togerher and weighing many kinds of
possiblc information against each other and at thc same time making priorities about what to do and in
what order. So, it is not an objective, but a highly subjcctive process.

Thc fourth reason is that the clinical decision is seen as an individual cognitive process: It is the young
doctor who by way of her cognitive processes should be able to arrive at the right diagnosis and the
relevant therapy. However, cognitive processes take place for all the actors in tbe scene. Sincc tbey are
interacting with each other through words, gestures, movement and manipulation of objects and are being
modified by this interaction, it seems fairly obvious that the clinical decision-making may — in part — be a
cognitive process, but not an individual one. By presenting decision-making (like The National Board of
Heafth does in the use of the model) as individual and cognitive, important and powerful forces in thc
process are ignored: the physical spaces, the social interaction, the organizational structure. These
influential networks of practice are reprcsentcd in the aims of internship as secondary to what is bdieved
really to be going oriM.

The fifth reason is that clinical decision-making is presented as a process separate from all the otber actions
and processes taking place with and around a patient in a healtb care system. All kinds ofprocesses takc
place that — depending on viewpoint and preferences — may be termed logistics, learning, healing,
organization, communication, social interaction, or practice. These processes do not just interact. They are
inseparable in practice. They are the same thing (Latour, 1993; Wenger, 2005). Or ratber, they are the same
practice, which can be interpreted and represented under different headings with different foci and
different purposes for differcnt people in different situations.

This fifth reason points to a possible explanation why a model - which for so many reasons scems to be
incompatible with dlinical practice - is still being used as a basic model for clinical education and practicc: It
separates cermin elements from a complex context, dividing the process into steps with discrete conceptual
headlines, and thereby makes it possible to communicate about and make specific arguments about this
proccss. Indeed, t}ie model was of much help to mc as a schematic platform for organizing the
observations made during the field study.

However, thc model is not just an attempt to separate some clcmcnts from others. It also implies a kind of
orthodoxy, a normative dimensjon that changes thc model from an analytical model into a prescriptivc
model: A description of what shou/d take place in clinical practice. A consequence of its usc by the National
Board of Health is that it comes to determine what should be icarned in and about clinical practice
(Sundliedsstyrclsen anish National Board ofHealth], 2007).

The National Board ofHealth have taken an important step in recognizing and inclucling in their aims elements that gobeyond strict rationality. However, thesc elements are included by adding on to traditional medical thinking rather than as a basisfor medical knowledge and practice. There is an important difference between these two, which will be discussed in the followingchapters.
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This normative use may be relevant if seen as a means towards generating structure and purpose in the

difficult task of going through medical school and cinical education, and the even more difficult task of

planning medical education and actuafly educating competent doctors. But the model makes certain

reinterpretations of reality by making tbe proccss of clinical decision-making an objcctive, cognitive,

individual, chronological md de-contextualized process, and this does not correspond well with actual

practice.

It does, however, correspond well to Latour’s description of the twofaced conception of scientific practice

as described in Science inAction Latour, 1987). Latour tracks and maps several processes of scicntiflc

discoverv, contrasting the actual practicc against the later md backward-looking rcpresentation ofwhat

took place. He finds these two perspcctives to be like a two-faced and —voiced figurehead, the two voices

teffing disdncdy different stories: The scientiflc process is often regarded and described as a specific and

individual cognitive enterprise, whereby a series of strictly rational steps are made in an examination of a

specific and well-delineated object. That is the first face. But studies ofwhat actually takes place in the

practice of science show us that this viewpoint is only possible as a retro.rpective description where a

comprehensive reinterpretation ofa limited number of objects is made to generate the result thatwhat

took place was, indeed, rational thought and action with a speciflc purpose and a straight trajectory from

thc starting point to the finishing line. Thc second face of scientiflc practice instead shows a process where

positioned actors interact, create and recreate meaning in a physical and social context (Latour, 1987).

Conclusion

In this chapter, the process of decision-making in the clinic is analyzed by comparing a case from the

fieldwork with a recognized model of aud for clinical decision-making. As I move chronologically forward

through the case, I find a number of discrepancies between the model and the case, and these are ilkely to

be general rather than case-specific: The recognized model implies a chronology, which differ from the

chronology of the case md ignores t}ie importance of contcxt aud complcxity. The recognized model

suggcsts a rational process of individual cognition. The case shows a subjective process of social

interaction. These findings suggest a need for a new conceptualization ofclinical decision-making, more

encompassing, with greater sensitivity for context and with a cioser association to the actual practice of

actors in specific physical spaces.

In this chapter I have described how the fieldwork made mc question an often used representation of

cinical decision-making. When I studied the first fleldnotes aud interviews, a few months into thc

fieldwork, it occurred to me that the theoretical model for decision-making I was going to use did notfit

(Lomborg & Kirkevold, 2003) the empirical phenomena in which I was interested. To make the process of

decision-making in practice correspond to the thcory, I would have to take out so much ofthe action that

the end result hardlly made sense. The model described an ongoing rational process, where data was

collected, compared to relevant knowledge, a diagnostic conclusion reachcd, again compared to knowledge

about possible evidence-based treatments and thcn thc best therapy for thc patient was sclectcd aud

instituted (Wu1ff 1987b). Thcre was no room for the organization, interpersonal interaction, nr economic

and temporal limitations.

In Chapter 4, I continue the reflections on this case to develop a new conceptualization of clinical

decision-making more frt for the study of clinical practiee.
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Chapter 4

The practice of reason
How are decisions made in practice?

Tljis chapter cut/ines a theoretica/perspective that willfacililate ana5sis ofclinical decision-na/eing in practice. Aframework
ofJbur interrelatedprocesses ofconstruction is sugested.

Introduction

In Chapter 3, I found an oft used model to be insufficient as a description of clinical decision-making.
Understanding the limitations of a model may be important, but, unfortunately, also reduces the relevance
ofthe model as a theoretical perspective for the analysis. Tbe model — or an adjusted versjon or a
replacement of the model witb sometbing else is required, though, to allow mc to pursue a possible answer
to the rcsearch question. I will therefore have to leave my starting point to search for other possibilities to
see how tbey may apply to the case.

in Chapter 1,1 madc a briefmention of some oftbc patterns ofand for decision-making found and
developed on tbe basis ofprevious researcb. Hypothctico-deductive reasoning (Elstein et al., 1978) is one
ofthcse pattems. It refers to the process ofcreating hypotheses and seeking to support of falsifr these

hypotheses through deductive reasoning. Hypothetico-deductive reasoning is found to be used by most

doctors, but mostly when they address a new problem. It is thus being used most extensively by young

doctors with little experience. Pattern recognition (Schmidt et aL, 1990) is another such pattern, which

seems to develop witb accumulating experience. Onee a certain problem has been experienced and dealt

with, tbe process becomes a recognizable pattern, which makes it easier to recognize this pattern and

variations tbereof in anotber patient. Finally, tbe pattem of scheme-induetion (Coderre et aL, 2003) bas

bcen described. Tbis pattern refers to generalized descriptions, including flowcharts on how to deal with a

speciflc problem: If this and tbis factor are present, you should do this and this.

The deseription of these patterns mostly originates in psycbology-inspired research foeusing on the

cognitive processes involved. Another approach based on etbnographic fieldwork has deseribed tbe use of

inind-/ines, a kind of mental toolbox for different problems tbat arc continuously modified by the interaction

with colleagues and patients, introdueing new elements into tbe proeess, taking other elements out, and

modifying tbe relative importanee of different elements (Gabbay & May, 2004). Tbe coneept of mind-lines

has something in common witb pattern-reeognition, both being based on experienee, but mind-lines

implied a eontinuous remodelling and social interaction tbat seemed relevant to what I was trying to study,
as I wanted to study how patterns were developed learned — rather tban what the eontents and cognitive

strueture ofthe pattern were at a speeific time.

The Garbage Can

The Garbage Can is another model of deeision-making (altbough not tested in a medical eontext) that seeks

to integrate the intcractional and social perspectives in the understanding of what a decision is (Cohen,

Mareh & Olsen, 1972). Tbe developers ofthis model were interested in deeisions within organizations, and

they deseribed four “streams of events” — problems, solutions, ehoice opportunities and participants. The
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model represents a pragmatic (some have even with some cynicism called it anarchistic) view of
organizations. Problems are something that requfres attention, and when something becomes a problem,
“the organization man” goes through “the garbagc can of solutions” that have been made or half-made to
try to solvc that problem; solutions which — for some reason - did not really get into regular use and a part
ofthe organizational structure. The organization man needs “choice opportunities” like a politician nceds
photo opportunities and the reasons for tids may be unrelated to the actual problem3’.The different
problems, solutions and choice opportunities may conncct different people, giving them different parts to
play in the unfolding ofthe drama oforganizational decision-making. Each ofthe participants may have
their preferences in terms ofproblems, solutions and choice opportunities (Cohen et aL, 1972). The model
has been used especially within thc science of public administration as a way to explain actual decision
making at thc level of organizations (Ansdll, 2009).

The Garbage Can Model indicates that the participating actors’ positions and interaction are important for
decisions, and that they each have different perspectives on decisions. It indicates that in actual practice
there is no linear relation between the problem — thc possible solutions — and the choice of a solution.
Each ofthese elements and the relations between them are negotiated in the interplay ofpeople within a
specific context.

This way of connecting human interaction, problem-development and possible solutions as mutually
dependent processes seems relevant as a perspectivc for the case of Birgitte & Kun. My problem was
exactly that I could not isolate any of these processes from the complcxity of practice without loosing the
context that provided meaning to the process. But the Garbage Can probably works best for an analysis at
thc organizational level. I needed something fit for analysis at the rnicro-elhno,graphic levd (Spradley, 1980).

Ethnography on reasoning

The importance of seeing decisions in their context rather than as a rational cognitive phenomenon is also
advocated by anthropologist Linda Garro (Garro, 1998a; Garro, 199€b). Reviewing the literature on clinical
decision-making made within the fleld of medical anthropology, she found that although a cognitively
based decision model may be “a reasonably good guide” to understanding treatment acdons and the
underlying rationality, thc field was in need of greater attention to

the jointly cultural, personal, social and cognitive constructive processes through which meaning is
conferred on the occurrence ofiliness (Garro, 1998b).

These few examples of theoretical approaches to understanding decision-making underline that although
there may be some cognitive activity in making decisions, this is only part of what is going on. Dcfining
dinical decisions as I did above, as sometbing with potential consequences for thc individual patient, I
cannot reduce my search for an answer to only this part. I need an approach that is able to encompass that
different rationalities are involved, that positioned actors each play thcir part and that the actual outcomc
may not necessarily be iogically linked to the problem. Sometimes, as Cohen et al suggested, the problem
may even be decided upon given the tools available to deal with it (Cohen et at, 1972). That the tool may

3 There is clearly an ironic tone in the terms “garbage can”, “the organization man” and “choice opportunities”. Please note thatthe irony is that of Cohen et al. ratber tban mc. Actually, their tone and style of writing has been an object of cririque against themodel (Ansefl, 2009).
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determine the problem has also bcen found in a medical context (Jøncke, Svendsen & Whyte, 2004). This

may be interpretcd as an expression of conservatism or even dogmatism: We use the tools we have rather

than examine a new problem with an open mmd. Howcver, a better interpretation is probably that a

human being is an integrated part of the world it inhabits. We do not just live in a world, which we

perceive and act upon, we are dwelling in it, and our perceptions of it and our actions cannot be separated

from either our environment or ourselves (ingold, 2000b).

Anne Marie Mo! tacklcd this problem in her analysis ofthe trcatment of lower Iimbs artcrial diseasc (Mol,

2002). Shc showed how different ways of conceptualizing the cinical problem in the interaction between

patient and doctor witbin a specific dinical context produced different kinds of information and clifferent

ways of talking about and treating the disease. The relations — interpersonal, situational, organizational —

determined what to talk about, how to talk about it, what was considered information and what possible

actions to take. Thus, relations became basic to — limiting, focusing and producing — what kind of decisions to

make, what kind of ie’/ormaiion was relevant and what kind of attion to perform. Relations were not just a

starting point. They were the continuing framework for interptetation and re-interpretation.

In his study ofhow information is constructed from a brain scan, Andteas Roepstorffdescribed how

‘knowing becomes a pre-requisite for seeing’: Having cxpectations about what to expect from the scan and

being given clucs — from the scan and the situation — that thcse expectations were relevant, it was possible

to interpret the images in a meaningful way. Roepstorffcompared this process to the process oflearning to

navigate a small dinghy benveen mountains of ice in a fiord in Greenland. Knovledge of navigation in this

particular setting also became a guide for seeing, and as a result hereof for safely navigating tbe ford. The

two situations — the reading of the brain scan and navigating the ford — were apparently unconnected, but

shared the common feature of how to construct action:

This social interaction creates joint fields of attention, which serve to support interpretation (which

narratives can be generated and sustained?) and action (which steps to take next, in data analysis and
experimental designs?) (Roepstorff 2007)

In all of these approaches, it is clear that although deasion-maktn.g may not be a thing or afac4 it is afact-and

actproducin,g activiy. Ludwik Fleck’s Genesis and deuelopment ofa scientificfact described how the disease-category

syphilis and the diagnostics involved in the disease were constructed in a historical process, showing how

an apparently natural category ofa diagnosis is, in fact, a social construction (Fleck, 1979). Roepstorffmay

focus more on the social-cognitive aspects of the process and Mol more on the social-contcxtual aspects,

but the basic process is essentially tbc same in the case of the Wasserman-rcaction of syphilis, the

navigation of thc fiord, the interpretation of tbe brain scan, the treatment of lower limbs arterial disease

and — in this case - the process of cteating meaning and searching for relevant action in Birgitte & Kim: All

of them involve relations that pattem and guide the subsequent production of meaning (for instancc what

kind of decision to make) and then — but only then — the construction of information and action relevant

to thc case.

The problem with ti-je Wulff-model of decision-making is that it takes information for grantcd by rcferring

to it as data. But processes of the mmd, including decision-making, are never just information-processing, but

meaning-making, (Dreyfus & Drcyfus, 1986c), and meaning-making is taking place within a cultural context:
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What I want to argue, instead, is that eulture and the quest for mearung within culture are the propercauses of human action. The biological substtate, the so-called universals of human nature, is not a
cause of action but, at most, a constraint upon it or a condition for it (Bruner, 1990).

The construction of relations

In thc following, I return to the cinical case to prcsent four thernes that are in line with thc studies just
referred to, and thus provide an extended approach to understanding the process of decision-making. This
is, for now, a tentative scheme. It will be explored extensively in Chapters 9-16. The first theme is the
construclian £f re/ations. Let us bok at the case again, focusing on the many kinds of relations involved in this
simple casc, and how Birgitte expcriences and works with these relations.

Birgitte has been an intern for a month at the time of my first observations of her work, and she has
learned much about being a doctor already. She has learned and takes part in a number of routines
conccrning admitting a patient to the ward: The divisjon of labour in the ward, communicating with the
nurse about a new patient, taking the patient’s story, doing thc physical examination, requesting the blood
analyses (which tests to be done when and how), requesting different kinds of x-ray imaging, dictation of
the patient’s Eie, entering preseriptions ofmcdication in the electronic Eie (EPJ). All ofthese routines are
performed within a given context — the medical visitation ward of a particular medical dcpartment in a
particular hospital. Birgitte says — echoing the other interns — that these activities took some time to learn
when she started working at the department. Only taking the patient’s story and doing the physical
exaniination werc activitics that she was reasonably familiar with doing.

Birgitte must learn how to handle a stressful environment. In the interview, she describe how she does this
by shutting it out, changing her focus or by looking for physical spaces where the busyness md the stress
can be held at bay, for instance in the bed unit with the patient or in a corner of the ward.

She needs to learn how to interact with the nurses. She needs to learn which nurse to go to, what she can
expect from them in general — and from each of them, as she discovers that they are very different. Some
are expericnced as a great heip, some wants to tvil her what to do, some have certain ideas about when to
do what and, finally, the different groups of nurses have their routines that are useful to know as a doctor
to make the doetor-nurse cooperation work smoothly — when the repart is given, whcn different rounds arc
taken, etc.

Birgitte also learns how to interact with her senior colleague, who is on second call. Apparently, this
learning is facilitated by thc senior physician’s prcsence at the visitation ward and the conference at the
changc-of-guard in the afternoon. So, the two doctors have amble opportunity for communicating aboutspecific patients, letling Birgitte icarn from her second-call, but also giving her expcrience of how the
cooperation with a senior colleague could and should be.

All of this concerns the way Birgitte performs her work in relation to the other actors in the field. There is
a constant renegotiation ofthese relations based on the actors’ experience and expeetations and based onthe specific situation. Birgitte’s direct md indirect interaction with other actors in the clinical settinginfluencc, frame and limit what may take place with the individual patient, but it also provides guidance mddirection to activity. Birgitte is provided with information about Kim before she sees him, and she is givenclues about what to cxpect from this and from the usual spectrum of conditions seen at thc medical
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department. She has certain options for seeking new information — asking for certain tests to be done,
conferring with her collcagues. Her interaction with Kim is a littie difficult, and this difficulty and her ways

ofdealing with it also influcnce what is done in terms oflooking for a diagnosis and a relevant treatment.

These relations, Birgitte’s part in them and the actual interaction taking place is not something extra or a

set of tools that are being applied. The relations and thcfr construction are actually defining what is going

to take place, what actually happens and the activities following this. Thus, Ihe construction of relations is of

grcat importancc to what kind ofdecisions will be made, how decisions are actually made and what kind of

conscquences these decisions may have for the paticnt. The construction of relations is explored in greater

dctail in Chapter 9 and 10.

The construction of decisions

The relations to otber actors are, however, conditioned. They are neither random, nor without direction.

There are organizational structures, procedures, traditions not to mention general cultural patterns of

communication and performance regarding iliness and disease. The second theme conccrns the kind of

decision to make. What kind of problem is this? There are conte.,d ,narkers (Bateson, I 972d) that give Birgittc

indications ofwhat Kim’s problem is and what her task is in relation to his problem. This process, I call

thc construciion ofdecisions.

Birgittc is working in the context ofa medical ward, and thcrefore she — and evcryone elsc working in that

setting — expect patients to be sick, probably acutely sick and sometimes even in need of immediate or

intensive care. They may have chronic diseases as well, but if they are admitted to the hospital, you would

expect them to have some kind of relatively sudden worsening of symptoms or clinical signs. Otherwise,

they would be in their home or receive treatment from thefr farnily physician. Patients are cxpected to be

wilhing to receive treatment, and the doctor is given the privilege of asking thc patient all kinds of qucstions

and making all kinds of tests with the aim of finding the best treatment.

So, Birgitte knows much about what is going to happen, when she goes to see Kim. She knows this as a

consequcnce of him being in the ward and of her being in the ward and her cxperience with prior

situations of this kind. She is going to obtain information and represent this information in thc journal, and

she needs to decide how to move towards a diagnosis and a treatment, and she needs to decide if the

patient is in need ofimmediate treatment and which kind oftreatment. If there is any part ofthese

decisions that she feels unable to manage, she must decide how to rclay this decision to someone else. She

is not, for instance, supposed to make dccisions on what kind ofimpact the patient’s condidon has for his

work-llfe or social life. She is not supposed to make decisions about the long-term therapy for his addiction

either. She is supposed to make an assessment of the speciflc here-and-now acute health care problems and

get the padent started on a trajectory towards dealing with exactly those problems. Thus, the decisions to

be made are not just any kind of decisions and they are not random with regard to either content or

possible solutions. Thcrc is a constraciion of decisions taking place before, during and after Birgitte’s encounter

with Kim, and just like the construetion of relations, thc construction of decisions limits, frames, focuses

and gives direction to thesc activities. The construetion of decisions is explored in greater detail in Chapter

11 and 12.
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The construction ofinformation

One of the central tasks that Birgitte has with Kim and with any new patient admitted to the ward is to
obtain the relevant information concerning the patient’s iliness. It is part of the construction of decisions
tbat this should take place, and this is a task that Birgitte has been trained to perform in medical school and
one witb which she feels reasonably familiar. As has a]ready been indicated, this task is not a gathering of
data, but a constrziction ofinformalion.

This task aims at understanding the patient’s situation, bodily sensations and the chronological
development of tbe illness to provide a foundation and a starting point for classifying (diagnose) and
treating the patient’s disease. A basic supposition for Birgitte and tbc other interns is that this information
alrcady exists when they sec tbe patient, but that they need to find a way to access this information. Tbc
patient knows what has happened and what his conclition feels like. But the information may be — and
ofren is — difficult to obtain for the doctor: The patient (tbe doctors learn) may be too 111, too weak, too
forgetful or downright too lazy to provide thc right answers to the doctor’s questions. In the case of
paticnts with some kind ofpharmacological addiction like Kim, be may even lie about certain aspects ofhis
story, like how much medieation or alcohol he consumes. The information is there, but may be difficult to
obtain.

The language coneerning this activitv underlines this beisg of information or data: The doetor takes the story
and does an objectwe examination. The doetor is not supposed to create or help the patient ereate a story, and
the doctor is eertainly not supposed to do a subjective examination. Tbe ereadve and subjectivc dimensions
are, however, very obvious in actual praetice. The padent may have direct expenences ofhis condition, but
transforming this into specific terms, events, sensations and thoughts that may be presented is a certain
oral form with sequence and speeific relevance is not a given. It is a sensory, perceptuai, cognitive,
communicative and socio-cultural operation that needs practice.

Thus, in actual practice there is not just data but information, that is a selection is made between all the
possible inputs that may have importance to the situation, because in contrast to others these inputs are
beieved — first by the patient, tben by the doctor - to be ‘a difference that makes a difference’ (Bateson,
1972d). Information, then, is not just “there”, but is constructed in the interaction ofpositioned actors
witbin a specific context, thus bearing ciose resemblance to Fredrik Bartb’s concept of culture (Barth,
1989). Hence, the construction ofinformalion is the third important theme in the practice of cinical decision
making. It is different from — but elosely related to— the construction ofrelations and the construction of
decisions, and it is often much more visible, as it is representcd in the different journals or files made on
the patient. It is considered the very foundation for making clinical decisions, as any diagnosis and any
therapy is considered a consequencc of this information or later supplements to it. The construction of
information is explored in greater detall in Chapter 13 and 14.

The construction of action

These three constructions — ofrelations, decisions and information — share the common characteristics of
being processes ofinteraction with the explicit purpose of handling the patient’s problems and ainiing at
generating the best — or most positive — outcome for this particular patient. In all of these constructions,
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the doctor’s actions necessarily play a part. Hence, the construction ofaction is the fourth and last ofthe four
constructions taking place and together constituting cinical decision-making.

Thc doctor needs to be at tbe scene and interact if be or she is to take part in tbe construction ofrelations,
decisions and information. Furthcrmore, the actions of the doctor are often aimed at producing other
aetions. Birgitte actively asks questions to the patient to eicit responses, she communicates with the nurse
to get certain tests done and makes arrangements for giving intravenous fluid and medication, she asks her
senior colleague for advice to make the diagnostie process proceed, she frils out the form requesting a plain
x-ray ofKim. All ofthese aetions are to be seen in relation to, but not totally determined by, the patient’s

condition. They are also to be seen in relation to, but not determined by, the organizational context. Fot
instanee, Birgitte is performing the physieal examination and in thc eourse of this action finds that Kim’s
elbow is red and swollen. Her course of aetion is temporarily deflected from performing an auseultation of

the lungs, but she then leaves the elbow again, only to remember it later when her senior eolleague
exarnines the patient. So, the patient’s condition influences, but does not determine aetion. Elbows are not
usually a part of the body given much attention at a medical department as the usual problems ofinternal
medieine arc located elsewhere in the body, and the senior physician refers the handling of the elbow to
anotber senior doetor at the department of orthopaedic surgery. Thus, organizational structure influenees
but does not determine action. Tbe actions performed by the aetors in the clinical setting are not pre
formed or context-free. There is a conslruction ofat/jon going on, all through the cJinical encounter, and it is
influeneed by all the aetors and by the organizational and physical context. The construetion of acdon is
explored in greater detail in Chapter 15 and 16.

Conclusion

In Chapter 3, I found a need for a new eonceptualization of dinical decision-making. There was need for a
new kind of theory, whieh would serve as a way to sce clinical praetice. I could not smdy how doetors

learned to make deeisions, if I did not have a relatively elear idea about what a decision was. In this
chapter, I have started to develop relevant themes to include in a new theory of decision-making, and the
eentral eoncepts became the consrruction ofrelations (CoR), the construction ofdeeisions (C0D), the
eonstruction ofinformation (Col) and the eonstruction ofaetion (CoA).

In Chapters 9-16, eaeh ofthese four processes ofconstruedor in decision-making will be used as the
structuring vehicie and analytical tool, and I will exaniine how they each contribute to generating
experience and learning for the young doctors in this fieldwork. Chapter 17-20 returns to what the doctors

learn from their participation in the four eonstructions and develop a new theoretical perspective on
elinical dceision-making.

In the course of Chapter 1-4, several theoretical perspeetives have been briefly touehed upon. Thcse refer

especially to the general themes of practice, radonality, and learning. Each have a eontribution to make as a
platform for the four processes of eonstruetion, and this is the subjeet of Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Perspective and theory
How can you see clinical education?

In this chapter, I rf/ect on y ownpositwn andperspective as a researcher and docto and continue ihe searchfrom the
previous chaplersfor lheorelicalperspectives on how doctors kam to make clinical decisions.

The researcher’s perspective

In Chapter 1, I gave a narrative on how the rescarch question developed gradually in the course ofmy own
journey through medical education. My experience from this journey is of course essential to how I bok
upon medical education and medical practice. It shapes my pereeption or what is often called ‘pre
understanding’ of thc fleld.

There is a sort of tradition in the short history of qualitative research in health care in Denmark to include
in a thcsis a short paragraph on the rcscarcher’s pre-understanding. While early studies primarily included
this to be able to bracket it (Kvale, 1994), later studies would focus more on pre-understanding as the
experience, knowledge and attitudes, which allowed the researcher a perspective on the fleld in question.
See for instance (Als, 1995; Barfod, 1995; Kirkegaard, 1995). Tulinius reflected on these aspects ofpre
understanding as well, and noted that

Much of my pre-understanding only came to my attention when I encountered ‘the unknown’ or ‘the
strange’ in the course ofresearch. Every time I wondered about an observation or a statement, I was

not just presented with something new, but often something that was in discordance with the old;
what I knew or thought I knew in advance (Tulinius, 2000).

In accordance with this, most metbodological articles and textbooks today take ci more or less for granted
that the researcher should continuously be aware ofhow results from research would correspond or non
correspond with the rcsearcher’s conscious or pre-conscious expectations and experiences, because this
provides a potential for analysis (Wolcott, 2005b). In line with this development many recent dissertations
have no longer ‘pre-understanding’ as a separate heading, but have integrated refleetions on the
researcher’s personal ancl theoretical perspective in the text (Hansen, 2009; Hounsgaard, 2004; Wichmann
Hansen, 2004a). This approach couplcs considerations of the rcsearcher’s perspectivc with the broader
discussion on the differcnce and potential of the emic and the etic perspectives in ethnography (Patton,
2002c). This is not, as Malterud has stated, to disregard the existence of bias, but to make a distinction:

Preeonceptions are not the same as bias, uniess the researeher fails to mention them
(Malterud, 2001a)

In line with Malterud, Tulinius, and Patton, I will in this dissertation aim to ‘mention them’, as honestly as I
can, and to make use them when I experience ‘discordance’ to take ‘analysis’ further. As Tulinius remarked,
pre-understanding is not just sometbing that exist ‘before’ the study, but also during and after. It is made
up, not just by prior expcrience, but also inspired and generated by theoretical perspectives that enter and
interact in the course of analysis (\Vichmann-Hansen,2004c). The researcher’s experience and the different
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theoretical approaches both impact how to ‘see’ the empirical eld in question. This chapter is a
condensed run through the most important theoretical inspirations for this thesis. The pcrspectives
presented below (and above) will feature throughout the tcxt.

Perspectives on learning

The word ‘learning’ undoubtedlly denotes change of some kind. To say what /eind of change is a deicate
matter (Bateson, 1972e).

Chapter i provided a few points of refercnce in the field of clinical reasoning; Chapter 2 supplied
background information on doctors and medical education; Chapters 3 and 4 generated a framework for
the exploration of clinical decision-making in practicc. However, the topic of this thcsis is not just how
young doctorspeform this activity, but how they kam 1opeform it.

So, how does one leam to make decisions? Fortunately, the research and development of theory of
learning is extensive and provide several possible ways to approach this qucstion. From the discussion in
Chapter 1, it should be clear that we should focus on theorics of learning that take practicc into account
and which are relevant to studying how individuals learn wbile engaged in practice. After all, this is not a
study ofwhat is learned in traditional learning situations like thosc you find in a classroom, but ofthc
learning going on in the course of everyday work in the cinic37.

This focus on practice and everyday work implies a choice, which limits thc scope of the enquiry
considerably, both in terrns of theory and metbodology. If instead, I were to focus on cerebral processes
oflearning; my attention would be on the dynamics of the central nervous system, especially the systems of
memory, long- and short-term, spontaneous and stimulated recall. The methodological consequence wouid
be to use, for instance, a combination of CNS-imaging and strucmred psychological assessment in relation
to expcriencc of decision-making. Another possible levd would be the organization — a speciflc clinical
departmcnt, for instance — and how practice within this setting changes, how new strategies develop and
how thc quality of care is monitored and (hopefully) improved. In that case, the project would move into
the field of management, innovation and quaiity development with a completely different set of relevant
methodological tools.

At tbe levd chosen — focusing on the individual in interaction with its physical and social environment —

several different processes oflearning can be described. Different ciassifications have been proposed for
these processes - with notable systems made byjean Piaget (Illeris, 2006a), Gregory Bateson (Batcson,
1972e), Vygotsky (Vygotsky, 2000), and others. In a Danish context, Illerils has proposed a ciassification
with four interrelated levels of learning processes (Illeris, 2006a), and Andersen et al. distinguish betwcen
four different kinds of learning processes in their studies of how adults acquire new qualifications and
competences (Andersen, Kjærsgaard, Larsen, Olesen & Ulrikscn, 1993). illeris, in developing bis typology,
discusses the compatibility of the differcnt typologies or schemcs. They are more the result of a spccific
focus or purpose than of different kinds of learning processcs. Though Illeris is also concerned with the

36 Note the very appropriate etymologicei reladon berween perspecdve (from Latinper., tbrough, +pecer, bok at) and theory(from Greek iheorein, to 1nok at) (Harper, 2001).
Off course, classrooms have their kinds of practice and learning wbich go beyond what we usually think we learn in school(Illeris, 2006b).
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relation betwecn the individual and the social world, his typology leans toward the psychological, that is,

thc mental processes of thc individual. For the present purpose, I would like to focus on the social scene,

how the actual practice and interaction is an integrated part of learning. Bateson’s typology is better suited
for this with its emphasis on the importance of context for learning.

Logicsil types oflearning

Much of what Gregory Bateson wrote was aimed at creatlng ciarity of thought in intellectual fleids where

things were ‘in a muddlle’ (Bateson, 1972b). His work on categories oflearning is no exccption. It is also

(another characteristic of his writings) a struggie with a tcrm which has been given dlifferent meanings in

different contexts and across very different scientifie disciplines. It is incitingly simple and logical, but also

subject to misunderstanding. Bateson devised it as an analytical schcme, bot made no speciflc use ofit in

any empirical work, I know of. I have made use of it in tbe analysis of fleldwork, but I will present here

and in subsequent chapters how I have made use of it, as this is not a given from the original texts.

Learning, Bateson claimcd, is really different kinds of phenomena which cannot be subsumed under the

same category and on thc same levd, but which eonsist of a hierarchy of categories, or logical types, five in

all. I will describe each of these bclow, but will note here two charaeteristics of this hierarchy which suggest

it as useful for the present analysis.

The first charaeteristic is that a hierarehy is also indicated by the literature on clinical reasoning. Norman

outlined how diseussions have put particular kinds ofreasoning, thcn partieular kinds ofknowledge, then

particular ways of organizing clifferent knowledge types, on tap of each other in a cognitive hierarchy

which determine how to make decisions and how to distinguish the novice from the expcrt in a particular

field of expertise, a distinetion also sought by others (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1986a; Norman, 2005). Is there, I

wonder, a paralleism between the hierarchy of learning and the hierarchy of reasoning? Are different

processes of reasoning learned through different processes of learning?

The second characteristic is its insistence on eontext as a pivotal element in a theory of icarning. Each leve1

of the hierarchy serves as a platform for learning the context for the levd below. That is, a levd of learning

is dependent upon ti-ie levd above as both the stimulus and lirrtitadon for leaming on the lower levd. This

may sound eryptic, but really amounts to the fact that different proeesses oflearning are involved in the

individual’s acquisitioning of different qualifications ar competencies. Or: Some things must be learned,

before other things may be learned; only the first ‘things’ are not ofthe same kind as the latter ‘tbings’

(Bateson, l972c).

Zero learning

The most basic level Bateson called c,v learning (Bateson, 1972a; Bateson, 1972c; Bateson, 1972e). Illeriis

termed this cumulative learning (Illeris, 2006a). This is the pereeption of stimuli or information without a

spccific structure or mental sehemata. This may be random numbers, whieh have no use without a speeific

context. A hypothetical intern may learn fram a nurse, for instance, that a certain patient has a temperature

of 38.5 degrees Celcius. You may say that the intern ‘learns’ that thc patient has a fever. This is not

cornmonly considered learning, but represents a basic levd which logically is the most primitive kind of

learning thcre is, a kind oflearning that all living creatures, even onc-celled organisms, expcrience.
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If as Bateson suggests, tr.ialand envris a basie conclition for learning, tben zero learning label

the immediate base of all those acts (simple and complex) wbieh are not subjeet to correction by trial
and error. Learning I will be an appropriate label for the revisjon of eboiee within an unehanged set
ofalternarives; Learning II will be frie label for tbe revisjon oftbe tel from wbieh frie ehoice is to be
made; and so on (Bateson, 1972e).

Zero learning may also inelude not just tbe pereeption oftbe stirnulus — tp. 38.5 — but also frie response35.
The intern may, for instanee, respond by asking tbe nurse to order blood eultures to determine frie
mierobiological cause of tbe fever. Zero learning is eharaeterized by specificity of response, wbieh — right
or wrong — is not subject to correction. If tbe intern’s response was only determined by zero learning, tbe
response would tbus always be tbe same39.

Learning I

Tbe eontext for pereeption of information is often a given situation, a kind of frame tbat belps generate
meaning to tbe speeifie element. Tbis levd of learning Bateson ealled Leaming 0
(Bateson, 1972a; Bateson, 1972e; Bateson, 1972e). The hypotbetieal intern from frie example above may,
for instanee, have a mental seheme for fever, wbieh ineludes clifferent levels of temperature and elements
ofinformation associated with them. For instanee tbat a temperature of 37.5 is rarely sign of serious
infeetion, whereas a temperature of 40.5 usually is. This seheme then provides tbe eontext for making the
‘38.5’ of tbe previous example meaningful, and learning I is learning this seheme and learning when and
how to employ it. In otber words;

Learning I is chatjge in specifieigy of response by eorreenon of errors of ehoiee within a set of alternatives
(Bareson, 1972e).

A Learning I situation is, tben, a situation where tbis kind oflearning takes plaee. Illeriis speak instead of
assimi/alive learning (Illeris, 2006a) and focus on how this is a proeess of aequiring new knowledge, but of a
type similar to what is already lcnown, a new teehnique of algebra, for instanee. This is also frie type of
learning that most assoeiate with learning. Tbis is wbat takes place in sehool when knowledge and skilis are
developed step by step. Our hypothetieal intern may find tbat his ‘fever-sehemata’ may ehange through
assirnilation. Tbe eombination of fever and distinet right-side abdominal pain may suggest appendieins, in
wbieh ease elinieal evaluation and possibly surgery may be a more relevant response than blood eultures.
Re may also leam that fever eombined wirb headaehe and stiffness of frie neek may indieate meningitis, in
whieh ease additionai tests ineluding spinal puneture should supplement frie blood eultures41.

3i Thii is one of frie features which disuoguish the tvpology from tlleriis’, whose seheme focus more on what the individoal
‘learos to know’ than whai he ‘learns to do’.

to Chapters 15-16, the eoneept of zero learoiog is employed in the analysis of eonstruedon ofaetion.
4 Bateson used a eapital L when be wrote about Learning I, li, III and IV, but not when be wrote of ze kamins. I have
maintaioed this throughout tbis thesis.
41 In Chapters 13, the eooeept of Learning I is employed jo tbe aoalysis of eonstruetion of informatioo.
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Clinical data

In the example of the intern responding to a patient with fever, I have started to give examples of what is

often called clinical data (temperature, location ofpain) and diagnoses (appendicitis, meningitis). Before

proceeding to Learning II, I will make a few notes on tbese issues, as they are quite relevant to what the
doctors learn in internship.

In medical science, the usual term for raw information about the patient, when no selcction or
interpretation has been made, is data (Wulff, 1987b). Tbis refers to pieces ofinformation that represent the
qualitative or quantitative attributes of a variable or sets of variables of dinical intcrest. Their form may
differ, but the clinician is beieved to gain access to these sets through the use of her senses — the use of
touch (feeing warrnth, texture of tissues), the use of hearing (tbe auscultative findings of sounds from the
heart, the lungs and the bowels) and most notably the use of sight (the visual impression of all parts of the
patient, but also the visual and tcxtual representations ofthe patient in the journal, thc x-rays, thc rcsults of

blood tests) (Engquist, Ibsen, Kehiet & Skinhøj, 1987; Porter, 1997a; Wulff 1987c). The patient’s
temperature, blood pressure or pulse, thc measurement of different contents of the blood, the visual
representation of the body in x-ray images and CT-scans, and the sounds of breathing or cardiac action
including the many possible bruits, sounds, noises and murmurs42 (Wulff, 1987b); they all represent the

kinds of data that the clinician needs to work towards a diagnosis that may suggest therapy.

Flowcver, thcsc cxamples of data are always tbe result ofinterpretation and selcction, and their use in tbe

process ofdecision-making is also a result ofinterpretation and selection (Feinstein, 1994). Wulffwas very

much aware of this, even trying to quantify the process with the terms of ‘inter-observateur-variation’ and

‘intra-observateur-variation’. Tbese variations have been shown to be unexpectedly large (Wulff, I 987a).

Tbis parallels the variations found in clinical practice of which I referred to a few examples in Chapter 1. It

is tempdng to see an association between the two kinds of variation — the variation in the evaluation of the

patient, and the variation ofactions based upon that evaluation. Wulffdoes not attempt to make

statements about the reasons for variation, but be does caution against trusting ones own interpretations or

that of otbers too much (Wulff, 1987a).

In 1967, in the book CIinicalJugrnent, Alvan R. Feinstein stated that this was an important chaflcnge for

rnedical science: To find ways to understand tbe production of cinical data, yiclding reliable information

about the patient’s condition (Feinstein, 1967). His book has bccome a classic; inspiring doctors across the

globe, including the founders ofevidence-based medicine (Straus et al., 2005b; Wulff, 1987b). When

evaluating tbe resulting development 25 years later, however, Feinstein found that despite intensive

development, research and use of guantitative models for differerit aspects of clinical work, the core

challenge for research rcmained:

Clinical judgment stil has the paramount importance it has aiways had in patient care, but its basic
scientific challenges in data and taxonomy have been generally overlooked during 25 years of
emphasis on quantitative models derived from nonclinical sources (Feinstein 1994).

42 In Danish ibere is a basic distinction beiween bi/yde, ‘accessory sounds’ produced by conchdons of the lungs and mis/yde,

‘pathologically changed sounds’ produced by conditions of dir heart. Therc are different schemes for classifying sounds, and

Wulff notes the great variation in these schemes. Each scheme tbus has an apparent simplicity and completeness in the

description of sounds, but the various systems are often incompatible (Wu1ff 1987b).
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Data or information?

This ambiguousness of clinical data has a historical dimension. In The Birlh of Ihe C/inù Michel Foucauit
described how the specific medical focus on thc body — the clinica/gae -, the import of specific sensory data
and especially the search for ways to entcr the body and obtain the objective knowledge about internal
bodily processes, was thc result of a social process taking place in a number of European countries, notably
France, Netherlands, Germany, England and Scotland (Foucault, 2000). This change in perception of thc
body and disease stimulated the research into the body and the extension of ways to obtain sensory
information about bodily processes up through the I 9 century, leading to the creation of the now well
known objects of the doctor — the stethoscope, the head mirror, the reflex hammer, the
sphygmomanometer (Porter, 1997a). This new understanding of knowledge replaced tbe understanding of
disease as a natural process, a process between nature and the constitution of the patient, wherc elemcnts
like the weather, the gcography and the specific conditions m which thc patient was living were central
(Foucault, 2000). The development during the last four decades within the disciplines like occupational
medicine (Seaton, Agius, McCloy & D’Auria, 1994) and social medicine (Michelsen & Sælan, 1996) could
be seen as a return to or reinstatement of this earlier understanding, suggesting that these two different
perceptions of disease are in flux rather than one being the resuit of an evolutionary process from earlier
stages.

Nor is this state of flux between two different perceptions in medicine new. Jan McWhinney, referring to
Crookshank, describes the two different schools ofmeclicai thought in ancient Greece: The Coans and tbe
Cnidians, the Coans (on Cos) focusing on disease as natural processes, tbe Cnidians (from Cnidus)
understanding diseases as entities independent of the patient (Mcwhinney, 1997b). Foucault showed how
what we could call the Cnidian perspective (although Foucault did not use this term) has become dominant
during tbe past two centuries, a perspective that focuses on disease entities and the search for specific signs
that would tel the physician what speciflc disease the patient bad. The Coanperspective focused more on
being descriptive and detailed in diagnoses, on the specifics of the individual and the situation. This
perspective remalns part of the teacbing of how to take the patient’s story — the anamnesis. li focuses on
the patient’s narrative and uses the patient’s own terms to relate this narrative in thc journal. It is, however,
greatly challenged by the findings from the physical examination, inspired by a Cnidian perspective,
searching for specific signs of speci6c disease entities. Sometimes, the phrase ‘there is inconsistency
between the anamnesis and the physical exarnination’ is found in journals, usually implying that the
information given by the patient is probably unreiable (Jepsen, 2008). Tbe final trutb of the matter is only
to be found when

the pathologist told the elinician whetber be or she was right or wrong. Tbe clinico-pathological
conference becarne the epitome of tbe process (McWbinney, 1997b).

Tbus, the idea that cinical data is collected has ofren been challenged and disputed but with certain kinds of
data taking a hegemonic position over others in various historical contexts. The combination of different
kinds of knowlcdge implied by the example of the anamnesis versus the physical examination is prevalent
in a number ofhybrid forms in cinical pracdce.

° I should note, that Jepsen advices against this particular phrase as it may blind us to important aspects of the patient’ narrative
Oepsen, 2008).
‘ In Chapters 14, the role of different kinds of knowledge in cinical practice is discussed further.
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Learning II
The discussion on clinical data and cinical variation indicate at the icast, that data are subject to

interpretation and that there are individual and situational variation in the interpretation as well as in the

response to that interpretation. In the learning typology, this is to be expected: Learning I — including thc

learning of cinical signs and symptoms, and the dliagnoses and syndromes tbat may connect them and

suggest relevant action — is dependent on context.

Tbe next type of learning is Leaming II (Bateson, 1972a; Bateson, 1972c; Bateson, 1972e). This learning is

about learning the context for Learning I, the context for when and where and how the mental schemata

are relevant and perhaps also learning about contexts where usual schemata are not sufficient and new

schemata must be developed. Tbis is what Illcriis terms accomodative learning(Jileris, 2006a). He fmds that

developing a new scheme is much more demanding that simply adding elements to an existing one.

Learning a new kind of language is thus more demanding than learning a few new words in a language that

the individual has already acquircd. Generally, there is a tendency to avoid Learning II for this reason and

to stay with existing knowlcdge. However, most people cxperience Learning II in tbeir education and in

their work, when they face tasks that they have to deal with and for which they do not have the sufficient

knowledge or tools (Illeris, 2006a).

The hypotbetical intern in the fever-example may have a mental scheme for the combination of fever and

abdominal pain; a relevant scheme at the department of surgery which may suggest to him possible

diagnoses: appendicitis, cholecystitis, divcrticulitis, etc. However, when be finds himsclf in the department

ofinternal medicine, be discovers that relevant diagnoses may instead be gastroenteritis, malaria nr even

leukaemia. If Learning II is successful, he will develop a new schcme, more relevant in his new contcxt, bot

also find it casier to develop new cxtensions of bis existing schemes, if he should find himseif in yet

another clinical serting; a farnily medicine dinic, for instance.

But, as indicated by Iileriis, Lcarning Il is considerably more strenuous for the individual than Learning I,

and, Bateson finds, much Learning II stems from the early years of our life and actions based on Learning

fl are often self-validating and thus less subject to correction by trial and error4’.

Theories of rationality

One oftise consequenccs ofLearning II is that the individual acquires, not only sets ofalternatives from

which to cboose, but also ways ofreasoning in line with these alternatives: diagnostic ruies about how to

combine different clinical signs to diagnoses, pathological rules about cause and effect, prognosdc rules

about what kind of treatment to choose for a given condition. Given the subject of cinical reasoning, it is

relevant to provide a little more background on rationality and reasoning before proceeding to Learning

III.

Max Weber and his four categories of ideal types may be a starring point for this short exploration of

rationality in thc space of the clinic. Weber suggested four diffcrent types of rcasoning as an analytical

framcwork for understanding social practice: .weckrationa1 (goal-rationality), merirational (value-rationality),

affi/etual (emotional-rationality) and iraditional (custom, unconscious habit) (Watkins, 1952). The first of

these was characterized by being rational, both in the goal that is aimed for and in the process of reaching

In Chapter 11, the concept of Learning II is employed in the analysis of construction of decisions.
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this goal. In the second type, the goal was based on certain values, thus in a sense irrational, but was sought
reached by rational means. The third type was, howcver, different in being guided by emotions, and, finally,
the fourth was guided by tradition more than anything else. Ra/ionalis mostly taken as almost synonymous
with thc rules oflogic, and, especially, the first ideal type corresponds well with the scientific ideal of
working rationally and logically towards a rational goal.

The ideal types only exist at this levd of purity on paper. When traversmg the expanse of human societies,
anthropologists have found that all kinds of hybrid forms of reasoning exist. Evans-Pritehard’s study of the
Azande is elassicai in tliis respcct. Evans-Pritehard found that the Azandc had an elaborate coneept of
witchcraft and certain rules about what eonstituted magic, how it was performed and how a witeh eould be
idcntifled. However, in Evans-Pritehard’s experienee, these rules were inconsistent as one could for
instanee be found a witeh without fulfilling these criteria and viee versa (Evans-Pritehard, 1976). Later,
Peter Wineh eommented on Evans-Pritehard’s work and suggested the existenee of many forms of
rationality, and argued that one could not elassify these forms of rationality as eitber rational or not, as
Evans-Pritehard bad implied. Ratber, they should be seen in the context of the soeiety of whieh they were
part. Evans-Pritehard had, he argued, taken the rationality of the English aeademie community and applied
it to another eontext (Wineh, 1964). The devclopmcnt of the term sy/es of reasoning by Jan Haeking
(Hacking, 1982) was an extension of ehe ideas of Evans-Pritehard and Wineh, as Haeking started to
examine how certain distinct stvles, including elassifications and rules ofreasoning, could be discemed in
different contexts46.

In medlieai anthropology, reasoning and rationality have been a theme for the last couple of decades.
Arthur Kleinman described how the participants in the cinical encoanter — notably the patient and the
healer — eaeh develop distinet e.xplanatory models, and that a suecessful clinical encountcr ineludes the
development of a new shared explanatory model, which helps generate explanations to the patient’s
problem, but also considerations of possible consequenees and possible fumres (Kleinman, I 980b). This
line of thought has been expanded by many, notably by Cheryl Mattingly in her work on narrativiy, in
wbich she show how stories ofillness and therapy develop, not just as stories told, but as stories that arc
enacted by the actors in the einieal drama (Mattingly, 1998a). Mattingly has further cxamined the relation
between narrativity and elinical reasoning, suggesting — in line with the compressed history just given — that
therc is a ciose connection bctween elinical narratives and the process ofreasoning (Mattingly, 1998b).

But what about the scientific perspective? Is there not a certain kind of seientifie logie, eloser to the ideal
type of weckraialna/proposed by Weber? Moreover, is it not that kind of rationality that should be aimed at
in medieal practice? Bruno Latour’s eritique ofa privileged scientific logic has already been mentioned in
Chapters 3-4. Latour argued tliat if the process of seientiflc diseovery is traced ehronologieally, following
the relations made to numcrous actors — human and non-human — it turns out tbat tbe process of seience
exhibits the same complexity, the same eonfluenee ofmotives, goals and processes ofreasoning, as other
kinds ofpraetiee (Latour, 1987; Latour, 1993). Latour has been criticizcd for his levelling of all clifferences,
making everyrhing into networks, and part of that critique was actuafly raised by Jan Hacking (Hacking,
1999). But Latour is not aione in this idea about seientiflc practiee, nor is the idea itseif new. In his Genesis

For a recent example of how an apparently irrational belief in animism can make sense when seen as an integrated part of dailylife, sce Willerslev’s fieldwork among tbe Yukaghir ofSiberia (Willerslev, 2007).
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and Deve/opment ofa Scientific Facf, Ludwik Fleck suggested something similar (Fleck, 1979); and in his
analysis of thc scientific concept of rnatte Gaston Bachelard found that although certain forms of
rationality could at certain points in time become dominant as languages of explanation, it would aften be
possible to see the remains of earlier and alternative forms of reasoning in the use and meaning of the
conccpts of science. Rather than try to extinguish these alternatives to the prevailing style of reasoning, be
proposed a kind of ‘psychoanalysis’ of scientific terms, a systematic reflection on the historical and
epistemological grounds on wbich a particular term restcd (Bachelard, 1976). Weber himselfwas also, by
the way, painfully aware that the ideal typcs he proposed wcrc only analytical constructs, and he later gave

up the projeet ofusing them as a basie metbodology for examining social reality (Watkins, 1952)48.

Thus, generally speaking different kinds of rationality, or styles of reasoning, exist, with different levels of
legitimacy and authority in different contexts. A historical perspeetive will aften inerease ones

understanding of a particular style of reasoning. And there is no ‘pure’ reasoning, with only one ideal type

involved. This implies the possibility of choiee between different styles of reasoning, and it also indicates a

process of learning beyond Learning II, a way to learn different sets of ehoice and, more importantly, how

to choose betwecn them. This is what Bateson termed Learning III.

Learning III

Learning III (Bateson, 1972a; Bateson, 1972c; Bateson, 1972c), the final levd in the typology, is even more

demanding than Learning II. Learning III is chatge in thejiracess ofLearniig li, e.g., a correcdve change in

the system of sets of alternatives fram which choice is made. This type of learning is about learning the

eontext for Learning lI, wbich involves basic patterns of how we relate to other people, to our

surroundings and to ourselves. Learning at this levd may therefore lead to a ehange in the pereeption of

self and sceing ones’ relations to others in a new light. Correspondingly, Illeriis calls this for tran.forrnative

kaing (Illeris, 2006a). Few people stay for long in this mode of learning. Psychoanalysis, Illeris reflects,

may be an example of actively searching for Learning III and may illustrate the extent of personal

involvement and why this is not something we search for in everyday life and work. The research literature

on intems indicate, nevertheless, that it is an important npc of learning in internship, as thc development

ofa professional seif is an important aspeet ofa successful internship (Akrc et aL, 1992).

How may the fmdings ofAkre et al. be explained in the context of the learning typology? Bateson found

that Learning III was found in

Ceneüs and deve/opmenl oja sdentJicfad was first published in 1935 and showed how medicalfacts were constructions, not just

depending on biological research but on social lnterptetauon and development as weli (Fleck, 1979). Ris work was rediscovered

by Thomas Kuhn and an inspiration for bis work on the dcvelopment of sciendflc paradigms (Kuhn, 1962). In recent decades,

the Canadian philosophcr lan Hacking used Fleck’s work in his construction of the concept of syks of traroning, also mentioned

above (Hacking, 1982).
48 In Chapter 12, tbe relation between dinical practice and the ideals of reasoning in science and evidence-based medicine is

discussed ftirther.
Bateson suggests yet another type of learning, a Learning IV (Bateson, I 972e). However, tbis is found by Illeris to be

hypotbetical (Jileris, 2006a). Bateson bimselfacknowledged that it is unlikely that any presently living persons are likely to

expcrience any significant amounts of Learning IV. He ineludes it because it is theoretically possible and because the process of

changing involved in evolution may be seen as a Learning 1V: The changing conditions which provide the context for being able

to develop identities and relations as a human being at all.
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• . psychotherapy, religious conversion, and in otber sequcnces in which there is profourid
reorganization of character.. . (Bateson, i 972e)

is it reasonable to compare the learning of young doctors to these cxtreme experiences? Several scholars
have found that it is. An example is this statement madc by Francis D. Moorc, Harvard Medical School,
one ofthe giants of American surgery:

Besides medical school, there is probably no other four year experience — unless it be four years
service in a war — that can so change tbe cognitive content of one’s miid and tbe nature of one’s
relationships with others (Schei, 1992).

Let us, for now, accept the possibility that interns go tbrough a process of Learning III. What would such a
process bok like in the example with the intern and the patient with a fever? It would involve learning the
context for the choice ofa set of relevant options. Such a context, Jlleriis and Batcson tel us, is found in
the identity of thc individual. The intern, in otber words, must devebop a professional idcntity which
Supports the choice of what set ofoptions are relevant. The intern must understand his role within tbe
organization at the particular dcpartment or clinical setting, which determines what his tasks with the
patient is: Should be do an initial evaluation, an adjustment ofthcrapy, an emergency procedure? He may
even have to change between tbese roles in thc course ofwork and in clifferent relations to other people in
thc dinic — the patlents and their relatives, the nurses, the otber interns, and thc senior doctors. How do
doctors develop such a set of roles and tbc ability to change effortlessly between tbem?5°

Learning in practice

Tbepartic.ti/ar conditions that may facilitate learning are important. What are they? A few terms are relevant at
this point. Etienne Wenger coined the term communities ofpractice referring to the collectivc process of
interaction that takes place at work, in school, or in a family (\Venger, 2005). Participating in a community
ofpractice, be fmds, is an important condition for learning. Indeed, most activities in our daily practice and
in professional life can only be learned in this way, no matter how efficiently it is preceded by desk
learning. Tbis may probably explain some of the difflculties cxpcrienced by intcrns in thcir first months of
clinical practicc: Tbey may have a wealth of thcoretical knowledge — Learning I knowlcdge — bUt
participating in practice requires Learning II (and at times Learning 111).

The kind of participation involved in learning within the context of tbeir communines of practice is also of
importance. In association with Jean Lave, Wenger developed the term /e,gitimatepenphera/particitrnIion
signifying that the participant is positioned in practice, witb a certain kind and levd of legitimacy for
participation and a ccrtain peripherality5’to events. A participant would expericnce different possibilities
for learning with changing positions md changing degrees of legitimacy. This, they argued, was an
extension of the ideas about apprenliceship, thc potential of learning from a more experienced master (Lave
& Wenger, 2005). In her fieldwork in Nigeria, Lave cxperienced bow tailor apprentices learned their craft
without mueh formal instruction from a master. She found that something other than formab instruction

50 In Chapter 9, the concept of Learning 111 is employed in the analysis of construction of relations.
Pcripherality, to Lave and Wenger, does not mean simply peripheral, as in outside and without influencc. li signifies thedynamic clevelopments of different positions constituting the practice. The individual actor is always involved and activc to acertaln extent in parts of the practice in question and differently involved in other parts of that practicc. Peripherality thus refersto a pattern of changing social dynamics rathcr than to a speciflc given position (Lave & Wenger, 2005).
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must have been at work to facilitate their learning and make it possible for thcm to become master
themselves. This sometbing was their participation in practice with others and thc learning trajectory by
which t}icy would gradually learn all thc different techniqucs involved in making the dlifferent kinds of
clothes (Lave, 1999).

Otber researchers have refiected on the special conditions and demands on professional learning. How do
you learn to be a professional, applying a specialized and extensive knowledge to an equally specializcd and
extensive set of tasks? Donald Schön’s book The R8flective Practi/ioner (first published in 1983) and his
concept rcfkction inpractice continues to have a major influence in tids field (Akre, 2003; Illeris,2006c;
Schön, 2006a; Wichmann-Hansen, 2004c), as does his work with Argyris on the importance of feedback
and thc relation between learning at the individual levd and learning at tbe organizational level. Argyris’
distinction betwccn .ngk- and double-loopfeedback bears similarities with Learning I and Learning II, by also
signifying the importance of being in an cnvironment in which feedback facilitate icarning (Argyris, 2000).

Theory of practice

The review of cinical reasoning in Chapter i presented us with a paradoxical conclusion, but also
suggested that the way to resolving paradox would be in the study of how clinical decision-making actually

took placc in practice. Chapter 2 presented additional paradoxical knowledge, and, again, I suggested that a

reframing of these issues, a perspective from the everyday experience of clinical education in a spccific
local context, could prove to provide the understanding sought for.

To recapitulate: We know much about how to do dlinical reasoning, but do not really understand the
process in practice. We know what a doctor is and should be, but still find that doctors differ between

societies, between specialties and evcn between situatons. We find that medical students have great
potential for learning, but find signs of dehumanization and a deterioration of the capacity for creativity

and adaptation during medical school. We find a meclical education with a rather robust and stable

structure despite thc expressed will to change.

The theoredcal and empirical field of pragmatics and practice may provide us with a constructive approach

to these issues, and I wiil explore this in the following chapters, in particular Chapter 9 and 10. The finding

tbat social practice dliffers from expressed intentions is well-recognized in anthropology. The logic of

everydav life is found to be cffective and meaningful, but not necessarily in accordance witli official policy.

Studies ofthe history ofphiiosophy and science reveal how a mental division between knowledge and

practice have been made in a search for certain knowledge, a questfar certain!y (Dewey, 1929), but with the

consequencc of neglecting practicc as a focus for study. Thcre have, however, been a limited, yet

continuous, scientiflc intcrest in how practice is established, developed and changed in everyday life. The

school of American pragmatism is an example ofthis (Moore, 1961).

A continuous finding ofthis scicntific trend is that just as science has given littie attention to practice, so

we — as individual actors — give littie attention to our everyday practice as well. Thc individual is bound by

habits and experience that aflow him to make certain interpretations and establish certain patterns of

behaviour rather than otbers. But tI-iese habits are often pre-conscious, tacit, embodied. Bourdieu’s concept

ofhabitus and dcvelopment ofa thcory ofpractice has been central m developing tids understanding

(Bourdieu, 2000c). These arc general findings, not something that only some exotic minority of thc human

race takes part in (Eriksen, 1993b). Latour argued that ‘we have never been modern’ (Latour, 1993) and
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tbat the ideals of enlightenment and using rational choices to go through life are based on the illusion of
hindsight. Even in disciplincs that most consider the epitome of rationality, the practicc of science, the
actual practice was more eonditional, pragmatic and relational when studied prospeetively than when
studied retrospectively (Latour, 1987). Hutehins argued —on the basis ofhis studies ofnavigation — that
only by studying cognitive processes in actual practice, can we reaeh an understanding ofboth the
cognition and the practice. He thus advocated thc need for studies of ‘cognition in the wild’, where
cognition was seen as a social process, not ‘lin,ited by thc skin’ (Hutehins, 1996).

The tendeney to take the apparent chaos of daily life to be a disturbing, frrelevant noise that keep us from
sceing what is real is an idea with a history that goes back at least to Plato and his metaphor (in Book VII
ofThe Republie) of the people in the cave who could only smdy reality as fleeting shadows on the cave
wall, but were unable to turn and experience the real world, the world ofideas, which produced the light
and containcd the real objects, which were projectcd as shadows (Plato, 1999). Plato’s pupil, Aristotle,
though following his senior in many aspects, turned to reflect more on different kinds of knowledge,
among these the dynamics ofeveryday lifc, and he reeognized the importance ofpraxis (Guy, 1991). This
basic tension between searching for the true reality behind tbe chaos ofthe present and taking the cbaotic
present as reality is not just a phiosophical theme; it is very much an issue in elinical practice as the
following chapters wiil demonstrate.

Why can’t we just ask them?

Is this overdoing it? A review of einical reasoning, then of medical education, the development of a new
concept of deeision-making, and now — in this chapter — a suggestion of a typology oflearning. Why not
simply ask the interns what they learn and how?

Aetually, the studies of praetiee provide us with a basis for an answer. Michael Polanyi found that humans
possess an cxtensive tadt knowkdge, things that we know about, but do not know that we know or at least
are unable to put into words (Schön, 2006b). This was an inspiration for Pierre Bourdicu and his
development of the eoncept of habitus (Bourdicu, 2000b). The rcsearch on embodiment teils us how we are
able to make knowledge aud skills a part of our patterns of movement and behaviour through practiee,
thus knowing something without knowing it. Gilbert Ryle suggested the now often-used distinction
between knowing Ihat aud knowiug hom (Ryle, 1949), between the cxplieit knowledge and the embodied
knowledge.

Embodiment even extends to reasoning. Because reasoning is based on our percepdon, our understanding
of the world, and the repertoire of mental schemata and metaphors we have available to us assist
percepdon and understanding. As Mark Johnson says:

In short, our understanding is our mode of ‘being in the world’ It is the way we are mcaningfufly
situated in our world through our bodily interactions, our cultural institutions, our linguistie tradition,
and our historicsl contcxt (Johnson, 1987)

Learning how to tide a bike is often used as an exarnple of an embodiment with which most are familiar.
Dreyfus and Dreyfus describe how most people are unable to say how they tide a bike: When the bike is
about to fall to thc left, what do you do? Most people say that they turn the handle a bit to the nght, but in
aetual practiee we turn to the /ft. Turning to the right only inerease the likeihood of fafling. We cannot tel
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our reasons for what we do. Not bccause we do not want to, but because pracdcc is not possible to cxpress

sufficiently in words, and because through practice we reduce the need for words to rcflect on that

pracdce. Dreyfus and Dreyfus expressed it a hit more poetically:

Tbe Heart Has ha Reasons That Reason Does Not Know (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, I 986c)

Conclusion

Chapter I proved clinical reasoning to be a core process in clinical practice, yet a process which was

difficult to understand in its complcxity. Chapter 2 showed medical students and doctors to be significantly

influenced by the education they go through and that not only their skilis and knowledge would change,

but their perception of seif would change as well, and the conditions for working as a doctor would also be

in flux.

The different kinds of learning described in this chapter, quaiify what those changes consists of and

support the flndings of chapter 1, that it is important to study learning in practice as important changes are

likely to take place, which provide the context for whatever else the doctor learns in intcrnship. It also

indicates that rather than starting with the outcome of the decision — the variation in diagnostic and

thcrapeutic decisions (see Chaptcr 1) — the enquiry should begin with the complexity ofrelations in the

cinic and the change the interns go through to adapt to this complexity. The Learning II or even Learning

111 that may result from this is likely to provide signiflcant incentive and direction to how they learn to

make decisions. I will therefore begin the empirical part ofthe thesis (Chapter 9-16) witb a smdy ofhow

the interns learn to and learn from the construction ofrelations (Chapter 9-10); continue on how they learn

the sets ofchoices from which to choose, the construction ofdecisions (Chapter 11-12); and only then

proceed with the construction of information, and the learning of clinical signs and patterns (Chapter 13-

14); and end that section with exploring how the interns learn to do what they should do, or: participate in

thc construction ofaction (Chapter 15-16).

Being thus equipped with a combination of perspectives that should allow mc to see how interns learn in

the practicc of internship, I leave theory and sct out, in Chapters 6 and 7, to develop a methodological

approach to the study of how doctors learn to make decisions; an approach consistent with the paradoxes

of cinical reasoning (Chapter 1) and medicai education (Chapter 2) as well as the theorctical perspectives

presented in this chapter.
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Chapter 6

Behaving in the field
How does a doctor study doctors being doctors?

In Ihis chapter, the rok ofthe researcher in actualfie/dwor/e is subjicted to cntical anaysis. The concepl ofauto-ethnographj is
used asfrarneworkfor this ana/ysis.

Introduction

Chapter I described the motives for choosing the rcsearch qucstion and Chapters 3-5 laid out the

background and theoretical perspectives that could assist the search for an answer. Tbe previous rcsearch

indicated that an ethnographic fieldwork would have a mcthodological potential in this search because it

would include both individual reflection and situational interaction in the description ofpattcrns of

decision-making and learning.

Certain basic issues ofmethodology need to be addressed. Ethnographic fleldwork is not a common

approach in medical research. Even so, several fleldworks in medicine, even dissertations, have recently

bccn performed, also in a Danish context (Hounsgaard, 2004; Ludvigsen, 2009; Risør, 2002; Tulinius, 2000;

Wichmann-Hansen, 2004a). Some reflection is, however, due. I will present a case from the fieldwork as a

point of departure for tbese reflections. Thus, I wifl not attempt to explain all aspects of fieldwork in

general, but focus on how some general aspects of fieldwork impacted this particular study, and how

particular challenges gencratcd reflections about the potential of fieldwork in medical settings.

The special theme or perspective of ‘auto-ethnography’ will be addressed. Studying otbers and trying to

understand them is always a challenge. This challenge is both easier and more difficult when trying to study

and understand someone similar to yourself. Being a doctor who studies other doctors generated

significant insights in the fieldwork, but also involved inherent prob1ms because of my risk of being blind

to aspects ofmedical culture that I had embodied as common sense. In the following, I present a case as

the basis for describing and discussing these insights and problems.

The case o[Christine andMilla

It is a day in the beginning of fieldwork. I follow the intern Christine in her work at a surgical

department52.She already has a good idea of the layouts of the hospital, the general procedures and the

spectrum of diseases the patients usually have at this particular department, but many specific procedures

retnained new to her and she is much awarc of this and — shc later told me — very alert because shc do not

want to do anything wrong in her management of the patient or to make a fool of herseif.

It is still early in the day, around 10 AM. She receives a call from the emergency ward. A young woman,

Milla, has arrived and (on the basis ofa history ofvomiiing ofblood) a medical doctor has decided to

transfer her to thc surgical ward because be suspects that she mighi have an upper,gastro-intestina/

52 J realize that it is unusual to present data from the study in the methods-section. It is, however, not unusual with ihe chosen

metbodology. Sce, for instance, Tulinjus’ chapter on method where excerpts of data from her fieldwork are used in a discussion

of the role and position of the researcher (rulinius, 2000). Tbis is also my purpose with the present chapter.
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haemorrbage53.Christine sees the patient and because Milla has a low blood pressure, Christinc suspccts a
serious and potentially lcthal blood loss and plans to transfer the patient to an immediate gastroscopy54.

I notice in Milla’s journal that she is known to have a low blood pressure and read a note left by thc nurse
saying that Miila has a fever. I also direet Christinc’s attention to the fact that she is coughing and suggest if
the history ofvomiting blood might be a misinterpretation ofa bit ofblood in the sputum that she is
coughing up. From this — and a change in the respiratory sound on the left lung — Christine suspect that
the patient suffers from pneurnonia and she cancels the gastroscopy.

The X-ray of the lungs scems to be normal and this — combined with Milla’s expression of abdominal pain
— leads Christine, guided by her senior collcague and a nurse at tbe surgery bed unit, to suspcct a
choIeystitis55.However, the blood tcsts scem to contradict this. Now, what to beieve? Christine is frustrated
and feels insufficient — even stupid. The patient stil runs a fevcr and has upper abdominal pain — what
could be the matter? Christinc starts to suspect a urinary injic/ion since this is the only set of abdominal
organs that have not been examined yet.

At this time it is discovered that the x-ray of the lungs was misintcrpretcd or rathcr that the first image was
not the correct one, but an older one of the same patient, taken half a year previously. The new image is
showing a whiteness of the left lung, which is compatible with the diagnosis pneurnoaia. Now, suddenly,
everytbing seems to add up: The patient has pneumonia, she has a fever because of this and as a result of
nausea and coughing she throws up, and because ofthis, she devclops a painful abdominal cramp. The
patient is then transferred to the mcdical department.

The role of the fieldworker

This case should hclp to ilustrate how the fleldwork took place, thc nature of the cmpirieal matenal, the
rcflecdons and interactions in which interns take part, and the fieldworker’s position. I will make a few
notes on each of these issues starting with the researeher doing participant observation. In this story — and
in most parts ofthe fieldwork — I fmd that there are many aspeets ofmy observation and participation that
ean be seen as auto-ethno&raphj6(Anderson, 2006; Reed-Danahay, 1997). I will describe some ofthem to
give you an idea of how they influcnced my being in the fleld and how they might influenec thc analysis
and the representation as well.

I am a doctor myseif, doing fieldwork in my own kind ofwork, among other doctors, at departments
where I have worked. This affords me the advantage of previous knowledge, allowing mc to understand a
doetor’s point ofview and the disadvantage of not questioning or refieeting on issues that I take for
granted beeause of my baekground. In this case, the fieldwork even took place at the very first dcpartment
where I worked during my own intemship. So, the setting is known and I sensed nervousness in myseif
going there in thc morning, which reflccted the anxicty I had expcrienced when I started working thcre. All
this poses some challenges to the flcldwork: Will I be eapable of eritical reflection on something that is a

An upper gastro-intestinal haemorrhage is a bleeding frorn che oesophagus or the stomach.
Gastroscopy is an examination of die upper gastro-intestinal tract with a fiber optic telescope inserted through the pauent’smouth. A visual image from tbe front of die telescope is produced on a monitor besidcs the bed. Differeni kinds of instrumcntscan be inserted through the telescope and a bleeding ran often be stopped this way.
Cholecystitis is an infection in dir gall bladder often seen in combination with gall bladder stones.

56 A theme, I will return to below.
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part of mc? How can I represent the experience and lcarmng ofmy informants without simply reproducing
my own cxperience? Tbis, in other words, may be seen to represent a challenge to the credibility of tbe
project.

Lct us return to Christine & Milla. Wben we enter the cmergency ward, the medical doctor is sitting at a
desk going through a file. Tbe patient is in an examinanon room witb tbe door ciosed. I start to think that

something is wrong. If the patienr is really sospected of a serious abdoniinal bleecling, she should not be
left alone, and the medical doctor seems very calm about it all. So, eitber the doctor knows that she is not

seriously iii and is therefore not worned abnut letting het be alone in another room — wbich means tbat he

has not told Cbristine about bis evaluation of the case — nr: be does not live up to his responsihiliry to the

patient wbich would imply that be should have stayed witb tbe patient and taken charge of the treatment
until thc doctor from tbe surgical department could take over. So, i reflect, is he not telling her what be

knows or is be not doing what be is supposed to?

When we enter frie examination room, I get a first general impression of tbc patient like I would normally

do if I were the doctor, but I stay more in the baekground, allowing Christinc to talk to and examine tbe

patient witbout being in tbe way or perhaps confusing rbe patient to think tbat I am thc doctor. From my

first imprcssion I gather tbat she is probably not acutely 111 or as doetors usually state in the patient’s

joornal: ‘Awake and aware, warm and dry, good colours’. She is moaning, lying relatively still in frie bed.

Christine starrs to talk to her. The nurse informs her tbat frie blood pressure is low.

I start to bok through the patient’s journal which is lying at the table and find the information from a

previous hospital admission that she is known to have a low blood pressure. Again, frie doetor in mc takes

the fore when I actively search for specific information in frie Eie. I also notice that in the spunam that frie

paticnt has produced in a smafl container standing on the rable, friere is just the smallest stain ofblood. If

she really had been vomiting bbood, I would expect there would be more than a stain. I then hear ber

cough and notice that the nurse has written thar the patient has a tcmperature of 39 dcgrees Celcius. But

frie nurse has left the room, so I do not think that Christine has this information. Howcver, I am relatively

confident tbat thc patient does not have a bleeding ulcer, bot a respiratory infeetion because this would

explain frie fcvcr, the coughing and frie blood in thc sputum.

Chrisrinc only has the informarion of vomiting ofblood and a low blood pressure and on thc basis ofthis

information shc decides that frie paticnt should have a gastroscopy. She cafis the surgical nurse on the

phonc to make her preparc thc nperating room for this. I frien inform Christine of thc finding that thc

paticot’s blood prcssurc is usually ‘ow. This confuses her. But she quickly rccovcrs, reconsiders her

findings and dccides that the gastroscopy should wait until wc know more.

I also fccd additionai information to Chrisnnc bccaosc I Led that I am thc causc of her confusion and

would like to heip. I fccl caught bctween my wish to study Christinc at work and my rcsponsibilitics as a

doctor. At thc time whcn thc paticnt is leaving frie cmergcncy ward to enter thc surgical ward, Christinc is

rcasonably ccrtain that shc has pncumonia, bot would like to scc an X-ray of frie lungs bcforc finally

dcciding on frils diagnosis. Whcn tbc x-ray rurns out to be normal, we are botb cqually surprised. I start to

fear that I might have misinterprctcd the situation and fccl ambivalent as to my role — I have startcd to

intcrvcnc and my inrervcntion sccms ro gencrarc problems for Christine. Perhaps, I should intcrvenc more

to try to corrcct what I have done? Or should I?
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Fortunately Christine’s senior colleague appears at the scene and asks her about Milla. They discuss her and
then examine her together. I feel reieved because I decide that I can let the senior doctor take thc
responsibility for what is going on. However, when be decides that tbe patient might have cbolecystitis, I
am not really convinced, but I do not have any better ideas. Christine finally discovers the mix-up of x-rays,
gets her confirmation of the diagnosis: Tbe patient has pneumonia. And Christine transfers her back to the
medical department.

I should note that this is an unusual case. At most times, I could remain in a more passive role, comparable
to that of the medical student: watch tbe doctor work and sometimes ask questions and make notes. The
story is not unique, however; and it ifiustrates some ofthe potential conflicts — metbodological as well as
ethical — in doing fleldwork.

Influence, blindness, and going native

The issue of my participation in thc field is, in some ways, simply a part of tbe methodological
undcrpinning of ethnographic fleldwork: I use myseif as a tool to monitor, reflect on, cxperience and relatc
to tbe people and the settings in qucstion (Lave & Kvale, 2005). By participating I become a partner in, and
hclp crcate .rpaces ofshared experiences with my informants, both bodily and mentally (Okely, 1994). This, in
turn, helps generate empathy and the empirical basis for undcrstanding Ihe other. Tbis is never simple, but
involves constant awareness of and adaptation to the specific conditions in a situation. Tbere are certain
risks involved. First, I infhience the ficid. This is, pcrbaps, thc most cmcial point from a medical research
perspective: If I influence the field, how wifl I know if I am simply recording the effect ofmy own
presence there? Sccond, tbcre is the risk of cultura/ blindaess as an effect of being a doctor; blindness in the
sense that my profession gives mc a certain perspective on what takes place in the clinical settings. Will I be
blind to what is taking place as a consequence ofmy own background? Put these two points together and
you may wonder if I am blind to what is happening in the fleld and — should I manage to remove the
blindfold — I will sirnply be recording the effect ofmy own presence. Tbis would bardly be the best
foundation for a scientiflc dissertation.

Fortunately, much reflection and research have been done on these points, and tbe prospects are nowhere
as pessimistic as just indicated (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995b; Spradicy, 1980; Wolcott, 2005c). First, the
issue of my influence: Active participation is actually considered one of tbe strong points rather than a
downfall of participant observation. Interacting with the actors in tbe fleld influences what is taking place,
and the fleldworker experienccs and makes notcs on what is taking place. In otber words, the fieldworker
strives to obtain a personal experiencc, an insider’s perspcctivc, of tbe interaction in tbc fleld and seeks get
to feel and to respond to the other actors’ reactions . The risk ofgoing native, i.e. of becoming so absorbed
in the ficid that the identity as researchcr and thc focus of tbe rescarch question vanishes, is, of course,
always present. This risk is enbanced, whcn tbe researcher is, in fact ‘native’. The art of fleldwork lies in
being able to perform the dual motion of participation — experiencing and intcracting in tbc fleld — and
observation — retaining a mental stance of observation and reflection on what takes place in thc field. So,
tbe problem is not tbat tbe fleldworker influcnces the field. The problem is: How shoa/d or maj tbe
fieldworker interact with tbe ficid to be able to best answcr his research qucstion — in tbis case: How do
doctors learn to make dinical decisions? Expericncing and participating in actual decision-making is likcly
to heip answering this question.
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Thc second point — the risk ofcukural blindness — has become a more urgcnt issue in anthropology,

because an increasing number of field studies are being performed at home, that is, in a setting known to the

anthropologist — known in terms of language, habits, and setting. Students of anthropology are sometimes
discouraged from doing fieldwork in settings they know too well er on people who resembie themselves

too much in ordet to train them in the ability to understand somebody different, to learn to get an inside
perspective in a social setting witb which the student has no prior cxperience. However, otbers advocate

doing flcldwork on someone like yoursclf— or even on yourself, bccause this gives highly privilcged access

to information not othenvise acccssible (Murphy, 1990).

In her articie Fieldwork ofa Dutiful Daughter, Lila Abu-Lughod described how her being an Arab woman

gave her a privileged position from which to do fleldwork, allowing her to participate in and observe how it

was to be a woman in the Bedouin community in the Egyptian Western Dcsert. But it also positioned her

as one of these womcn, which meant that shc was subjcct to the same duties and norms as thcy were.

Certain aspects of male Bedouin life she could therefore only observe from a distance or not observc at all.

Her father was one of her key informants as well as the one who would heip her access important sites for

observation. Thus, the strength of the fieldwork — the participaoon from a privileged inside position — was

also the limitation. Sometimes, it was even a physical limitation:

Through subtle cues by tactful but detertnined adults, I came to understand tbat I was free to go
anywhere within the carop, but that to step beyond the bounds of the community, particular]y alone,
was not appropriate (Abu-Lughod, 1988).

Auto-ethnography

Doing fleldwork among someone like yourselfwas unusual until a few decades ago. Thc growing number

of studies of this kind and the resulting discussions on methodology have given rise to the label auto

e/hnographj to these endeavours (Reed-Danahay, 1997), to signify a pardcular methodological awareness

more than a speciflc anthropological discipline. The studies have been made in different geographical

localities and frem differcnt positions: Sometimcs, the ethnographcr has been a native of tbe locality under

study (Abu-Lughod, 1988; Motzafi-Hafler, 1997), sometimes be or she drawn material gathered by locals

(Kideckel, 1997), or have used er stirnulated the writing of auto-biography by ‘natives’ (Jaffe, 1997;

Svensson, 1997). This has created a fleld of’blurred genres and blended voices’ (Brettell, 1997), where the

genre may be biographical, ethnographical, ‘auto’, and any combination of the three; and the ‘voice’ may be

that of a location, a peoplc, speciflc informants, er the ethnographer herseif. Not surprisingly, rescarch of

tbis kind cafis for cicar descripdons ofwho is talking and what thcy are talking about. It highlights the

necessity to qualify and explicate die position and voice of tbe rcscarcher as the one representing a speciflc

human reaiity.

Having a term for a field ofresearch does not, of coursc, guarantce the quality ofthe research, and at times

a heated debate goes on betwecn different fractions witbin the fleld of auto-ethnography, focusing on thc

pros and cons of different perspectives in the fleld. Should auto-ethnography’s primary goal be to be

evocative — producing emotional reactions and reflections in the reader (EUis & Bochner, 2006)? Or should

the purpose of auto-ethnography be analytical — i.e. should it address the development of speciflc theories
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concerning the experienccs of the self (Anderson, 2006)? Unable to take a firm stand in this debate57,I
have found that thc spokesmen of both perspectives have observed that ciarity about what you do and why
you do it is important. Blindness may be an unavoidable aspect, but if the rcsearcher’s positions, actions
and motivations are made clear in the ethnographic representation, the particular perspective on the field
becomes so elear that the reader may stil1 benefit, learning what this particular part of the world looks like
from this particular perspective.

Inspiration for analysis

How does tids heip increase the ciarity and credibility of my fieldwork? First there is the issue of the
relationship between mc and tbe informant. I am not just a neutral observcr trying to understand what is
going on in this case. I tend to enter a position ofinsider and, in part, supervisor. In tbe interview a few
days later, Christine reflected on the case and on her own actions. She told mc afterwards that the
interview bad raised her understanding ofwhat took place. So, when Christine is at work, I am not just
observing, and when she is being intervicwed, I arn not just listcning. I become a factor in her reflections
on practice and, therefore, an element in her learning process. But, then, so were all the other people, she
encountcred. i wanted to know how she responded to their actions and presence, how they made her
reficet and perhaps make ehoiees she otherwise vou1d not have made. Whcn I realized this, I startcd to
make explicit notes on what I said to the lnterns during fieldwork, because this could have an effect on
their reflections and actions. In this way, I could make the best use ofmy partieipation in aetion as a way of
learuing more about the lnterns (by sceing how they rcsponded) ratber than learning less (by influencing their
actions without being aware ofit).

If my questions made Christine refleet and even learn, this indicates the potentiai ofthat dialogue: When
the intern talks to a colleague, tbis represents a potential occasion for learning, even when learning is not
the explicit purpose of the dialogue. But what is learned and about what? This suggested a relevant focus
for studying learning, thus helped mc direct my attention to situations where intems were interacting with
their colleagues. I will return to this issue in Chapter 9.

Anotber idea that emerged from this and similar cases in the flcldwork was to explore how a diagnosis is
construeted through the social interaction in a specifie setting and within a spcciflc organization. My
interaction interferes with this process, but it also makes it even more elear tbat a eonstruetion is going on
that is not just a rational process in tbe doetor’s mmd but something that very much depends on the
conditions in the specific situadon. li is not random either: rather preeise possible diagnoses seem to
present themselves. This may happen owing to the different kinds of presentations of thc patient’s case (by
the medical doctor and by the admission paper) or it may happen simply as a result of regularity, i.e. the
case falis within the usual pattern of diseases in the acmal physical spaee (acutely siek patients in the
cmergeney ward and patients with abdominal diseases in the surgical bed unit).

u am “unable” because the debate is inconcluswe. The discussants all seem to have a strong case based on the particular
Lleldworks md projecrs they refer to. In some cases it has, indeed, been relevant to focus on the development of theory, and the
auto-position has made this possible (Anderson, 2006; Reed-Danahay, 1997). On the otber hand, however, in some cases it has
been die communication of a specific experience within a specific context and with a strong emotional content, and thus the“evocative” dimensjon that was important for eapanding understanding (Murphy, 1990).
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This insight is stiniulated by my interaction with Christine and could have been overseen if i had not

sought to evaluate tbe patient, tbe scene and the file, and if I bad not seen how Christine (and tbe other

actors in the scene) reacted to tbe information I gave her. Wbat do the intems learn from this? Do they
learn to read tbe situation and tbus understand their tasks and tbe relevant knowledge in light of that? This

would be what Bateson referred to as reading the cwilextmarkers (Bateson, 1972e). Apparently, these

markers are different in different settings, so the intern must be learning something about changing setting

as well? This will be an issuc in Chapters 11-14.

An issue tbat became cicar from tids and similar cases was that I bad a certain way oflooking at the patient

and the cinical setting. I do not just study the doctor’s actions. I study tbe patient as wdll, and I start

making my own ideas about diagnosis and possible fruitful ways of cinical action. I start to interpret the
doctor’s actions in light ofmy evaluation ofthe patient and, indeed, the endre situation — thc nurse, the

medical doctor, tbe examinadon room, my experiencc with tbe emcrgency ward and the surgical bed-unit

Another example is when I skim the patient’s joumal, looking for information to assist the interpretation

ofthe patient’s situation. This is not required in ordet to describe what the doctor is doing or thinking. In

fact, I tom my back to thc doctor when I am rcading the journal (because it lies on a table away from tbe

bed) and — for a brief period of time — do not observe tbe doctor at all. Being made aware of how I turned

away from tbe doctor to bok at the journal made mc note that — in tbe fieldwork in general - in situations

where tensions where high, when patients were scriousby ull and where there was much action in the room,

I would retumn to a more medical and less anthropological viewpoint.

This also happened when I became tired, which I did in the late hours of tbe night watch. Certain basic

patterns in my behaviour were clearly discernible; pattcmns I bad leamed and wbich I tumned to in need. Did

tbe intemns learn something similar — and how? The fact tbat my own tbinking and awareness changed

without my wilful intervention indicated tbat tbese pattemns were tacit om embodied. Would I be able to

observe something similar witb my informants? This theme will be furtber discussed in Chapters 15-16.

Finally, my participation in tbe encounter between Chmistine & Milla made mc very conscious of not being

too active in the field and made mc somewhat reluctant to interfere. In tbe last part of fieldwork, a number

of situations arose where the intemns were clearly at a loss at what to do, and where I chose to remain silent

and observe rather than to make suggestions. It also raised my awareness of a number of etbical challenges

in my particular position as fieldworker-doctor. These are presented below.

Ethics — the impossibility of consent

Many ethical issues may surface duming Eeldwork. Some concern the participation ofthe informants, some

the fleldworker’s behaviour and, finally, some issues touch on the representation ofthe fleldwork in the

scientific text. I took tbe ethical code of the American Anthropological Association as my general guide in

tIds (American Antbropological Association, 1998), but stil a number ofchoices remained to be made in

the course of fleldwork.

The departments and clinics in which tbe study took place were asked for permission to do the fieldwork.

Tbus, the senior doctors with responsibility for educadon in tbe department were asked to give tbeir

consent, and tbey cach received the protoeol as part of tbe information. In general pracdce, tbe consent of

the supervising doctor was sought. This consent was always given, altbough a few times thc senior doctor
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wanted to get to know the young doctor first to make sure that be or she would be eapable of having mc
along. In a number of eases, the fleldwork took plaee in departments where I bad worked myselfwhieh
made li very easy to obtain eonsent, and I ahnost felt invited into my former status of being a eoileague. i
sometimes felt something of a spilt in identity when visiting tbese departments, being simultaneously a
eolleague to the other doetors and a teseareher studying the people there and their interaetion. I handled
this by trying to be respeetful in my approaeh to them, by veiling their identity in the text, and by trying to
represent their aetions and refleetions as honestly as I eould.

Next was the question of obtaining informed consent from the informants. I mentioned earlier that
gradually a large numbet of people became informants in the study. In most medical rescarch tbe
experiment or study takes place within a given setting, and the researcher observes what is going on from a
position outside tbe experiment. Most oftbe doctors and nurses in tbe departments and clinics would
probably have tbis preconception of science. Being face to face witb a researeb project like this where the
project was watcbing them must have been strange ur even provocative to some. Tbe interns, at least, bad
the chance to get to know mc, hut what about other people who became un-informed informants in the
project?

I could not inform everyone in tbe fleld. It just was not possiblc. I considered putting a sign on the wail
saying tbat I was doing a project. But what should it say and where should I put ir? So, I bad to make my
position Iegithnate in other ways. For instance, I tried to show the doctors and nurses in tbe field tbat I
respected that I was a visitor in tbeir space — trying not to get in tbe way, heiping out with small tasks when
possible, bebaving and talking politely, listening and answering any questions as well as I could.58

Ethics — the risk of being judgmental

I remain grateful that each of tbe trine interns allowed mc ro aceompany them at work and inrervicw tbem
about their expericnces. Implicitly, this gives mc a responsibility of confidentiality towards them; not just
by veiling tbeir identity in tbe teat, but also by presenting them in a way tbey cm accept and recognize,
even if nu one else knows who they are. What I have presented in tbe text about each, is what I saw and
what was said. li has to be to mainrain the autbenticity of the data. But I have deiberately chosen not to
include information of a more personal nature, situations where I disagree with an intern md fall to Mdc
tbis in my reeurds of tbe event, ur data which may for some reason be unpleasant to tead about for the
intern59.

j ean Lave has claimed that ‘the only toul sensiove enough to measure human interaetion is another human
being’ (Lave & Kvale, 2005). In that scnse, any cthnographic fleldwork risks being judged as
‘impressionistie’, simply guidcd by tbe fieldxvorker’s subjective impressions of the ficid. This is a very real
risk, and I tx3’ to supply my imprcssions with cxamples wherever pussible md only express my imprcssiuns
when this servcs an analytic point. However, impressions are not neutral, md there is an addirional risk of
writing in a way that may be found ‘judgmental’. Will I in my presentatiun of an intern be able to make a

5 Tbe problem is a common one in fieldwork (Woleots, 2005a), espeeially in medieal antbropology, because of the etbical miesfor participation in medical research. My solotion was tbe one osually saken in fieldwork: Be opeo about who you are aod whasyoo do, bot do not expect that you can inform everyone aboot everytbing. I probably bad it easy beeaose I was a doetor, whiehgave mc legitmacy to be pan of clinieal aetion. Bot rhe issues here are not easily dealt wish, and —1 expect — will need moretbeoretical aud praetical work if fleldwork like shis becomes more common in tbe medical field.
I rbank tbe assessors of tbis rbesis fot giving mc an exrra reminder of tbis masser.
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description which they can recognize and find themselves comfortable with? My impression of the interns
is that they are trving hard and are ali intelligent and resourceful and want the best for thcir patients. I have
presented cases to colleagues and wondered why thcse doctors found faults in the intems. My point has
always been tbat any intern in a case is an example, my focus being the educational context and the output
in terms oflearning something new about bcing and working as a doctor.

But I do use examples to promote discussions, and to enlighten critique. If, as a reader, you should choose
the standpoint that individuals are always frce to make the right choices, despite limitations in time, space,

and organization, thcn some ofthe dcscriptions may appear judgmental. One ofmy points is that such
freedom, although assumed by most existing models of cinical decision-making, does not exist in clinical

reality. If I am judgmental, it is towards medical education as a system, not towards the individuals in it. My
own cxperience as a medical student and as a doctor in internship and speeialist training is the basis of this

judgmental stand. But used to arouse my attention and search for empirical examples to elarify, support, or

dismiss my initial notions. At the end ofthe day, however, the descriptions I provide are not neutral, and I

may still find myseif with the same experience that Cheryl Mattingly had when she showed her text to

some of her informants, and they responded:

‘You are kind of judgmental here aren’t you?’ (Mattingly, 1998c)

Finally, the issue of representing thc fleld in a text must be addressed. I have chosen to vcil the identity not

only of the interns, but also of thc other doetors and nurses as wcll as the departments and hospitals in

which thc fieldwork took place. This was done to protect my informants and allow them to make

statements about themselves aud their work without running the risk of being publicly known to have said

it. But this decision was also made to avoid the risk of scapegoadng: In some cases there may be cause for

criticism against some of the actors or the organizational context, but I have chosen examples aud cases

not to show particulars but to exemplify general tendencies in the f3eldwork. Thus, choosing a particular

departmcnt or nurse to blame would miss the point that thc phenomena in tbe fieldwork do seern to be

rather common in the everyday life ofinternship.

Ethics — getting in on good behaviour

Most of the nurses reacted positively to my presenee. When I told them that I was studying medieal

education, they were helpful in supplying adclitional information and reflections as I mentioned above.

Patients found it quite okay as well, some of them asking if they would be included in my book or telling

mc to note what a good doctor this particular doctor was. Most of the senior doetors would be a littie

curious to begin with, but often became quite interested and wanted to help mc any way they could. Some,

for instance, would first interact with the intern and then proceed to tel me why they had said what they

did aud what kind of rcaction they hoped this would eicit in thc intern.

Relating to the patients needed a littie cxtra consideration. On the one hand, I was uscd to seeing patients

and felt quite at ease with tids. But my position was different now, being a rcsearcher. The patients were

there because they were in need of medical assistance, not to participate in a research project. What was the

best way to handle this? In the medical and surgical departments, I simply followed the doctor, usually

staying a fcw steps behind him or her. Sometimes, the doctor would introduce mc as ‘a researcher doing a

study ofdoctors’ or something similar; sometimes, I would make such an introduction myseif. Most ofthe

time, however, it was just said by the doctor, the nurse or mc that I was ‘another doctor’. The purpose of
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this attcmpt to introduce mc in a neutral way was to assure the patient that I was not going to do
sometbing unexpected, but also to gain a position wbich was at the same time legitimate and would not
draw to much attention away from the other actors. Sometimes, when issues of a more personal and
sensitive nature turned up as part ofthe patient’s iliness, the doctor might say to the patient that ‘Torsten is
also a doctor and has the same obligation of discretion as myseif’ to assure them that they could speak
freely.

In the family medicine clinics, we handled this situation in a different way. Usual pracdce was that the
doctor would leave mc in the consultation room, go to the waiting room, greet tbe patient and tben tvil
them that tbere was a researcher with thcm today doing a study of doctors, asking ifit was all right for
them that I was there. A few patients said t}iat they did not want mc there, but surprisingly fcw. In cases
wherc a gynaecological examination was done, I left the consultation room. This was announced to the
patient by the doctor when the possibility of this examination was brought up, so as not to interfere with
the patient’s decision to acccpt this examination.

Ethics — the doctor’s imperative

The most difficult ethical issue involved the levd or kind ofmy participation in the diagnosis and treatment
of the patient. I bad decided before tbc cldwork began that sf1 came in situations whcre a patient was in
severe need of heip and did not get it, I would intervcne and try to providc thc heip necded60.If somcthing
— a procedure or a treatment — was being done to a patient that I considered harmful to them, I would also
intervene. This was a decision that I felt I had to make, and it was also a legal obligation. Ofcoursc, I was
at all times obligated to follow the contents of thc Danish law on medical practice, including my obligation
to heip a person whom I judged to be in need ofimmediate medical assistance (Sunabedsministeriet [The Danish
Ministry ofHcalth], 2002). In a number of cases, it was entirely unclcar if sometbing was necdcd or
harmful, making mc sometimes interferc whcn, pcrhaps, I should not have intcrfcrcd, or do nothing when
perhaps I should have. I tried to intervene as littie as possible, for instance, by asking questions or giving
unccrtain suggestions so as to icave tbe actual decision to the young doctor. However, most of them where
quite attentive to what I said, and even minor suggestions on my part — sometimes not even given as such
— were usually taken into serious considcration by tbe intern.

This relates to a set of general risks of fleldwork. Tbe fieldworker may be an outsider, but is also
profcssional with special knowledge and special rcsources which may be ofinterest to the other actors in
tbe fleld. The fieldworkcr may make use of these resourccs to participatc, but runs thc risk of bcing too
activc, thus taking over control of the action. There is an cqual risk of being too detached and observing,
trying to be neutral. Staying in tbc middie of these cxtremcs is tbe prcfcrrcd position of flcldwork,
negotiating and interacting in each situation, awarc that we are not participants like our informants, but tbat
we are not objectivc observers cither. Thesc risks arc pcrhaps even exacerbated when health care
profcssionals are doing fieldwork in healtb care (Wind, 2008).

60Which I tried in Christine & Milla. In bindsight, it is likely that it would have turned out fine for Milla all ihe same, bad I notintervened. And that is the trouble: You do not know what niight have happened.
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Conclusion

Auto-ethnography is doing fieldwork with your self as the subject of analysis, or someone similar to
yourselE This is a methodological approach witb particular strengths and possible drawbacks for analysis.
Thesc exist also within the present fieldwork as the case ofChristine & Milla excmplifles.

I am not able to lay aside my pcrspective as a medical doctor. Thus, my reflections and observations of a
patient and of the doctor interacting with the patient will always in part be refleetions of diagnosties and
possible thcrapy; my observations will be for elinieal signs or their absenee. I ean never totally abstain from
influeneing the action, even in cases whcre I remain silently in the baekground. The intern will always to
some extent be aware that a more experieneed eolleague is present and may think and aet cliffcrcntly as a
conscquenee.

These are possible drawbaeks and should not be disregarded. However, their potential as bias in thc projeet
should be considcred in relation to the central research question. How doetors learn to make einieal
deeisions was found in Chapter I to be a question ofboth, how doetors pcreeive, refleet, and aet; and a
question about thc eontext for deeision-making. My perspeetive as a medieal doetor may thus provide ideas
about thc interns’ perspeetive. To aehieve this potential to the full, I should possibly have been an intern
myself, and it is likely that I eannot fully eomprehend what they experienee. I try to remedy this by asking
them in every interview to relate to mc how they experienee being in internship, both in general and in tbe
situations with speeifle paticnts, we diseuss in the interview (sec interview-guide in Chapter 7, p9l).

The intern’s awareness of my presenee may — and often does — eause her to refleet, but there are two
possible reasons why this may not be sueh a drawback, after all. The first is that it also makes her aware of
what shc is doing and why, and this should make it easier for her to relate to mc afterwards her
imprcssions, refleetions, and what she learned from the ineident. The sceond is that reality, asjean Lave
has remarked, is more robust than we give it eredit for (Lave & Kvale, 2005). There is a limit to how much

we may influence the world in which we take part. In fact, the problem is more often that we are ineapable
ofgenerating as mueh influenee in other people as we would like. This is a general strength m fieldwork,
whieh also applies to auto-ethnography: Informants will often be a littie eareful about their performanee in
thc beginning of fleldwork, but will quiekly revert to their usual behaviour without mueh coneern about
the flcldworkcr (Lave & Kvale, 2005).

Thus methodologieal drawbacks and strengths are related, and eonseious use of them wiil take the balanee
towards the latter. My blindness as a clinieian may also allow aeeess to thc intern’s perspeetive. My

influcnee as a partieipant may also eieit a clearer and more observable response from the informant, thus
produee better data for analysis.
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Chapter 7

Fieldwork
Method and material in practice

In this chapte I sketch theprocess of research undertaken belween the initial considerations in Chapter i through 6 and the

findings obtainedfrom thefie/dwork. This inc/udes apresentauion ofthe ky informants, the sites offieldwor/e, and ihe data

sourcesproduced

Introduction

In the previous chapter, I explored tbe difficulties and potentials of being a doctor who studied doctors. In

this chapter, I turn to the more practical aspccts of fieldwork; what I did, the choiccs I made, and the data

it produced. I present an ovcrview of the empirical material on which the dissertation stands, and how this

matcriai was collectcd, recorded and generated. This description is meant to ease the reading of the

following chapters, and to introduce from the start the potential for constructive criticism.

Formal and informal conventions guide how to write the material and methods part of a medical research

paper. They guide the researcher on how to make the text short and precise; how to convince the reader

that rescarch was carried out according to the best standards in the fleld; and how to generate a sense of

trust in tbe reader’s mmd that the results, discussion and conclusion rest on a sound methodological

foundation. Following these conventions, I might have written this chapter something like this:

Participant observation (P0) was done with 9 interns 6 times during the 18 months of internship.
Ethnographic fleldnotes on P0 were made by the author. Each period of P0 lasted 1-2 workdays

followed by a semi-structured individual interview (Si), using patient journals (PJ) as memory probe
within a week ofeach P0. Purposeful sampling using the strategies ofintensity sampling, maxirnum

variadon sampling and snowball sampling was employed. The analysis was an ethnographic field

study analysis, including triangulation of P0, SI and PJ.

Condensing information in this way wouid save time for both the researcher and the readcr, but it would

also leave out too much of the research process. It does lend a certain objectivity to dnc project, or ratber:

it makes it more difficult to object to what I have done. But the relevance ofthe findings should be

evaluated on the basis of the choices made during the fieldwork and dnc rcasons for making these choices.

This is an integrated part of anthropological analysis, which helps generate credihi/iy (Patton, 2002b; Sanjek,

1990). Let this stand, not as an apology, but as an underliriing ofwhy this chapter has become 50 extensive.

Access61 to the field

The discussion on the cases of Birgitte & Kim (Chapter 3) and Christine & Milla (Chapter 6) inchcate how

action in the fleld took place, my position in this action, aud dnc constructive reflections it generated. i wiil

61 Note tbe use of access rather than inc/usion as is the customary tcrm in medical rescarch. I sought access to relevant sites at

which tbe action in wbich I was interested would take place, and I wanted the legitimacy to do so and to talk to tbe doctors
involved in thjs process. I was not just inviting the doctors to be a part of mj project. I was trying to make them invite mc to be

a part of Iheirs.
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now return to the actual design and logistics of the fieldwork and present an overview of thc material on
wbich the analysis is grounded.

Finding the interns was, of course, a prerequisite for bemg able to do the study. First, I had to decide, who
to invite. I was intcrestcd not in a specific way oficarning decision-making, but rather in the diversily of
ways in wbich this could happen (Patton, 2002a). Therefore, I needed a number ofdoctors whom I could
expect to be different and react differently to what they experienced. But I also wanted to study processes
that were cornnon (Patton, 2002a) in internsbip as an education ratbcr tban very special cases that would
pcrhaps be lcss relevant outside thcir unique context. Factors suggested as important for the outcome of
medical education include tbe doctor’s gender (Risor, 2007) and whetber education takes placc within
specialized dcpartments in a university hospital or in more general departments at some distance from
ccrtain medical specialists or certain types ofmedical technology (Helberg & Hasvold, 2006). I also bad to
be able to carry out the fieldwork within the given time frame, being in the field as much as possible, but
stil needing time to do preiminary analysis.

I decided to limit the study to doctors going through internsbip in a specific county, whcre a total of 51
persons62 started their internsbip within threc months after I was ready to cornmence the ficldwork. This
approach would decrease the logistic difficulties, but stil allow for the intended variation in sjtcs and
participants. I decided to flnd ten to fifteen doctors who werc willing to participate, men and women witb
a rcasonable diversity ofworksites, including some at university hospitals and otbers at regional hospitals.
Again, the number had to be sufficiently high to allow both for men and women, a spread of age and a
range of diffcrent clinical settings. In retrospcct, four or five interns might have been enough, but as I
feared that some ofthem would leave the study along the way, I decided for this larger number of
participants.

A letter of invitation was sent to all thc 51 potential participants. Six letters wcre returned with: ‘Receiver
unknown at the adress’. Four telephoned ur mailed mc themselves and voluntcered to participate. I started
calling other potential candidates starting at the top of the list and quite quickly realized that it would be nu
problem to find participants: Only four ofthe doctors I talked to, did not want to participate. Their
reasons were that they found it a hit overwhelming to be starting in internship and were uncertain if they
could [md time for this extra effort or, frankly, found it hard to make any kind of decisions because they
were so anxious about how internship would be. After the initial acceptance from the participants, I
received a fcw more positive responses from otber doctors to my letter, wbich left mc with a total of
twelve doctors who were wilhing to participate. This was too many to start out with, but perfect because I
could tben decide who I wanted to follow for a start, and 1 was given the opportunity to [md rcplacements,
if some of the iiiitial participants would drop out.

I decided to start out with nine doctors, four men and five women63,age 27-31 years, five starting at
medical departments and four at surgical departments, four at university hospitals and flve at regional

62 All new doctors parucipate in ‘the lottery’ where they are given a random number by the Danish Board of Health. The oneswah the Iowest numbcrs have the greatest chance ofinternship in tbe county of tlieir choice; the bigher the number tbe lessopportunity to choose where to go through internship.
63 As I expected some of the women to tlrop out of the study due to maternity ]eave, I chose five women ratber than four. Inhindsight, I might have chosen instead to include only three men and six women as this would be closer to the gender proflle ofthe young doctors in general.
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hospitals. This left three interns as reserves in case ofdrop out. Thc nine intcrns included four who had

prior experience working as doctors and five who bad children.

Of course, any number of criteria could be expected to have an impact on learning and decision-making.

Should I make an asscssment of their background using, for instance, factors like soeial background or

performance in medical school as criteria? What about thcir expeetcd choice of specialty — would future

GPs learn differently from future surgeons? What about doctors who were parcnts compared to those who

wcre not? I kept, however, to my initial criteria ofgender and type of hospital because my aim was to

acccss situations oflearning rather than speeific individuals or specific departmcnts.

In the letter of invitation to tbe interns and in my communication with them afterwards, I made it clear

that they could withdraw from thc study at any time. In fact, I expected some of them to do that. During

thc fleldwork, I somedmes asked them if it was okay that I was there or if they needed a break from me.

Initially, some of tbem said that tbey felt a little uncertain about my presence, not sure if they had to do

something special to entertain mc or to make sure that I got tbe data I needed. But after just one or two

days ofobservation, all ofthem said that it was okay that I was there and that they just did their usual job.

In the course of tbe study, only one of the initial informants withdrew due to maternity leave64.

The key informants

Table 7.1 shows thc invented names of the interns who volunteered their participation. I have included

their age at beginning of intemship, whcther tbey bad ehildren and if they bad worked as doctors during

meclical school or before internship to indicate somc of the relevant elements of soeial experienee which

eould impact tl-ieir decision-making and learning. These were not eriteria for pardcipation in tbe study,

though. In addition, two had been actively involved in the organization of medical education while medical

students and two bad done researeb.

Table 7.1. The inferns

Informants Age at Children Clinical
internship experience

Ann 28 - +

Christine 30 + +

Birgitte 28 + ÷

Erik 31 ± ÷
Hans 29 ÷ +

Louise 29 + ÷

Niels 29 + +

Peter 28 ± ÷

Karen 27 ÷ +

Those who declined to partieipate did so because they eould not manage participating in anything new or

make any deeisions eoncerning their internship at the time. Aceess may therefore have been gained to the

Shc contacted rne only a week after getting back to work to invite mc to observe her at work if needed.
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internship of those with rellections and expericnces that made it easier for them to acccpt having a
researcher along. However, some of the key informants were contacted simply because they were at the
top of the list, and the fact that most had prior expericnce of relevance to internship may simply indicatc
that thcse expcriences are common among interns. If indeed, they wcrr more reflcctive and experienccd
than the average intern, thcn they would perhaps also be more actively trying to learn and influence the
process oflearning. They might also be able to better accept my presence, being relatively confident about
themselves and their performance, perhaps not too worried to exposc their doubts md reflections to mc.
Thus, it was reasonable to assume that they represented a fair spectrum ofinterns, even ifthey may have
been a littie more cxperienced than the average intern. This last point would probably only be of
advantage, as they might then be better ablc to relate their reflections to mc.

Thcse positive aspccts of selection aside, access may not have been gained to certain significant aspects of
expericnce md learning: the experience ofinterns who find it overwhelmingly difficult to work as a doctor.
The prcsent study does not show how thy manage or how 1by learn. The present study may give general
insights into the learning processes ofyoung doctors, but a group ofdoctors who are psychologically or
socially less resourcefui are probably left out. Studies which show young doctors to experience stress,
anxiety, isolation and even depression (Baldwin et aL, 1997a; Baldwin et al., 1997b; Pctersson et al., 2006a;
Rasmussen, 1989) indicate that this is a very real group of individuals in this population.

Participant observation

The key feature of ethnographic fleldwork is the stance of participant observation. I would like to make a
fcw comments on this stancc md the history of ethnography to inform the subsequent account. The
subject is huge md I will limit the discussion to just some aspcets of fieldwork with a signiflcant impact on
thc analysis in the following chapters.

From the outset, anthropology was often based on the study of the tools of different cu/tures and the
descriptions werc often made by travdllers. Realization dawned in anthropology that important aspects
were mlssing from the description of how different tribes md people lived, and gradually the emphasis
shifted towards pcrforming frie analysis closcr to the empirical field, with frie researcher himseif being at
the scene where the people he studied wcre living. Bronislaw Malinowski’s studics from thc Trobriand
Islands in the Pacific are classic in this respect (Malinowski, 1922b). He stressed thc importance of

rcmaining in as close contact with the natives as possible, which rcally can only be achieved by
eamping right in their villages (Malinowski, 1922b).

Because only then the ethnographer may come to expericnce that

his life in the viUage, whieh at first is a strange, sometimes unpleasant, sometimes intensely interesting
advcnturc, soon adopts quite a riatural course very much in harmony with his surroundings
(Malinowski, 1922b).

This way ofpartictrnting in the life of frie informants does not make it ethnography, as Malinowski
eloqucntly put it:
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The ethnographer has not only to spread his nets in the right place and wait for what will fall into

them. He must be an active huntsman... (Malinowski, 1922b).

Tbis involves rnethods for collecting or generating data, the methods of deiberate observation and the

turning of observation into data. These metbods have developed into an imprcssive and expanding

toolbox. I will describe how I have tried to capture observation whlle participating below. Tbe

understandling of tbis particular approach to understanding the otber remains central in ethnography. So

does the understanding tbat ofren tbe researcher does not and cannot know in advancc where to 1nok for

understanding. He should approach the fleld with some question and purpose in mmd, of course, but be

should also try to be awarc of all the activities tbat are not considered central to his work. Often it turns

out that these unnecessary elements may contain clues to understanding, because they provide a context

for making sense of that which is observed and in which the observer participates. The ethnographer

should seek to make a thick descnption to cite anothcr ciassical articie in anthropology, writtcn by Clifford

Geertz (Geertz, 1973).

How does tbis apply to tbe present study? I wanted to study tbe learning ofpatterns ofdecision-making, as

tbese patterns developed during internship, so naturally I bad to follow the participants more than once to

trace this developmcnt. But how many times and whcn should I observc the participants? Patterns of

decision-making would probably develop, not just in thc course of internship but also whiie being at a

speciflc department. In fact, I was curious whether these patterns would be conlext-.rpecific something that

tbey would do only in a particular clinical setting, or if some gradual development of a more stable nature

would develop, some pattem that tbey would make use of in a clinical setting different from where it was

first learned. As cinical education takes place in many different settings, with most periods of employment

in a specific department being only six to twelve montbs long, I found tbese issues of context-dependent

patterns or possible tran.fèr ofpatterns important, not just for internship, but for clinical education in general.

I decided to do participant observation in the first and last half of each of tbe three parts of internship —

internal medicine, surgery and famiiy medicine6.I also decided to do an interview after cach of these

periods of observation to connect observations of practice witb reflections on practice, searching for

developing pattcrns in botb dimcnsions. This ideally mcant at least six days of observation and six

interviews witb each participant (see Figure 7.1). As it turned out, tbis was quite ciose to what I actually

managed to do. I was physically pre sent witb tbe interns in clinical settings for almost 300 hours and did 47

interviews of about an hour. Data obtained in this way was supplemented by communication by phone,

texting, e-mail or the occasional meetings in the street nr elsewhere outside the clinical setting.

Some of tbe appointments bad to be cancelled for different reasons: The informant might fall sick — or I

might; last ntinute change ofworking sehedules also happened a few times, and in somc periods ofmy

PhD study, I was so preoccupied with attending courses, teaching and othcr related activities tbat I simply

found it hard to fmd the days to do fleldwork. A full day — or evening or night — of observation was usually

needed to gain a reasonable idea of the clinical practice in which the doctors participated and after tbat I

bad to spend time ordenng the fleldnotes and reflecting on tbcm, preparing for the subsequent interview.

In some periods, I found myselfmostly a guest at the research department, spending most ofmy time in

clinical settings nr in buses or trains going back and forth from thcse settings.

65 Tbe terms family medicine, family practice and general practice can be used almost interchangeably, But as pracuce is a term

used with a more general meaning in tbis tbesis, I will use family medicine throughout to make it clear what I am referring to.
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Figure 7. 1. A time line ofinternship aadfie/dwork. Timefor observations (ols) and interimws (int) arv noted above ihe time
line. Be/on’ is noted the kinds ofdepartment in which internshzp bok place.

nninn

6 months in sue 6 months in medicine 6 months in
or internal medicine or surgery family rnedicine

In terms ofMalinowski’s ideals, I did not spcnd much time in the field. I did not sleep in the same village
as my informants, and I only followed cach for about six days over a period of eightecn months. However,
my interest was in the general settings, the clinic, and the general positions and changing competencies of
the interns in these sctting. For that purpose, it should therefore be possible to generate a ihick descnption,
not of the individual intern, but of the learning environment and learning processes of internship.

Fieldnotes and diaries

Despite recent technological developments, including pocketsize computers and digital cameras, fieldnotes
remain the prevailing means of making an initial representation of the action in the fleld in ethnographic
fleldwork. It is also the most basic and inevitable levd of analysis, forming the basis of all subsequent
analysis. Fieldnotes are at the same time revered as a crown jewel of cthnography and as an almost mystical
art, anthropologists rarely showing each others their initial fleldnotes. Being thus both crucial and private in
the research process, it is sometimes difficult to determine how the process from action to scientific
analysis took place (Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 1995; Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995b).

I will try to shed at least some light on what kind offie/d-noting took place in this fieldwork. Following the
advice from other anthropologists, I kept four different kinds of files, updated if not daily then at least on
weekly basis during the fleldwork. The first of these — and the most important — was the notebooks I bad
with me when doing observations. In these books, I eovered tbe pages with jottings on what was going on,
who said what to whom and where, leading to what. The design of thcse notes underwent some change
during the initial phase of tite fieldwork, but relatively quickly settied into a speciflc form: On the right
pages of the book I took down direct observations, now and then noting the time in the margin. On the
left pages I noted all my reflections, what kinds ofdeeisions were made, what themes ofdecision-making
seemed to be in play, who the actors were, and possible questions to ask in the subsequent interview. I
doubt that anyone else will be able to make much sense ofwhat is in these pages, bot to mc, looking at a
page of these scribbles made it possible to recall in sometimes surprising detail what took place in a specific
situation. I have included one page from the flcldwork to ifiustrate this on the next page.
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The thrcc remaining journals were Word-files. The first was very much an extcnsion of the fieldnotes
called the thinking baok, contairiing reflections on recent observations and interviews as well as early
attempts of analysis. Some of thesc were just questions that were never asked. Some werc attempts at
interpredng a particular situation. Other parts comprised attempts at some sweeping analytical statement or
attempts to compare different parts of the empirical material. Some parts were written several times, as
new observations or reficctions expanded and deepened my former understancling of a particular theme.
Parts of this disscrtation are actually editcd passages of text from this file.

The second word-file was called ibe /ag-book in which I kept track of tbe progress of the project, making
plans for days of observation and interviews, making plans for days and weeks and months, including both
the fieldwork and all tbe otber activities in relation to the PhD study. Tbc decisions about the number of
informants and who and when to include them, also became entries in the log-book. It was a heip to
structure the fleldwork and work in general, and it provided mc with helpful recollections ofwhy I decided
to do this or that in the process.

The last and most private of these files, I called the diay. it contains entries on my own experience, mostly
of an emotional nature. Here, I chronicled my frustrations, doubts, anger, desperation and joy experienced
during work. It is not a fair representation of what took place. Reading it gives an impression that is both
much worse and much better tban what the fieldwork was really like. But its function — to serve as my
personal outlet for emotion - helped to redirect my attention to the acrivities in the field, when I became
too concerned witb any particular element or my reaction to it.

Indlividual interviews

After each session of participant observation, following the doctor at work, I would review the fleldnotes
and choose two to four patients whom the doctor bad interacted with while I was there. These paticnts
would be the focus of thc subsequcnt interview6e.I wanted to study a wide range of decisions and sought
to include in the interviews both patients whose cases the doctors considered easy, trivial or simple and
patients whose cases were considered difficult, rare or complcx. In the beginning, I sought to make a kind
of decision-map that included all the factors involved in the decision-making and all tbe actual decisions
concerning diagnosis ancl therapy registered in the ficidnotes. After the first scries ofintcrviews, I
discarded thcse maps because they seemed to focus the doctur’s attention on what I had seen rather than
on their own cxperiertcc and chose, instead, to make the doctor reconstruct the situadon as it was
expcrienced, with a copy of the patient’s journal as an aid for recollection or rnetnoyprobe.

Each interview began with a number of general questions concerning internship, how they experienced the
internship at the time of the interview, what had happened since the last time I talked to them, including
information on their working schedule, their relations to their colleagues, the nurses and the padents. After
tbis part of the interview, we would tom to the patients I bad decided to talk about, going through thc case
in a chronological manner, expanding as we did so on issues oflcarning and knowlcdge, and on the
doctor’s reflections and reasoning. During thc first round ofinterviews, tbis procedure was reduced and

66
sent a request to tbe Danish Data Protection Agency, Datalilrjnet, asking for permission to use and keep copies of selectedpatients’ journals to be used in tbe interviews and in the analysis afterwards. The permission was granted.
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changed considerably to includc only tbe qucstions tbat I found most useful to dicit thc information and
thc reflections most salient to analysis. This modlfed interview guide is included on the next page.

Thc intervicws were semi-structurcd as I bad a number of general themes relating to internship that I

wishcd to explore, but once tbesc tbemes bad been introduced in an intervicw, I would simply try to follow

what the informant told mc, using encouragement and additional questions to deepen my understanding of

thcir reflections. As we would turn to bok at tbe texts on specific paticnts and my notes on tbem, tbe

tbemes would dcpcnd on wbat came up. This meant tbat in some cases, our dialogue would turn on the

intcraction between people in a particular situation, while in otber cases the focus would be on how to

connect different pieces ofinformation to reach a diagnosis or decide on a course of action. This generated

a tigbt connection bctween thc observations and tbe intcrviews, and made tbe intcrviews a kind of direct

commentary on tbc actual action. It also helped to take tbe reflections from a more general levd of what is

usua/y done to a more specific levd of what was actna45i done md learned by frie intern in tbis particular

situation. Tbc interviews wcre recorded md transcribcd in full, some by myself (12) md the rest (35) by

Inge Krogh an experienced transcriber and research secretary at frie Department of Family Medicine in

Aarhus.

Fzgare 7.3. The interviewguide.

Interview guide
The guide is supplcmented witb notes and questions prior to each intervicw based on fieldnotes and

former interviews. These supplementary questions should include general questions about the

- departmcnt, colleagues, nurses, guidelincs, etc. (1-3 below) md speciflc questions conccrning the
specific patients discussed in tbe interview (4-6 below).

1) General experience of being in internship
- wbat is it like to be in internship at this time?
- what is it like compared to our last intcrview?

2) Best and worst
- what is thc best about intemship?
- what is thc worst about intcrnship?

3) Learning in general (dircctcd at the elements that come up in 1) md 2))
- where did you learn that?
- what did you learn from that?

4) Case-studies (the intern gets to read tbc copy of thc journal before qucstlons)
- ny to tel mc about this paticnt md what you thought about him/her?
- Is this an ordinary nr a special casc? How?

5) Decisions
- what do you think is thc matter with this paticnt?
- what do you think should happen with this patient?

6) Specific learning (dirccted at thc elcments that come up in 4) md 5))
- where did you learn that?
- what did you learn from that?
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The question ofwhere to do the interview is often relevant (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995c). In this case,
i wantcd reflections on clinical work, and it was believed that being in the work setting would heip eicit
reflections on a parucular episode. However, interviewees might also be more reluctant to tell me about
doubts about thcir evaluation of the patient and thcir reasoning within this setting. So, should I do frie
intervicw at the hospital, in their home or perhaps on some neutral ground?

The actual decision was often the result ofpractical issues rather than methodological ones. Sometimes, we
could do the interview immediately after work, just finding an office in tbe department, where we could
talk. Sometimes a doctor would only have time to do the interview when off work, making it more
practical to do tbe interview in tbeir home. Occasionally, thc doctors would thcmselves suggest that they
camc by thc research unit to save mc thc trouble ofgoing to thcm. I usuafly let thc informant decide on the
location, but in a few cases where most interviews had been done at work, I tried to get at least onc
interview in their home to get some idea of the difference this would make.

I found no particular difference between the intervicws made in these different settings, except that I was
usually treated with fresh baked bread or cake when interviews were performed in the interviewee’s home.
The conversation on particular patients and conditions of work and education was probably relatively easy
to have with a colleague, and the particular settings did not appear to severely restrict what could be said.
However, some informants may have avoided ctitique of their work place when intervicwed there. In those
cases where prominent critique ofparticular persons or dcpartments was brought up by the intern during
the intervlew, the interview was invariably done outside of the clinical setting, eitber in the interviewee’s
home or in my office at frie research unit. This probably served as a more safe location in which to voice a
critique. However, it is also possible that frie critique was only available to tie intern when given some
distance from dinicai practice. This would allow reflections that were perhaps difficult while immersed in
clinical work.

Selection of cases

For each intcrvicw, I read through my fleldnotes from the previous day in the clinic and chose two to five
patients to talk about. In the beginning, I chose only those where the intern had seemed in doubt about
what to do. This indicated, I reasoned, that the intern needed to make a deeision and that they needed to
learn how to do that in tbis particular ease. Hans, however, noted that I ‘chose the stories with a twist’.
What he meant was that we wcre talking about patients that were unusual in some sense; thc ones who did
not quite fit tbe patterns of diagnostics and tberapy usually in use in a particular setting. This made mc
aware of a potential screwness in the selection of cases that would leave out much of what was considered
‘ordinary’ and ‘every-day’ events. As Chapter I indicates, especially the every-day pracrice of the clinic was
unexplored by previous research. Hence, I chose to change my strategy for selection. Not entirely; the
cases where the intern was forced to reflect was useful as probes of their reasoning process. But in
addition, I started to include in tbe interview, cases that wcre apparently easy or ordinary and required little
need for thc intern to improvise, rdflcct, or seek heip. Further, I also chose cases — in the interviews and in
this text — in which thc intern askcd for heip from a senior colleague (and some where she did not), eascs
from all tbc different clinical functions, from all frie departments in the study, from different times in the
day, patients with acute and with chronic disease, and cases whieh I found plain and which I beieved bad
no educational potential. In this way, I tried to eover the different kinds of cxperiences that might be
relevant for learning to make decisions.
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There werc not any particular observations that were found unfit for analysis. Rather, I felt that the
material was far richer than I had hoped for. A number of cases were used in interviews, but only a few got

to be written as full cases. Ofthcse only a small number entcrcd the final text. Tbis was not a choice to

leave some cases out, but a choice to present to thc reader different kinds of chnical settings and to have all

tbe nine interns represented with cases.

Into the field

Tbe actual flcldwork commenced in February 2007. The interns had agreed to let me do participant
observation and intcrviews. Tbe clinical departments bad declared tbat I was welcome. Everything was in

place. Stall, on my first tours into tbe fleld, I was strangely ambivalent about myseif. I found myseif at

home, being in settings where I had studied and worked during the previous years, and at the same time

felt like a guest, sometimes almost an intruder. Fortunately, all my key informants were very friendlly and

helpful, apparently doing their best to make mc feel welcome and to be ablc to carry out my observations.

One of the first tbings they helped mc do was find a uniform. I bad been expecting to simply stay in my

usual ciotbes and tried to dress in a neutral way, avoiding too much colour, trying to blend in. I thought

that putting on a doctor’s uniform would confuse people in the fleld, perhaps taking mc to be the real

doctor and thinking the intern was the observer. Being in plain clotbes, however, turned out to be much

more confusing for everyone. Sometimes it was the intcrns who simply directed me to whcrc I could find a

uniform — tbe surgical green trousers and blousc or tbe whitc rock at the medical departmcnts. Apparently,

they found it natural that I should dress like they tid. Sometimes, it was thc nurse, having hcard who I was

and what I was doing, who found mc a uniform. A fcw times, I asked ifit was necessary. The answer was

tbat it was necessary not to tbcm, but to tbe patients. If tbere werc someone witbout a hospital uniform in

thc room, tbe patient might feel anxious about who tbis person was and whetber i might be some kind of

intruder. So, tbey wanted to avoid this situation, and I cicarly had to go along with tbis if I wanted to be

present in situations where doctors interacted with patients.

I wanted to stay within thc limits of the social rules in the different departments, not to offend anybody.

Being known in some of the departrncnts belped, of course, but tbere were a number of situations whcre I

was in doubt and possibly did the wrong thing. Wben I bad ehanged and needed a locker for my private

elothes, for instance. Could I use one of the nurses’ lockers when they were tbe only oncs available? But

that would mean entering the changing room, which was practically only used by women (botb doctors and

nurses being women).67

The clinical functions

Tbe doctors either began intemship at a medical department nr at a surgicai department. Their six months

in general practice always came last. In each of tbese work places, tbey bad a number of different functions

to fulfil. Five ofthe nine doctors began internship at a department ofinternal medicine. Two began at a

department of orthopaedic surgery and two began at a department of abdominal surgery. In tbe course of

fieldwork, I visited a total of six departments of internal medlicine, tbree departments of orthopaedic

surgery, three departmcnts of abdominal surgery and nine family medicine clinics.

‘ I do not know whcre the men in ihat dcpartrnent changed. Thev all bad tlieir own offices, 50 possibly tbat Is where they

changed clothes.
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The cinical practice taking place within these different settings is very heterogeneous. In some cases —

general practice for instance - the doctor would sce a large number of paticnts, being the only doctor there.
In othcr cases — in the operating room for instance — the doctor would see only a small number of
(anaesthctised) patients and would be only one of a number of doctors. I chose to observe doctors in the
fimctions they bad most of the time and in which a number of decisions wcre made in which they took
active part. This meant that assisting in thc operating room was ruled out68,while fot instance a day in the
ortbopaedic emergency ward was ideal. I tried to gain some variation — including more than onc function
in thc same department, but the observations in three kinds of settings — the orthopaedic ward, the medical
admission ward and the general practice consultation — became dominant in the fleldwork as it was
dominant in the work of the young doctors.

The watch (day/night) in the department of intemal medicine mostly takes place in the emergcncy ward,
s/eadestuen, or the visitation ward, medicins/t uisi/atio;isafsnil. The intern receives new patients, takes their story,
does t}ie physical examination and enters the relevant mformation into the patient’s journal. When a
working diagnosis has been reached and a plan sketched for tests and treatment, the patient is transferred
to a bed unit at a stationary ward. In the emergency ward, the intern also has the option of sending the
patient homc.

The daily rourid takes placc in tbe stationary wards. This entails taking care of thc paticnts already admittcd
to the departmcnt. Taking steps towards determining a diagnosis, assessing and acting upon test results,
monitoring the effect of therapy, discharging patients as well as a number of tasks of a logistic nature:
When to do what, who to call or talkto in order to make things happen, what papers to full out, entering
information into the paticnt’s file or the medicine sheet.

The intern performs routines in the out-patient clinics ofinternal medicine only at rare occasions or not at
all. Herc, paticnts with a disease within the spectrum covered by the specialty of a particular department are
assessed and the continuous monitoring of the disease is done and relevant changes to the treatment are
dccided upon. Patients seen in out-patient clinics ofinternal medicine usually have a previous hospital
history and are now going through a routine follow-up to allow for adjustrnent of diagnosis and treatment.

In tbc department oforthopaedic surgery, the work function taking up most ofthe intern’s time is seeing
patients in the emergency ward. Thc patients in this ward have usually experienced some kind of acute
physical trauma leading to localized pain, bleeding or physical dysfunction; cuts, bruises, contusions or
fractures. Usually, tbe evaluation and management of the single patient is quick and focus is on the
immediatc effect of the ilauma ratber than on making a more global assessment.

The intern at the orthopacdic department also has days of assisting in the operating room, usually at
operations ofiarger joints like knee, hip or spine where an assistant is needed. The interns often referred to
this function as wound retractor holder (sdrhageho/der), a slightly derogatory term signifying tbat the only
responsibility given was to hold the instruments to ensure that tbc surgeon can see the operating field
properly. In this function, the intern rarcly gets to do something on their own initiative. Even the doctors

68 In retrospect, dir operating room was the setting where intern spent the longest period of time working alongside a colleague,the senior surgeon. This may have been an important occasion for reflection and learning for some of the interns, and could, inthis way, have been relevant to include in the fieldwork.
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who want to be surgeons themselvcs usually find it boring and prefer to do somctNng else. Hans, for

instance, always tried to swap functions witb someone else whcn he bad this function.

None of thc interns at tbc ortbopacdic departrncnts did daily rounds, but they often bad at least some days

tending tbe out-patient clinic called sleadesambulatorie4 where some of tbe padents who bad been to tbe

cmergency ward were scen after a week or more to reeva1uate their treatment and make adjustments. Tbis

allowed tbcm sometimes to follow up on patlents they bad tbemselves seen in tbe emcrgency ward and to

Icarn the effect of tbe ininal treatment they bad providcd.

At the dcpartrnents of surgery (abdominal and/or endocrine), the work functions of tbe intern is to admit

new patients to the emergency ward or the visitation ward, mostly patients with abdominal pains; and to do

the daily rounds in tbe stationary wards. However, they also have days of assisting in tbe operating room

and usually treasure these days more than tbe doctors at the ortbopaedic dcpartments because they play a

more active part in the process of surgery tban just holding tbe instruments.

In the family medicine clinic, tbe intern has a work function similar to tbat of her senior colleagues at tbe

cinic, seeing patients for consultations on a wide range ofhealth care issues. The interns have their own

consultation room at tbe chnic and tbe consultations range from five minutes to a full hour witb fifreen to

twenty minutes as tbe norrn.

Getting to know the intems

In the interview-sessions, I first found myseif sliding into the role of the researcher receiving the data from

my informants. This experiencc was generated by the situation more than by my perception of myseif,

feeling actually ratber uncertain about what I should ask and how. Gradually, the distinction between the

position of the researcher and the position of the informant became more blurred. Of course, I would stil

be the one asking most of tbe questlons, but it became more of a discussion on different issues related to

medical work and medical education than a structurcd interview. I started responding more personally to

what my colleague would tvil me, to wbich tbey responded in turn. Sometimes, I would teli a doctor about

some of my observations and my reflections conceming a particular issue, and they would reflect in turn,

perhaps narrating a particular incident at work that would illuminate a certain process, trying to heip my

analysis unfold. In this way, we often seemed togetber to be searching for explanations, possible causality,

moods, interactlons and new examples.

Tbere was some negotiation of roles during periods of observations as weil. Fortunately, thc doctors

seemcd to have littie trouble with being observed. I asked each of them about this in the interview to

determine how their experience and behaviour might be influenced by my presence in the work place.

Some said that tbey were a littie anxious in the beginning, but quickly accepted that I was present in the

room. Some tbought tbat they were supposed to somehow entertain mc to keep mc from being bored and

did not know how to do this. But when I explained to tbem tbat just watching them work and interact with

tbe patients was all the entertainment I wanted, tbey seemed to relax more and feel tbat my presence was

comforting, beeause tbey always bad someone tbey coulcl ‘tel stuff, just anything that was puzzling or

frustrating’ and be certain that I would not start ‘making judgments and tel them that tbey were poor at

their job or did not know enough’.
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Hans said that be started thinking of mc as a meclical student, because they were often around as part of
tbeir education and curious as to what the doctor was thinking, what be was doing and why. This was a
known situation to the doctor and be said that giving mc this position made it easicr for him to find out
how to relate to me. Almost all thc doctors expressed that they got to think about their own actions in a
slightly different way because ofmy presence. Ann, for instance, said that

li’s not that I think I do anything different. But sometimes when you are there I do things a littie
more slowly because I get to think about what I am doing instead of just doing it like I usually do.

Peter even thanked mc aftcr an interview because speaking about a speciflc patient bad made bim
understand his own actions better than he did before.

One more issue tbat changed was thc status ofotber people in the cinical setting. I had expccted them to
providc a kind ofcontext for decision-making and learning as they interacted with the nine doctors. But
they seemed to attain thc status ofinformants as wdll. In the coursc ofthe flcldwork, I met many other
people besides the nine kcy informants: Patients and their relatives, nurses, medical studcnts, other doctors,
many of whom were interested in what I was doing. Once I started to explain what the project was about,
they would often start to tel mc about their own experiences with doctors, with medical education or witb
the health care system in general. This was a special experience to mc because it was at the same time
unexpected and often their stories had a strong emotional content. This has left mc with the imprcssion
that most people working in the health care system have profound reflections about their work and often
very littie opportunity to share thesc reflcctions with others. Why this is so, I do not really know. But it
seems to represent an important potential for positive development in health care, and in my projcct it was
an unexpected resource that shed light on tbc complex intcracdon within the setting, its multiple actors and
multiple spaces. It gave mc different viewpoints as to what was going on and why. This, of course,
underlined that it made limited sense to describe a .rample of only nine doctors, when the sample really
consisted ofa very large number ofpcople with different positions, roles and cxperiences interacting with
each other in an extended arena of clinical spaces.

Conclusion

The intcrns included in the project are likely to reprcsent a spetrum ofyoung doctors who in manyways
resembie otber interns. They are around thirty years of age, most are in tbe beginning of creating their own
family, enthusiastic about thcir choice ofearecr, but also a littie ncrvous about their ability to perform wdll
as doctors. They found li casy to accept my presence as an observer and interviewcr and werc eager to
contribute with their reflcctions about clinical decision-making. In thc course of fleldwork, I observed a
range of different kinds of departments and different kinds of settings and tasks within eaeh. If general
pattcrns of decision-making develop within this spectrum of settings, it is thus likely to be of relcvance to a
wider range of the dinieal settings in which young doctors learn in the carly years of tbcir clinical career.

Thus, the thcorctical and mctbodological ground is prepared for developing an empirically based
understanding of how doetors learn to participate in clinical decision-making. Before I proceed to describc
my findings and tbe results of the analysis, it is necessary to dwell on tbe process of analysis itseif to showhow the dimcnsions of theory, methodology and thc empirical fleld relatc to each othcr in tbis projcct.
This is the themc of the next chapter.
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Chapter 8

The process of analysis
How do you make something out ofit?

In this chapter, I trace theprocess ofana/ysis throu,gh the dfferentparts oftheproject — chronological as ivell as themaiic —

aud hvis ana/ytical choices offielc4 method, aud theoy have impact on exact/yfield rnethod, aud theoy.

Introduction

I hope you can make something out of it. That it’s somehow useful. I think it was rather a mess when
I said it. I don’t know. I just hope you ean use some ofit (Louise, intern)

When she said it the first time, at the eod ofour first interview, I didn’t make mueh ofit. I had been

engrossed in what she told mc, her experienee ofbeing a doetor for tbe first time after graduating from

medleal sehool, with all kinds of new relations to deal with in the daily work at frie surgical department. She

told mc again afrer the second interview, and some of the other doetors in the study coneluded their

interviews along the same lines. This made mc think. I was eertain tbat i eould ‘make something out of it’.

The material was rieh and loaded with stories oflife in the elinie and trying to learn how to be a doetor.

Bot what was inherent in tbat line: to make sometbing out of it? “make” — how? “something” — what? “it”

— what was it? Why did frie have this coneern? And why was I so eertain tbat I would be able to “make”

“something” “out of” “it”? Tbe following is my reflection on these issues.

What is analysis?

In mueh ofthe researeh done within the context ofmedieine, the coneept of analysis is understood to

mean the statistical caleulations made on the ineoming data as a way to represent tbese in a shorter and

more aceessible form (data eondensation and reduetion), making it possible to seareb for patterns of sizes,

freqoeneies aud assoeiations in relations to prior hypotbeses aud aims of frie study (Kirkwood & Sterne,

2003). Thus, tbe analysis comes after the eolleetion of data and bç/ore wridng tbe diseussion of tbe findings.

This strategy was not applicable in the present study. One reason is the nature of the data, observations

and interviews being diffieult to turn into variables with specifie values. Another and more profoond

reason, however, is the nature of the research question. Asking about “how” deeision making was learned

was a question that eould not be answered with a yes or a no or a speeifie value. Statistieal analysis may be

relevant when dealing with a phenomenon that is weil defined and that has some “true” value in the real

world that is aeeessible and measurable (Frydenberg, 2007). These assumptions did not apply in tbis ease.

A student going through medieal sehool is presented to basieally two lands ofanalysis — ehemieal and

statistieal. Bort are about quantifring speeifled substanees or variables. The reason for my informant’s

doubts were probably rooted in this shared experienee: tbe eontents of a eonversation - eontaining

different strands of narradve, jumping from one sobjeet to another, going back, going sideways, stopping

in midsentenee - is diffleult, if not impossible, to quandfy in a meaningful way. The reason for my

eonfidenee was yet anotber shared experienee: Conversations may be very meaningful never frie less. This

eommon experienee — thar we may eommunieate wifri anotber person and find this exehange meaningful —
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needs to be verbalized to be included in scientific analysis. This verbalization implies a language sensitive to
relations, and thc tradition in medicine has tended towards tbe cquation: meaning = information
separate items of cognitive content transferable from one human to another by word gacobsen, 1981).
Gjven this idea about meaning, it is no surprisc that the rncthodology for understanding meaning-making
as inherent in communication is not as developed within mechcine as within the social scienccs and
humanities. Louise’s worry about making ‘something out of it’ is thus understandable from a meclical
viewpoint. The “making” depends on more than piling information and measuring and comparing the
“pilcs”, and the “something” is more tban information. Fortunately, there are established research
traditions to draw upon to allow this expansion of analytical possibility.

Social anthropology or ethnography is one of the research traditions concerncd with thc meaning of
human interaction in a social contcxt. The ethnographic tradition is “complcte” in the sense that questions
of epistemology and ontology are continuously cxamined in relation to the cliversity of fleids studied, and
methodology and theoretical perspectivcs are developed in that relation. When I chose an ethnographic
fieldwork as tbe methodological approach, I thus gained access to the methodological tools of
ethnography, including how to do fieldnotes and intcrviews. But at the same time, I grounded the project
in an epistcmology concerncd with human interaction, with the making of meaning and with the
importance of context. Basic concepts like culture and complexity was also part of the scientific “package”.
It affccted theory, as the thcories of leaming that were most adaptable to fieldwork wcre those developed
by anthropologists like Gregory Bateson andJean Lave. I did draw upon the work ofresearchers outside of
anthropology, especially from the fleids of cognitive psychology and educational rcsearch, but mostly those
with an inclination towards social interaction and cultural dynamics — like Jerome Bruner, Seth Chaiklin,
and Etienne Wenger.

Thus, the initial interest in the fleld oflearning and decision making in medical education led to a reading
ofprevious stuclies, indicating the use ofa certain spectrum ofmethods, participant observation and
individual interviews, connected to a methodological platform, the ethnographic fieldwork. This in tom
made certain epistcmological issues come to the fore, which made some theoretical approaches more
relevant than others. Bringing mc back to the starting point: That there was need of a berter link bctween
grand theorics oflearning aud the descriptive studies ofthe empirical field ofclinical education. This
anay&a/tourhelped mc focus on the important task of developing a theory ofclinical decision making, as
this appeared to be the weakest link, tbe obstacle standing in the way ofbetter understanding ofthe actual
practice of decision making in the contcxt of health care.

Analysis gets everywhere

The analytical tour just dcscribed illustrates the fact that analysis is not simply a way to make sense of data.
Analysis is the entire process of choosing a focus for research, for examining the different sources of
information about this field, choosing the best way to approach li, crcating links betwecn thc different
kinds ofresearch, merhodology and theory that may be relevant. What makes all ofthis analysis is the
purpose of producirig new understanding about the object of analysis.

This extensiveness ofanalysis is not only true in tcrms of thc many kinds ofknowlcdge (empirical,
metbodological and theoretical) that are connccted in analysis. Analysis in this project is also cxtensive in a
chronological way, stretching across thc entire run of thc research project. It is an ongoing process
throughout the endre period ofresearch rather than an aceivity that unfolds during a speciflc sub-period. It
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does not happen after the data, but is rather a process parallel to and interacting with the process of
recording the empirical findings. The analysis lies in the search for relevant information about the fleld, in

integrating the literature, in determining ways to do the fieldwork that correspond to the research
questions, in the continuous reflection on how to understand what takes place in the field, sometimes

integrating towards conclusions and sometimes disintegrating towards new questions. Of course, there is
also analysis after thc fieldwork, i.c. the process of going through the fleldnotes and transcripts ereating

themes and associations and connecting these to the relevant fleids of theory as wdll as to findings from
other empirical studies.

Tbis eontinuing proeess involved different analytical moves that I have employed at different stages in the

projeet. In the following, I will illustrate some of these analytical moves by offering a short descriptive

journey through my project. li is not a description ofmethod or the fleldwork itseif (sce Chapters 6-7), but

a deseription of the analytical rnindwark (\Volcott, 2005c) t}iat took place as an integrated part of thc

research practiee.

Analytical moves

When the fleldwork began in February 2007, ideas about how to understand the aetion in the fleld began

to appear in my notebooks alongside deseriptions of scenes. I gathered thesc notes in May 2007 and wrote

a doeument on my preiminary impresslon oflearning in internship. Literature on learning and practice

started to enter the document as I wrote it, which occasioned new reflections and re-reading of fleldnotes.

It also made me generate new ideas ofwhat to seareh for in the fieldwork that continued parallel to my

analytical efforts. This last process was an analytieal move, wherc you use thcory to sec the fleld, not just as

a perspeetive that makes you see in a specifie way, but one that affords you with the possibility to see it at

all: to open it up for investigation, to create a relation between the objeet of inquiry and the researeher, and

to make exploration possible. This is the can-opener approach mentioned in Chapter I (Høyer, 2007). The

model implies that nobody can know what is in the can before it is opened.

In September 2007 I started to generate cases. A ease was an extensive writing of fleldnotes coneerning

specifie patient the doctor had intcracted with and — interspersed in the notes — reflections eonccrning this

same patient from the interview. I created the ease of Christine & Milla which made analysis of my

interaction with the field possible, and the ease of Birgitte & Kim (sce Chapter 4), whieh I used in an

analytical dialogue with tI-ie model for decision-making. The crcation of these eases - case-making - is another

analytical move thatgenerates a certain focus or a kind ofanalytical unit to work with (Patton, 2002d). The

case helped mc to produce meaning in the sense that the empirical observadons were seen in the light of

the doctor’s reflections, and when I heard the doctor’s expressions in the interview, I would understand

thcm in the light of what actually took place at work.

Connected to case-making is to sce a thing in context, to understand the relations that a conversation, an

object or a case is part of and in which it takes part. This analytical move to see things in context generates

a further understanding of the object of research, which is called contextuaIiation (Patton, 2002c).

Contextualization rcquires a continuous awarcness ofwhat takes place outside and beside the action in

focus. I need to underst2nd the physical layout ofthe clinic to understand what takes place in the different

rooms in the case of Christine & Milla. I need to be awarc of the local organization to understand tbe

activ-ities in the differcnt wards involved and the cxpectations to and tasks of tbe different actors - the

nurse, the senior physician, and thc intern.
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My reflections with tbe cases went two ways: Firstly, I started to notice how much clinical action was
connected to the specific condlitions in tbe local setting, determining the doctor-patient relation, the
spectrum ofpossible diagnoses and the possible routes ofaction. When a doctor changed workplace from
one department to another, tbis pattern would change as well. Tbis was contra-intuitivc to tbe idea that
doctors make decisions on tbe basis ofknowledge. It seemed that they made decisions on the basis ofiocal
conditions and traditions and — retrospectively — connectcd a kind of knowledge to the decision that would
fit the outcome. This reflcction was a conscquence of contextualization69.

Secondlly, I startcd to notice that although the doctors werc diffcrent from cach other, they seemed to be
learning in the same way — icarning to participate in certain patterns of relations at work, learning to
participate in certain kinds of decisions, producing certain kinds of information and performing ccrtain
kinds ofaction. These ideas were produced, in part, by reading about fieldwork in other settings and
recognizing some of the same processes at work tbere. This analytical move of comparing one empiricai
field to anotber to create understanding is the comparative aspect, which is inherent in most ethnographic
analyses (Hamrnersley & Atkinson, 1995a).

The realization that what doctors learned was at the same time context-depcndent and patterned along
certain identifiable themes seemed to Et with the paradoxes in the literature, which I discussed in Chapter I
and which report both difference and variance between different clinical settings, but also suggests certain
patterns of decision-making in the individual doctor. Returning to the field, I started to bok more
specifieally for context-dependence and patterns of decision-making, again modifying my analytical ideas to
Et the empirical action. The informants at this time bad started work in family medicine, a setting very
different from work at a hospital department, making it very apparent how patterns changed when context
changed. This led to final modifications ofmy analytical ideas and I became more confident that the
scheme I was generating would sufficiently cover all the important elements of what is usually called
cinical decisions, but would be able to provide an understanding of what was going on that would be
better suited for use in clinical education.

Thus, the can-opening, the case-making, the contextual and the comparative moves implied a going back
and ford-i between dlifferent kinds of knowledge, creating new understanding in the process. The back and

forlh is often termcd deductive reasoning — going from general propositions to statements about the speciflc —

and inductive reasoning— going from the concrete example to statement of a more general nature. Rather than
being analytical moves in themselves, I think of deduction and induction as directions for those moves.
Somc have suggested a third direction cafied abduction, going not back nr forth, up (to the general) or down
(to thc speciflc), but sort ofsideways (Bateson, 1991; Patton, 2002d). However, it remains unclear to mc
what this abduction is, as it seems to be applied by differcnt authors to different processes, some of them
covered by what I referred to as can-opening, contextualization and comparative analysis.

To complete (or complicate) the idea of analytical moves, I should probably mention that apart from thesc
legitimate moves usually described in tcxtbooks, I have gained experience with a number of other moves in
the course of research, the darker arts offie/dwork (\Volcott, 2005c): the pragmatic moves, doing what you
have to, what is possible, something that is necessary to get published nr funded, to maintain relations with
your informants nr your research environment, what you are capablc of doing. In short: creating meaning
by thc meanS ofwhat can be done more than what might — from an ideal phiosophical perspective — be

69 The final rcsults of this reflection is presented in Chapters 11-14.
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possible and desirable. I have a suspicion that these analytical moves are not ofmy own making, but are, in

fact, known to a wide range of rescarchers.

What did theory do to analysis?

In thc analytical moves above, I dcscribed how theory entcrcd the analytical process at different stages. In

thc following I will focus on the particular issue oftbeory in analysis. What is going on — really?

Thc process of research is of course not linear and strict. Nor is it random. It is instead conditional and
contingent. Things happen and you react to them, integrating them into your understanding or searching

for ways to make thcm meaningful — or exclude them. You get sidetrackcd, track back and sometimes find

yourself on a different path than thc one you started on. This is an integrated part of fleldwork (Wolcott,

2005c) and aften acknowledged in the metbodological literature.

This applies very much to the use of theory in analvsis. I would argue here, that no kind of research is done

without theory being part of the analysis. A distinetion (originally made by Wllhelm Windelband), or rather

a spectrum, may be made between idiographic or local theories that relate to local empirical phenomena

and theories that are nomothetic or meta-theories, relating to more general phcnomena and mechanisms

(Bernard, 2006; Wolcott, 2005c). Both ends of thc spectrum are relevant in analysis. For cxamplc, no study

ofdiabctes is possible without the theory of the dynamics ofglucose metabolism, ofthe physiology ofthe

pancrcas and hver (meta—theory) and the applied theory ofpharmacology, including drug production,

distribution and management (local theory). Whcn studies ofsocial inequality in health are published, they

are based on thcories ofclass, divisions of society ann social power (meta-theory), but also on local

conditions in a specific historical context (local theory). In this scnse, no study is theoyfree, but that is not

the same thing as being 1heoy-dominated. The task of representing the empirical field is a two-dircctional task

ofgoing fram theory to the field, with the possibilities for observation provided by the theoretical

pcrspectivc, and going from the fleld to the thcory, with the possibilities for expanding and elaborating

theory with the insights from the field.

This use oftheory corresponds to what Høyer tcrmed thc can-opener approach: The theory is used as a

way to access reahity, knowing perfectly weli that tbe use of a particular theoretical perspective influences

the analysis. The theory is thus not just an objective representation of the phenomenon, but it is not

sometbing that simply creatcs a certain reality cither. Rcality — it is beievcd in this approach — is solid

enough to make objections to too much manipulation (Lave & Kvale, 2005), yet elusive enough to need

same kind of tools ta connect it to human understanding (Hover, 2007).

Thc notes on practice and learning in Chapter 5 are examples ofmeta-theory with an impact on the study.

The notes on clinical reasoning and the development of the physician’s role in the course ofmcdical

education exemplify local theory of relevance. While meta-theory relates to general phenomena of human

life and interaetion, local theory relates in this case more specifically to the praetice and learning within line

different elinical settings wherc chinical education takes place.
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What did analysis do to theory?

When I studied the first fieldnotes and interviews, a few months into the ficldwork, it occurred to mc that
the theoretical model for decision-making I was going to use, did notfit (Lomborg & Kirkevold, 2003) the
empirical phenomena I was interested in (Chapter 3). To make the process of decision-making in practice
corrcspond to ti-te theory, I would have to take out so much of thc action, that the end result hardly made
sense. Or ratber: It made it bok like all the actors in the fleld were doing a bad job. The basie problem
appeared to be that the model deseribed an ongoing rational process, where data was eollectcd, compared
to relevant knowledge, a diagnostie conelusion reached, again compared to knowledge about possible
evidenee-based treatments and thcn thc “right” therapy for the patient was selected and earried out (Wu1ff
1987b). There was no room for the organizalion, interpersonal interaetion, ceonomie and temporal limits
etc. There was need ofa new kind oftheory, that would serve as a way “to see” clinical practicc (Chaptcrs
4-5). I eould not study how doctors learned to make deeisions, if I did not have a relatively clear idea about
what a decision was.

The scope ofmcthods used in relation to the empirical Leid created a mismatch witb thcory. The solution
would be a) change of method (stop doing ficldwork and do something else), b) reinterpretation of the
fleld ( all ti-ie aetors are stupid and ineompetent) or e) develop a new theory. I chose e (of course). The
process of analysis in this way stirnulated refiection on a theoretieal levd.

A proeess of this kind is not unusual in ethnographic fleldwork. Allowing the empirical findings to protest
and resist a spceifie theoretical perspective. Developing new insights and then returning to the field to test
out these insights, modifving them again and retuming to retest them in the fleid. This is not a flaw or sign
ofsioppy research. It is a proeess of creating the qualities ofwhat is considered a good theory in a
Grounded Theory approach: That the theory is grounded in data, and that it achieves fit or
‘eorrespondence to facts in social reality’ and on the basis of Lit, the new theory should wor/e (provide
predietions, expianations and interpretations), be relevant (to action in t}ie Leid studied) and rnodJiabk (able
to change as new data emerge) (Lomborg & Kirkevold, 2003).

The process of analysis — the “make”

I cannot give an exaet stepwise ehronologieai description ofmy analytical process, but I have been able to
baektraek through the process, using the diaries and the books of fleidnotes and from that give some idea
ofwhat I have been doing that may be termed ana/ysis. The landseape in which this process took piaee
could be visually represented like Figure 8.1.

The empirical Leid was very much a part of this. The actual methods I made use ofbuild upon the
ethnographic fleldwork as a methodoiogical foundation, and it also helped analysis along. What had beeti
written about this particular Leid — medical education, decision-making and ciinicai practice — also piaycd a
significant part, providing eoncepts, models or speciflc findings from similar (and not so similar) settings.
Finally, the more basic epistemological componcnts of espceially anthropoiogy (Hastrup, 1989; Hastrup,
1996) helped shape the analysis and provide direction. In faet, all of these elements helped to do exactby
tbese two things: Shapc the analysis and providc possible direetions for it, at the same time lintiting and
expanding the ways it might go. They were thus highly influential in what could be said about the interns
and their learning.
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FiÀure 8.1. The hexagon ofana/ysis

This, then, is what analysis is: The continuous movement of the researeher’s attention between all the

elements mentioned — the Leid, the metbod, the loeal theory, the metbodology, tbe meta-theory and

epistemology. The hexagon brings associations to frie hexagonal ceils ofa hive ofhoneybees. Analysis is —

in ffiis analogy —like frie bees ofthe hive, buzzing around in non-predictable, bot also non-random
patterns. They are eomrnunicating and interaeting. They are daneing (Miehelsen, 1992). If the bee-hive

funetions as it should, this process produces frie honey of understanding.

Triangulation

The reader may have noriced tbe absence of tbe term ‘triangulation’. This term, originaliy borrowed from

navigadon, implies using different points of reference togetber to assist analysis. Tbis may be ‘tbeoretieal

triangulation’, i.e. using different tbeoretieal perspeetives togetber in the analysis of tbe same data; ‘data

souree triangulation’, i.e. using different kinds of data togetber in frie analysis of tbe same phenomenon;

‘researeher triangulation’ where more frian one researeber is involved in tbe Leldwork and tbe analysis; and

‘teebnique triangulation’ using different methods to generate data (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995d). In

qualitarive bealth researeb ‘triangulation’ is ofren understood ro be a proeess ofvalidating the data by

‘controlling’ for ‘bias’ by using different merbods or dara-sourees (Wiehmann-Hansen, 2004b).

Hammersley & Atkinson eounsels against tids use of frie term and note rhat

What is involved in rriangularion is a matter not of eheeking wherber data are valid, but of
diseovering whieh inferenees from those data are valid (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995d).
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This is cioser to the naval use of the term: In the practice of sailing, triangulation is one of a series of
tcchniques, not for locating a specific object, but for analyzing approximately where your own ship is and
how to continue safely from hete to there (Kihlbcrg, 1979; Petersen, 2006).

It may be argued that in this thesis, I make use of both theoretical, data-source, and technique triangulation
(see Chapter 5-7). However, I do this not in thc medical sense, ofgenerating valid data, but in the
ethnographic (and naval) sense suggested by Hammersley & Atkinson: To assist continuing analysis. In this
chapter, I have dcscribed why I did what I clid, and what it did to the analysis rathcr than refer to thc
different activities as specific kinds of triangulation. Rather, they werc all parts of the same process of
testing and retesting, deducting and inducting, to generate a valid analysis.

Validity of analysis

This brings us to a discussion on validity: Is the process ofanalysis just described valid — and ifso, in what
way? Validity or truth value refers to how true the results are as a rcpresentation of the world. Is thc result
of analysis really out there in the world? Therc are some necessary preconditions to be able to answeryes to
this qucstion. Julienne Ford argued that the analysis must build upon a set of basic be/if/i that arc considered
true. The analysis must present its data in a generally accepted format, a certainfiguration offacts. Finally, the
process ofanalysis must follow acccpted ru/es of reasonab/eness. If thcse prcconditions are fulfilled, the result
ofthc analysis is considered valid =real (Ford, 1975). This may be achieved by a thorough description md
discussion of how the research was carried out and how the conclusions werc reached.

The researcher, however, is not just interested in getting valid results. The researcher is interested in getting
rcsults that thc reader considers valid. The researcher is interested in being believed or generacing credibility
or trustwortluness (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Marshall & Rossman, 1995). Credibility comes from agreement
bctween reseatcher and reader about what can be considered true as a starting poirit (basic be/iJi) for
analysis, presentation of data in an meaningful way (figuration offacts) and showing enough of the analytical
process to convince the reader that chere is a clear link (niks ofreasonab/eness) between tIds crediblc starting
point and tbe credible conclusion (Ford, 1975; Sanjek, 1990).

l-low should I, as the researcher, write about my findings in such a way that a reader acmally reads ti, finds
ti to be relevant and integrates it into reflections and actions in his or her world? I beieve a significant part
ofmy readers to be health care professionals. As am I. This means that you and I share a number ofsimilar
cxperiences about working in clinical settings. We know what life is like in the emergency ward, in the bed
unit, in thc outpatient clinic, in general practice. So, our conimon crcdible starting point for analysis is
clinical cxperience. If I cm convince you that che empirical starting point for my analysis is credible and
provide you with a credible description ofhow I came from this starting point to the conclusion ofthe
study, you will probably beieve mc.

This is the reason for my use of case-stories in che dissertation. I aim to present my material in a way chat is
both recognizable to you and in a way that allows you to interact with the material, making your own
conclusions about what is going on md why, possibly even disagrecing wjth mc in tIds. i try to achieve this
aim by making extcnsive descriptions of some cases from che matcrial, to allow for recognition of che
problems, the physical and social context and the choices made by the actors in the scene. I will include
different kinds of cases, some trivial, some rare, some simple, some complex to allow for comparison. I
need to present enough stories with a sufficient levd of detail to allow you to be able to recognize your
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own experiences in the case-stories. Not in every detail, but to such an extent that you think: ‘This is a true
description of daily cinical practice. This is what it is like’.

The case ofLouise and Grete

In tbe last part of fieldwork, the interns were cmployed in farnily medicine clinics. Louise was working in a
small cinic, witb only one doctor apart from herself. Shc ratber liked it. She liked thc paticnts; she liked the
otbcr doctor; she liked thc problems she bad to deal witb. Onc day there was an old woman there, Grete,
witb pain in her back and some kind of rash and who could not sleep and felt ratber miserable. When she
told Louise about it on the phone, she had said (Louise told mc), that:

I just hope you can heip mc. I sin sorry if it doesn’t make sense. Maybe I forgot something. It just
hurts.

It sounded strangely like the concern voiced by Louise that began this chapter I have just told you
sometbing, but I am not certain that it makes any sense. I asked Louise if she kncw what was wrong with

the old woman, and she answered:

No. No I don’t. It is strange, really. But now I’ll have a bok at it. Maybe I’ll get some kind of idea. Or
maybe [name of her supervising GP1 wffl know. We’ll figure it out. Something usually mrns up.

Louise and Grete bad agrccd on an appointment later in thc day. It turned out tbat Grete was suffering
from herpes zoster, a virus infection in tbe central nervous system with tbe usual symptoms of a burning

pain in the back radiating towards tbe front of the thorax, whcre a rash witb characteristic wounds appear.

Louise reached this diagnosis — and the treatment ofit — from tbe story tbc patient told her, her

observations of tbe patient and her rash, from her previous knowledge about dermatological

manifestations of disease and from her knowledge of pharmacology.

I understood that thc process of scientific analysis was not really that exotic after all. Louise was going

through much thc same thing with her patient, scarching for understanding, being confident that

“sometbing” would “turn up”. Her confldence came from thc knowledge that there were ways to deal with

uncertainty, places to search for knowlcdge, analvtical moves to make.

Conclusion

Thcrc are no established vocabulary shortcuts that allow the fieldworker to state in a few words how

analysis is done. I have expcrienced tbat one of the quesdons you get when doing researeb that is termed

qJ4a/ifative within the context of medical rescarch, is ‘How do you analyze your data?’ or ‘Wbat is your
analytical strategy?’ I have often found it difficult to answer. I have noted that some of my cofleagues

provide answers like: ‘I am doing grounded theory’ or ‘I am doing a narrative analysis’. I have at times

envied them that they bad these kinds of answers to give, because they a[lowed conversation to continue,

perhaps turning into interesting discussions of the results or the possible implications of research. I am,

however, not quite sure what it means to do, for instance, grounded theory, and I suspcct that the truth of

the matter is that analysis in any research projeet is a very unstable and dynamic process, going back and

forth and being as much or more a consequence of the individual researcher interacting with the concrcte
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field of rcsearch than of any particular analytical strategy. Patton suggests — after a long excursiori through
thc traditions of analysis — that at the end of the day, analysis is simply to

do your very best with your full intellect to fairly represent the data and communicate what the data
reveal given the purpose of tbe study (Patton, 2002d)

In the case ofLouise and Grete, the understanding searched for was on a speciflc levd: They needed to
find some way to heip Grete get better. In tbc case of a research project the airn is always more ambitious:
To search for understanding that applies not just to the empirical field itseif but to a widcr field, whethcr
this wider fleld is about developing metbods, developing theory or discovering that somcthing you thought
was true and relevant was found to be at fault and a cause for misunderstanding. In the consultation room
the spcciflc understanding is reachcd and cornrnunicated between the actors present in tbe room. In
research the room for communication is immensely larger in every sense, with an audience potentially on
the other side of thc planct or a hundred years from now. This represcnts a challenge for representation
and wnting, and tIds is part ofanalysis too.

I remain confident — as I was in the beginning of tIds text, that I am able to “make” “something” out of
“it”. Only now I am able to state how: I have learned that as long as you keep searching for understanding,
use your analytical moves to travel tbe hexagon, strengthening tbe links in it as you go along, you are doing
analysis and creating trustworthincss (or increasing validity if you like) — and though confused at times, you
may gain some confldcnce from the fact that if you keep moving ‘something usually turns up’.
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Chapter 9

Construction of relations
Engaging the culture of medicine

In Ihis chaptet ihe interns’ interaction with other aciors in the c/inical setti,gs is e4J/ored Special aztention isgiven to han’
interns learn to relate to their colleagues, to patient, and ta nurses.

Introduction

Like being thrown off the Moon into empty space [Birgitte laughsl. ... You just start from Day I and

have to make a whole lot ofdecisions, and nurses are sticking diabetes-schemes in your face and
saying ‘Write the insulin-dose for tomorrow’ and all tbese things where you think: Jesus, right? And a
lot of logistics you also have to fight with... Where are the disciplinary boundaries? Who is doing
what? Who is ordering what? Which forms should I full out? (Birgitte, intern)

In Chapter 4, I describcd four kinds of construction that are activc in dlinical decision-making. In this

chaptcr, I explore the first of these, the construction of relations; the interpersonal relations in which the

intern participate in clinical practice. Chapter 10 follows up witb a discussion ofhow the intern’s position

in thcse relations depends on organizational hierarchy, physical spaces, and the management of time.

It may seem like the wrong place to start an exploration ofhow doctors learn to make decisions. Why not

start out, as it is usually done (Norrnan, 2005), with questions ofknowledge and how to combinc pieces of

knowledge. However, I was only in the beginning of tbe fieldwork when I was amazed at the importance

and the complcxity of interpersonal relations of the clinic. I was looking for decisions, and expected these

to somehow shape and determine what kind of information was disseniinated through different relations.

What I found was almost the opposite: Relations that would limit what decisions to make and what came

to be regarded as information.

Patients and doctors in the context of culture

Thc importance of interpersonal relations and communication is already well-known in medicine.

However, when medicine — or biomedicine — receives critique from other fields of experdsc, the critique is

often directed against insufficient communication with the patient, not taldng the patient’s perspective and

everydav life seriously cnough (Ammentorp, Mainz & Sabroe, 2006; Fabrega & Silver, 1973; Kleinman,

1988b). The critique is often relevant, necessary and constructive, but should not blind us to the fact that.

there has been much rescarch and development ofways to improve doctor-patient communication over

thc part fifty years, also within the context of medicine itseif. Sorne of the often referenced rescarch is the

psychiatrist Michael Balint’s The docto, hispatient aud the illness (Balint, 1957), the bio-pycho-socia1 model

proposed by George Engel (Engel, 1977) and thepatient-cealred method developed by lan McWhinney

(McWhinney, I 997b). A number of models for guiding and improving clinical communication have been

developed (Pendleton, Sehofield, Tate & Havelock, 1984). In Denmark, more than a thousand general

practitioners (GPs) and almost as many Swedish GPs have participated in thc series ofcourses about the

consultationprocess (R.isot 2009/)), a Danish model inspircd by Balint, Engel, McWhinney, Pendleton and

otbers (Larsen, Risør & Putnam, 1997). Many medical schools offer courses in communication, and Danish

internship contains an obligatory flve-day course in communication at which the interns must show a video
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ofa consultation with a patient and receive comments and guidance on how they communicate
(Henriksen, Ringsted & Pedersen-Reng, 2008).

Tbc cases ofBirgitte & Kim (p41), and Christine & Milla (p71), however, indicate that the spectrum of
cinically relevant relations goes far beyond the doctor-patient relationsbip. Tbe intems experience the
relations to nurses and colleagues as sornetbing they oecd to learn about, and they oecd to learn how to
navigate the organization ofwhich they are part, to discover the rooms in which they work, to practice tbc
use oftools and software, to learn how to do the paperwork (sce the quotes from Birgitte, plO9, and Ann,
p29). Tbis continuing process of change and intcraction is in line with Fredrik Bartb’s concept of culturc70.
Barth argued ti-sat culture is the continuous creation of meaning by positioned actors, that meaning and
relationships are inseparable, indeed, that ‘meaning is a relationship’ (between a sign and a vicwer), and that
‘culture is distributive in a population’, but also that

events are tbe outcorne of interplays between material causality and social interaction, and thus always
at variance with the intentions of individual actors (Barth, 1989).

Tbis conccpt of culture goes beyond the idca ofthe doctor-patient relationship, which is a significant but
smafl part of the larger relational construction of networks. Relations in this conception are not an add-an to
medicine. Communication is not just a set oftools, but the medium for creating meaning (Mabeck, 1994a).
Aetions are not based on faets, but — quotingJerome Bruner: ‘the basis ofaction is culture’ (Bruner, 1990).
This corresponds well with the findings of tbis study.

In tbis chapter and the next, I present some ofthe cultural dynamics and discuss how thcy influence what
tbe interns learn about decision-making. I will make no attempt at describing every possible relevant
relation. Serious attempts at this have been made by others (Hahn, 1995d; Kleinman, 1980c; MeWhinney,
1997a), likewise taking tbe concept of culture as a central issue: Patienis and Healers in Ihe Context ofCiilture
(Kleinman, I 980e), the Culture afBiomediiine (Hahn, i 995d), Biornedicine Exarnined (Lock & Gordon, 2010).

The development of tbeoretical perspectivcs and methodologieal approaches based on the understanding
of human reality as cultural is extensive. In Chapter 5, I introduced somc of the coneepts of this
development within the fleld of learning — Iegitimateperzbheralparticijrnt,on and co#imunities afpractice (Lave &
Wenger, 2005; Wenger, 2005). The usefuiness oftbese concepts within tbe study ofmedical education has
bcen suggested by reeent studies: Wichmann-Hansen used this terminology in her study ofmcdieal
students and found that their developmcnt of a professional identity and the learning contents of their
different stays in cinical settings were severely limited by the fact that they were not legitimate, mo
peripheral and witb few and limited possibifities to participate in the communities of practice that wcre
very much there and seemed to have great potential as a resource for learning (Wichmann-Hansen, 2004a).

70 Culture is a central, but debated concept in anthropology. Traditionally, anthropology was the study of groups of people, with
each group believed to have their certain culture, including rituals, artefacts and norms of behaviour. Gradually, the concept
became more an understancling of how humans interacted in general, positioning themselves in relauon to each other,
interacting and cxchanging, creatlng meaning. The processes aod the pattcrns ofinteraction are stil considered cultural, but not
fixed or limited in the sense of being separate cultures (Friedmann, 1994). The concept of culture ss “positioned actors
generaong meaning through interaction within a specific context” (Barth, 1989) is the basic structuring idea of this chapter. Inwhat ways can the dimcal practice in which the intern ukes part be said to be cultural, and what kind of participation does theintern learn from this activity?
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Bayer et al. found similar limits to participation, although with a higher levd oflegitimacy for the interns in
their field study ofintemship (Bayer et aL, 2003).

The case ofErik andHo]ger

Birgitte & Kim (p4l) was a relatively complex case, involving chronic as wdll as acute disease, multiple

actors, and clifficulties in comrnunication. Christinc & Milla (p71) involved different rooms in different

wards and a number of additional actors — doctors and nurses. These cases were meant to make obvious

some ofthe manyways that the consts-uction ofrelations influences decision-making. But ifthis cultural

process of construction is really an essential part of decision-making, thcn it should be possible to detect it

in much less complex clinical encounters as well. The following case is therefore relatively simple — a minor

iflness, involving few participants, few rooms and relatively short in terms ofthe amount of time the

patient spent in the dinical setting.

Erik began internship in a department of orthopaedic surgcrv in a regional hospital. I went to accompany

him at work two weeks later when be bad his first on-duty evening in the emcrgency ward.

The first patient, Holger, is a 45-ycar-old man who has fallen and injured his right hand about two

days ago. He has noticed that there is some swelling, a bluish bruise and a tight sensation arourid the

base of the third finger. Erik examines the hand and the fingers and finds that there is a slight

swelling at the metacarpo-phalangeal joint7’ of the third finger. Erik tests the extension of tbe joint

and this is a littie painful to the patient. Erik finds some direct, but no indirect tenderness of the

joint72.Erik says to the patient: WeU, I do not suspect that anything is broken.’ I-le then continues,

apparendy stall talking to the patient, but turning slighdy to bok at the nurse standing behind the

patient: ‘I don’t even think that x-ray is necessary’. The nurse seems to have no objection to this,
saying: ‘Should he be given a supportive bandage?’ Erik pauses. He then asks the patient: Would you

like that?’ And the patient acknowledges that, ‘Yes that might be nice’. Erik concludes: Well, then

you shall have one’. Erik advises the patient to see his GP in case it gets worse and then leaves the

room with me, leaving the nurse to put on the bandage.

The clinical problem in this case is a simple and common one in the emergency ward and any doctor going

through internsbip in an orthopaedic department wifl see and handle a great number of similar cases. Erik

is just starting out in the ward, though, and everything is stil new to him. Apparently, he goes through the

stcps of the cinical decision — gathering data, applying knowledge, fincling the diagnosis, applying

knowledge again and then choosing the relevant treatment (See Wulff’s model, p40). But he is not acrually

finding a diagnosis, be is finding out what the diagnosis is not: The bones ofthe third finger are not

fractured. Or rather: He does not suspect that sometbing is broken. He tests the validity of this conclusion

with his obscrvance of the nurse’s reaction to it. She is a scasoned nurse in the ward and seems to accept

that x-ray is not necessary, and this means that no x-ray is done. Erik’s careful phrasing, however, would

have allowed him to change course if the nurse did not seem to agree with his suggestion. So, be does not

simply app/y his bcnowledge to make a diagnostic decision on x-ray or not; he uses the relationships avallable

in the room, talking to and calming the patient, and subtly asking for support from the nurse. In the next

71 This is the joint between tbe hand and tbe finger, or between the “middie-hand” (=meta-carpo) and “ibe bone of tbe finger

ciosest to the persons head” (=proximal phalanx)
72 Direct tenderness is eicited by pressure on the injured ute; indirect tenderness is eicited by applying pressure to tise sin from

a distance. With a fractured bone, indirect tenderness is often found in the examination.
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part of decision-making — choosing a treatrnent — the initiative actually comes from the nurse, and when
Erik is in doubt, he passes on thc decision to the patient.

I bad already found Erik to be a very pleasant person to talk to73 and I assume that the patient and the
nurse bad thc same experience. He is kind and respectful in his interactions with them, taking time to listen
and invite suggestions for what should be done. He is, in short, showing competence in the conslruditrn of
re/ations - CoR. Even in tbis simple case, the process of decision-making would have becn blocked if the
doctor bad not been able to use relations to other actors to find solutions. If he could not read the clues of
bodily communication from the nurse, he would not know ifhe should trust his own evaluation ofthe
patient and thus not do an x-ray. If be could not ask tbe patient what be would like, he would not know if
the patient should have a bandage or not.

Erik & Holger demonstrate that even in cases that are simple (from a medical viewpoint), the construction
of relations provides a framework for decision-making, and tbe actors each have different positions fram
which to interpret and participate in the process. In tbe following, I cxamine some of the relations in whieh
the intern regularly engages; the relation between tbe intern and the patients, the other doctors, and the
nurses. The starting point is yet anotber case from the orthopaedic dcpartment.

The case ofHans andSusan

Late February, 4 PM. Hans is on evening duty in the orthopaedic emcrgency ward. He has just spent about
an hour admitting a young man with a generalized seizure and possible eerebral haemorrhage. The cerebral
CT-scan was fortunately without sign of haemorrhage. \Ve return from the radiological department to the
emergency ward. A female patient, Susan (62 years) is waiting for Hans to see her.

Hans enters the examination room, greets Susan, sits down and asks her to tel her story. Shc teils
him that due to flatfootedness and a hammer toe she had surgery on her right foot two weeks ago.
This morning she noticed that a stiffmetallic thread was sticking out of the bandage.

Hans examines Susan’s foot with the bandage on. It is not particularly tender, but there is a metal
thread FK-threadj coming Out of the plantar side of the bandage on the forefoot. Hans find a
computer to bok for the x-ray images of Susan’s foot, but there are only some old pictures of her hip
and of her foot prior to surgery; no images aftcr the surgery.

Relating to patients — getting information

The doctor and the patient need to be in same kind of contact for an exchange to take plaee. The nature of
tids relation is not a given, especially not ifthere are otber people present in the room as well; people who
— like the nurse — may interact with the doctor and/or the patient. Sa, tbe doctor’s ability to shape and use
relations is necessary for decisions to be made (McWhinney, 1997c). This is well-recognized within medical
practice and research, and it is probably no longer controversial to claim that the doctor-patient relation is
important for the shaping and course of the dlinical encounter, ineluding the proeess of diagnosing and
treating the patient (Mabeck, I 994c).

He volunteered to participate in the projcct, was very flexible about making appointments, and consequently invited me tomterview him at 1-us home. When at work, he was always made sure I was properly introduced to nurses, doctors, and patientsand often asked if there was anything I needed, from information to a fresh cup of coffee.
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Tbe doctors in the study get to interaet with quite a few patienrs, and, ofcourse, these interactions are
important for developing elinical experience and developing patrerns for decision-making, specific ways of

dealing wifri specific issues as well as more general patterns of problem-solving. Studies of the doetor
patient relation suggest tbat we may regard frie patient as a eore teaeher in einical edueation (Larsen, 2004),
illustrating tbe learning potential of this relation, especially when tbe doetor has time ro refleet afterwards
(Andersen, Hansen, Sondergaard & Bro, 2008).

Bot tbe doetor-patient relation is framed. The physieal setting provides a frame for tbe eneounter between

tbe doetor and frie panent, providing to botb aetors elues about what shoi.ild rake place, ineluding what

kind ofrelation there should be between them74 Larsen, 2005; Risør, 2009a). In rbe Christine & Mffla ease,

tbe einieal problem was potentially dangerous to frie patient. Tbis was supported by tbe faet tbat tbe first
interaetion took plaee in the emergeney ward, and eommunieation was from tbe start foeused on

determining tbe seriousness of tbe speeifie problem rather tban making a more thorough general

assessment. Questions and answers were short. Tbe physieal examination and logistie eonsiderations were

quiekly introdueed, wbieh limited tbe extent of tbe interaetion between Cbrisone and Miula. In frie Birgitte

& Kim ease, frie patient was in the medieal ward, and although tbe patient may have been in need of

treatment, his ailment was not potentially fatal at tbat moment. Tbere was amble time first to make a
tborough assessment and examination. There were other ehallenges in tbe reladon between doetor and

patient in tbis ease, however, as tbe doetor found it diffieult to obtain tbe information she needed and also

expeneneed doubts about what ro beieve. In the Erik & Holger ease, the scene was frie orthopaedic

emergeney ward and tbe focus of tbe communieation was the conerete problem — tbe pain in the finger —

and whefrier this represented a fracture or not.

in all frie cases, tbe essential task for the doctor is to acquire information, and rbe patient is tbe primary

souree of that information. Hans start by asking Susan to tel her story. Tben be examines her. Finally be

eheeks for additional information from other sources (x-rays). Tbere are differences in the construction of

relations taking place in frie cases, but frie common element in all of tbem, is rhe need ro produce tbe

informadon tbat is needed about tbe padent7D

Hans & Susan, part II

We leave tbe examination room and enter a smal room adjacent to tbe reception. Hans phone the

house officer from orthopaedic surgery. He briefiy narrates Susan’s story.
Hans: The one K-rbread has wandered not through rbe bandage. I ani thinking abour cutting it [tbe

thread} off. (tbe sorgeon gives his reply on rhe phone, whieh I cannot hear).
Hans: Bur it is okay, rhen, if I pull it out? [tbe surgeon answersl. Okay, super. And, by tbe way, rbere
is a new patient, a transfer from [regional hospital ofjotland] for ‘mnbilisarion’ atter a lumbar
fractore. \Vbat does that mean, in oor regi? [the sorgenn answersj

N The doctor-patient relatiunsbip is not only ennstitoted by tbe central aetors, bot by tbe scene and situation as well. Tbis is tbe

central tbeme of Cbapter 10. Tbe patient may be a teacber, as suggested by Larsen, bot only to tbe extent allowed by the eontext.

The physical, organizadonal eontext heip shape tbe interpersonal reladons by suggesting diagnuses (Christine & Milla, pOO), by

smwtoring and ltmidng time (Birgitte & Kim, p39) ur by soggesnng censin deeisions tbat shoold be made (Enk & Holger,

p109). Nevertbeless, tbe padent remains a significant aetur in intern’s learning prucesses and makes tbe intern refleet, as Susan

does when she suggest tbat Hans (belnw) only ens tbe K-thread ratber tban pull ti noL Chapters 11, 13, and il explore the

impact oftbis reladon on tbe ennstrnetion of deeisinns, infnrmannn, and acnnn.
n Tbe consnoednn of informadon is tbe central tbeme ut Chspten 13 and 14.
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Relatmg to doctors — getting heip

The intern is just one out ofmany doctors in the hospital department. Even in the family medicine dlinic,
there was always at least one othcr doctor. The intern intcracted with the patient and interactcd with the
nurses (Erik & Holger). But Susan’s problem is unusual in the emergency ward, and Hans needs advice
from his experienced colleague, or at least an authorization ofwhat he plans to do. Thus, doctor-doctor
interaction was much less common than interaction with patients and nurses, and usually served a specific
purpose or happened within a predetermined structure. The doctor-doctor interactions, however, was
experienced by the interns as highly influential in teaching the doctor how to evaluate and handle
knowledgc. Part of the doctor-doctor interaction took place at specific mecdngs, known as confireaces
(Chapter 10, pl24). Other doctor-doctor interactions took place, as hete in Hans & Susan, when the intern
needed help from a more experienced colleague to handle a specific problem. In addition, doctors met at
lunch and coffee breaks.

For the most of the workday, however, the young doctors would work in settings where no other doctors
werc present76.In some cases, the intern went to ask the heip of a senior colleague (also see Birgitte &
IKim, p4-l, nr Christine & Milla, p71). These situations were considered important by most doctors, and
were felt by the interns to be exemplars of supervision. The interns thought about when to contact their
senior colleagues and about what. They did not contact thcm over something thcy considered to be details
or something they thought any doctor should know, as this might expose themselves as unable or afraid to
make decisions. Erik, for instance, did not ask a colleague for adviee on whether Holger needed a bandage
(Erik & Holger). Birgitte did not ask fot advice about what kind of antibiotics to prescribe although she
was in doubt (Birgitte & Kim). Hans only phoned his colleague after gatbering all frie information he couid
and making up his mind about what be believed should be done

Ann told mc that at her present department (ofinternal medicine): ‘Everyone is willing to help, st) you can
always get heip when you nced it’. However, in my observations of her, I noticed how she sometimes spent
much time going back and fordi, being sent on from one to another, trving to phone different places to get
the heip she would need. Judged on the observations, it was very difficult to get help as an intern at this
department. Why was her perception different? Thc answer, I found, was that she referred only to the
situation in which she vas able to present a clear and eondenscd versjon of a patient’s story to a senior
eolleague and where the senior colleague bad the time to answer her. Hep meant that he would always — in
these circumstances — be willing to provide her with an answer. All the other activities — finding the right
person to ask at a particular time, when they had the time to listen and answer — was not, in her vicw,
considered part of the help-seeking process. Actually, shc was a littie ashamed of hctself that it took her so
long to find the right person in the right cireumstance:

Maybe I should know more about where everybody is, and what they are doing. But it is difficult.
Therc are so many, and I don’t know everybody.

76 Or to be precise: A few doctors were usually close, in a physical sense, say within tlfty meters. But their tasks were on paralleltracks to the intern, and communicadon was limited to the conferences, the lunch break and the cxchange of specific
information with regard to specific patients. Niels taught mc that there was an hour, between 10 and 11 PM where therc wasoften a httle less to do, and doctors would have time to meet and communicate more freely. He found this hoor important forlearning as well.
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Thc description above on doctor-doctor interaction is based on observations and interviews while the
interns worked at the hospital departments. There were some noteworthy differences in their work in

family medicine. One was thc lack of conferences. When doctors would discuss patients, the format was
less standardlized, the narratives longer, and the uncertainties more explicit. The mood was more like the

smaller change-oJjard meetings at the hospital, more informal, more room for discussion and a greater
learning potential seen from the perspective of the intern. Most of the GPs bad allocated time to talk about

the intern’s padents evcry day for up to half an hour. In addition, the intern was explicitly asked to call on

the GP when in doubt about something. This meant that the GP was often — pcrhaps once a day on
average, lcss as time went by — called in to see a patient, while t}ie intern was there. This established the
possibility for reflection and decision.making with the patient present, and the intcms found this kind of

supervision highly helpful in managing the problem at hand, but also very educative. li was apparent that

when this opportunity was casily established — like when the intern and the GP worked in directly adjacent

rooms (as Louise expcrienced) — this improved thc intern’s expcrience and learning. In another clinic the

other doctors were further down the hall, and it was a bit uncertain which of the GPs the intern (Karen)

should ask for help. This made the situation of making decisions with all the actors in the same room more

difficult to establish. Karen told me that this made her feel isolated and less satisfied with her stay in family

medicine.

The intern learned that he was sometbing that might happen when information needed to be transformed

into action, a transition between the construction ofinformation (Col) and the construction ofaction

(CoA). Thc interaction between intems and senior doctors and the interns’ reflcctions on heip suggest that

the deeper levels of the decision-making process — the construction of relations (CoR) md the

construction of decisions (CoD) — are not subject to help. They are not verbaiized, and they are apparently

left for thc intern to deal with on her own.

This indicates a gap between thoughts about relations and relations in practice. If it is true that the strategic

use of relations is observabie only in praetice, it follows that perhaps interns are not consciously awarc of

how they navigate the relations at work. Ann said that interns are taught to ask for heip, tbat it is a good

thing to ask for heip, md that you can do it without any blamc. But she was also very careful in whom shc

would ask for help and how md about what. So, intems might learn not just to ask for help, but also who

to ask and how and when and about what. They are just not aware of this.

Leaming about asking for help also include learning a situational sensitivity — what is the problem, what are

the possible actions, what kind ofinformation do I need to proceed? It exemplifles the complexity ofwhat

the intern must learn to participate in the cultural dynamics of the einic; learning about how to understand

oneseif in the changing contexts in which problems arose and information was sought. This implies

Learning Il or even Learning III (Bateson, 1972e), whieh I will return to at the end ofthis chapter.

Hans & Susan, part III

Hans goes back to the examination room md teils Susan, that be is going to extract thc thread from
her foot. Susan iooks worried: ‘But isn’t there, I mean, won’t the toe go innse then?’ Hans expiains
that if the thread is loose, it probably does not help stabilizing the toe anyway, but ‘if you like, I cm
just cut it off at skin-levei, so it doesn’t stick out. But that is up to you.’ Susan: ‘I would like you to
just cut it, then’.
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Hans finds a nurse, Pia, and asks her to remove Susan’s bandage and find a new one for when the
thread has been eot. He then ett the room and move to frie reeeption of the ward. Several nurses are
standing in the area bebind the eounter, bot none of them is paying any attention to Hans as be
approaehes. He steps op to the eoonter: ‘Hrm, mm can I ask a qoestion?’ No one answers, bot one of
the nurses,jette, mm and says that she would like tbe new patient rwitb tbe lumbar fraeturel to go
straight to the stadonary ward, so they will not have to det with her in emergeney. Hans: That’s
0K’. Re then asksjette for a pincer to eot frie K-thread.Jette stans looking for one. Pia enter the
search.

Hans’ second-eall is standing to one side. He goes to find a toolbox, finds a pineer, eleans it md hand
it to Hans. Hans and Pia return to the examinadon room.

Hans sits down, cots the K-thread. Re smiles md says to Susan: ‘It is just like proning the flowers,
really’. She stilles in return. Pia puts a new bandage on Sosan’s foot. Hans leave to enter the
informadon on Susan in her file.

Relating to nurses — getting the job done

lo the different wards and departrnents of the hospital there were tsurses who bad tbis or that particular
setdng as tbefr regular workspaee and who often had years of experienee with the acdvities taking plaee
there. Tbe intern instead bad the stan.ss of someone passing throogh or a letiiporaoI resident77,but there was
always at least one nurse present, who was at hente in this setting. This positiooed the nurses as the ones
who eould invite or welcome the doetor, provide the conditions for what kind of role tbe doctor bad to
play. The doetor was formally a legitimate, bot peripheral partieipant (Lave & Wenger, 2005), hat in
praetiee the legidmaey, tbe peripherality and the partieipadon was influeneed by the nurses. As Hans said
about the nurses in the emergeney ward:

This is their spaee. It is important to remember that. And they will show yoo if yoo don’t.

This provided the intern with the opportunit-y to evoke and develop the relation to the noxse who was
there in a number of situations, provided that the doetor stayed within certain boondaries. In Erik &
Holger, Erik could verbally md by use of body language ask for frie nurse’s aeeeptanee for not doing x-ray.
Tbe nurse eould also make subtle manipulations ofiogisties that would ease work for the intern. Louise,
for instanee, asked a nurse if frie bio-analyst eould do tbe test a hule earlier, md frie nurse said that she
would ask her,

.so her kids cm get to see the padent afterwards, and then we cm get a chanee to have loneh
together before the resolts eome in, and then the deseription ofthe sean on that other patient should
be ready for you...

However, Ann bad tbe experienee of going beyond the boundaries for nils flexibility in some eases, wbere
she asked the nurse and got frie drm reply: ‘I don’t know tbat. You are frie doetor’.

I borrowed fins term from the die voeabolary of ernigraoon. A temporary resident is a person who is not a eitizen of theeoontry in wbich be is loeated, bot is granted the right to be ihere on the grounds of a pardeolar temporary porpose. Thus, tbctemporary resident does not have the legal nghts conferred by citizenship.
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Physical presence in tbe same room increased tbe number ofinteractions between tbe doctor and the nurse
(see Erik & Holger, Hans & Susan, where tbe nurse is present — compare to Birgitte & Kim, Christina &
Milla, whcre the doctor is alone witb the patient in tbc bed unit). As tbis was most frequent in the
orthopaedic emcrgcncy ward and at tbe daily round at tbe medical dcpartments, tbese were also the times
when the doctor most frequently asked for the nurse’s advice or comment. In tbc medical reception ward,
tbe nurse and the doctor as a rule communicated before the doctor Went to see tbe patient and after she
bad seen the patient (Birgitte & Kim, p41). Before tbe doctor-patient encountcr, the nurse provided tbe
doctor with her evaluation of tbe patient, inclucling temperature, pulse and blood pressure and any special
observations that she bad made (Christine & Milla, p71). After the encounter with the patient, tbe doctor
told tbc nurse what tests should be done and what kinds of observadon should be made. Often this
communication was very brief and often a piece of paper was used as intermediary. As when tbe nurse
wrote down the mcasurements sbe bad made on a sheet, which tbe doctor read before secing tbe patient
(see Christine & Milla). Or, when the doctor simply made crosses on a list oftests to be done and lcft this
in the patient’s journal for the nursc to find. Thus, the nurse might be anything from an important partner
in tbe interpretation and planning of tbe patient’s case to a simple sourcc of information and the one who
carried out what tbe doctor ordered.

In some cases, uncertainties arose when tbe doctor bad been to see thc patient. Tbe nurse might ask a
question that the doctor bad not thought ofand bad to return to the patient for ciarification. Or, the
doctor might be unable to find the nurse in cbarge of the patient, tbus being unable to give tbe information
necessary. Some doctors’ called tbis hefind-the-nurse-ganie wbich they found frustrating and unnecessary,
but accepted as part ofthe job. Hans said:

I don’t understand why it has to be like that. It seems a waste ofmy time running around asking
who I should talkto and where she niight be. And, apparently, none of the other nurses seem to
find it to be their problem either. I don’t understand it.

Ann ironically reflectcd tbat tbis was a basic part of medical education:

In medical school the trouble was finding the doctor. Tbey always seemed to disappear when
medical students showed up. We had to be quick and smart to catch them. So, we have been well
trained. Only now we are chasing the nurses instead.

Many of the decisions where thc doctor-nurse interacdon was important pertaincd to local logistics. These
decisions often involved actions necessary for progress in diagnostics or trcatment which were not written

down, eitber in medical textbooks or in local guidelines. In which order should tbe doctor see the patients
in tbe daily round, for instance? Wbat is the best form of administration of this particular medicine —

intravenous or oral? Should the nurse or tbe patient decide on when and how much of this medicine the
patient should take? Wben tbe nurse and tbe doctor were botb present bedside, these decisions were
usually made quickdy and witb the patient as an active participant. Tbe patient’s wishes and medical

considerations on diagnostics and therapy could all be included in tbe reasoning, and agreement could
usually be reached about what to do in a given situadon. When tbe nurse was not present bedside, these
decisions oflogistics werc often a source of frustradon for tbe doctor and could become a dominant part

of tbe doctor’s work on some days when followed by thefind-lhe-t;urse-garne mendoned above.
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Learning a professional identity

Leaming to participate in the construction of relations in internship is found to involve an extensive
spectrum oflearning, as exemplified in this and the prcvious chapters. From learning where and how
specific information is obtained (zcro learning), and what possible relations to participate in and choose
from (Learning 1), over the adaptation to and sensitivity for the contextual construction of relations
(Learning II), and, finally, to the changing pcrception of one seif as person and professional when
participating in relations (Learning III) (Bateson, 1972a; Bateson,1972c; Bateson,1972e).

Lcarning III is of special signiflcance here78.This is what Illeriis and otbers have termed lraniforrnative
Iearning, and it is a learning that creates and recreatcs the social and mental capacity of the individual to
perceive and learn (Illeris, 2006a; Wcnger, 2005). The creation of a professional identity as a doctor and the
integration of this identity with the private perception of seif is obviously a challenge for many young
doctors, indeed, fot most. The studies on stress, depression, abuse and personal doubt in the beginning of
clinical education represent the dark side oftbis learning process (Baldwin et al., 1997a; Baldwin et aL,
1997b). The doctors in this study do not — to my knowledge — go that far. However, tbey do talk about
being ‘thrown from the moon into empty space’ and feeling insufficient, confused and overworked.

A transition from being a meclical student to being and thinking of oneseif as a medical doctor does,
however, take place. After tbe initial period of adapting to a new environment, the interns bad experiences
of liking their job, interacting with colleagues, facing challenges and finding ways to overcomc them,
sometimes putting all the clues togetber and “finding” tbe right diagnosis or adjusting the patlent’s
treatment and seeing tbe benefits ofthe adjustmcnt.

Tim Ingold (Ingold, 2000a) described two different ways of being in the world or ratber two perspectives
upon the world individuals inhabit — the building perspective and the dwelling perspective. Tbis distinction
may hclp to understand the learning of the interns. The bailding perspective suggests that we construct the
world around us prior to our practical engagement witb it and then lïve in it. We live in our horne, and in
our worksite. Tbc dwelling perspective, however, is the idea that we are not separate from the world wc
live in, but an integrated part of tbe construction taking place through our bodily engagement witb it;
individual and environment continually adapting to and influencing each otber. Ingold claims that the
dwelling perspective - tbat we inbabit tbe world prior to our cognitive construction ofit - is a better
representaton of human life and cultural interaction79 (Ingold, 2000a).

There is a tendency towards favouring a building perspective in clinical education. Hospitals and clinics
have been criticized for being too focused on production rather tban education (Ludvigsen, 1998;
Wichmann-1-Iansen, 2004a). This critique is important, but it rnay give the impression that tbe intern is
somehow outside tbe processes of tbe cLinical settings; that is production ratber tban education takes place,
tbe intern does not learn anything. But witb a dwelling perspective, it is clear that if production is what
takes place, the intern will Icarn to take part in production because the intern is an integrated part of that

I wiU cxplorc Learning II in Chapter 11, Learning I in Chapter 13 and zero learning in Chapter 15.
The dwelling perspective correspond with the perspective of practice, briefly introduced in Chapter 5. Howevcr, while pracciceoften refrs mostly to the social aspects ofour life, Ingold includes both the physical and the social environment in his dwellingperspective. Given ihat the interns interaction with other actors often takcs place through the use of specific tools andimplements and unfold in physical spaces with specific purposes, the wider perspective on practice, in line with Ingold, is takenhere.
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process rather than an observer. In the beginning, Ann said that, ‘when someone asked for a doctor, I
would bok over my shoulder for one’. But later she reflected that, ‘I somchow seem to think of myseif as a
doctor now — more than I used to anyway’. The transition may sccm almost mystical at times. Ann
noticed that

I seem to have what I call “my doctor-voice”. When I talk to patients my voice sounds different
somehow. Even when I try to use my usual voice, I can’t do in I don’t know why. It just happens.

Conclusion

How do doctors learn to use relations in decision-making?81This sub-question of the project is found to be
based too much on a building-perspective. The doctors do not learn to ‘use’ relations. Instead, the intems

learn to become integrated parts ofdlinical practice, adapt and develop tbefr identities as professionals in

the relation to the otber actors, including patients, doctors, and nurses.

Knowing one-selfand using tbis knowledge to position one-seif in relation to others is a competence most

people are unaware of in everyday life. But whcn the intern enters the new role as practicing doctor in new

settings with new possibilities for relations, these general patterns are questioned — at least for some. They

find that they need to learn how to adapt, to develop their identity as a profcssional. This is what Bateson

called Learning III and a process of developing what Bourdieu called habitus

This dcveloprnent ofa professional selfconstitutes the platform for the intern’s participation in clinical

dectsion-making. This creates a space ofpossibility for reflection, for action aud interaction. It provides tbe

doctor with a position from which to be a lcgitirnate pcripheral participant in a community ofpractice.

This position is a situated position; a position determined by the position of otber actors. But it is also a

situated position in specsfic rooms in which there are norms and organization that influence action. Tbis is

the themc discussed in Chapter 10.

80Tb thcme ofprofessional identitv formation is also found in the research on doctors’ choice of specialty. Who decides to be

what kind of doctor? Periods with shortage ofdoctors in severa! specialties, of course, increases interest in these studies as diey

rnay provide clues on how to better recruit students for the specialties in need (Holm-Petersen, 2006). To take just a few

exarnples of studies from Scandinavia: (Aurlien, Falck &Jacobsen, 1991; Israel & Sjöstrand, 1967; Wiers-Jenssen, Vaglum &

Ekeberg, 1997) One of tbe ratber consistent findings of tbis field is that tbe choice of specialty is a process of ‘trying on possible

selves’ ratber than a specific interest in special problems of areas of knowledge (Burack, Irby, Carline, Arnbrozy, Elisbury &

Stritter, 1997; Heiligers & Hingstman, 2000; Schwarta,jareckv, Strodel, Haley, Young & Grifferi, 1989). The interns in this study

also reflect on tbe idendty associated witb different specialties: Ann wanted to be a surgeon, but, she said to mc, found ihat she

found herseif unable to perform the rnacho-behaviour, shouting at people, etc. necessary to become ‘a big surgeon’. So,

adaptation takes place, but the professional identity must stil at some levd be compatible with die intern’s personal identity and

pcrception ofself.
l Sub-question 1. Sec Chaptet i, p2l.
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Chapter 10

Clinical space
Spaces, time, and movement

This chapter ana/yes howp/yszca/ settings and management oftirneprotde a/rameworkfor the construction ofrelations.

Introduction

In the prcvious chapter, I found the intems to cnter a drama ofinteraction in the clinical settings; a process
through which they developed their identity as professionals. The rooms in which this took place served
merely as background in the description, but in this chapter, I turn to this background to examine how the

physical spaces of the cinic and the special division of tasks and time supply the catalyzing context for the

construction of relations described in Chapter 9.

in this chapter, I wiil several times refer to a particular day in the clinic with Niels to illustrate thcse issues.
The day began like tbis:

8.30 AM. Morning conference. The department of internal medicine. The doctors are present; sitting
around the table. The night watch teils about a new patient: A middle-aged man who was admitted a
few months ago with neurological symptoms in right arm and leg. Was seen by a neurologist and
discharged. The patient’s GP has now ordered an x-ray of the spine, whieh shows destruction of the
C4-vertebra because of a mmour. The other doctors in the room 1nok down, frowns, nr sigh. The
story indicates a poor prognosis for the patient, although no one says 50. Tbe patient will have an
MR-scan of the neck today, extra blood tests have been ordered, and the oncologists have been
informed and asked for their evaluation. One of the residents flnish her employmcnt at the
department today and have brought bread, butter, and cheese for the conferenee. The doctors start
passing it around. Then anothcr doetor starts the projeetor and starts a short instruction in the use of
the program Uptodate. Niels flicks through his litlle book with lists of the competences be needs to
acquire while at the deparirnent. He says to mc: ‘I need to cross out the boxes and put in some dates.
It is a bit arbitrary, but we have to do it’. After the conference he finds his supervisor (the resident
who finishes today) and hand her his hule book: ‘just sign in all the plaees where I have written
sometbing, please’. She nods. We leave for the xray conference.

Tbis short description illustrate how the intern has relations with people be communicates with, but also

with people elsewhere in the organization and with the various products that combine them — the

computer software used for some forms of communication, the organization ofwork tbat directs the

intern towards some clinical tasks rather than others, t.he systems for prescription of medicine, among

others. The intern also becomes part of an ongoing clinical drama in the patient’s life and, on a larger scale,

the drama of tbe particular cinical departrnent. These dramas have pasts, presents, and futures (Mattingly,

i998a), and thus the intern becomes an integrated part of temporality, ofrelations connecting different

times and different actors. This ‘becorning a part’ is the tbeme of this chapter.

Positions and movement

In the course of their work, the doctors traversed the physical spaces in ways that set them apart from

othcr actors, the oon-doctors. It is partly through getting acquainted with tids movement in this space that
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they learn to think of thernselves as doctors (Bramness & Vaglum, 1992). An cxample will illustrate tbis:
The intern in a hospital department arrives in the morning and goes to specific rooms (often with coded
locks) to put on thc uniform — the green surgical dress or the white medical coat. Then the intern proceeds
to thc confercnce room and sits in a chair. Not necessarily the same chair every day, but one of a (small)
number of chairs with much higher probability than otbers. Shc then proceeds to other rooms — a
confcrcnce room at the radiology department, an office in the bed unit, the emergency ward. These rooms
are likewise filled with social constraints or guidelines concerning who goes in and out of thc rooms, and
how they position tbemsclves in the room in relation to other occupants of the room. This cxamplc, from
a day with Niels, follows right after the one above:

8.50 AM. We rnove down the hallways and departments of the hospital towards the department of
radiology in tbe far end. Enter presentation room. Like a small cinerna. Screen for showing x-rays and
scans. A radiologist with his computer going through the images, presenting them. Niels and two
othcr doctors sit down, facing the screen. I sit behind Niels. He is the one who should note down
what the radliologist says and relay the information to the relevant departments. Therefore, be sits in
the front, and be is the one who communicates wi± tbe radiologisis about the pictures.

I also became aware of the positions and movements of the doctors one day when I was visiting Peter in a
family medicine clinic. I sat in the waiting room with the patients. One of the doctors, whom I knew,
reactcd to this, saying: ‘do you have an appointment, sir?’ with a confused smile on his face — and I realized
that the doctors and the patients were moving through different physical spaces although the physical
space was (from a purely physical perspcctive) the same for patients and doctors (and nurses and
secretaries). A doctor does not sit in the waiting room and sits at a specific chair in the consultation room.
A patient docs not enter the laboratory or goes behind the reception desk.

Everybody — that is every person with a dcsignatcd membership of onc of the social groups with a
legitimate presence in tJ-ie rooms — was moving around in restricted paths of movement with relations to
each otber. Paths, that might cross or even overlap at times, but were eventually scen to be different
because they were governed by different social guideines — or because different statuses wcre ascribed to
them to reflect these social guideines. This finding that individuals tend towards certain positions and
patterns of movements in the physical spaces they occupy, has been found to be both a general condition
ofthe chnic (Larsen, 2005) and ofhuman social life in general (Bourdieu, 2000a).

The young doctor is guidcd through the spccial social-physical space allotted to her without thinking about
it as a special space or herseif as a special person. But, gradually, it becomes apparent tbat because she is
positioned in precisely the place where a person witb this exact status — for instance a young female doctor
about to take tbe daily round in the bed unit — is supposed to be, that means tbat she must be a person
with exactly tbis status. Nicis does not have much clinical experience, but in tbe x-ray confcrence, he sits in
the chair where thc doctor talking to the radiologist is sitting. Thercfore be is that doctor. Recall the
shaman Quesalid in Chapter 2: Re was positioned where the shaman should be. Thus, be was allotted the
status of shaman and gradually came to tbink of himself tids way (Lévi-Strauss, 1963).

A hierarchy of rooms

Clinical decision-making took place in many different physical and social spaces and often involved more
tban one room. The different rooms were connccted to each otber in a hierarchical way, giving some
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moms a higher status than otbers with regard to decision-making. Different rooms also bad different tasks

allotted to them. This hierarchical division of compctence and tasks was usually expressed physically by

their position in the hospital building: You go down to the emergency ward or down to the reception ward.

The patients arc admitted into the dcpartment, and when the doctors discuss questions of a professional

medical nature, this takes place i ihere in the conference room. These are not just measures of speech; they

are cxpressions ofwhere to End the different rooms in the hospital. This is a build-in structure in all the
departments in the study, surgical and medical departments, whether at a university hospital or a regional

hospital82.

10.00 AM. Niels is bringing up a patient from the emergency ward with a generalized seizure. He
looks in the ifie as we walk into the visitation ward: ‘And finally the fourth time he is admitted,
someone gets the idea that he should see a neurologist md start treatment with Lamietal... Hm,
blood sugar a littie bigh, a little fever.’ We enter the office. About ten people in the room. A phone
rings, a nurse answers it, hands it on to another. Some are talking, some going out, some corning in.
The room is noisy. It is difficult to communicate without raising one’s voice. Niels tries to find out
which nurse to talk to about the patsent. Ask one, then another. A nurse tells hini to talk to Bodil.
Niels grimaces md tetis me: ‘I don’t like her [Bodill. She is so bossy’. Niels goes to see the patient,

asks a few more questions, try to find a place to dictate the information to tbe patient’s flie. He says

to mc: ‘We have got to get out ofhere. It is a madhouse’. \Ve find a smaller room, md Niels starts the

dictation.

In the emcrgeney ward and in the reception ward (leve! i), there was a state of ongoing chaos, where the

complexity of human suffering was eonstantly entering through the main gate. This is where primary

handling md sorting of thc patient’s health care problem takes place. Here, the intern’s task was to handle

ehaos and reduce it to speeiflc problems. The patient was new in the hospital md the dinical problem was

— at least in part — unknown. This was potentially a situation where the doctor eould praetiee reflection and

judgment. Most interns liked this aspeet of their work. Not neeessarily the amount ofthis kind ofwork or

thc stressful conditions, but thc possibility to be the first doctor to talk to and examinc the patient and try

to find the right diagnosis and the best way to deal with the problem. This is also the situation most often
implied when diseussing elinieal reasoning (Norman, 2005; Wulff, I 987b). When the situation was under

control and the complexity redueed somewhat, the patient in question was admitted to a relevant

department (or diseharged).

At tJic stationary wards (level 2), decisions made at levd I often needed adjustrnent to aceount for a

number of local and pragmatie conditions: Waiting time for a specifie test, who to contaet and who to

eontact them, the order in which to do things, the administration of time. At this level the nurses, md

espeeially the head nurse, were in charge (see quotes from Birgitte and Hans in Chapter 9). The interns

were temporary residents, handling praetieal and logistic problems with patients, rarely known by the

doctor and interacting with nurses who were often unknown to the doetor. The intern found herself in a

somewhat arnbiguous position depending on the presence of more senior doctors and their relation with

the nurses working there. Doing the daily round was sometimes experienced by the interns of the study as

82 Lakoff and J ohnson in Melapbors we lite by explored how therc are often certain prevalent metaphors in everyday language that
heip ascribe value to the praciice in which we take part. In relation to the hospital, it is interesting to note, that they flnd the
same direcoonal metaphor of up md down; up signify health, order, high status md virme — down sign.ify disease, chaos, low

status md depravity (Lakoff&Johnson, 1980).
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a very active role, making important decisions about diagnosis and treatment, and sometimes as a very
passive role, simply carrying out decisions made by someone eIse83.

Thc patients wcre situated in the various bed units at the stationary wards. This site was where decisions
made in the local office were carried out in practice. Sometimes, a decision about a patient would go up to
the conferencc room first, but only decisions of high complexity that cannot be sufficiently ar
authoritativcly dealt with at the local levd, goes ap to the conference for an evaluation.

Ann is confused about this when working at the medical department. She presents problems in thc
conferencc room when she has a patient about whom she is in doubt about what to do. But she quickly
experiences that she does not get the ciarity she hopes for from the cliscussion, as she finds thc doctors in
the conference room to be elusive in their responses. A doctor at the bed unit to which shc is attached
discourages her from taking problems to the conference: ‘It’s better ifwe just take care ofit here’. She does
not readily agree with this and finds that doctors — all doctors — should bring their problems to the
conference. This should be the forum where doctors may leam and reflect and search for solutions in
cooperation, she teils mc. But as she experiences that this is difficult to achieve, she accepts to keep most
problems at the local level.

In the conference room (level 3), the complcxity of the patient’s problems had been further reduced to
yicld — if possible — speciflc medical problems in line with the specialty of this particular department. Or —

if this reduction was not possible — agreement was often rcachcd that this problem was not part of the
specialty of tbis department and therefore should be handled by the relevant department (somewhere else)
or the GP. At this level, the interns were rarely active, but were exposed to the ideals for which kinds of
problems to work with and how best to handle them according to medical standards.

The conferencc room cicarly bad a high status with regard to clinical decision-making. If a problem bad
been discusscd and an agrcemcnt reached about what to do, this would usually be what happened.
Sometimes, doctors would make a flate in the journal about vhat todo and add that this ‘has been
discusscd at the conference’. In most departments in the study, the conference room was located in the
higher floors ofthe hospital building.

The conference room

The morning conference was ane ofthe occasions atwhich the interns met other doctors84.I took part in
several of these sessions, and the pattern was more ar less the same:

83 In Chapter 13, tbe case of Ann and John (p161) provides a more detailed example of these conditions of the daily round.84 During the day doctors also met and discussed the patieots at other conferences. The organizauon of tI-iese conferences variedsomewhat more between departments. These conferences would include x-ray conferences, usually direcily after the morningconference; department conferences, held at the stationary wards witb participation of nurses and the doctors responsible forthe daily round; lunch conferences, where problems from the daily round were discussed; and different programmed sessionswhere research projects were presented or a doctor would give a short lecmre on a particular medical theme. There was oftensome overlap ofpadents being discussed at different conferences. A patient mentioned at tbe morning conference might bebrought up again during x-ray conference, where, for instance, a CT abdomen would reveal the cause ofabdorninal pain andlead to a decision about surgery. Or, a new patient would be discussed also at the conference before tbe daily round, witbobservations and comments from dir nurses supplemenung ihe information given at the morning conference. The lunchconference would often discuss patients who have been discussed in the morrung or the previous day.
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The room is dominated by an oval or rectangular table. As the doctors arrive, each take a seat at the

table, the young doctors (mostly women) at one end, the senior doctors (mostly men) at thc other,

with other doctors finding position in between. Young male doctors may take a seat among tbeir

seniors, whereas senior female doctors sometimes sit with the intems. Medical students usuafly sit at

thc back, a hule removed from ihe table, or take vacant seats at the interns’ end of the table.

There was some variation to tbis pattern, bot it was always elearly recognizable. For instance, at one small

surgical department at a regional hospital, the choice of chairs was less striet, doctors taking whatevcr seat

was vacant or sitting down next to someone they wanted to talk to. In contrast, there was one medical

department whcre the professor bad a metal plaque with his name and title bolted to the table at onc end,

thus formalizing thc structure of senior doctors in one end, junior doetors in thc othcr.

A doctor, usually the second ca11 physieian who has been on duty during thc night, would present the

patienis who have been admitted to the department in thc previous 24 hours (see the fieldnotes in the

introduction above). These presentations consisted of short narratives on eaeh padent, prcsenting thc

clinicafly most salient information about tbe iliness, the ftndings and tbe resuks ofblood tests and

diagnostic imagery. Tbis special way ofpresenhiag ihe stoy was found difficult to master by tbe interns to

begin with, but in the course of their internship they became more accustomcd to presenting cases,

echoing how tbey bad secn and heard it done. Some doctors would attract special attention at thc

confercnce, if tbey were able to tvil the story in a way that was especially entertaining, intense or with a

surprising point to it. Some doctors (usually with more cxperience than interns) were apt at producing a

laugh from the audience. Quite often, this helped to lift the mood or spark a discussion on some medical

issue, thus getting the workday started in a good mood. Someumes stories of suffering, especially suffering

that might have been avoided, generated tension and refleetion (sce tbe note in thc introduetion), even iii

humour towards whoever might have been responsible for some negative ineident. Like when the intensive

ward refused to reeeive a patient who was clearly in oecd of intensive care or when a GP bad neglected to

follow up on a patient, who, as a consequence, was now seriously iii. Presentiag the stoy is clearly important

to learn, whicb is in aecordance vith the representation of knowledge leamed in medical school (Good &

Good, 1993; Good & Good, 1994).

At tbesc conferenees, the intern was usually a silent participant, unless, as in a few departments, she was

tbe one who presented the cases. When tbe young doetor was the aetive part, presenting the stories and

receiving and responding to the senior colleagues’ comments, she felt this to be an intense experience. If

tbe doctor bad been working through the night, she naturally felt tired. Thus, it could be difficult to

respond appropriately to comments85.

In two of tbe medical departrnents in the Leid study, the structure of tbe conference was changed somewhat. These were the

largest medical departments in tLhe study, and — perhaps as a consequence of size — only a smafl group of doctors wouid meet in

ihe morning and talk about the new patients, the other doctors instead golng directly to their stations around the department to

save time. On these occasions, i.e. chaoge ofguard, the group ofdoetors who had been on duty would tel1 about the patients to

the new shift, tbe doctors who wouid be on durv during the day.

These meetings would usually uke place at round or quadratic tabies, making ibe status of different seats iess obvious. The

stories told were oftcn a littie longer, a iittle hit more detailed and chscussions were more open, with the interns often playing a

more active part. Most of the interns in the study found ibese smaller and more informai conferences to be a good occasion for

ieaming, finding it easier to preseot their doubts and experiencing the commcnts as more relevant thao die comments they

might have at the conferences where all the doctors were present.
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The GP cinic and the coffee room

Therc were some rooms where the hierarchy of rooms became blurred. One was the family practice clinic,
another was tbe coffee room. The family practicc dinics were smaller organizations than tbe hospital
department with fewcr actors wkhin a more limited physical expanse. Thus, thc hierarchy of rooms was
not as obvious. The supervisor or tutor for the intern was also physically cioser to the young doctor,
making it casier to Lind and rcach the senior doctor if need for supervision arose. There wcre notable
differcnces in how this came about in the different clinics. In some clinics, supervision was formalizcd by
setting aside a ccrtain amount of time each day, marking this in the appointmcnt program to make certain
tbat no patients werc given appointments with the two doctors in this period of time. In one ctinic, the
intern (Karen) was working in the smallest room farthest away from the supervisor’s room. Tbis was tbe
cimc where supervision was used the least. In another dimc, tbe intern (Louise) was sitting next to the
door to tbe supervising doctor and tbus only bad to reach out and knock on the door to tel the supervisor
t}iat she was in need of assistance. This was the clinic wherc supervision was used the most. The kast
szpervisian-c1inic was also the largest of tbc clinics in the fieldwork witb four doctors and several nurses and
secretaries. The mast-supervision-c/iaic was tbe smallcst witb only one doctor and one nurse86.

The coffee room was a strange room. Every department and clinic bad one, where everyone knew that this
was whcre you would drink coffee. But, usually, this took place in rooms that offlcialiy had other functions.
In one surgical department, this was a room adjacent to tbe operating rooms. In a medical departrncnt, it
was the room wherc conversations with patients and their fami]ies took place. In some departments, it was
in tbe conference room and in some it was thc nurses’ office at the stationary ward that doubled as coffee
room. Somcwhere in the room (or closc by) was a coffee macbine or at least a boiler and a supply ofpaper
cups.

The coffee room was — when not scrving an official function — apparently a forum with a greater amount
of freedom to discuss diagnostics, treatrnent and the process of decision-making as weil as personal
anecdotes, movies seen, music heard or local and national daily news. Wben discussing mcdical issues, the
discussions were usually open-ended with many possibilities and fcw certain answers, but the discussions
wcre also a forum where participants expressed frustration with regard to organization, medical education
and the (usually negative) influence that ccrtain individuals could have on thc working climate of tbe
department. The day with Niels (sce above) is an example:

2.15 PM. It has been a busy day. Niels has been seeing patients in the emergeney ward and in the
departments. The phone often rings (12 times over 4 hours), diverting him from the task at hand and
presenting him with new problems to adress. We are now in the coffee room for a short break (10
minutes). There are three more calis while we are there: one from a colleague who needs heip with a
new padent, one from Niels’ supervisor about the signatures in bis littie book, one from a medical
student who is taking time story on one of the new patients.

Niels is frustrated. He has just had to explain to a patient about a treatrnent, because the senior
doctor who should have done it, hadn’t. Niels says about his colleague: ‘Now, it’s possible that he
knows sometbing about gastroenterology, but he is a blank in cardiology. He is work-shy and

Note the similarity with the discussion previously on time size of conferences: Tbe smaller the conference, the betteropportunities for reflection and learning. Apparently, there is a similar effect with regard to time size of time clinic: Less people —more direct supervision.
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ineompetent. His reputation from the previous departments is not too good either. I think that’s why
[name ofa senior doetori ealled nse to talk to this patient

Ovet the next five minutes we diseuss the eurrent state of the private hospitals, doctors’ salary and
the motivation to enter private elinies instead, the influence from Danish People’s Party on
governtnenr health poliey, the ‘four yeat rule’ that requires young doctors to enter speeialist training
within four years of graduating from medical school, and, finally, the present president of the medieal
assoeiadon. We flnish eoffee and half run to one of the departments.

In this short period of time, a number of frustrating subjeets are presented. Before and after tbis event,

Niels is focused instead on tbe patients, and tbe clinieal tasks. Wben frustration was expressed in tbe

eonferenee room, tbis was more often done by doetors in rbe upper levels of medical bierarehy and usuafly

in a humorous or puneh-line way eliciting responses of applause, laughter or support. Tbe coffee room

tbus served as a room for less restricted debate by tbe young doctors. Many oftbe important reflections on

deeision-making eited in tbese chapters were first stated in tbe eoffee room of a departrnent87.

Tbe notes above on tbe rooms of the elinie show how tbe interns bad eertain pbysieal routes to follow in

line with ritt tasks in Wese rooms. The intern had to learn these routes and tasks to fulfd her obligations

at the department. By following thcse routes frie intern was respeeted as a doetor by tbe otber oeeupants of

these rooms. Tbe interns also bad to learn that tbey bad to be able to ehange between different roles in

different rooms, depending on frie room and who else was tbere. The similarities between levels 1-3 in

different clinieal settings was probably a heip to the intern, wbo could rely on previous experienee wben

moving to a new department, ratber tban having to rediseover and adapt to a new set of spatial bierarchies.

Clinical time

Tbe working time of tbe intern was organizecl in different ways in the hospital and in yet anotber way in

family medicine. Tbe following seetion foeuses on the temporal organization in frie hospital. One of the

time-organizing struetures in frie hospital department was tbe wor/c schedule. This seheme showed tbe

doetor’s elinieal funetions at the department during one month. The offieial rule was tbat this sehedule

should be prepared at least a month in advanee, but qmte ofren tbis was not done. A nurnber of faetors

might induee late ehanges in the work sehedule as well — including eourses, doetors swapping funetions or

episodes ofiliness among tbe doetors. It was quite often an issue at the morning eonferenee to shifr

doetors around to make sure tbat the most vital funetions of the department were staffed. The work

sehedule served as a point of referenee for tbe intern, giving a general idea about when to work and what

to do, but a point of referenee from whieh to make changes — md changes were quite frequent88.There

were some funetions whieh the intern was not sopposed to oeeupy, as they required special expertise —

extensive surgieal proeedures md speeialized out-patient einies, for instanee. Tbe changes in tbe sehedule

for tbe intern thus mostly involved extta shifrs ofbeing on duty and doing frie daily round in departments

tbat were frequeotly new to the intern or at least somewhere where they only came oecasionally.

87 For example Hans’ eomment tbat I mostly foeused on tbe patients ‘witb a twist’ (p9O) and Niels’ eomment about tbe quiet

hour between 10 and Il PM (foomote, pOO).
Louise, for example, bad the day wateh on tbe caller for six days scraight in tbe deparunent ofinternal medicine, reeeiving all

tbe new padents for admission, when she began her work tbere. Usually, she said, ibere would be some lund ofintrodueuon, but

ti was eaneelled in tbis ease.
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Another time-organizing principle was the organization of the day, with certain activities happening at the
same time, more or less, every day. This typically involved the morning conference with the other doctors
at 8 AM, followed by a conference at the radiological departmcnt (see the notes on Niels’ day above). The
morning conference served a double function: li gave a quick overview of the new patients who had been
admitted since the day before and it was a check on who was present and made sure that all the necessary
cinical functions were staffed. Thc radiological conference took place in the radiological departmcnt,
where a specialist in radiology would show x-rays, CT-scans and other diagnostic imagery of patients on a
screen, patients planned for surgery with an appointment in an out—patient clinic or newly adniittcd patients
in the departmcnt.

About 9 AM there was a ward conference at the different bed wards. For this confercnce, another time
organizing schcme was used: It showed a list of the paticnts in the unit with keywords on diagnoses,
current condition and planned procedures and treatments. At this conference, each of the patients was
briefly presented and the tasks for this particular daily round were planned. After the ward conference, thc
intern tvpically started doing the daily round with one of the nurses or went to see padents in the
emergency ward or Ilie receptions ward in accordance with the clinical function in the work schedule or as
determined at the morning confcrence. For the interns working in the emergency ward, there was a table of
patients waiting to sce a doctor, and for the interns working in the reception ward, there was another table
with information on the patients who were ‘in the house’ waiting to see a doctor, as well as the patients
who were on their way to the hospital, by ambulance or otherwise.

Some dcpartments also had a noon conference where the doctors met in the conference room to discuss
patients from the out-patient clinics, the different bed units or at the intensive care unit QCU). Discussions
would concern problems of diagnosis, of treatment or of thc handling of complex cases, like pacient with
more than one disease (co-morbidity) or possible interactions between different drugs given.

These three organizing principles — the work schedule, the daily conferences and che different patient
tables — guided the intern through the daily work, and made it fairly certain where she should be at specifictimes and which patients to see and in what order. This organization of time made it possible to move
betwcen different functions for the intern as the sequence of events was already known. It made it possibleto do thc daily round at a bed ward unknown to thc intern. It also facilitated che change betveen diffcrent
departments — from medical to surgical for instance — as most of these organizing principles werc similar.

Time pressure

One aspect of temporality was particularly important to the interns’ perception and handling of daily work:The scarcity of time available to do things, or timepressure. Sometimes, no paticnts were waiting for thedoctor and activities could be performed at an easy pace with time for small-talk and coffee drinking
during the day. Sometimes, patients with unknown conditions were waiting, some ofwho would be in needofimmediate medical attention89.

89 The rst time, I followed Niels at work at tbe department ofintemal medicine, he received at call from tbe visitation wardonly an hour after his shift began. The nurse informed him that diere vlere four acute patients waiting for bim, which be did notknow about. He then spent most of tbe evening rrving to catch up.
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The board showing the patients is completely full, tbe head nurse and the meclicai chief are going
back and forth talking in their cd phones with bed wards and other hospitals, trying to transfcr some
patients out of the reception ward or redirect incoming patients to otber hospital with available space
fot them. Tbey sound frustrated. It is in between sbifts, with the day team about to icave, and thc
evening team about to start work, the two teams exchange greetings and information about the
paticnts at the same time.

Birgitte is just starting her shift, and there is only one patient (Kim) waiting to see her. He has just
arrived, and fl-se nurse is with bim to get his data (blood pressure, pulse, and tcmperature and oxygen
samration) and flul out the nursing papers.

Whcn many people were involved in a given situation it was occasionally unclcar for thc intern whom to

talk to and when, and this contributed to tbe e4)enence of time pressure because this slowing of the flow of

events could have potentially negative consequences for the patients. Tbis example (see Birgitte & Kim)

occurrcd in a medical departmcnt where Birgitte was on duty in the reception ward.

In the cxample, Birgitte is not under any particular pressure for frie time being, but she feel like she is, she

told mc in the interview, and this affects her interaction with frie patient, and makes her ask shortcr and

more ciosed questions, expect short answers and she gets impaticnt when Kim starts to tel a longer story

instead. Her impression anses from the totality of the situation: Many people talking, going back and forth,

frie ful]ness of the board, frie intensity of the telephone conversations about transferring patients. She

cannot rcally do anything about all this, but somehow she senscs that she should contribute by working

faster.

The uncertainty ofwhat to expect seemed to be important in creating frie sense oftime-pressure in

advance: You never know when the patients ‘start pouring into the ward’ (Birgitte). You only know thc

number of patients and the approximate nature of their problems when you go home from work. Tbus,

thc interns often did not know if they wcre busy or not, if they could allow thcmselves to relax and solve

other tasks. Tbis uncertain time also affected frie otber groups of professionals in frie emergcncy ward and

reception wards, and — as the example with Birgitte shows — tbe stress in one group (for instance thc

nurses) could easily affect frie intern’s perception of time-pressure.

One object had a special influencc on the experience of time pressure. This was the ca/ler— the phone

carried by the intern on duty. The nurses in the different wards used frie caller when they wanted to talk to

a doctor; frie GPs used the caller when they would admit a patient. This was the first line of contact with

the doctors at this particular deparsment. Passing on the phone was frie one action that invariably took

place when one doctor on duty released anotber doctor on duty. The one witb the ealler was the one on

duty. Carrying frie caller meant carrying frie potentiality of being called. It was very variable how many

times the phone rang during a workday, but as ibis frequently happened in situations whcre it was

inconvcnient — when assisting at operations or examining a patient — it was a constant nagging reminder of

potendal interruptions. ‘When I go to ihe toilet, I am certain that li is going to ring’ said Karen. Niels sajd

at the end ofthe day, rcferred to above:

That is the worst. The constant interruptions from the phone. It throws me out ofwhat I was

thinking and doing. I ofien have to ask the patient afterwards: Where were we? I am sorry, but can
you please repeat your answer?
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A temporary resident

It took thc interns some time to learn to participate in local organization — knowing how to perform in the
different clinical functions, the different relations of cooperation, tbe organizing of time. Tbe interns
expericnced learning this witbin tbe span of about two montbs; a littie longer if they bad no previous
clinical experience; a littie shorter if there were few functions and relations witb wbich they bad to acquaint
tbemsclves (like tbe ortbopaedic department). As local organization became familiar, the intern found it
easier to use acquired competences, personal as well as professional. Tbey found it easier to learn
sometbing new when the initial frustration diminished. They clearly expressed t.be strange feeling from the
beginning of the new position when tbey could not use their knowledge. They could encounter a patient
and they would have a notion that they possessed the knowledge wbich was relevant to reach a diagnosis,
but tbat somehow they could not access that knowledge or translate it into use, because thcy were
overwhelmed by tbe task of finding out where to find the things they would need in the room, which nurse
to talk to, and what to do to get the things done, tbey wanted done.

The intern usually changes between work functions, most days performing a clifferent task from the one
performed the day before. When at times the same task is performed two days in a row, the experience of
tbe intcrns is that the task is performed witb greater ease, greater professionaLism, with easier access to
relevant knowledge and with an expanded repertoire of possible actions. The interns experience tbat the
net result was better performance in clinical decision-making. But the rule of thumb was frequent changes
betwcen different work spaces and, consequently, changes in peoplc with whom to cooperate, changes in
standard procedures and social norms. These changes confirmed tbe ternporay resident status of tbe intern,
and gave her a low degree of understanding of what took place in a particular setting and a low degree of
influencc on tids actlon.

Part ofwhat tbe intern learns from this clinical temporality is to accept that she is always potentially behind
schedulc and not performing her duties sufficiently: Ann bad tids experience in tbe first montbs of
internsbip:

I just went home with this feeling that there was probably something more I should have done. The
fear that somewhere there was a patient just sitting there and waiting for mc to call hini in. And I
didn’t know if there was some kind of system tbat would take care of all these patients if I didn’t.

Living witb a constant perception of time pressure and potential faiiure to perform apparently makes tbe
intern tough-skinned. Louise told mc tids witb a smule, when sbe bad been at tbe surgical departmcnt for
about six montbs:

I do not get too worried when the phonc is ringing nr when there are patients waiting for mc. I do
not let it interfere too much with what I am doing.

Tbere were two patients waiting to be admitted, the telcphone — tbc caller - kept ringing, and stiil she bad
dine to sit down and drink a cup ofcoffee witb mc. She knew that tbere wcre always more phonc calls
around tbis time, when tbe new sbift of nurses bad started at tbe different wards. The patients who vere
waiting should first see a nurse, before shc could talk to tbcm and examine them. Trying to get sometbing
done now would actually be a waste of time. Included in tids ‘stratcgy’ was a change towards clearer
distinctions between work-life and private life. Erik said after the first six montbs of internship:
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Well, seeing a young guy who has broken his spme so that he wilI never walk again of course lead to
some talking among the colleagues. But it is not somcthing that affects mc, and when I come home, I
can easily put it away.

This kind of survival techniques based on an understanding of other people’s practice and one’s own
position plays an important part in learning to be a doctor. It involves knowledge of what all the other
people — patients, nurses, doctors — expect and what their roles are, and it involves a special positioning of

oneseif. The intern learns that she should not be stressed; it is part of her job to remain calm, act when
appropriate and wait when appropriate.

The currents of clinical space9°

The learning of the identity, the position, the movemcnts and the roles of being an intern amounts to
learning how to participate in the cultural practice of the cinic. Learning to participate in cultural practice,

Gladwin argued, is a process which can be likened to navigating a ship at sea. There is need for directions

and for tbc skill to be able to steer the ship in the direction wanted, but therc is also need for adaptation

and adjustrnent to dlifferent currents, other ships, and current wcather (Gladwin, i 964)’.

Niels’ day at the department of internal medicine along with thc additional examples illustrate how the

intern navigates the physical and temporal spaces ofthc clinic. The intern is part of an organization at

work. Intcrnship is to a large extent about learning how to be that part and how to take part in all the

activities within the clifferent clinical contexts. The intern learns the organizing principlcs to such an extent

that t.hey become embodied. The constant time pressure if the intern does not keep up tbe pace, getting the

patient to move through the system, is also embodied, which makes it diffieult to relax when there is

nothing to do. Tbe ability to move tbrough the einic is pivotal to being a cinieal doctor. What are the

conditions whieh guide the intern in how to perform this movement?

The physical dimensjon of space provides limits to the direetion of decision-rnaking. The physieal space for

examining the patient is often limited, beds are old and diffieult to manoeuvre, diffieult to get around, thus

limiting thc doctor’s access to the patient’s body. The light is poor, making it diffieult to use the sense of

sight to eonstruct information. In Birgitte & Kim, it almost made Birgitte overlook the redness and

swelling of the elbow. She did overlook the blood on Kim’s leg, suggesting that he bad injeeted himseif

with some kind ofintravenous drug. In addition, the feeling ofpressure - the many patients and thc

pereeived need to move on — limit the time spent with thc patient, in this ease a patient with whom

eommunieation was diffleult due to his condition. So there is also a temporal dimension to space.

90 In the following, I will borrow the metaphor of navigating the ocean from Gannik. She, in conjuncuon with Bojlén and

Olesen have suggested that the practitioners of family medieine, the GPs, find themselves in open sea and adrifr existing

boundaries and guidehnes m ihe heakh care system are becoming biurred, tradiuonal tasks are transferred to other actors,

tradiuonal boundanes between sectors become less obvious, dociors become more heterogcneous in thor comperencc, patients

become more heterogeneous in their needs. They express conccm about the need for steeting, the driesngfores tbat produced the

present situation and the need to find new headings (Bojien & Gannik, 2002); (Olesen & Gannik, 2002).
91 Hutchins also found navigauon a particularly good example of how to adapt to a panicular way of participation in practice

(I-Iutchins, 1996). In ihis context, it is appropriate to note that both Gladwin and Hutchins expliciriy indicated thc inspirat-ion

from Bateson.
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Thus, the space and tbe time the doctor has are limited, which, in turn, limits the scope for action in thc
situation and produces less valid information as a basis for action. Birgitte and the otber interns learned to
accept that this is the state of things. Nobody seemed to protest much against it anyway, except for some
remarks during tbe change of shift, including tbe use of sarcastic humour. For instance, rather than protest
against thc limitcd time, Birgitte tried to make use of her autbority as a doctor, even using her “motber
voicc” to enhance this, getting the patient to stay on a specific subject and give her the specific information
quickly. Her task was to get ehe basic information needed for the adniission filc in the patient’s journal.

The young doctors learned that different rooms bad different statuses with regard to the process ofmaking
clinical decisions. They also bad different social bierarchies and different norms ofbehaviour. The interns
learned from experience that they were expected to be most active at the lowest levd in the hicrarchics of
rooms — in thc emergency ward for instance — and most passive at thc highest levd — in thc confcrence
room.

In all thcir interactions with otbers, there is an element of exchange. Words are exchangcd, but there is an
exchange of values and symbols as wdll. The patient gives the intern his story md privileged access to
exaniine his body. The intern, in turn, gives the promise of care. This constitutes the beginning of a chain
of interactions extending outward from the patient from he enters the clinic and all the way tbrough
different dcpartments and clinics. The information given by the patient becomes tbe object of exchangc
away from the patient as well, in the offices md the conferenccs, where ilie patient’s case is discussed (sce
Chapter 13).

Exchange is considered a basic element of cultural processes (Mauss, 1990). In bis fieldwork (see Chapter
2), Malinowski described the practice of kula, a systematic exchange of certain gifts that took place between
the Trobriand Islands and in the islands beyond. Although the physical objects that werc exchanged were
relatively few, tJ-ie practice was quite complicated. The gift-givers participated in different ways according to
their social status, there were a number of behavioural formalities involved in each exchange, md the
elemcnts would travel in certain directions from island to island (Malinowski, 1922a). As illustsated by the
discussion above, a similar process takes place in the space of thc clinic, and the interns leam to participate
competently in this chain of exchangc. They even learn to participate in specific parts of the Kula afthe
C/inic, as they fulfil different positions in different rooms.

Thus, the current of clinical space facilitatc experience and learning in the intern, which clearly relates to
the concept of culture (Bartb, 1989) in the introduction to Chapter 9: The interns learn to generate
meaning in the interaction witb other actors and from a positiori that is equally dynamic . In this way, you
could say that what the intern learns from participating in medical practice is how to participate in medical
culture.

Conclusion

Thc interns enter a new kind of evcryday life when they start intcrnship. Everything is new, from thc
people they work with, their tasks, the organization they are part of, the physical surroundings, and the
organization oftheir time. These condidons provide a dynamic Set of limitations, wbich the interns learn to
acknowledge, accept and integrate in their approach to work to a degree where the conditions are accepted
as natural.
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The cultural dynamics of internship, includirig organisational and interpersonal relations, provide limits to
the interns’ participation in clinical practice, but they also play an active part in defining the learning
situation and thc dcvelopment of cinical cxperience and patterns ofdccisionmaking for tbe doctor. They
provide directions and possibifities. They ailow the interns to know what to do and when, and fulfilhing the
tasks provided by tbe contextual conditions heip to generate a professional identity and competencc in the
interns. It makes them capable of performing wdll within a speciflc context, solving their tasks in a context
sensitive and efficient manner.

The doctors are highly aware that tbey are newcomers in a strange new land, and they put much effort —

and frustration — into becotning active participants, dwellers, in their work setting — positioned actors who

can contribute to the Kula ofthe c/inic. What for an outsidcr may bok like limitations to learning and a focus
on production is actually an integrated part ofpractice and facilitates learning, although not necessarily
learning of the kind dcscribed in official documents on educational aims.

When interns have worked with continuity in the same clinical setting, getting to know the nurses there and

the daily routines ofwork in this setting, understanding their position and role in relation to others, thcy

find that participating and contributing to the processes of construction becomes much easier. Lave and

Wenger has referred to this as /egitirnateperipheralparticzirntion in a communiy ofpraczice (Lave, 1999; Lave &

Wengcr, 2005; Wenger, 2005). Tbey have argued that this situation is the most powerful facilitating
condition for learning.

It is, however, a rare situation for the interns, as they are only at a particular department for six montbs and

they are usually moving between different clinical functions on a daily basis. Correspondingly, they gain

littie experience in active and legitimate participation in the ongoing constructions. Instead they icarn to

adapt their professional self to the expectations of tI-ie other actors. The interns agree that the hardest thing

about work is first to fint! ones way through all the bogistics and to find ones own role in what happens,

that is how to be able to create, maintain, change and perform in all the different relations conccming work

— the construction of relations.

In some cases — notably in the cmergency room md in family medicine — the interns are invited to become

legitimate members of a community of practice. But in many or most settings they must learn — and that is

what thcy do — to adapt to a role as peripheral md subordinate, temporay resideuts; however, they must still

fulfil the high expectation of their performance of spcciflc tasks. The relations deterrnine what it is possible

to do and suggest ways of doing it, as well as when to do it and what alternative options may be available.

Thus, the local patterns help to shapc the habitus and roles of the intern, but also the tasks on which the

intern should focus. Certain kinds of decisions are made in different spaces of thc clinic. The einical space

helps define and direct the clinical problems the intern should deal with - decisions - and the ways in which

to deal with them — reasoning. This is the theme of the next chapter.
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Chapter 11

Construction of decisions
Learning the pathways of rationality

In this chffpter I describe the kinds ofdecisions that interns kan2 to particrj,ate in and the drent clinical settings that thy

karii to associate wiih .rpecific kinds ofdecisions.

Introduction

In Chapter 9 and 101 described some ofthe dynarnics ofthe construction ofrelations, the first of the four

domains that I found in Chapter 4 together constitute clinical decision-making. In this chapter, I turn to

the second of thesc: The construction of decisions. This is thc process of creating and limiting the dccision

that has to be made rathcr than tbe process ofdealing with this decision itseif— extracting a problem from

the complexity, focusing on sometbing rather than sometbing cise, choosing between different possible

problems to work witb. To dfine the problem, rather than solve it (Schön, 2006b). li also includcs the

possibiiity to avoid deciding between the different options or postpone it or decide on the relevant order in

which to deal with different possible decisions92.

In Chapter 4, I touched upon the relationship bctween the problems that need solving and the solutions

for those problcms. This relation was indicated by the Garbage Can model (Cohen et al., 1972), but has

been noted by others (Jøncke et at, 2004, including Norman in his review on clinical reasoning (Norman,

2005). All the representatlons ofcinical reasoning, in fact, suggest this connection between problems and

problem-solving, whether the process is described as pattern recognition, iliness scrt,ts (Schmidt et at, 1990) or

mind/ines (Gabbay & May, 2004). Evidence-based medicine also rests on the condition that it is necessary to

have a specified problem to be able to work out a way to find and use the relevant evidence (Straus et at,

2005b).

In this chapter and the next, I explore how the interns learn about this relation — between the problems

they have to work with and the way they reason about these problems. This is a vast subject to cover and 1

will focus on only a few aspects of this: How are decisions defined or constructed?

What forms ofrationality (Winch, 1964), thought style (Fleck, 1979) or style ofreasoning (Hacking, 1982)

are involved in the practice ofthe intems? These questions conccrn the issue ofdinical rationality, i.e. the

subject of Chapter 3 and 4. Tbis chapter is a return to the subject, but now from the perspective of tJ-ie

cultural dynaniics of the clinic described in Chapter 9 and 10.

92A note on terminology is needed to avoid confusion. The term decision is often used ro refer to tbe activity of choosing

between different possible alternaoves. In this context, 1 choose instead to call this activiry deddin.g to signif that it is an aa This

process — choosing between different delineated options — is tbe focus of Chapter 15 and 16. Decision I take to mean ihe

framework for that choice, the collective understanding ofwhat ibe problem is and what the conditions for possible action is.

Decirio#.makj rhcrefore, becomes tbe process ofgenerating or constrocting that framework, making tbe decision in which

deciding should take place. In this context, decision-making is synonymous with constnction ofdedsions and could, for instance, be

the process that establishes that a cliagnosis has to be made or that a treatnient has to be selected. I make these terminological

distinctions to move the aoalytical focus away from tbe cognitive act of choosing (deciding) to the process that makes the

deciding possible and which gurdes it.

See Chapter 5 for more explanadoo of thesc terms.
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The case ofErik and Caroline94

It is in the beginning ofJuly. I am at a family medicine clinic in a small town injutland. It is about 9.15
AjM. The intern, Erik, has just finished an hour of telephone consultations. We are talking about his plans
after internship and some repair work be is doing in bis bouse.

Erik goes to the waiting room to bring in the next patient. li is Caroline, a five-year-old giri
accompanied by her matemal grandmother, who explains to Erik that Caroline has sorne sores she
would like him to bok at. He examines a few (3) small sores in the face and one of about a
centimetre in diameter on the side of her left foot. All of them have a small yellow-orange erust and a
surrounding redness.

Erik: She bad some sores with a ydllow erust, whieh obviously looked like impetigo...
Immediately, when I saw her nose, the diagnosis popped up. It was obvious ±at that’s
what li was. So that was thought number 1: what is it? It’s impetigo.

Erik: It looks like bornesdr [Danish for impetigo.
Grandmother: I thought as mueh. Some of the ehildren in her kindergarten have li as well
Caroline: it’s itehy.

Enk examines the sores again. They talk about when the skin changes began and if something
happened to the foot prior to the appearanee of the rash. Tbe grandmother is a littie uncertain. Erik
foeuses on his examination ofCaroline.

Erik: Okay, thought 2: what is the treaunent? And then Dieillin and Fueidin eome
into my head. Then there is the question: Should we do systemic treatment or should
we treat loeally?

Erik: You ean treat it with an ointnient that you apply to the sores when there are just a few sores.
Alternat-ivelv, she could take some pills.
Grandmother: But it is just starting to break out now. Shouldn’t she have the pilis to prevent it from
spreading?

Erik: I remember that she [the grandmoffierj was pushing to get the pills. My First
thought when I saw her foot was that I would give her tabiets. If I bad been like fifty
Efty to do one or the other, li nilght have made a differenee. Bot I don’t feel it to be
tbe ease in this situation. I’m not stronger or better than that. I might get inFlueneed
by it [ber wishesj. But only if I am in such a fifty-fifty situation and can’t deeide within
rny own head whetber to do one or the other. That’s how it is, I’m afraid.

Erik examines Caroline again. Eventually be says: WeIl I do beieve you would need to take some
pills’.

In this case, most of the description consists of edited extracts from the fleldnotes like in die previous cases. I haventerspersed some of Erik’s commeuts from the folbowing interview to show his reflections-in-action (Schön, 2006b). Thesecomments are tabulated to distinguish tbem frorn the edited fleldnotes from the actual encounter.
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Erik: And then she bad tbis larger element on her foot md there was a slight
suggestion of something on the nose. And it’s awfully contagious, also when she
scratches it. So — I don’t know ifit is the authorized way to treat it — both systemicaHy
and locally. But that was the treatment I chose.

Erik takes Caroline aside and asks her to step up to the scales to measure her weight. He returns to

the desk and looks up Diciosil [dicilhin] at www.medicin.dk and writes an e-prescription for tbe
dosage corresponding to Carohine’s weight as well as a prescription for Fucidin ointment.

Grandmother: Is it contagious?
Erik: Yes it is. It is important with extra careful hygiene of the hands, and [to Caroline] it is important

that you don’t scratch it.

Caroline and her grandmother leave. Erik reflects on the case: ‘I am thinking that perhaps I should

have done a skin swab. I am a littie in doubt about the treatment as weIl. If she bad only had a single

sore by the nose, I would probably have chosen Fucidin (ointment. But now she also had a large

sore on her foot’.

Erik: I have seen impetigo a few times before. With the yellow crust I was pretty sure

that it bad to be it. Tbat’s why I chose not to do a swab. If I bad been in doubt as to

wbat they [the bacterial were, it might have been relevant to do a swab before starting

treatment. I didn’t find it to be relevant because I expected that the answer would be

ydllow SkbIy/ococctis. And about the treatnient: Weil, I was a littie uncertain whether to
do both or just one of them. If it was right to give her both treatments, I actually
don’t know. It was the judgment I made In this situation.

Doing and deciding

Tbe clinical problem in tbis case is relatively simple and the doctor clearly docs something to solve it: He

decidcs on a diagnosis and prescribes two kinds of antibiotics. Dealing with impetigo is a common

problem in family medicine, and most GPs will have expericnce with similar cases (Gahrn-Hansen &

Kolmos, 2001). Tbc case presents a challenge to tbe tbeoretical pcrspectivcs presented prior to tbe case: Is

thcrc reahly a construction ofdedsions going on, and is a certain style of reasoning employed? Perhaps what

happens is what must happen? Wby could or should it possibly be any different? If this is just the waj it is,

tben a discussion of rationahity is hardly nccessary.

Let us for a start simply accept tbat it is impetigo. in Chapter 13, I discuss the construction ofinformation,

including tbe construciion of diagnoses. But for now, let us just accept tbis as a given. Impetigo is,

howevcr, a catcgory of disease for which tbere are several ways of managemcnt, sorne of which the interns

have encountercd in the textbooks of medical school. The tcxtbook on environmental health would focus

on tbe need for hjgienicprecautionsin day care and school (Knudsen, 1991). Tbc textbook on paediatrics

would promote the use of water and soap or disinfectants like cblorhexidin as proper treatment (I’hestrup

Pedersen, 1998), wbile a tcxtbook on internai medicinc might prcscribe tbe use of antibiotics as an

ointrncnt and/or oral tablets (Farthing, Jcffries & Anderson, 1998). Or, if Erik were to do a search on thc

recent research literature on tbe treatmcnt of impetigo, be might nd that tbc applicadon of honey could

also be tried as an evidcnce-bascd treatment (Cooper, 2008).
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He cou/d, therefore, decide that the best treatment should be hygienic precautions and disinfection witb
water and soap (wbich be suggests), but not antibiotics, as some microbiologists have cautioned against the
use of dermatological applications because it may lead to increased antimicrobial rcsistance (Gahrn-Hansen
& Kolmos, 2001). In this case, be might come to a disagreement with the grandmotber who clearly expects
him to write a prescription for an antibiotic. Tbus, cven with a given diagnosis for a simple cinical
problem, the decision is still influenced by interpersonal relations and tbe context as well.

The case also helps us understand the distinction between deciding and decision, suggested in tbe
introduction. Erik makes a number of choices or be decides, but the decision tbat frames bis choices makes
some choices unlikely, even though tbcy are possible from a medical textbook perspective: Erik may decjde
that be will not prescribe antibiotics, but be feels that tbis will bring him in opposition to tbe grandmotber,
and be is — as Erik & Holger demonstratcd — quite good at sensing what tbe patient vants and at providing
tbem with tbis, ifpossible.

So, it is up to the doctor to decide what to do. But first she needs to decide what tbe detision is about. Tbis
process of deciding about decisions is made more by all the contextual factors responsible for bringing tbe
information to tbe doctor’s attention in tbe first place tban by tbe doctor herself. In the case of Erik &
Carolinc, tbis means that the decision constructed is not ‘what is this condition of this child — and what is
tbe best way to manage it?’ but ratber ‘what kind of svstemic antibiotics should be prescribcd?’ As Schön
indicated: It is the situation tbat dcflnes what the problem is; what you can and know is mostly used to
handle tbe problem (Schön, 2006a). I suggested tbis distinction to two interns, one ofthem Karen, and
they both immediately recognized that this was a falt representation of daily clinical practice.

Acute simple problems

Let me use the case of this and the previous chapters as examples. The case of Erik & Caroline was a
simple case, involving only one hcalth problem for wbich a simpk treatment existed. li was also an acute
(from Greek acus meaning needle) problem that arose quickly and where the manifestations of tbe disease
were immediately visible. Contrast tbis with Erik & Holger: It was equally simple, but the damagc to
Holger’s finger bad happened a few days ago md was tbus no longcr acute, but bad to be evaluated on the
basis on what bad happened in the span of time (in Greek chronos) since tbe incident. On rbe basis ofwhat
be told Erik, it was safe to say that notbing bad been broken and that it just needed time to heal. Although
Holger tid not have a chronic disease in thc usual meaning of that word, it xvas chronic in the sense tbat
time was important in the evaluation and management of tbe disease. Tbc distinction here between acute
and cbronic is betwcen tbe necdlle-point focus on a specific problem herr md now — tbe acute - and tbe
extension of such a problem in time, where the problem must be evaluated in all its aspects in the proper
context — the chronic: Hat Holger for instance been a professional handball player, the managcment of his
finger wouid probably have been different. This occupation would have provided a different relevant
context for tbe problem, a context which would necessitate more attention and possible follow-up.

Cbristine & Milla was a different kind of story. Tbis was acute like Erik & Caroline, but the potential
seriousness was greater and tbe uncertainty about diagnosis md management was greater as well. In this
way, this case was comp/ex rather tban simple. Birgitre & Kim was certainly complex as well with several
possible diagnoses at the same time, but it bad an obvious element of chronicity that was lacking in
Christine & Mjlla: Kim bad several interrelated problems — abuse of drugs and alcohol, poor nutritional
status, a low threshold for infections and poor peripheral circulation. In the discussion of this case, I
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mentioned how Birgittc could only have unccrtain ideas about what kind ofmanagement would be best for

Kim in the long run.

The simple-acute case can apparcntly be handled rather quickly — first thought: impetigo, second thought:

antibiotic. But already when the simple-chronic case is examined, management bccomes more difficult.

Whethcr x-ray should be done or a bandage applied becomes a case for negotiation and interaction ratber

than simply sometbing tbc doctor must decide. Tbe acute-complex and the chronic-complex cases are even

more difficult to handle. That is probably why all thesc cases saw a movement towards making thcm bok

like and be treatable like tbe simple-acute case: Holger is examined and treated as be would be, if be bad

just had his accident. Milla is treated as if she has one acute diseasc (gastro-intestinal hacmorrhagc), then

another (cholecystitis), then a third (urinary infection), tben a fourth (pncumonia) — all of them simple

acute. With Kirn, Birgitte focuses on the simple-acute part ofKim’s problem — possible erysipelas.

Apparently, there is a certain kind of linear logic involved in the management of simple-acute problems,

wbich almost looks like Webcr’s zzr’eckrationa1ideal type (see Chapter 5): ‘fthcse propositions are true, thea

this conclusion is true’95, and the problems tcnded to be treated as if they belonged to tbis category, tbat is,

dccisions were constructed that fitted this basic pattern.

Some kinds of decisions are apparently more likely than others, but the kind of decision that will emerge

and bccomc the focus ofthc clinical encounter is contingent rathcr than prcdctermincd and flxcd. What

are the influcnces that may generate movement towards one or anothcr decision, and how are thcy likely to

influence how interns participate in decision-making?

The orthopaedic emergency ward

During the ficid study it became apparent how different cinical settings carry within them unwrittcn

agreemcnts about what kind of decisions should be made, whercby they give contcxt to the construction of

decisions, deflning what kinds ofproblems the doctor should focus on and how she should deal with

thcm. In the ortbopaedic emergcncy ward, for instance, the problem is usually defined by the fact that

most patients have some kind ofinjury aequired within the last few hours, and thc faet that it is tbc

department of orthopaedic surgery that is in eharge of the ward. This lirnits the rangc of possible problems.

Like Hans said:

Come to think ofit there are really only very few things to deal with — wounds or injuries.

It also lirnits what can be done about it. Peter said:

Bateson & Bateson exemplified what constituted logical rationality by two short syllogisms. The first, also known as the

syllogism in Barbara, concerns Socrates: Humans die; Socrates is a barna,,; Socrates ,v,// die. The basic structure of this is in

ciassification. The characteristic — will die — is attached to Socrates by identifying bim as a member of a particular ciass whose

members share this characteristic. Compare with this similar, yet completely different syllogism: Grass dies; hurnans d,e; humans art

£rass. This is what the Batesons called a syllogism of metaphor. They dcscribed ihe opposzuon in science towards the

metaphorical kind of logic, and how this kind of thinking had been compared to the way schizophrenics think. Witb tbe sarcasm

characteristic of Bateson, he then proceed to show that despite tbis critique, the ‘grass syllogism’ is also a fair representatlon of

biological phenomena as weU as related to thc process of art (Bateson & Bateson, 1990). I will not go min their extended

argument herr. I only show the two syllogisms herc to demonstrare different possible kinds of reasomng.

Both Erik & Holger (plOO) and Hans & Susan (pilO) are unusual cases in this respect.
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Either you take the small hanimer [the patient is treated now and go hornel or you take the big
hammer [the patient is admitted to surgervl.

Sometimes, the interns would meet a patient whom they considered “difficult”, meaning that they were in
doubt about what to do and how to find out what to do. The difficult patients in the emergency ward were
most often tbose who did not conform to the usual pattern (acute simple problem - wound/injury — small
hammer/big hammer) — but, fortunately, these patient could often be transferred to a medical department
or discharged. This, however, tended to generate some irritation at the departments ofinternal medicine
towards the surgeons: ‘Why can’t they take care of their own patients?’ (Christine97).

Abdominal surgery ward

In tbe admission ward at tbe department ofabdominal surgery, thc young doctors (Louise and Arm)
encountered patients who bad been admitted by a general practitioner on duty, usually due to abdominal
pain of some sort. The doctor now had a speeific task -. or rather two: First to decide if this patient was in a
state where some kind of medical or surgical intervention was needed immediately or — which was usually
the case — there was time to search for a precise diagnosis first98. Secondly — if the second option of tbe
first task was chosen — the doetor bad to write up tbe admission file for tbe patients file — which included
taking the patient’s story, doing the physical examination, refleeting on possible diagnoses, making a plan
for what shouid happen next and transforming all of tius into a coherent text in a speciflc form in tbe
patient’s file (see Christine & Milla). Finally, tbe doctor bad to give tbe nurse instructions in accordance
witb the text produced in the file on how to observe the patient and to get the proper tests done.

Altbough elements of tbe process of diagnosing and perhaps even treating tbc patient could be found in
this second task, the prirnary obecdve was to make sure that tbe senior doctor who would sec tbe patient
later on — usually witbin a few hours — would have all the necessary information to decide whether some
kind of operation should take plaee and, of course, what kind00. Quite often there were certain established
routines in the department for what should initially happen to the patient, helping the doctor do what was
considered right and do it quickly. For instance, tbe speciflc sets ofblood tests — called pacIeages’°°, whieh
the doctor could mark on a list, and tben the nurse vould order the tests from tbe lab. So, the number of
choices to be made were limited to speed up the process and reduce individual error, but at tbe same time
it also demonstrates tbat the intern’s task was not that of the detective — a metaphor often used in medieal
edueation — who uses her intellect to put togetber all the littie elues, specifically searcbing for new clues
that will support or undermine her conelusions by way of deductive or inductive reasoning. Ratbcr, it was
more like the task of tbefisherrnan who tbrows out his net and gathers what happens to get stuck in it. Tbe
task ofidentifving the ‘flsh’ and deciding which to keep was — usually - left to the senior surgeon later on in
the process.

‘ Note that she said ihIs whiie working at the department ofinternal medicine, only a few montbs after being an intern in tbe
department of abdominal surgery in tbe same hospital. The statement indicate that she bad successfully adapted her identity and
perspective to tbe new department (see Chapters 9-lo).

Louisc spoke of this in our first interview, where she was reieved to find tbat mon patients did not need immediate heip. She
was glad to discover ohis, as she preferred to have some time to think and talk to the paticnt before deciding on a cause of
action.

See the discussion In Chapter 9 on how tIte intern-patient relationship is framed by the intern’s need for speciflc information
from and about the patient.
100 return to the issue of prescription of blood tests in Chapter 15.
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Medical visitation ward

In the medical visitation ward of the department of internal medicine, the problem was also defined by tbe

context in a process similar in many ways to what happened in the surgical admission ward. Prior to

meeting the patient, the doctor would often receive information about the patient from the adniission

paper, from the patient’s file and from the nurse (see Birgitte & Kim). Tbe possible spectrum of diagnoses

was thus to some extcnt prepared before tbe doctor saw the patient and quite often decisions about what

laboratory tests (blood tests, x-ray etc.) should be made were also made before seeing the patient. The

decision about whetber to admit the patient or not bad also becn made. Just like in tbc surgical ward, tbe

young doctor’s task was to assess tbe patient — is tbc patient in need of emcrgency treatment or not? — and

to acquire the relevant information for dealing witb the patient’s immediate healtb eare issues — taking tbe

story and doing tbe examinadon. Again, significant parts of the construetion of deeisions were usually

made not by the young doetor but by tbe clinical setting.

Tbe difficult paticnts in il-ds setting wcre often those who for somc reason did not “fit” the decision

constructs — tbose who perhaps did not (from tbe perspective of internal medicine) need to be admitted,

but were, nevertheless, in oecd of some kind of help. Like Peter said: ‘I tbink the general praetitioner just

did not know what else to do’. Perhaps, tbe GP bad a patient who was eomplex, ehronic, but bad to

present film as simple-acute to get film adrnitted?

Jr could also be that a patient appeared to have a problem tbat differed signifleantly from the one deseribed

in the admission paper or tbe normal speetrum of diseases usually treated at the department of internal

medieine. In tbis ease, the option oftransferring the patient to a surgieal department was sometimes used;

however, this praetiee was limited by tbe fact that tbe medical doctor needed to present the story in a way

tbat made it likely that tbe patient was in need of surgery. In Christine & Milla, for instance, tbe medical

doetor who first saw tbe patient made use (probably not conseiously, I should stress) of tbis option,

presenting the case as a suspeeted bleeding of the upper gastro-intestinal traet, tbus making surgical

cmergeney intervention a possible neeessity. Another example was seen in Birgitte & Kim, where the

second-eall physieian contaeted tbe orthopaedic doetor because elbow-problems were not a part of the

usual speetrum on which to make deeisions in tbe medieal ward.

Technical rapid action

In the emergency wards and tbe admission wards, there were usually more tlian enough to do for tbe

intcrns. The young doetors often found themselves at a laek for time (Chapter 10, pl28) witb patients

waiting for their assessment for as mueh as several hours from the time they entered tbc hospital. This

produced a sense of stress in tbc doetor which in some settings was intensified by nurses repeatedly telling

tbc doetor that the patients were waiting.

Another eommon stressor was tbe caller (see Chapter 10, pl29) carried by the doctor. Sinee she was

usually the first eall — the first doctor to see tbe new patients — it was also her responsibility to answer

phone ealls from the different bed units ifproblems arose with a patient outsjde the time when doetors

wcre doing their daily rounds. This meant that a doctor who was faeed with having for example four new

patients in the adrnission vard (as experieneed by Niels, p129, footnote) suddenly needed to go to thc

other end of the hospital to take care of a problem with a patient he knew almost nothing about, extending
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the period of time before be could take care ofbis primary task in the adrnission ward. Not surprisingly,
tbis reduced tbe scope for reflection and acting on that reflection (Schön, 2006c) concerning tbe newly
acirnitted patients. It promotcd a certain style ofparticipation in tbe construction ofthe decisions: ‘gather
the-information-quickly-and-move-on-to-tbe-next-patient’.

To gatber tbe information, however, was not enough to be able to ‘move on’. Thc intern needed to
perform certain actions, exchanges (see Chaptcr 10), which would play thc responsibility for particular
parts of the patient’s problem into the hands of other actors, and which would usually involve various
kinds ofmedicai technology: Plan for a gastroscopy (Christine & Mi]ia, p71), order blood tests from the lab
(Birgitte & Kim), prescribe x-ray (Erik & Holger), or tbe use ofspecific tools (Hans & Susan).

Tbese notes on the different settings of the hospital indicate differences bctween tbem. This could be
enlightened further by examining what takes place in the outpadent cinics or in tbe daily round (see Ann &
John, Chapter 13 for an example). They also indicate similarity, however: They all facilitate working witb
the acute-simple problems; the all have patbways of solutions, which employ specific kinds of technology,
which allow for rapid progression in dealing with the patient’s problem; and tbe all have specific options
for action, which are more easily pcrformed within tbat particuiar setting10t.

Spectrums of normality

Tbese general notcs on different settings indicate, that each department and each setting withtn a
department bad different possible decisions that were easy to construct and manage and others that were
not and needed modification or transfer. However, the constraints on what kinds of decisions and what
styles of reasoning to work with are never completed or final. They are always ‘in tbe making’ (Barth,
1989). But certain settings seem to allow for a larger degrec of freedom, and the interns were usually not
awarc of how thc setting impacted tbefr participation in tbe construction of decisions. Wben moving from
one department to another, sometimes even from one part of a department to another, it was often
difficult to transfer tbe knowledge acquired in one sctting to the next. Louise experienced this when she
apparently forgot the spectrum of inflanimatory bowel disease when moving to the scction for endocrine
surgery. Birgitte experienced tbis when considerations of tbe patient’s home and need for daily care,
learned while in internal medicine, disappeared when working in the orthopacdic ward.

Wbcn we talked about these examples in tile interviews, the interns reflected on what I suggested and
wondered about it, could it really be? Their reaction was mostly one of regret: ‘Why did I not think of

101 An argument in favour of tbe technology-rapid-acrion approach would be, tbat focus on a speciflc problem leads to a more
evidence-based solution to this problem, because it is less confused by contextual factors. This is debatable. One recent example
should serve to illustrate this: Gormley et al. did a study on GPs’ practice of using the test for PSA (Prostate Specific Antigen).
The recent national guideline advocated that PSA was not used as a screeriing tool for prostate cancer. A number of GPs tid
this, however, and much variatlon was found m testing pracuces. Interesungly, the greater part of tbis variation was explained bygender: The male GPs used tbe test about three times more tban tbe fcmale GPs, the female GPs being more compliant with
the nauonal evjdence-based guidehnes (Gorrnley, Catney, McCall, Retiy & Gavin, 2006). The guideline recommended tbe use ofrectal examination as the obligatory screening tool, a tool tbat women used more consistently tban men on patients with relevantsymptoms (Murthy, Byron & Pasquale, 2004). This suggests that altbough a fast, focused and technology-using style - whichsome studies indicate are especially facilitated in male doctors (Burack, Irby, Carline, Ambrozy, Ellsbury & Stritter, 1997;Aurlien, Falck &Jacobsen, 1991; Lambert & 1-lolmboe, 2005) - may be efficient in manv cases, but it may also generate risk ofunnecessary testing and non-compliance to relevant guidelines.
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that?’ But in my perception their rcactions were understandable in thc context they were in at the time.
Most dinical settings have styles of reasoning virtually coming out of the walls and the floorboards, and it

takes serious reflection to choose to go in another direction. Thc intern is expectcd to continuously learn
throughout internship aud to bring that learning with her into future clinical positions. These examplcs,
however, show diat this may not always be the ease; that in some cases a significant level of de-learning
takes place in the course of adapting to a new clinical setting. Bayer et al. reported similar findings from
thcir study ofinternship, that learning may necessltatc eoncomitant de-learning, because the intern must
learn to focus on what is possible, manageable, ualued and treatabk in the specific department (Bayer et al.,

2003).

Tbe different clinical settings facilitate movements towards certain general types of decisions (as-problems
and fra-solutions) in the examples above: When Christine met Milla in the emergency ward, she was in a
setting almost exclusively prepared for dealing with simple acute cases, but already when Milla entered the

stationary ward, there was a greater space for other kinds of decisions. However, being in a department of
abdominal surgery, it was the usual diagnoses from the specirum of normality in this place that presented
themselves.

The faniily medicine clinic

In the consultation rootn of the family medicine clinie, the deeisions suggested by context were less

concrete and margins for re-construetion were wider. The patients were also more active due to a better

physical and mental condition compared with the patients admitted to the hospital (Bentzen, Hollnagel &

Lauritzen, 1997; McWhinney,1997c). The patients the interns encountered in the hospital had almost

always been seen by previous doctor who helped construct a decision by giving suggestions as to diagnosis,

the general condition of thc patient and by starting certain chains of events, like admitting the patient to

speeific department. But in the consultation room, it was the paticnt who was the prime initiator of the

construetion of cinical decisions: Is there a healtb-related problem? What is the nature of this problem?

Does it need treatment? If so - of vhat kind and from whom? When and where do I try to get help? In

otber words, the patient’s expIanaioy rnode/Q(Ieinman, 1980b)102 often played a much more significant part

in the construction of decision in this setting than in the hospital setting . The primary eonstructions were

again made outsidc ti-se doctor, but not just by the system that the doetor was represcnting and of which

she was an extension, but also by the very person who carried the problem and was in need of help. The

patient’s construction ofdeeisions did not always involve a elear-cut medieal task for the doctor, md even

if sueh a task seemed clear, it changed every time a new patient would enter the consultation room.

102 Kleinman argucd, that both patients and healer would form ideas about tbe patient’s health problem, which jncluded

reflection on questions like: Wby did this happen? Why did it happen now? What is happening? What will tids condition develop

in the future? What should I do about it? He found that an analysis of a clinical encounter in light of bis model for interaction

and creation of explanaiorv models (EMs) would shed important light on tbe process of rationality — and on how the doctor

handies tbe interaction, the decision-making process about how tbe decision to be made should be understood and what kind of

possible actions will be acceptable to both the patient and the doctor (Helman, 1994; Kleinman, 1980b)

Kleinman demonstrated tbe importance of the illness/disease distinction in relation to his work on explanarorv models.

Sometimes, tbe distinction is uken to be simply the patient’s perspecuve (illness) and the doctor’s perspecuve (disease). But his

point was rat.ber tbat illness was a perspective of expetience and practice, while disease was a way of categonation. Boih patlent aud

doctor could choose to focus on either the iliness or the disease, but in clinical practice, t.he panent would usually be sftuated in

his own experience, while the doctor would focus on how to categorize, diagnose and treat tbe padent’s conclidon (Kleinman,

1980b).
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Despite the subtle restraints of t}ie local spectrum of normality that would limit the option of transfer
between different settings (see Louise and Birgitte above), transfer of a decision-construct from one setting
to another did take placc. Thc family mcdicinc clinic proved to be a location with increased likelihood for
this kind of transfer. The following case is an example ofthis.

The case ofNiels andDiana

It is nine in the morning in the family medicine cinic. Niels has lust finished answering the phonc. Re
brings Diana (44 ycars) into the consultation room. She has been to see him once alteady because ofpain
in her knee and in her hip region. She is worried, she explains, because the pain is getting worse.

Diana: I am afraid the hip is wearing down. It locks. I have this thing with the knee and that slide in
my spine. I don’t know ifit’s the tendon, or... They tid not want to operate on my spine, and...
Niels: No, and tbat’s a good decision.
Diana: So they say.
Niels: You had some Voltaren?
Diana: They made mc dizzy. They don’t really heip.
(jause)
Niels: \Vhat is the worst thing about it?
Diana: It hurts so much, I almost scream... Somethmg is stuck... There is this pain, in here (points
with a finger in her left groin).
Niels: The way I see it, there is a connection between your knee and the pain in your hip.
Diana: I have been to ‘work testing’103.It is like, I think people watch mc and think: ‘Shc seems to be
okay. Why can’t she work?’. My fingers, there is something wrong with them. Sometimes I can’t use
them at all. Opening stuff and so on.
Niels: But they have already examined them. I don’t think, I can do anything about that.

They turn to talking about the knee-problem. Diana would like something to be done about it. Niels
is a little reluctant.
Niels: I could re-refer you [to tbe orthopaedic department]. But you are so young. It is rather early for
you to consider having a new knee. Let mc have a bok at your hip.
Diana: I feel that I have to use my bike to keep it from being totally miserable.

Diana climbs onto the couch. Niels examines her. First the right leg [the one without painl. Then the
left leg. Moves the knee and the hip, palpates the muscles. Finds a tender area in the trochariter and
gluteal regions. Examine for similar symptoms on the right side.
Niels: It’s all in the muscles. You need to do some strctching exercises.
Diana: But I am doing that all the time?
Niels: Which exercises do you do?
Diana demonstrates two exercises. Niels shows her one more, he thinks shc should do.
Niels: Should I re-refer you? You also need some pain medication. How much do you bike?
Diana: About 15 kilometres a day.
Niels: We could consider an injection in the tender area.
Diana: I would like an injection.
Niels: The next step would be to send you to the surgeons again.

°° A process of testing the abilities, interests, and skills ofa person with a Iower ability to work than expccted, usually after aperiod ofbeing absent from work for a longer period on the basis ofhealth care problems. It is initiated by the local socialauthonties.
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Diana: Well, I would like...
Niels: I think you should think about that.
They agree on an appointment next week.
Diana: I do have one more problem
Niels: Good, remember tbat til I see you next week.
Diana leaves.

Niels reflects to mc afterwards:

The problem is on the top floor (points to his forehead). There is nothing wc can do about her joints

and her muscles. She is distinctly sore on her bursa subtrochanterica, though. So, I’ll try giving her an

injection with steroids there. I tbink, it might heip her up here (points to his forchead). Did you see

how I could move her joints? No problems there. And you saw how she walks normally and gets on

and off tbe couch without problems. No, the problem is that she is aiming at getting a pension, and

that she is in work-testing right now. That’s what I think... I learned the evaluation of joints,

movements, and walking patterns when I was working in the emergeney ward. You could just hear it

when the approach the ward: dunk-dunk-dunk — that’s the sound of a sprained ankle.

I suggest thc possibility that Niels could decjdc to work with the social problem instead, and ask if he has

any reflections on that. Re says:

I am not too fond of all that cognitive thcrapy that some doctors do. It sounds like they just sit

around talking for half an hour about tbis and that. That is not therapy. It is just waste of time. For

instance: This patient with the hip-problem. It is duc to her present attempt to get a pension and the

difficuldes with tbis. lam certain ofit. But shehas to deal with it. I just have to make an evaluation of

the knee and the hip. And she is in no need of surgery or medication. It might do her good to use her

bicycie more, though.

Niels stays with the mcdical kind of decision although be is aware ofanothcr possibility but does not enter

this possibility vith the patient. He knows that the course of the padent’s suffering cxtend beyond

localizcd pain, but be manage to select thc one symptom in her story — the pain in her hip — and to

exarnine it as an acute-simpk problem — bursitis subtrochanteriea - md to find a tecbnica/-rapid-action solution —

steroid injection. So, in tbis cxample, the intern dealt witb the possibilities of medical problems and

medical solutions, taking the schemata of constructcd decisions within the medical culture as the

framcwork for (and hrnits to) his decisions. \X/ben he decided that there wcre not any more decisions of

this kind to be made, the consultation came to an end.

Transfer of decisions

Tbe intems all end tbeir internship in farnily medicine and t}iercfore all of them, whcn working in family

medicine, bad experienee with a number of different kinds of constructed deeisions from their work at the

departmcnts of surgery and internal medicine ancl for ways of participating in these dccisions. When a

situadon arose, whcre the decision became uneertain, they could draw upon thcir experiencc and try out

one of the known decision-eonstructs. These wqys seemed to work: Tbe patient presents a bealth related

problem. Tbe doctor takes the story md does tbe cxamination to determine what tbe problem is. Thc

doctor decides about treatment or deeides to do more examinations to determine the diagnosis. This is

very mueb like tbe process proposed by tbc Wulffmodel (Wulff, 1987b). Only, the interns did not choose

that these were the kinds of decisions in which they should participate as the result of a conscious mental
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process. Rather, it was a non-conscious or pre-conscious process, a kind ofmental habit where possible
actions — questions, movemcnts, gestures - presented thernselves to the doctor without too much
conscious reflection. The qucstions driv-ing tbe doctor’s acdons were apparently questions like thcse: What
is the disease?’ and thcn ‘What can I do about it?’ Like Erik said about Caroline:

Okay. First thought: It looks like impetigo. Right, second thought: Local treatment with Fucidin or
systemic treatrnent with Diciosil?

So, thc simple-acute dccision was casy to observe also in farnily medicine as well as in the hospital setting.
Does this imply that the doctors learn to embody the conditions of hospital work and bring them into their
work in family medicine? Do tbey learn ways to handle the patient’s participation in the construction of
decisions? To some extent the fieldwork indicates tbat this is, indeed, what happens. When Erik is thinking
1) what is it? — 2 what to do? (Erik & Caroline, pi 36) this is the relevant scheme learned by interns in the
orthopacdic ward, where focus is on speciflc problems and their need to be handled quicldy, as there are
other patients waiting (Erik & Holger, pi Il). Peter also found his orthopaedic expericnce useful in tcrms
oftbe clinical skills be gained, but also by teacbing him the stratcgy ofletting time provide an answer to the
patient’s problem ratber than search too hard for an answer right now. Whcn Nicis focuses on Diana’s hip
problem and limit his decision-making to whether there is need for specific surgical or medical
intervcntion, even though hc knows thc problem to be of a more complcx social and existential narure, be
is applying a decision learned in the hospital as well.

These examples of transfer of decisions may help explain how in the previous cases ti-se decision-construct
was adapted. Above, I found that the interns leamed local spcctrums of normality and that each spectrum
contained a number of possible diagnoses with associated pathways of diagnostics and possibilities for
therapy. Thc context of the clinic catalyzed those pathways wherc an acute-si,ibIe-classification (as-) and a
technical-rapid-action-solution (-tra) to the patient’s condition were available, even if this necessitated a
significant narrowing ofthe doctor’s perspective upon thc paticnt. The case above and the just referenced
cases suggest tbat this result oflearning in hospitals — spectrums ofnormality, asira pathways, narrow focus
of tbe clinical gaze1— is transferable. Even in family medicine where the scope for different kinds of
problems and solutions on ti-se face ofit is widcrt0t — even wider than the medical ciassifications of
diagnoses and therapics — ti-se basic scheme of decisions from hospital settings is stil applied.

Learrnng the decision-pathways

By learning thc decision patbway of 1) what is it — 2) what to do relating to the acute sirnp/e problem (linkcd to
a specific diagnosis) and the technical rapid aclion treatment, the interns acquire an effective way to handle
problems, a way that, as described, were given nuanccd forms in differcnt clinical settings. Thus, being able

104 return to the issue of Ihe c/inica/.gaZe in Chapter 14.
It is also likely, that the hospital conditions simply made it more difficult for the patienta there to participate in the

construction ofdecisions. Hospitals have been criticized for de-personalizing patients witb hospital clothes and rigid routines.l-lowever, the intern’s posiuion in the hospital may aiso limit possibilities for generating what has been termed shared decisionmaking (Edwards & Elwyn, 2006). The intern is bound to participate in the k.sla of ihe clinic (Chapter 10), widi ceruin tasks tofulfil, and the subordinate position as a te,nporapi resident makes it clifflcult to divert from these tasks, if the patient should suggestso. Furtber, the temporality is different in the hospital, where the doctor is always potentially lagging behind (Chapter 10, p126).
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to work in a problem-focused way and solve problems quickly was experienced by the intems as a

confirmation of competence1°6.

It was, howevcr, often difficuit for thc intems to examiric the patient properly due to poor light, lack of

space around tbe patient, old beds tbat were difficult to adjust or the fact that the doctor needed heip to

support tbe patient and no help was available. Or the patient might be situated in the hallway, where the

intern would feci it indecent to undress the patient, even though this was cirtically relevant and often

necessary in order to perform a sufficient physical exarnination. As one second-call physician at a

department ofinternal medicine sarcastically remarked: We only lift up their ciotbes just a littie when we

exaniine them’.

The fact that interns learn to accept these contextual limitations to medical practice may produce results

that are less than oprimal for the patient and not in line with standards ofmedical practice. But the fact

that speed is usually considered a positive aspect ofclinical practice, and one the must adapt to (sec Louisc,

pl3O), may teach tbe interns that this was the way it has to be. Consequcntly, the currents ofclinical space

(Chapter 10) were towards performing the physical examination speedily and taking less care to remove

ciotbing and secure optimal conditions for the examination as the interns progressed through intcrnship157.

The situational mood of the dinical setting not only affected speed. In the medical reception ward, for

instance (see Birgitte & Kim), classification ofpatients (as acute or non-acute), transfer ofpatients and

negotiations witb other departrnents became more urgent than precision and thoroughncss in diagnostics

and therapy. Like Birgitte said ironically: ‘always remember that the task ofthe doctor is to heal, to ease, to

comfort — and to re-transfert00’.Birgitte learned tbat awarcness ofpossibiliyfor tran!fer of patients is a

permanent part of the construction of decisioris. Thus, the possibility that Kim had an abscess of his elbow

(and the possibility to transfer him to the orthopaedic ward) came to the fore, almost overshadowing the

monstrous swelimg ofhis lower legs. In another case, tbe possibility ofdiverticulitist09 (and the possibility

to transfer thc patient to the surgical ward) made Birgitte neglect to reflect on and examlne for othcr

possible causes of abdominal pain. You could it express ti this way: Thc interns learn that if the cannot flt

the patient within the local spectrum of normality, and they cannot transfer the as-tra pathway to the

patient, tben, they can transfer the patient somewhere else.

This indicates that interns learn a kind of pragmatism already hinted at in Chapter 10, which allows them to

accept local spectrums of normality and the associated astra-pathways even when the patient does not fit

within this spectrum or this pathway. They learn to accept, that poor conditions for taking tbe story, doing

the examination, and planning the further process of diagnostics and therapv limit their ability to heip the

patient. This learning was largely unvoiced among the intcrns, although some (while in their private homes)

indicated frustration over these conditions. Tbere was littie explicit reflection on them in tbe clinical space,

apart from loose statements in the coffee rooms. This blind spot11°in their reflections may have important

106 And hence, as a re-inforcement of the formauon of professional identity described in Chapter 9.

1071 return to this issue of’speed’ in Chapter 15.
Flippokrates is said (although the origin is uncertain) to have defined dir physician’s task as ‘first do 00 harm, at times heal,

frequenriy ease and always comfort the panent’.
109 An infiammatory (usually infectious) condition in colon sigmoidum, the distal part of the larger intestine.

110 Note that it is apparently a blind spot in the decision model proposed by Wulff, as well: There is a direct link between the

first step — the relation between the doctor and dir pauent — and the coilection of data, with apparently no contextual restralnts

on what can be decided upon. When analyzing the material of the ficldwork, I feil victim to the same buindness, as the
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consequences for their patients: What was done was apparently to a large extent dependent on what kind
of decision was constructed around a particular patient. This was no doubt fine when the patient’s needs
and the dccision constructed corrclated. But sometimes — as indicated in Birgitte & Kim, Christine & Milla,
Erik & Caroline - this was not the case.

In these ways the interns learned about the different contexts for work and the different sets of decisions
and schemata to draw upon in problem solving. This was a Learning II (sce Chapter 5): Learning about the
context for what is relevant knowledge and information, the theme of Chapters 13-14, and learning how to
respond to this information, the theme ofChapters 15-16. This learning was in turn contextualized by the
general patterns ofrelations in the clinic and thefr perception ofself(Chapters 9 and 10).

Conclusion

How do doctors learn to recognize pattcrns in decision-making?111The interns learn to recognize and work
with different ‘spectrums of normality’ for different clinical settings. Each of thcse spectrums has a set of
acute-simple decisions to work with, typically leading towards a speciflc diagnostic heading with a set of
relevant actions to follow. It is these spectrums that define and catalyze the decisions to work with. And it
is these ‘patterns’ the interns learn to know and thus become able to handle the kinds of decisions that
appear in the different settings. They do not learn to recognize the patterns ofthe decisions in thepatien4
but the possible decisions in a ipecific con%ext (which includes the patient). So, ihe interns do learn to
recognize patterns in the cinical context for the problem: the Ioca/rpectrurn of norrnaIiy that provides a
framework for the patient and the patient’s problem. This context-recognition goes before and beyond pattern
recognition.

In addition, the interns leam how to transfer decision-constructs from known settings when they frnd
themselves in a situation where the decision is not sufficiently defined by the local spectrum ofnormality
(e.g. in family medicine). The astra pathway from the emergency ward is an often used decision-construct in
these situations. Learning the different kinds of decisions and learning the spectrums of normality in the
different settings is a considerable task for the intern, but stil not as extensive as developing a professional
identity (see Chapter 9). Ratber, this is Learning II, learning about what constitutes knowledge in different
settings and situations, learning a framework witbin which to think and solve problems.

This chapter began in family medicine with a decision that at first sight appeared natural (Erik & Caroline),
but in the context of the other clinical settings we found that decision in family medicine was rather limited
compared to the potendal spectrurn of possibilities. The general pattern was to search for a possible astra
pathway in line with the local spectrum ofnormality. But why do the interns learn to aim at a simple-acute
decision when possible? What is the style of reasoning, or c/inica/ reason, they learn to employ in their work
and how is this reason itseif constructed? This is the theme ofChapter 12.

construction ofdecision was the last of the four processes to enter my descnpuon of different constructions. It was only afterreading about how problems were defined in a process ofreflection-in-action (Schän,2006a) that I realized the possibleimportance of this process and started looking for it in my fieldnotes and intcrviews.
11 Sub-question 2. See Chapter 1, p2l.
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Chapter 12

Clinical reason
How strong is the evidence?

In this chapter, the role ofevidence-based medicine is discussed in the light of ihe dirent kinds ofclinica/ decisions in which

interns learn toparticljate.

Introduction

Chapter 11 demonstratcd how different cinical settings tend to construct clifferent kinds of decisions,

facilitating the enacting of an acute-simple problem (as-) and the associated search for technical-rapid

action solution (-tra), when possible. In Chapter 5, I introduced theories of rationality, including Weber’s

ideal types, the studies by Evans-Pritchard and Winch ofrationality as an integrated part ofa particular

society, and the discussion ofwhat kind of rationality characterizes science and tbc practicc of sciencc. In

this chapter, I discuss the relation bctween the theories of rationality, and the ftndings of Chapter 11. A

central theme in this discussion is the role of scientific evidence in dlinical practice.

The decision to search for a diagnosis implics certain rules about cause and effect, about connecting certain

expressions and signs to a specific diagnostic category (Wulff, 1994). This is what lan Haeking termed a

sy/e of reasoning (Hacldng, 1982), which allows the doctor to proceed from decision to deciding (see Chapter

11, pi 35). In Chapter 11, the prevailing style was found to apply to the as-tra scheme and to be integrated

in both the structure of the clinical setting and the possibilities for helping the patient. The orthopaedic

emergency wards in the study, for instance, wcre made to allow casy access from the outside, a fast

assessrnent by the doctor, easy access to the radiological ward (witb drawn lines on the floor to follow) and

easy access to different kinds of bandages.

Hacking found that although dlifferent styles ofreasoning can be and often are present at the same time,

there is usually one which enjoys supremacy, the official autbority to the extent that some ways of

reasoning may be termed irrational. Tbis echoes how Evans-Pritchard in 1937 found the Azande style of

reasoning to be inferior to the preferred style of the British academic (Evans-Pritchard, 1976)112. ‘-r
implication that different people might have different ways of reasoning and that their legitimacy could not

be based on general standards but needed to be evaluated as part ofiocal practice and local social strucrure

was novel at the time”3.

The predominant ideal for c[inical reasoning today is known as evidence-based medicine (EBM). This term

covers a wide fange of activities from medical research to medical practice with the aim of producing the

most valid kind of knowledge to assist the diagnostic and therapeutic decisions in the cinical encounter

(Sackett, Rosenberg, Gray, Haynes & Richardson, 1996; Straus et al., 2005b). It is relevant at this pomt to

ask ourselves what the relation may be between the CoD described in the previous chapter and EBM. One

implies that decisions are made by context, the other that decisions are made by evidence. What are we to

beieve and — more important in this contexr — what role does FBM play in what the interns learn?

112 See the short presentation on rationality in Chapter 5, p61.
“3Tbe novelty of this idea should probably make us less condemningabout his evaluauon of the Azande.
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As before, I will present a case and examples from the fieldwork as a starting point for the exploration. I
wiiI then move on to a brief excursion into the theories of rationality introduced in Chapter 5, and, finally,
present a proposition of how to understand the kind of clinical reasoning learned in internship.

Thc case o[Hans andNynne

It is a morning in April in the family medicine clinic. Hans is busy in his consultation room. Re brings in
woman, Vibe, with her daughter, Nynne, who is four months old. Hans has told me in advance that the
problem is that it varies how much Nynne eats. He adds that tbe father has osteogenesis imperfecta, and
the mother suffers from dwarfism. Vibe briefly presents the eating problem for Hans.

Hans: Okay. Is there anyrhing else about her, you have noticed? She is lonking lovely.
Vibe: Weil, I wouldn’t have brought her hete if it hadn’t been for the nurse-strike right now. [which
means that the home-nurse taking house-cafls with small children is unavailablel.
Hans: Are you worried?
Vibe: She never gets above 750 miffi-liters intake a day... She gets Movichol for the stomach
problem.
Hans: How about just giving her what she shows you she needs. Infants are amazing in that way.
Vibe: Nynne docsn’t scream when she is hungry... It is a big issue for us... If she weigh 5000 grams
then she is underweight, you know.
Hans: Why don’t we weigh her, then?
Hans brings the scales. Vibe lays Nynne on the couch and undresses her, then places her on the
baby-scales. Hans plays with Nynne on the scales, exarnines her arms and legs, her stomach, her face
and skull.
Hans: 5050 grams. You are doing well, Vibe. You are just worried.
Vibe dresses Nynne again. Hans writes an entry in Nynne’s file on the computer.
Hans: What do you think about the things I tell you?
Vibe: li does give me some comfort to know. But what if she has to eat five times? because of the
blood sugar?
Hans: Yes, well, just ny to let her decide how much she eats. And if there is anything else that
concerns you about her, just bring her hete again.
Vibe: I have been on the internet page, die horne-nurse page, and e-mailed them and stuff. It’s... In
some ways she is four months and in some ways she is two, but that’s how it is. li is important for
me to say, that this is not a ‘special case’. She is a normal child.

A multitude of reasoning

In this case, several concornitant themes of medical reasoning present tbernselves. There is one line of
reasoning concerning genetics: Certain disorders of growth are caused by genetic abnormalities, and these
may be hereditable. There is a line of reasoning concerning prevention: There may be certain risk faetors
for a patient, which the doctor must asccrtain to, if possible, reduee these risks or provide early relevant
therapy. In addition, there is a line of reasoning often encountered in family medicine: It is important to
understand the fatnily context of the patient and include this in the perspective upon the patient’s
eondition. But Vibe also presents a line ofreasoning for the encounter, which is not strietly medical:
Nynne is only at the clinie, because she cannot go to the standard tests at the nurse (due to the strike). So,
she is not there beeause she has a health problem, but because this is a standard requirement.
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Hans accepted that Vibc made thc decision about what they should talk about. Mready in his opening

statement — ‘she is looking lovely’ — he signal to tbc mother tbat bis starting point for the encounter is, that

Nynne is a wonderful child. But be also maintained a focus on tbe medical issues. Hans examined tbe child
(following tbe mother’s wishes), although be bad done tbis recently and was not afraid tbat tbe giri was in
need ofmcdical attention right then. Hc then told tbe mother that cvcrything was Ene, bot that be was

always willing to sce tbe child again because this cbild could risk develop different diseases due to the

genetic disposition ofhis parents (following tbe medically constructed decision ‘a child witb genetic
disposition for disease should be given extra attention to determine a possible diagnosis and treatment’).

But Vibe insisted tbat the child was a normal child and that she only came because of the strike, not

because tbere was a medical problem. Hans accepted tbat tbis is her viewpoint (her starting point or

context for constructing decisions), but told mc afterwards tbat, of course, tbis child should be given extra

medical attcntion”4.

So, Hans let tbe mother determine tbe cxplicit decision that they should work witb, but in his actions and

rcasoning stuck to tbe medically constructed decisions of “finding diagnosisand-treatment” or

“determining-risk-and-prevention”. Just like when be told Hanne, tbe next padent after Nynne, a 45 years

old woman who was sad, confused and bad worrics about her work and family that he was wiiling to listen

(accepting the pasient’s construction of decisions about what is important), but tbat he could not heip her

(from tbc perspective of a medically constructed decision, because be could not find a specific diagnosis

and no medical or surgical treatment for the problem). He was a bit surprised that the patient (and others

like her) seemed to be grateful for his time and his listening: ‘I am not helping tbem. I would not know

what to do’115.

The case illustrates a muldtudc of reasoning in tbe cinical cncounter, which are often present. In Louise &

Grete (p105), Grete’s primary interest was to get a prescription for a pain-killer, and cafied Louise to get

tbat. But Louise was more concerned about finding an explanadon for Grete’s condition. In Erik &

Caroline (p136), tbe grandmotber wished for antibiotic pilis to prcvent tbc impetigo from ‘breaking out’,

while Erik knew impetigo to be a self-limiting condition for ti-se individual, however, one wbieh was highly

contagious and thus should be reduced, ifpossible. In Niels & Diana (p144), Niels suspected that Diana

wanted him to say that shc could not foilow tbe work-testing program and deliberately chose not to enter

this line of reasoning and stay instead with the part of the problem which could be sufficiently dealt with

within an astia patbway. In tbcse eases of reasoning tbere are elements of genetics, prevention, and family

(Hans & Nynne), but also ofmierobiology (herpes zoster in Louise & Grete; impetigo in Erik & Caroline),

musculo-skelctal dynamics and social suffering (Niels & Diana).

The challenge of uncertainty

The challenge of dealing witb uncertainty is what tbe interns is faced witb in their einical work, and thc

different kinds of reasoning involved in tbe cases helps them deal witb this challenge by conneeting a

114 Note that Hans accepts tbe existence of several sinsultaneous processes ofreasoning, bot manage to navigate towards a
solution which honours both his obligations as a medical professional and the mother’s wishes and concerns. The potential of

this acceptance of ambiguity and complexity is explored in Chapter 18.
115 Hans really wants to heip her. His statement is an expression of modesty and of respect toward the professionals trained ro

work with existential and psycho-social matters. “1 haven’t”, he explained to me, “been educated in these matters, so I should

not pretend to be some ksnd of psychologist or priest”.
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particular problem to larger pools of knowledge (Eraut, 1 994b), including catalogues of problems and
solutions to problems. The challenge of dealing with uncertainty is well-known as a condition of dinical
work, indeed, of all kinds of professional work (Eraut, I 994a). In mcdicine, the ideal for dcaling with
uncertainty is ti-ie logics ofpathology (see Chapter 14) and it has been so for approximately two ccnturies
(Foucault, 2000; Porter, 1997a), but as we often do not know the chains ofcausality ofa condition, there
has been a rise of the supplementary and compatible logic of epidemiology, showing if not causal links
then at least statistical associations between factors (Hamlin, 2004).

In the critiquc ofbiomedicme, these scientiflc trends (and associated styles ofreasoning) ofpathology,epidemiology and EBM are seen as a cause for the conservatism of medicine. Tbis is, however, not entirely
fair. In their origin, all of these movements were countcr-movements, rebellions against established dogma.Pathology was a kind of search for processes of diseases that wcre treatable, and this proved a successful
strategy. This was not meant to exclude cverything else, as the famous pathologist RudolfVirchow (1821-
1902) stated: ‘Medicine is a social science in its very bone and marrow’ (Wolf 1995). Epidemiology was ascarch for associations outside the body and thus to some extent a counter-movement to pathology. Theresults of epidemiology have as often as not been a critique of socia1 structures, working condidons and thestate of houses and sanitation (Hamlin, 2004). Whcn the movement towards EBM started in the 1950s, itwas a critique of established medical practices wbich, the founders of che movement stated, were based onhaphazard expcrience and common sense, whcn it could and should be based on the specic kind of
cxpcrimcntal logic inherent in the randomizcd controlied trial (Evidence-Based Medicine Working Group,
1992; F{iil, 1952; McWhinney, 1997a; Sackett et al., 1996).

All tbesc kinds of Iogics, though in the outset in part contradictory, were integrated in the mcdical
curriculum and culture as ways of dealing with the complexity of clinical problems and it has been largelyforgotten that they have different origins and different purposes. There is a tendcncy to take them for
granted, and not question their normative status; and forget that they originally arose from specific
prevailing notions in medicine aimed at specific problems.

Evidence-based medicine

The past thrce to four decades have significantly increased available knowledge on how clinical decisions ismade and how they shou/d be made to produce the most favourablc results for the patient. The
development of the Randomized Controlled Trial (RC’T) as the golden standard of clinical research (Hull,1952; Wulff& Gøtschc, 2006) has been a parallel, but ciosely associated process; and RCTs continue toprovide significant contributions to cinical decision-making. The prevailing trend and ideal of clinical
reasoning is evidence-based medicine (EBM), a term and a movement which gained momentum in thebeginning ofthc 1990s (Evidence-Based Medicine Working Group, 1992). It has been employcd on a widcnumber of clinical fleids, extending to nursing science (Hansen, 2004) and social work as well
(Sommerfeld, 2005). It has been institutionalizcd in the Cochrane Library and the Cochranc Institutes, andcinical guidelines made to give clinicians a condensed and practical guide to the handling of specific healthcare problems are being made in accordance with the ideals of EBM.

EBM stands today as the most promincnt stratcgy for reasoning in medicine and has maintained thisposition through more than a decade. It includes ways of trying to evaluatc all the different kinds ofknowledge available and connect them to the individual clinical encourltcr in a meaningful way, tbat is, inthe way that is cxpected to bring the best rcsults for this particular patient. It is a search for the one route
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of action that — weighing all the pros and cons against each other — wiU lead to vie best result of the
encounter (Straus et aL, 2005b).

In the same period that saw the rise oEEBM, the revolutionary developmcnt ofpersonal computers and
software has made other related developments possible. Several software tools have been made to assist

cinical decision-making, scientiflc databases (including vie Cochrane Library mentioned above) have been

made accessible via the Internet and an inereasing number of Internet sites provide evidence-based

information. The past 10-20 years, we can safely say, have made availablc to todav’s clinician a tremendous

amount of information and a large number of electronic tools to heip vie dinician find relevant

information that simply was not there before.

Clinical decision analysis

One of these tools is Clinical Decision Analysis (CDA), which was proposed by tbe editorial team behind

one ofthe important textbooks on EBM (Straus et al., 2005b). CDA is — in their opinion — the best way to

make a clinical decision, because it gathers all the available rcseareh information, compares it to the

mformation in vie specific case, makes statistical evaluation of the clifferent possible outcomes and on the

basis of this decides on a strategy for moving forward:

Occasionally, when we are attempting to answer a question about therapv, the rcsults of our search
will yield a clinical decision analysis (CDA)... A CDA stans with a diagram called a ‘decision tree’;
this ifiustrates vie targct disorder, the alternative treatnient strategles, md their possible outeomes...
The ‘winning’ strategy, and preferred course of c]inical action, is the one that leads to vie highest

utility. . . (Straus et aL, 2005b)

This strategy, despite its thoroughncss or perhaps because of it, is not without difficulties, however:

While on clinical services, we’ve encountered an insurmountable time barrier to the use of CDAs. .

discussions with our colleagues with significant expertise in tbis arca, few are able to tackle thcm in
real-time... The result is elegant, and we sometimes wish we could do it for all our patients, but the
process takes us an average of 3 days to complete just one simple tree (Straus et al., 2005b).

So, although a CDA may very wdll be tlie best basis for making dinical decisions and what should be

aimed at in cinical practice, tbis is impossible in practice due to the amount of time required. The autbors

also state that a CDA can only ‘occasionally’ be generated for a clinical problem. This will usually be rather

limited problem — for cxample to prescribe or not to prescribc anticoagulants following an episode of

embolic lung disease (Straus, Richardson, Glasziou & Haynes, 2005c), that is, a choice between only two

different courses of action (assuming tI-iat both options are equally possible within vie hcalth care system in

wbich vie patient is situated) following a condition with a well-defined md thoroughly investigated

diagnosric category. To do this it is necessary first to set aside otber possible health care issues, vie patient’s

age, work, family, etc, in vie search for relevant evidence.

How strong is the evidence?

This creates vie paradoxical situation that even though cvidence stands as vie ideal in terms of lcnowledge,

and EBM as vie ideal for clinical reasoning it is difficult or impossible to live up to that ideal in actual
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practice. How come medical knowledge is, at the same time, very powerful, some scholars have said
‘hegemonic’ and incompatible with cinical practice? Simply put: How strong is evidence in practicc?

Evidence is considered the best form of medical knowledge, and knowledge, in medical education, is
usually understood as the knowledge of textbooks and scientific articles, which the students strive to
acquire. This is what Ford called kept knomledge (Ford, 1975), that is, kept in the intern’s memory and
physical skilis. The intern must, indeed, know something and have certain skilis. But thc possibility for
actual use of ‘knowing-that’ and ‘knowing-how’ (Ryle, 1949) is focused and limited by the situation. The
intern’s possibilities to recali and make use ofknowledge increases with her expcrience with the context in
question, and with the proper clues for recall and space for reflection and choice of action. But as the case
stories indicate: Medical knowledge is fragile. It is easily overheard or disrcgarded in the cultural currents
ofclinical space (Chapter 10). Thcre is something fascinatingly paradoxical in this: that the medical
knowledge which aims to be a solid and true representation of reality tums out to be a very fragile
component of medical practice.

This very paradox underlies the movement of EBM: It was the difficulty to change practices based on
unccrtain cxperience and local traditions and organization that fuelled the movemcnt towards better and
stronger evidence as the lever which could change medical practices. The gcneration of more powerful
databases, larger projects with more statistical power, meta-analyses and extensive cinical guideines can be
scen as a well-motivated armaments race towards improving medical practicc. The advcrsary in this
arrnaments race is elusive: It is the traditions, established practices, organizational structures — medical
culture. In a way the entire evidence-based movement can be seen as an experiment towards changing the
construction ofaction (see Chapters I 5-16) by trying to influence thc coastruclion ofinformation (sec Chapters 13-
14). What are tjie results of that experiment? How much can evidence change practice?

Richard Grol is the director of the Centre for Quality of Care Research in the Netherlands, one of the
world’s leading centres for rcsearch and development in the fleld of quality and quality improvement in
health care. In his research on the use of evidence in clinical practice, he finds that

One of the most consistent findings in health services research is the gap between best practice (as
determined by scicntiflc evidence), on the one hand, and actual clinical care, on the other. Studies in
countries such as the United States and the Netherlands suggest that at least 30-40% ofpatients do
not receive care according to current scientific evidence, while 20% or more of the care provided is
not needed or potentially harmful to patients (Grol & Grimshaw, 2003; Gro! & Wensing, 2004).

This would indicatc that at most 40-50% of patient receive a relevant treatment according to current
scientiflc evidence. The initiatives towards increasing that number are extensive. Quality improvement,
implementanon ofguidelines, and identification ofbarriers are often used terms for these efforts. But this
is apparently a difficult exercise. Grol even speaks of lhefai/are ofiwplementation and states that

various tbeories and models for ehange point to a multitude of factors that may affect the successful
iniplementation ofevidence. However, the evidence for their value in the fleld is stil limi When
planning complex changes in practice, potential barnets at various levels need to be addressed.
Planning needs to take into account the nature of the innovation; charactenistics ofthe profcssionals
and patients involved; and the social, organisational, economic and political context (Gro! &
\Vensing, 2004).
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If scientific evidence was powerful enough to constitute a current in itseif similar to the role of dinical space
(Chapter 10, pl3l), then surely Grol would not experience so mueh difficulty in promoting change. Ris
tecommendation to focus on the elinical actors and the eontext eehoes frie constroetion of telarions and
the construetion ofdeeisions described in the previous chapters.

Thus, it is not the knowledge and the experience that determine the action. li is the possibilities fot action

that determine what kind of knowlcdge or expericnce to employ, seareb for or recall in a given situation. In

Niels & Diana (Chapter 11, pl44), Niels is lirnired in his acrions by rhe serting of the elinie. Re eannot
change eonditions in the patient’s private life or het relations to other people. He ean offer to ease her pain

using the tools and therapies avallable in frie elinie. But to do that, he needs to reduee her problem and the

foeus of the elinieal eneounter to an astra pathway.

In tbe metaphor of navigating an ocean, knowledge (or at least what is considered ‘knowledge’ or

‘evidenee’ within medicine) is not a current like dlinical spaee. Knowledge, in frie praetice of tbe intems, is

in the waters rhey are saiiing; it is necessary to be able to sau at all, but medieal knowledge — concepts,
textbook deseriptions, graphs and tables in articles — is easily transformed in practiee and rnoved by iocal

eurrents and weather. This is frie reason for the paradox: Although knowledge is everywhere, immanent

and thus possessing a quality ofrealiry and presence, it is also exrremely sensirive ro changes in the

environment. Perhaps this double aspeer of knowledge is besr eaptored by rbe enigmarie insight of

Reraeirus: ‘Everyrbing flows’ (Janaway, 1995).

Clinical reason is not EBM

There has continuously been a voice of opposition to frie approach of EBM — represented by many,

ineluding doerors engaged wirh elinical work and researeh — who have argued that EBM negates the

imporranee of frie patient’s wishes and coneerns, and also negates frie importance of rhe doeror’s elinical

experience in the interpreration of the patient’s story and elinical signs (Feinstein & Rorwitz, 1997;

jacobsen, 2003; Vestbo, 1999) 116 Tbe ones in favour of EBM reply that, indeed, the patienr’s perspeetive is

iinporrant and should be given significant weight in tbe decision about different alternative routes of action

in an effort to choose the possible ooteome thar rhe patient prefers (Straus et al., 2005b). They have also

argued that elinical experience, of course, is neeessary, but that one should also be eareful not to let

singular cases from the past influence frie practice of frie present and fiat rafrier than choosing “what we

feel like” or “what we usually do” (similar to frie affiktual and traditional types presented by Weber), the

doetor should actively reflect on the patient’s case and try to find the knowledge — indeed the evidenee —

that is relevant to rhis case, using rextbooks, websites and — if possible — meta-analyses of the specifie

medical problem.

116 David Saekett is, perhaps, the single individual who is considered to best personify tbe EBM movement. His statements on

tbe subjeet are tberefore usually taken quite seriously. He specifieaily states that EBM is about integrating individual clinical

expertise aud best cxsernal evidenee, tbus emphasizing not just tbe evidence but also tbe clinician making use ofit. He also

argues that EBM is possible to perfonn witbin tbe framework of daily cliniral work (Saekett et at, 1996). However, tbere is a

discrepancy berween what be says EBM is and tbe way tbe term is understond by otbers: Tbe evidence is given preference above

individual expertise and it is found to be diffieult to perform in practice. Again — I make nu attempt to cunelude. I just nute tbe

cumplexity uf tbe matter. Tbe realizanun that even tbe produetiun of evideuce may be influenced by ecunomie interesis ur

pulitical agendas (Cundiff 2007) makes tbe status of EBM even more diffieult to ascertain.
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The discussion above inclicates that the problem with EBM is not that it is insensitive to the patient’s
wishes or looks down upon dinical experience. EBM may be sensitive to the patient’s wishes, but only afier

problem or a decision has been defined. Thc problem is that EBM cannot heip us conslruct decisions. Or
rather, evidence exist mostly for those kinds of problems which are acute-simple. In addition, as Strauss et
al. noted , it is not easy to perform EBM within the temporal and physical limitations of the dinic;
limitations that the intems have learned to embody to be able to work as dllnicians (see Chapter 9 and 10).

This is an important finding: Evidence exists in the cinical complexity ofintemship. It is available in
books, journals, and wcbsites. It is used in the local md national guidelines for specific conditions’17.It is
referred to in ilie communication bctween doctors. However, it does not generate tbe decisions that intern
have to learn to participate in. It needs a decision to be made, a question to be specified, before the use of
cvidence is relevant (Straus, Richardson, Glasziou & Haynes, 2005a).

If we accept that the process ofconstructing decisions is inherent in all dinical encounters, a new
perspective on thc discussion on EBM emerges. In the examples shown, it was the proccss of constructing
decisions that contributed most to reducing the uncertainty of the dllnical situation. Only when the
problem bad been reduced md given a direction — ‘we oecd to find a diagnosis for tbis condition’, or ‘tbis
patient is in need of immediate treatment’ — did the question of evidence become relevant. Even hardcore
crusaders of EBM will agree that no amount of evidencc wifl tel a doctor what kind of problem is hest to
discuss witb a speciflc patient before that patient has had a chance to enter the scene. So, maybe, what tbe
opposition to EBM implies is that it is making the right construction of a decision, constructcd by the
interaction between ine significant actors in a speciflc context, tliat is the most important part of the
doctor’s work and, as a consequence, this should be an important part of medlical education as well. And
then — but only thcn — a search for relevant eidencc may be important with a view to fmding the best way
to deal with this particular decision in this particular situation°.

The currents of clinical reason: a bricolage

Thc cases indicate that different styles of reasoning exlsts side-by-side nr on top of one another in
medicine — EBM, epidemiology, patbology — along with ways of practice, wbich also include reasoning —

the practice of the dlinical expert, the practice of the patient. All of these meet in the clinical cncounter, md
the interns in the study were faced with the challenge ofintegrating tbem through the construction of
decisions and deciding what to do. Evidence enjoys more legitimacy in the texts md discourse of medicinc.
But tbe style of reasoning in clinical practiee is different. Tbis is in line with studies that find the practice of
medicine to be more traditional than evidence-based (Matzen, 2003).

Medicine is not unique in this respect. Bachelard claimed that although one epistemology would usually be
most visible md given most credit within a scientiflc discipline, different epistemologies — older or
alternative - might exist in parallel md affeet the use of terminology md the basic assumptions of the
disciplinc (Bachelard, 1976). Itis tempting to sce this in tbe discussion on cinical reason. In tbis and the
prevlous, I have briefly recounted some of the controversies in medical knowledge: The ancient divide

117 In the family medicine chnics in parucular, recent national guidehncs were available on tbe shelf: (Badskjær, 2005;
Christensen, Færgemann, Heebøll-Nielsen, Lous, Madsen & Stender, 2007; Dnvsholm, Hansen, Henderson, Norringriis &
Schultz-Larsen, 2004; Müller, 2006; Sørensen & Koefoed, 2005).

I return to this sugggested role for EBM in Chapters 17 and 18.
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between the Cosians and the Cnidians (Chapter 5), the introduction ofvarious knowledgc types in medical

education (Chapter 2), and the recent struggie betwcen EBM and the inertia of medical traditions (above).

Djfferent knowledgc types, developed elsewhere and for different purposes, enter the discipline, motivated

by a change in need and become an integratecl part of the dynamic patchwork of medical knowlcdge

(Hamlin, 2004; Porter, 1997b).

The discipline of medicine, in this way, performs the approach to problem-solving, Levi-Strauss dubbed the

brico/etir in contrast to the crafisrnan. The craftsman is the trained individual who has the right tools and

employs them in the way they are intended to be used. The bricoleur, instead, is using whatever tools are at

hand and using them for whatever job is at hand, no matter if this is what the tools where originally meant

for (Lévi-Strauss, 1966).

When the interns work and try to work in accordance witb the best principles of tbe medical discipline,

they are, in effect, attempting to perform this historical epistemological bricolage, on an individual levd,

without being aware of it. Tbis unawareness apparently hides some of the reasons that impact the decisions

and tbe reasoning of clinical practice.

In addition, the interns contribute with a situational bricolage: For example, Hans had trouble finding tbe

correet tool for turning tbe eyelid inside out, a procedure used in tbe examination of the eye, and be got

used to using a swab (valpind) instead. Ann, in family medicine, found tbat she was using all kinds of

knowledge that she picked up from newspapers or personal expericnce, because her medical knowledge

just did not seem wide enough to cover tbe problems presented by her patients. Birgitte found that in

order to communicate properly with Kim, that is get tbe information she needed, she bad to use what she

called her “mother-voice”. All of them were using tbe tools at hand for the job at hand.

In Birgitte & Kim (p4l) it is possible to recognize elements of different styles of reasoning — of tbc relation

between fever and the redness ofthe legs, the possibility to combine these two to the diagnosis of

erysipelas, the microbiological knowledge that this is caused by a bacterial infection and the

pharmacological knowledge that the patient may benefit from the treatment with penicillin. But the actual

framing ofKim’s problem lies in the combination ofa number of othcr elements as well — including the

elbow and bis drug abuse problem and the fact tbat the case took place in tbe evening in the medical

visitation ward. Powerful currents of reasoning take the story in different directions, and even though

clements of what we consider legitimate rnedical logic are present, they are not capable of providing a

sufficient understanding of either the patient or the clinical practice.

We cannot dismiss ti-ds matter by claiming diat it is Birgitte’s inexpericnce that causes her to be a bricoleur.

Rather, she is still new at being a doctor and tries to become a crafrsman, but is stunted in her way forward

with tbis patient. Instead, it is her second-call, an experienced clinician, who practices the art of tbe

brieoleur by including a possible logic of surgery, of treating drug abuse, of the simple, acute ease and the

complex, chronic case with a certain acceptance ofuncertainty and acceptance that, maybe, she will not

even be able to heip tbe patient. She is able to proceed, I would argue, because she does not limit herself to

one particular style ofreasoning.°9

119 Again, this aspect of clinicai practice parallels a more general phcnomenon of medicine. The taxonomy of diagnoses is a case
in point: Some diagnoses are referred to as specific patbological entities (i.e. myasthema gravis), some the causal result of specific

agents (i.e. pneumococcal pneumonia), some being purely descnptive, eitber as a conglomeraoon of symptorns (i.e. morbus
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Conclusion

A cinical style of reasoning exist which provide a framework for tbe kinds of decisions described in
Chapter 11. Therc is a tendency to assurne (and criticize) that this framework is evidence-based medicine,
but the cases demonstrate that clinical reason is a bricolage made up by many influences and EBM is made
use of in, rather than the basis for, this style ofreasoning.

The intems have learned this style ofreasoning as the ideal for medical practice. This style is relevant for
health problems that are simple and acute, and which can be dealt with fast and efficiently; thus, they learn
to focus on the part of a patient’s problem in line with this basic decisional frame. There is a bierarchv of
knowledge involved as well, where the logic of patbology, epidemiology and evidence-based medicine
(EBM) is given highcr legitimacy than other forms in text’25,if not in practice.

This hclps the interns to adapt to thc different settings, but also lcssen tbeir artention to and experience
with decisions that are not acute and simple, and their ability to consciously reflect on and discuss the use
of styles of reasoning with less legititnacy in medical texts. These include the expcrience of the intern and
the expericnce of the patient. In some settings, even their learning of dealing with the acute and simple
decisions according to standards for cinical practice may be negatively influenced by the departmental
focus on production and speed. This learning is no doubt important to be able to work in and contribute
to a given clinical setting. But it is also at this level oflearning that a number ofdecisions are ruled out; in
particular thosc with chronic or complcx aspects and where no technical rapid action prescnts itseif.

The interns have to learn how to deal with the uncertainty of human suffering. Their general social
competence and awareness of seif (see Chapter 9 and 10) was the necessary foundation for this, but they
also learned how to participate in the construction of certain decisions, for which there were relevant
courses of action within a given context (Chapter 11). In the course ofthe cighteen months ofintemsbip,
the doctors experienced a number of different kinds of decision constructs that were relevant in their
interaction witb a patient in a given context. The reasoning employed in dealing with different decisions
helped them generate tbe information they needed; information that would allow certain actions to be
performed. In the following two chapters, I describe what they learned about the construction of
information, before finally turning to the construction of action in Chapter 15.

Meniére) or a specific, but unexplained piece ofinformation (i.e. essential hyperrension). Some diagnoses even fall into thespectrum of what is these days known as ‘medically unexplained symptoms’, a paradoxical category of non-categorizability.
Thus, it is easy to recognize the episremological bricolage in the ciassification of diseases. There are ideals about being able tociassify diseases on a basis of solid knowledge about cause and effect, tbe factors — genetic or environmental — that togerherproduce the pathological processes that lead to the development of a state of disease in the patient, bur medical textbooks arefull of question marks regardmg these issues. This is what medical science is usually about — the discovenng of the relevantfactors and the unravelling of their interrelation. Clinical practice could, therefore, be seen as dweffing (Ingold, 2000a) in a realityof uncertainty in which the clinician must try to generare islands of certainty that allow her to use the avallable inventory —diagnostic and therapeutic — to help the patient.
125 In Chapter 14 the issue of medical texts is revisited along with the way certain kinds of knowledge enjoy more legitimacy.
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Chapter 13

Construction of information
How does a cliffererice make a difference?

In ihis chaptet, I describe ho»’ information is used and made in Iheprocess ofdecision-makin including ihe role ofthepatient

as a source ofi,/ormation.

Introduction

Thc present chapter follows up on the reflections on the styles of reasoning in the practice of medicine,

which I began in Chaptcr 5. The central thcme remains the idea that there are several coexisting styles, with

some being more visible or socially sanctioned than orhers in a given context. In the previous two chapters

the focus was on the construction of decisions that provide a framework for clinical practice. In this

chapter, I turn to how that framework is stabilized and used to generate information that allows certain

actions to take place and how the intcrns learn to participate in this process.

The chapter is slightly different in its composition compared with the previous chapters. It includes two

extensive cases. Tbere is really only one spcciflc point, I need to make, but this needs ciose scrutiny of

actual clinical practice. Thc point is that data is constructed in a complex process that is both subjective

and context-dependent. The interns may learn that clinical data is not always reliable, but they believe —

cchoing the words ofWulff— that this is due to their imperfection in perception and thinking of

themselves and their colleagues. My point is ratber that the process of construction is not a flaw in data,

but a necessary condition for it and for the use of data in clinical practice. It is a realization that has come

late to mc and which still to some extent contradicts my intuition about dinical data, my embodied

understanding that data is really in there in reality, in the patient’s body, and that my task as a clinician is to

bring it out. The following may be seen as my own struggling with understanding the constnectedness of

clinical data.

What is clinical information?

In Chapter 5, I referred to the story told by Plato about the people in the cave who could only experience

reality as shadows dancing on the wall of the cave, the world of phenomena; while tbe real cause of those

shadows remaincd hidden from sight in the world ofideas (Plato, 1999). It is the theme tbat divided the

Coans and the Cnidians (p62), and an issue with which many a reflective clinician have struggled (Lind,

I 964a). It is not my purpose to end tbat struggle, but I should probably admit to a personal tendency

towards a little more of the Coan perspective in clinical practice, and this will probably be apparent in the

following pages.

This is also part of my explanation for focusing on the construction ofinformation rather than the co//ection of

data. I use Gregory Bateson’s conceptualization ofinformation, which be defines in this way: ‘Information

is a difference that makes a difference’ (Batcson, 1972d). Information — in this context —is therefore

something that is considered important in the situation, important that is, in rclation to the process of

diagnostics and treatmcnt. li niight be the doctor who sees a ‘differcnce’, but it may be someone or

somerhing else as well. Whether it is a difference or not depends on whether it generates a differcnce, a
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recognition, a mcaning, an action in practice. This is done to retain focus not just on thc outcome ofthe
process, but on thc cofltext for the proccss as well. li is also done to allow the study ofthc kinds of
information that may be important for clinicai practice, but may not have the status of ‘data’: The
information on the clinical sctting, the local organization, the different actors - and the way in which thc
intern relates to them.

The retelling of the patient as a case at the morning conference (Chapter 10, p124) is perhaps the time
when it becomes most apparent what is considered information — in this particular setting. But the process
before that, leading up to the clear and unambiguous description of the patient at the morning conference,
is my focus in this chapter: How does information come into being; become? What happens in the physical
and sociai space bctween the constmction of the decision and the final — or at least explicitly authorized —

information at tbe conference table? I will not attempt a complete analysis of how mformation is
constructed, but present examples that highlight some of the phenomena that make it relevant to consider
the construction of information as real and as an integrated part of any decision-making process in the
clinic. The following case is one such example of the construction of information from the arrival of the
patient in the clinical setting and on to the text in the journal representing the patient and the problem.

The case ofFeterandElse

It is late May. Peter has just begun tbe evening watch at the department of internal medicine in
regional hospital. We have just left the watch-shift meeting and have gone to the medical reception
ward. It is 4.30 in the afternoon.

A new patlent, Else, has arrived. Her information is given on a sheet in the office of the ward. Peter
reads it: 93-year-old woman, lipotbymia, low blood pressure, dehydration, collapse of the spinal
column, blood pressure (BP) 120/75, pulse (P) 112, temperature (TP) 36.9, oxygen saturation (SAl)
94%. A nurse says to Peter: ‘She is an old woman, rather weakened’ and gives Peter a small note witb
tbe patient’s basic values: BP 100/55, P 108, TP 37.2. Peter looks in tbe journal. Among otber things
it says that she is known to have hypertension and atrial fibrillation. In 2006 she possibly bad embolic
lung disease. She has recently been admitted with suspected pneumonia.

Peter goes to the bedroom to sce Else. She is lying on her back in the bed. Possibly asleep. She does
not answer when Peter greets her. She does turn and groans occasionally, tbough. Her daugh ter and
two young men (Else’s grandchildren) are standing next to the bed. The daughter teils Peter that Else
collapsed in her home when the community home care was with her yesterday and that she was
unconscious for a while. She has complained about back pains. She is usually mentally sound. The
daughter says:

‘Tbey have reduced her painkillers. Even though [name of GP} had said ti was okay
for her to take tbe extra tablets.’

She has a long list of medications, including Kodein, Dolol and Pamol. One of the grandsons says:
‘She was certainly complaining about her stomach just before’. Thc daughter says that she is not
certain whether Else has been given ber medication today. She asks ber son to ca11 another daughter
who had been witb the patient carlier in thc day. Tbe patient has a total of flyr children.

Peter exarnines Else systematically. She is groamng ss be does sa. She says that ‘my leg is hurting’,
indicating the left leg with her hand. Peter sees some dry pale red areas on the anterior surface on
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both crorae, tbe largest area on the left cros. When he does frie rectal exploradon hc finds a small
amoorit of watery stools in the padent’s diaper. There is a littie amoont of black stools on thc finger
of frie glove after exploration. Peter says that: ‘It is somewhat black, this is’. Re smeils in The padent
turns and groans: ‘I just can’t do anything’.

Peter leaves frie room and gocs to find a nutsc to ask her about the rwo differcnt measurements of
frie padent’s blood pressure, one giving a systolic blood pressure of 120 mm Hg, tbe otber one only
100 nim Hg. Tbey find fiat the first measurementwas done st 12.45 and tbe sccond just before Pcter
went to see ±c patient. Peter asks frie nurse to repeat all the bssic values. Re stodies frie ECG: ‘li
shows sinos tsehycardia’. I ask ‘What do yno think is the matter with her?’ Peter says that:

‘Dehydradon sounds reasonable. She does not have a fever, bot she might stil have an
infeetion that brings her oot ‘on the edge’. Her stool is black, bot not putrid (fool
smeffing) and I nodeed that she takes an iron supplement. So we have to shoot a bit
wide. The orine most be stixed)21 bot ti is probably contaminated with flat diaper and

all. So a sample for blood cultores must be uken. X-ray of thorax.’

Re looks in the journal again: ‘Nobody seems to have asked her if she has any allergies’. Re goes to
ask the padent, who answers no to his qoestion aboot allergy. Re reroms to the offlee. It is now

about 5.35. Peter dietates the entry to the journal. Re looks at ±e ECG again and says to mc:

‘I cannot see anyp-waves, bot it does 1nok regular. And frie litdejapanesei22says that
it is a sinus taehyeardia. Wel, I’d better dietate what I see — no visible p-waves, regular
rhythm = 113—sol haven’t really taken any kind of stand aboot that.’

Peter erosses off frie relevant blood tests in tRe relevant yellow-coloored seheme and filis out frie

requisidon for x-ray of Else’s thorax. The second-call physician of internal medieine, Relle, enters frie

offiee. She is eoming to see another patient. Peter asks her about frie ECG. They bok at the new

ECG and compare it with an old one from a previoos adniission. Relle says:

‘It is regular. It does not 1nok like an AFLI (atrial fibrillation). It might be an AFLA
(atrial flutter), bot I think it is a sinos taehyeardia, even thoogh the p-waves are not
exaedy... She does have a litde depression in V4 to V6... What brooght her in hete?
What kind ofmedieadon does she get? Qooks at the medicine sheet) She gets a lot for

her heart — is she soffering from cardiae insufflciency? Shc does not need to get her
medieine just now. We will have to see in frie morning. We will do serum dignzdn and
enronary markers as weli.’

121 ‘Sdxed’ refers to she use of a eertain sdx, wbieh has been ehemiesily treated at eertain points to ereate a speeifie change nf
eolour indicaung die levd nfprntein, sogar, nitrite, blnod aud leueucytes in the unne. This is usually performed by a nurse, but

in must einieal settings, the doetor needs to ask the norse to do it, thus making it a part of the available aetinns, the intern may

perform.
122 ‘Tbe litdejapanese’ is a eornmon slang word among doetors. The ECG eomes not on paper shnwing tbe different leads

represendng the electric aedvitv of tbe heart measured from different angles. At the right hand end ni’ tbe paper there is a shnrt

text witb a suggesunn of s diagnnsis based nu the enmputatinns of the ECG-maehine. Snme of tbe maehines are frnm enuntries

in tbe Far East, aud “tbe littie Japanese” is thos a suggeidon that tRe maehine is a helper, a litde hit homan perhaps, giving elues

tu the doetor. Hnwever, the expressinn “the Japanese is a little jumpy” is alin used. It suggeits that the diagnoses iuggested by

ihe FCG are nften mo serinus as linJe distorbanees in eleetrieal setivity are interpreted as signilleant. Thus, the helper prnvides

elues to diagnosis, bot shnuld not neeesssrily be trosted.
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Peter finds the nurse and asks her to call the laboratory to get the extra tests done. The nurse calls the
lab. It is 6.10 PM.

The next couple of hours, Peter is busy adrnitting an old woman with neurological symptoms and possible
apoplexy. Then be is ealled to tbe emergeney ward to a young man with an epileptie seizure, who is also
known to have diabetes and is retarded, making the proeess of story taking and tbe physical examination
diffieult. Peter returns to the reeeption ward, where a nurse tdils Mm about rwo more patients on their way
ro frie hospital.

The nurse informs Peter, that the old woman, Else, has a haemoglobin level of 4.2, whieh is well
below the referenee interval. Peter takes this as an indiearion that she has lost blood and asks the
nurse: ‘You better order some blood for her then. She should not gct more than two bags123 a day’.
Hele, the seeond-ealI, hears it and asks Peter if she has a heart condition.

Peter: ‘No, she has some oedema, but not like...’
Hele: ‘But she should probably not reeeive more than one porrion today. Is she bleeding?’
Peter: ‘Eh, no. Ali, I am eonfusing them now...’. I-le boka in Else’s journal: ‘Yes. She did have black
stuols. But I thought ir was due to her Ferroduretter.’
Hele: ‘That may very wdll be. But (to rhc nurse) we need some rests for anaemia’.
Peter (to mc): ‘Phew. There is just a bit too many subjeets flying around right now’. He rcrurns to
dictating rhe journal on rhe last patieot and entering the informatioo from rhe patient’s medical sheet
in the patient’s Eie in the EPJ.

Morc patients enter tbe ward. Peter does his best to keep up. He talks to tbe patients, be talks to rbe nurse,
be dietares eotries to the journals, be adjusrs frie lists in EPJ, aod be preseribes tbe necessary tests. At about
11 PM, Hele has been to see Else and reils Perer what she thinks. She says that

‘She is geoing the blood now, and her AK (anti-eoagulant) treatment has beeo withdrawn’24.But she is
minus R125 aod minus gastroseopy’25.There is some suspicion of malignancy. Thc rreatmcnt is bbood
transfusion and conservative treatmcnt.’

123 Thc tcrms ‘hag’ and ‘poozion’ is used interehaogably in a Danish clinical context wheo referriog to blood traosfusions. The
‘bag’ is a speeial plastie eootainer eontaining half a litre of binod, bot may also eontain otber fluids for intravenous
administration, whieh art also rcferred to as ‘bags’.
124 The Danish term here is sepsneret. In tbe journal texr the word ‘sepooat’, abbreviated ‘sep’ is used, whenever a treatment or
proecdure is to be rereninated. Thus, when using the term at a verb, ss ir is done here, it refers to rhe aetion whieh folbowed the
‘scp’-preseriptioo.
125 ‘minus R’ is short for ‘no Resuscitauoo in case ofeardiae arrest’, indicatiog rhat the patietst is in sueb a poor general condition
that trying to revive her if her heart stops beatiog is poiniless as there is nu hope for improving her quality oflifc or exreoding
her remaining hfespao. It generally indieatcs that the patieot’s death is expeeted to be with the next I -2 days. In Chapter 16
(p191), I describe a situatioo where Chrisrine is required to write an entry of’minus R’ in a jouroal aud her refleedoos on rhis.
°‘ Gastroseopy it rhe esamination of the upper gastrointestinab traet using a liber-optie scope (see Christine & Milla, p69). In
rhis ease the seeood-call indieates rhat rhere is nu reason to do a gastroseopy, beeause rhc patient is in too poor eondition to
survivc the surgery that might be the consequence if an uleer or indieadon of a eaneer was found. Huwever, sometisnes ti is
possibie tu stop rhe bleeding in t.he eourse of rhe gastroseopy aod avoid open surgery. We must assume that the seeond-eail hat
rcasuos for rnaking a different ehoiee of therapy for Else. The foumutes here simply indieare that benearh and befure rhe ute of
rhese shurt terms ‘sep’, ‘minus R’ and ‘minus gaatroseopy’, an extensive eunstruerion uf informarion is going on. The terms may
suund simple, but ffiey are not.
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I talk to Peter a bit more. He fills out a few forms. It is getting quieter now. There are no patients left for

him to see. There will probably be more during the night, though. I say goodbye to him and go home.

In this case, the old woman is suspccted ofdehydration and possible infection. Questions ofpossible heart
disease also enter the picture. Note that when I ask Peter about thc patient’s condition, most ofhis answer
focuses on what should be done rather than what be knows and believes about the patient. Thcrc is some

indication of possible diagnoses, but his prime objective is to find out what to do. This is a general fincling
conccrning information. It is eithcr standard information that just always has to go into the journal,

regardlless ofwho the patient is or what the problem is; or it is more speciflc information aimed at making
certain routes of action possible.

Else was found to have a bleeding ulcer, possibly induced by NSAID taken for pains in her back.

Rctrospectively, the indications of this were there upon admission: There had been a rather quick

deterioradon of her conclition, she was more tired than usually, complained of abdominal pains and her

stools werc black. Much of tbis information came from the daughters and tbe grandsons. However, this

did not come to the fore before the haemoglobin count came out. Up till then the possible diagnoscs in the

journal and in the conversadon between doctors and nurses were urinary infcction, pneumonia,
dehvdration, atrial fibrillation, hypotension and others more usually encountercd at the department of

internal mcdicine’27.Note that in Christine & Milla, the opposite happened: There was an initial suspicion

of a bleeding ulcer, a usual condition in departments of abdominal surgery, and tbe information pointing

towards pneumonia was at first ignored, until a test result came out (the x-ray of thorax in that case, thc

haemoglobin in Peter & Else) that changed the diagnosis.

From this extract of the clinical action, it should be obvious how intensely complex thc construction of

information is. All kinds ofinformation are being writtcn, said, exchanged, compared, and questioncd.

Certain themcs concerning the construction ofinformation (Col) are suggested in this case: What role does

the patient and tbe patient’s farnily has to play for that construcdon? In this case their cxperience scems to

be neglectcd to begin with. What is the impact ofihe moms in which thc action takes place and what is the

impact of the need to produce a written cntry in thc journal? In this case the need to Lii out ccrtain forms

and make certain entries in the journal takes up a large part of Peter’s attention. What impact has local

organization on Col? These themes are explorcd in the cases below.

The case ofAnn andJohn

Ann is going to do thc daily round at a medical department. She starts by taking part in the morning

conference, sitting at thc far end of thc room and not taking active part in discussions of patients from the

previous day. This is the usual position and role taken by interns at this and other departments. After this

confercnce she and a senior doctor go to frie speciflc ward, whcre she is going to do the daily round.

They enter the room that serves as a combined conference room and coffee room at the ward, a
space to wbich patients do not have access. The head nurse and the senior doctor talk about the

patients at the ward. They use a paper with a table ofpatients’ names, diagnoses and plans for
treatment as a checklist. The senior doctor teils Ann to make the relevant changes in the patients’
tables for medication in the electronic patient file, handing her the portable. She Is supposed to do

127 In line with the usual specirum of normality in a department of internal medicine (Chapter 11, pl4O).
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this as her senior colleague and tbe head nurse discuss the patients, but Ann has difficulties accessing
the system and most of her focus goes into handling tbe software ratber than following the
conversation. She does manage to catch the discussion on some of the paticnts, cspecially tbe ones
she is supposed to see on the round.

One of the patients is John, an elderly man, with a history ofgastric ulcer and prostate cancer. He is
now anaemic, but the cause ofthis is unknown. He has some pains ofseveral joints. Maybe, the
discussion goes, be is anaemic because of a bleeding ulcer; possibly caused by the NSAID he has
been taking for the pain in the joints? Maybe his pain is a result of metastasis from bis prostate
cancer?

After the ward conference, Ann goes to see the nurse who will accompany her at the round. She
looks at the files on some of the patients and makes some notes in the table used at the ward
conference. Then the round begins. John is one of the first patients whom Ann goes to see. She talks
to him, asking about the cause for his admittance and asks him to describe his symptoms. The story is
a littie unclear to Ann. The padent does not present a concise and structured narrative ofhis iliness.
Ann examines him to improve her understanding ofhis condidon. She stetboscopes bis heart and
lungs, examines his knees. Her impression — she later teils mc — is that

‘1-le seems to be an old man who has had a respiratory infection ofsome kind and for some
reason is slow to recover. His large joints, especially tbe knees, seem a little large, possibly
due to arthrosis — but it rnight also be some other rheumatologic condition.’

Following up on the discussion at the ward conference, Ann asks about the history of ulcer and
prostate cancer. John has no recollection of an ulcer. He does remember that be bad some trouble
with urination, but that this was due to a benign condition of his prostate gland. He has no
recollecdon tliat be should have bad cancer of any kind.

After the encounter, Ann tallcs to the patient’s wife outside in the hallway. The wife is curious about
what is wrong with her husband. Ann teils her that they do not know yet. She asks the wife to
confirm the information regarding ulcer aud prostate cancer, but the wife does not know anything
about these conditions eitlier. When the wife has gone into the bedroom to see her husband, the
nurse suggests thatJohn seems a little confused. Maybe it is difficult to remember things?128

Ann is now thoroughly confused. Shc cannot make the different sriips ofinformation come togetber. She
goes to see her senior colleague, who is also in the coursc of doing the daily round, but is presently at the
offlce where they can discuss John without othcr patients listening in.

Ann explains what she knows the best she enn, but stays very much with the information in the file
including results ofblood tests and her findings from tbe examination of the patient. She mentions
briefly that the patient has no recollection ofulcer and prostate cancer. Her senior colleaguc suggests
that the condition of anaeniia is examined further with a number of blood tests. Further, the
possibility of metastatic prostate cancer should be examined with a scintigraphy’29,and the results of
these tests should make it possible to make a more certain diagnosis and plan.

128 My in-ipression at ihis point is that the nurse suggesis that John is suffering from dcmentia.
129 A radioisotope scan. In case ofbone metastasis originating in prostate cancer, the scan will show increased radioacuve activityin the metastatic areas, thus visually indicating, for the irained eye, the likelihood of cancer.
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Ann then goes to enter thc information into the patient’s ournal and arranges with the nurse to have

the tests tone. When she is dictating in a small room adjacent to tbe ward office, I ask her what she

thinks is wrong with the patient. She teils mc that if shc had not bad heip from her eolleague, she
would just have thought that John was recovering from a severe respiratory infection and bad knee
arthrosis. She blames herse1f’° for being unable to handle the easc better, and hopes that in the

future she will be better at handling a patient like this based on the advice she had been given.

The patient is the source ofinformation?

Ann’s diagnosdc ideas — respiratory infeetion with a long recovery and knee artbrosis — could, from my

point of vicw, very well be correct. The patient bad a haemoglobin count just below the reference interval,

suggesting only slight (if any) anaemia. Being slightly anaemie is a common eonsequcnee of infection, and

as he probably bad bad a respiratory infeetion this dit not seem like a cause for action. The diagnosis of

possible prostate cancer was entered into tbe file in connection witb a previous adrnission, but thcre was

no verifieadon ofthis in the form of an examination made by a pathologist. The inerease in pain from the

back and the knees might easily be a combined consequence of arthrosis and Iying in his bed most of the

time for several weeks, recovening from the infection.

In other words: The aetions actually taken were a direct consequence of tbe ward conference, thc patient’s

Eie and tbc understanding of the senior physician. Tbe intern’s rcflections and the patlent’s own tclling of

his story did not becomc part of the text in tbe Eie and tbe plans made for tbe padent. The actions actually

taken were in full corrcspondencc with the kind of actions usually taken at this department when

diagnosing a patient. Problems of recovery and chronic conditions that did not demand thc specialities of

internal medicine were usually dealt with in general praetice, and tbus not usually a task for tbe department

of internal medicine in a university hospital. They were not, you could say, part of the speetrum of

normality in this setting.

The case of Ann &John ifiustrates how different sourees ofinformation may contradict cach other and

how there is a risk of neglecting the patient’s voice and the young doctor’s reflections in thc process of

decision—making. The element of hierarchy was often evident in the fieldwork: Some sources of

information were more powerful or bad a bigher status within thc health care system than otbers. Writtcn

sources would outrank verbal sources. Senior doctors and nurses would often outrank young doctors and

patients.

The case ofAnn and Bent

Difficulties in turning the patient’s words into wnitten words in a Eie could also atise, even when there was

nothing to eontradiet them:

Ann is in the outpaticnt elinie at the medieal department one day, seeing a man with recently

diagnosed diabetes. As part of the physieal examination she tests for sensibility on the tips of his

fingers with a needle. At first be cannot feel it, so she pricks him a bit harder. Then he feels it, but

also teils her that

134) She told mc this in the following intcrview. In die acrual situation, she did not express any emotions about the matter, but

simply worked through the problem, seeking to integrate the diverging pieces of informauon.
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‘I have quite thick skin on my frngers, I know. It’s because of my job. It’s hard on the skin,
and it makes the skin tougher’.

Ann is in doubt about how to intcrpret this, she later tdils mc. If sensibility is low, it may be a conscquenee
ofthe diabetes, a sign that there may be damage to peripheral nerves, something most often seen with
more serious and long-lasting cases of diabetes. It may, tberefore, worsen the prognosis and call for
intensified control and thcrapy. On the otber hand, the patient may be right that sensibility is reduced due
to callous on the fingertips. Shc is also in doubt about her own abilitv to perform the test. Now what to
do?

He is d-ie last patient that Ann sees on this day, a day where she has been faced with several patients witb
problems that have been difficult and complex. Shc has also had trouble vith the voice-rccording system
and accessing the electronic patient file bad been time-consuming and irritating. At one point she bad to
dictate a full entry in the journal twice because the system malfunctioned. She feels under pressure of time
and her stomach is making noises as she has skipped lunch, trying to keep up vith the flow of patients in
thc outpatient clinic.

If sensibility is judged to be low, she may have to do supplementary tests and adjust the plan, possibly
consult the manual for patients ofthis kind and ask a senior colleague for advice on how to proceed. If her
test is insufficient, she may have to ask a colleague to do it, possibly exposing that she is uncertain about
her own ability. And shc is ‘so tired of feeling insufficient’. So, in tbe end, she decides to write the
following in the patient’s mc: ‘Normal sensibilit on the fingers’.

What may Ann learn from John?

Learning II (Chapter 5, p63) regarding the construction of information is the learning of how to participate
in the context for the context oftbe construction ofinformation. This is difficult to understand when
presented like tbat. But take thc case of Ann asking John if be has bad an ulcer. Ann was trying to
participate in the construction ofinformation: Ulcer or no ulcer. If John said yes, then Ann bad “learned”
tbat John bad had an ulcer, bot as this was a kind oflearning that was only relevant for this particular
patient, rather than presenting an element in a more general seheme of kriowledge, this may simply be
considered a zero learning experienee.

IfJohn bad said that be bad bad an uleer in the last tbird of duodenum, tbis might have been new to Ann,
who perhaps bad only heard ofpatients with gastric ulccrs or ukers in the first part ofduodenum. She
would tben have been able to add an element to her existing diagnostic scheme for gastrointestinal ulcers,
thus having a Learning I cxperience.

John said no. And Ann was confused by having to eompare John’s ‘no’ with the information from the
conference that John bad bad an ulcer. Ann eould not simply extend her scheme. She needed to learn a
way to understand how to proeeed when the scheme was found to be insufficient. She needed to learn how
to participate in constructing tbe contextforthe contcxt (ineluding her seheme) for tbe informadon. This
was a potential Learning II expcrience ofhow to construet deeisions (Chapter 11). She tbought the
dccision was to simply gatber information, but wben the information from John did not fit her scheme, she
bad to make another kind ofdeeision: What kind ofinformadon should I search for as the basis for action?
What shc learned (with a linJe help from the nurse) was tbat somedmes the informadon from the patient
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may not be reiable, and (with a little heip from her senior colleague) that whcn in doubt she should follow

up on the information given in the confcrence room. When Learning I about the construction of
information was not possible, this induced Learning II ofconstruction ofdecisions instead.

Included in Ann’s Learning II in tbis situation was a confirmation of the hierarchy of rooms (Chapter 10),
where confcrence rooms rate above bedrooms. This involves learning how (organizational and cultural)
relations provide a context for participating in other relations (the relation with John). Tbus, there was
Leaming II about the construction ofrelations as well.

Ann &john and Peter and Fdse arc not singular cxamples. In general, it appcars that the interns learned

that what thc patient said was important for diagnostics, but also that the complexity in the patient’s story
or othcr people’s contribution to the story had to be reduced to liniit the cxtent ofwork and focus on a

specific problem that it was possible to handle within the given context. The young doctors learned to

reduce the complexity of a specific episode of illness in a specific patient in a specific situation into
sometbing manageable, preferably under a general diagnostic heading suggesting a relevant course of
action. Tbey connect the patient’s story to a possible astra patlvvay, but in particular one tbat is expressible

in the language ofpathologv, epidcmiologv and clinical rationality (Chapter 12). In case of too much

discrepancy bctween the different kinds ofinformation about the patient, tbe patient’s voice seemed to be

in risk of ncglect. Tbis was part of what the doctors learned to do as wdll — sometimes ciosing thcir cars to

what thc patient or thc relatives said in case it produced too much complexity.

Most rcaders — including doctors — will agrec that the patient’s voice should be heard. If Peter bad taken

notice of Else’s grandson who said that Else bad a pain in her stomach, maybe the diagnosis of gastric

ulcer would have come to mmd earlier and the relevant tests and treatments could be done without delay.

If Ann bad gone with what John and bis wife said instead ofwhat her senior colleague suggested, maybe

John (and nie hospital) would be spared some unnecessary tests. Sometimes, however, thc opposite may

happen. Doctors may listen to tbc patient so much that they tend to overlook information that may be
important. A short example may illustrate tbis.

The case ofBirgitte and Olga

Birgitte is on evening duty at the departmcnt of internal medicine. An old woman, Olga, is adrnitted.

Birgitte goes to take her story, do the cxaniination and enters the information in the admittance

journal. In the course of their interaction, the old woman teils Birgitte, in a strict voice, that she is
simply suffering from ephemeral fever — omga,gsye’31 - and that there is no reason to make such a
fuss about it. Birgitte several times duririg the interview has to explain why she is asking what she asks
and why she is doing what she does during the physical examination.

My own impression of the patient is that she is very iii: She is pale, very skinny, and having trouble

breatbing, being out ofbreath just from saying a few sentences. To mc Olga looks like she is chronically ull,

possibly suffering from a lung or heart disease. In adclition to this, Olga scems to have a more acute

131 Tbe Danish term ‘omgangssyge’ — direetly translated means ‘sickness takirig turns’. This refers to something that you get ‘in

turn’, like it just goes around and around. Mostly, it is used for viral conditions involving fever and diarrhoea. It exemplies the

extensive system of folk diagnoses that exists in any country or popularion, often difficult to clearly distinguish linguisrically
from biomedical categories. Other Danish examples include maeeforkølelse, ‘the stomach cold’ and kolå Iiagebetande1se, ‘the cold

pneumonia’.
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disease, or an acute worsening of her chronic disease, perhaps. Furthermorc, the preliminary test results
show a CRP of 750 and a leukocyte count of 22, which could indicate a bacterial infection rather than a
viral gastroenteritis as ongangsge usually refers to.

The patient is a source of misinformation?

Birgitte accepts the patient’s own explanation in this case despitc the fact that her sensory experience fram
the examination and thc test results would indicate another explanation. I wonder how the patient’s
explanation gets to be heard in this case, but not in the case of Ann & John. What is going on? Perhaps the
explanation lies in the context of the encounter ratber than in the patient or the illness. Birgitte was in the
reception ward, where her prime task was to make an initial evaluation of thc patient and obtain the
necessary basic information to provide her second-call colleague with the information to choosc a relevant
strategy. Accepting the patient’s own explanation mcant that thc patient was a relatively simple patient and
this made Birgittc’s task easier. At the same time, the patient seemed irritated with the doctor, clearly
showing that she would prefcr if wc left her alone°2.Accepting the patient’s explanation could thercfore
mean that Birgitte did not have to worry so much and perhaps not work so hard to find a diagnosis and a
treatment for the patient.

In Ann & John, the opposite was the case: The easy thing for Ann to do was to just follow thc plan made
before Ann even started the round. She actually tried to hear what John and his wife said, but the plan, the
nurse and the subsequent advice by her senior colleague all drew her away from the patient’s perspective
toward the solution that — in this case - gave her less work and less trouble. It is possiblc that my own
expcriences may influence my interpretation of the cases, but I find the actions of Birgitte and Ann equally
understandable: In situations of uncertain problems and uncertain information and uncertain routes of
action, it is easy to ga for the option presented to you ifthis option helps to reduce part ofthat
uncertainty. Moreover, it was usually not the interns who bad to choose the kind of decisional framework
in which to interpret information from the patient. This was to a large extent determined by the division of
tasks, dcflning what the intern is expected to do, what standards to follow and the importance to /eeep up,
not spending too much time on any ane patlent. Ann said:

We just have to trust that someone else will come along later on to take care of it. To be able to
sleep at night.

The young doctors learned to be quick and effective. This is clearly a good thingto learn in terms of using
their time efficiently. Patients should be assessed and exaniined as quickly as possible instead ofwaiting for
hours in waiting rooms or in their bed. However, this seemed to have the consequence that the interns also
learned to reduce thc complexity of cases in order to reduce the workload and to construct a problem that
was easier to handle. Again, as in Chapter 11, the cases demonstrate how the interns learn to construct
acute-simple problems for wbich technical-rapid-action solutions exits. Further, tbey had to express thesc
problcms in words, in the discussion with thcir colleagucs and on the pages of the patient’s journal. Thesc
words had to respect the medical vocabulary (wit}dn the given context). They learned that what the patient

132 Wbich to mc suggested that she might be delirious: She seemed irrational about her condition, and this might indicate that
she was delirious, for instancc as a result of hvpo-natriemia due to dehydration, which would be a conseguence of the infection.
This might just be the result ofmy patterns ofparticipation in CoT, though: Looking for possible serious diagnoses, when thepatient is just irritated about the situation.
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said might disturb this process if thcfr story would not transform to medical terms and would tbcn increase
their workload instead.

Is it the room or is it the doctor?

Tbe usual .rpectrurn ofnormaliy provides a reference interval for the doctor’s expectatlon and makes certain
kinds of decisions more likely than others as described in Chapter 11. But it is also a guide for attention,
for how to take the patient’s story, do the physical examination and for what kinds of tests to make. It is a
guide for diagnosis: I mentioned this in the case of Peter & Else, and it was even more apparent in the case
of Christine & Milla, where the move from the emergeney ward to the stationary ward meant a change in
diagnosis from ‘possible upper gastro-intestinal haemorrhage’ to ‘obs. eholeeystitis’. When the patient was
put in a room under the eharge ofa surgeon spccialized in urinary diseases, the diagnosis changed to ‘obs.
urinary infection’, before the x-ray determined that the diagnosis should be ‘pneumonia’, which again made
the patient ehange room, being relocated to the department of internal medieine.

Thc diagnosis is not just the result of the transmission ofinformation through the anamnesis, the
examination aud the testing. There are expeetations, a kind of anticipatory mould into which the patient

enters and which serves as a point of referenee from which to discriminate the meaning ofwhat the patient
says, what the doctor experienees, and what the test-sheet teils us. The spectrum of normalitv also guides
the production of the journal text, as the case of Ann &John showed.

This proeess of contextualization is often understood by elinieians, but expressed as connected more to the
person than to the room where it happens: Something was overlooked beeause it was a surgeon rather than
a speeialist in internal medlieine who saw the patient. Or it was done by an un-experieneed rather than an
cxperieneed doctor. This last suggestion is a usual eornment from senior physieians when I present cases

from the fieldwork. It troubles mc that I have not been able to represent the eaSes to them in sueh a way

that the impact of the eontext became apparent ratber than the intern’s personality or knowledge. I cannot

heip wondering if it is the medical dogma of knowledge and decision-making as purely cognitive

phenomena that bring my eolleagues to this conclusion: If a deeision goes in a speciflc direetion, it must be

primarily because ofwhat takes place in the head ofthe physician present.

Conclusion

How do doctors learn to know what they need to know in deeision-making?133The interns know mueh of

what is usually considered knowledge in medicine: Textbook knowledge of diagnoses, symptoms, tests to
do, treatrnents to instigate, and the extensive patho-physiological universe of information of the human

body and its cliseases. They acqulre more ofthis knowledge in the course ofinternship, and there is an
expcetation that this is enough: if the doctor knows cnough, she will be able to find the right diagnosis and
select the best treatment. Learning I (Bateson, 1972e) happens when a new possibility is added to the kinds

with which thc intern is already familiar. This is what is usuafly meant with the term ‘learning’ in everyday
usage and it is surely important, but it is not enough to make cinical decisions as the previous chapters

have demonstrated.

133 Sub-question 3. Sce Chapter 1, p22.
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Chapter 11 and 12 explored how different kinds of decisions were constructed as tbe framcwork in wbich
to understand and work with paticnts’ hcalth issues and how a composite style of rcasoning in the clinical
setting guided this process. In this chapter, I continued the cxploration ofhow different styles ofreasoning
produce certain units and entities, the clinical data, as the basis for deciding what to do. Tbis process —

connecting the construction of decisions and the construction of action — I argued is a construction of
information rather than a collection of data.

The paticnt is usually taken to be the sourcc ofinformation, but in dinical practice tbere are many factors
that influence the construction of inforrnation. If the patient’s story does not correspond with his journal
and conference decisions, his information about himseif may be neglectcd. The conditions of tbe cinical
space, which limited the construction of decisions, may also limit what kind of information may be
constructed.

These conditions in part consist of the dynamics of clinical space (Chapter 10) and clinical reason (Chapter
12). But language also presents an important frame when it comes to decide what is (and what is not)
information. This is thc theme of Chapter 14.
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Chapter 14

Clinical language
How do you turn a patient into words?

In this chrpte I discuss the ,v/e ofpatha/ogy and thepatient’sjourna/in the constsic1ion ofknaw/edgc.

Introduction

In Chapter 13, the information about the individual patient was found to be a construction, guided by the
clinical contcxt, including the local spectrum of normality and the basic structurc of the astra pathway. I

found it provocative that the clinical data, on which we, as clinicians, base our choices should be so casily

transformed.

Should the knowledge of pathology not be sufficient to direct the young doctor’s attention to the relevant

sensory stimulation and make her aNe to perceive these stimuli as significant clinical information? What are

the conditions which facilitate that a certain difference is recognized as a difference?

The clinical gaze

When a doctor takes the patient’s story and does the physical examination, the doctor makes use of her
senses — especially hearing and sight. One may take the view that the construction of information is a direct

result of sensations and perception, aud, consequently, that if doctors are simply aware ofwhat their senses

tel them aud record this truthfully there is no ‘construction’ ofinformation, but rather a one-to-one

representation of reality in the paticnt’s journal.

Human senses are, however, especially good at registering particular changes in the ciose environment

(above a certain threshold) compared with what is experienced as the usual or expected conditions of this

environment. The senses are also limited in thcir capabilities to quantij5 a sensory input (Guyton, 1991a;

Guyton, 1991b; Guyton, 1991c). This means tbat we are always dependent on a framework ofreference

when we interpret the input we receive from our senses, aud we are usually not aware of our point of

reference, our .rpectrum ofnorrna/iy. It is simply ‘what is normal’. We perceive part of this point of reference

from the speciflc rooms in which clinical action takes place and tbeir role as visual clucs to us (Larsen,

2005). We receive anotber point of reference from our previous experience with tbe kind of activity in

which we partieipate, which allows us to expect certain kinds of events and to focus our attention

accordingly, thus determining which part of the possible stirnuli are perceived134.

How do you interpret a test result that is slightly outside the reference interval135?The answcr is often to

use the .rpeczn.’rn ofnorma/iy found in the particular clinical setting (Chapter 11, pl42). When Ann found that

134 The major function of the nervous system is ‘.. to process incoming information in such a way that appropriate motor

responses occur. More tban 99 per cent of an sensory information is discarded by the brain as irrelevant and unimportant

(Guyton,l991a)’. Thus, tbere is much selection in the sensory information, which leaves only I per cent to be evaluated by tbe

systems of perceptions in the central nervous system.
133 In daily practice a test result may be said to be “abnormal”, but, strictly speaking, this is not necessarily correct, as patients

differ with regard to what is “normal”. A result of a blood test may be “abnormal” for one, but “normal” for anotber. In the
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John bad a haemoglobin levd below the referencc interval (Ann &John, p163), this was interpreted — in
the context of the department of internal medicine at tbe university hospital — to mean that he niight have
a malignant disease, and that this needed further testing. In farnily medicine, such a value would probably
have been handlled differendy — let us wait and sec, perhaps do a retest a few weeks later.

The logic ofpathology

The cases and discussions ofthe prcceding chapters lead to tbc conclusion ofChapter 13: Information is
constructed in a process of cultural interactions, and is given nuanccs by different local clinical settings. I
find this troubling on a personal levd, contradicting my intuitions about medical knowlcdge. But,
apparentiy, I have to accept it as fact.

However, tbere may be a counter-argument to what I have written in Chapter 13, which is an integrated
part of medical education, and I will present it tbe way I have experienced it: If patients are admitted to thc
hospital on an insufficient indication, this rnay negatively influence the process of diagnosis and therapy. A
medically prccise and correct visitation by general practitioncrs is therefore cruciai. In Ann & John, Ann
may be correct in her (discarded) hypothesis that John is in recovery from pneurnonia, extended by
arthrosis and being in bed for a long time. In Peter & Else, thc information about Else’s stomach and her
previous condition should have made tbe doctor admitting her send her to a department of abdominal
surgery instead. The old woman, Olga, seen by Birgitte should perhaps not have been adniitted to a
hospital, if she said that she was only suffering from ephemeral fever. In these and otber cases, you could
argue that the problem is that patients with diffuse symptoms and uncertain indication for admittance
admitted anyway. The solution, you may argue, shotild be to strengthen the educadon of medical students,
so that when they become doctors, they wi]1 only admit patients with certain spccific (and preferably
verified) pathological conditions to a speciflc hospital, a specific department or a speciflc cinic. Thc
problem about uncertain information is a result of insufficient clinical evaluation and judgment instead of
staying true to the field of pathology that forms the basis of clinical medicine:

Pathology is the study of disease by scientific metbods. Disease may, in turn, be defined as an
abnormal variation in thc structure or funcdon of any part of the body. there must be an
explanation of such variations from the normal — in other words, diseases have causes — and
pathology includes not only observation of the structural and functional changes throughout the
course of a disease, but also elucidation of the factors which cause it. It is only by establishing the
cause (aetiology) of a disease that logical metbods can be sought and developed for its prevention or
cure (MacSween, 1992)

In this line ofreasoning the problems describecl in the construction ofinformation are due to fallacies in
properiv establishing causes and using logical methods to search for prevention or cure. If medical
education fails to train doetors sufficicntly, the alternative is to ereate organizational barriers to make it

sheets giving dir results of blood tests, a ‘reference-interval’ is provided. Tbis is a standardized interval based on averages. If thevalue falis withtn tbis interval, tbere is a 95% certainty tbat dir patient actually 1-us a valur in this range, bot it does not tall us, ofcourse, what dir normai vaiue for tbis particular patient is. The interpretation ‘abnormal’ must therefore always be done in dircontcxt of tbe entire clinical image. This is often communicated to medical students by teachers in medical school and is, to myknowledge, known by all experienced dinicians. Having this knowledge is, however, no guaranry against ntistakes andrnisinterpretations. BUt it does point ro a kind of cinical experience or knowledge that is verv important and, yet, rarely found intextbooks.
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mote diffieult to admit patieots to the hospital on unecrtain iodieadons with a questionable pathologieal

foundation. In some depattments, I heard this expressed as the ‘need to obtain a sharper profile’ fot an

outpatient einie ot a department. Tbe eonditions of a diffuse or unspeeifle nature or where no eettain

pathologieal explanatioo eao be established shouid be taken eare of in tbe primary eare seetor. The patients

admitted shoulci only be those with an aeute eondition in need ofaeote treatment or the speeifle use of

teehnology only available at the hospital. In these eases, the information gathered will be eorreet aod

relevant; and tbe patient wilI reeeive the eorreet md relevant tteatment.

Tbis argument is personal in the sense that this logie is what I have experieneed in my own edueatioo

through medieal sehool, internship and speeialist training. I have done my best to stay with the logies of

patbology and to be preeise md eonsistent in my seareh for indieations for tests md treatrnents. The

following ease, however, is an example ofhow the eounter-argument ofpathology just deseribed falls apart

when empirieally tested.

The case ofKaren andAlice

It is fall, and Karen is on evening duty in the orthopaedie emergeney ward. Patients are eoming and going.

Karen moves from one patient to frie next, talking to nurses, instrueting medieal students, eonferring with

her eolleagues as she does so. She is relatively oew to this setting, bot already she seems to be adjusting

weil, even enjoying her wotk.

About 4.45 PM Aliee, an i 8-yeat-old woman is brought in on a streteher. She has bad a bike aecident.

She is awake but eonfused md does not reeali what happened. The papers from the paramedies in

the ambulanee give some information: She feil on her bike going down a speeifle stteet (wbieh I

know to be quite steep). Apparently, there was no one else involved in the aeeident. She has been

uneonseious, how long is uneertain. She has pain in neek md head. She has btuises in her head md
on her left hand.

Karen goes to the next room, eheeks on the stitehes of a medieal student, goes back to Ailec and

examines her leg, then het left hmd. Shc notes to hetself tbat ‘we need an x-ray of the hmd,

especially fifth finger’. The nursc, Lone, enters the rooni md asks Karen how mmy roonis she is

working in. ‘Only this one now’ says Karen, focusing on Alice. The nurse gives her Alice’s valoes: BP
131/84, p 74, sat 89 % Karen sbines a light into Alice’s eycs, exaniines the bruise in her forehead.

Katen goes out to get heip to oarn Alice over. She meets her second-cali in thc hallway md asks him

sbout the relevant regime fot Alice. He asks a few supplementary questions. Then Karen, be md I go

back to tbe patient md men her over. Karen finds no tenderncss ofthe back. Sin cxamines bet neck,

whcre thetc is somc diffuse tcnderncss. Alice complains about her hcadaehe again. Katcn dccidcs to

get m x-ray of Alice’s ocek md writcs the rcquisition for x-ray of neck md left hand. A porter comcs

to take Alice to x-ray, still on frie streteher.

The nurse comes in md asks Karen: ‘Shouldn’t you examinc thc ncck bcfore the back?’ Shc asks

about thc usc of thc “spine board” on which thc patient was placed, md suggest that Karcn md her

collcague did not make correct use ofit, ‘li’s not to sound grumpy’ the nurse says, ‘it’s just that...’.

Karen cxplains that she was only given a eursorv glmee of tbe board when she statted in the watd

and was not aware of some of tRe specifies. The nurse shtugs. Karen makcs the entry in Alice’s

journal.
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Karen goes to see a 42-year-old woman who has bad an accident in her car. Wben she returns to the
small office with mc, Lone, the nurse, asks Karen: ‘Can Alice go home?’
Karen: ‘Tbe last time I had one like her, who bad bad a head trauma, i almost sent him home with a
hole in his eardrum. Then be became nauseous, was admitted md two hours later bis blood pressure
suddenly feil, so...’

Karen Iooks at an x-ray on anotber patient who hit her hand. Tben sbe sees anotber padent with a
distorted ankle. Tbe porter returns with Alice from x-ray: ‘She voniited again’, be says. Karen asks her
colleague how reliable an x-ray of the ncck really is. In other places it is not standard, but at tbis ward
it is. Why not just do CT scan if you get a clinical suspicion of serious injury to the head or neck? He
says that be does not know. ‘I’m going to admit her’, says Karen md informs Lone, who says tbat
‘sbe is still a littie dizzy, confused. [-Ter farnily bas just arnved’.

We enter the room, where Alice hes, and Lone teils Karen tbat Alice has recently bad mononucleosis
md according to her motber, she has an erilarged spleen as a result ofthis. Alice then throws up
again. Lone helps Alice, Karen leaves, goes to the office and asks her seeond-call, who only has three
more months of experiencc at thc department, what to do:

Karen: Shouldn’t wc do the CT’ now? She has pains in her stornach as well?
Second-ca]l: Ask at [department of abdominal surgeryl. CT is relevant. You may ordet
it.

Karen calls the flrst-eall at tbe department of abdominal surgery. She says she will come md take a
bok at Aliee.

Alice is a good example ofhow the logics ofpathology can heip diagnose a patient so that the search for a
relevant therapy can begin. She is a heafthy young woman who has been exposed to a powerful and
spccific factor — thc high-speed downhill bike accident — wbich has resulted in speciflc cinical symptoms —

unconsciousness, headache, dizziness, followed shortly after by nausea and vomiting. All these symptoms
are compatible with cerebral concussion and with possible intracranial biceding. In addition, thc enlarged
spleen is a known complieadon to mononucleosis, the accident combined with tbe pathology oftbe spleen
being sufficient aetiology for an abdominal bleeding tbat manifests itseif in abdominal pain and possibly
contributes to the reduced state of consciousness in which Alice Ends herseif. The bogics of pathobogy tel
the doctor to seareb for intracranial and abdominal bleeding md do so right away, so that the relevant
treatment can be given. In actual practice, however, the logics ofpathology ran into difficukies.

Karen & A1ice, partII

Karen is in doubt about what she is expected to do. Is the radiobogist waiting for her answer on the x
ray ofAlice’s neck? Tbere are two different radiological departments in tbe hospital. Which one
should she call to ask for a CT sem? Or should she wait for the intern from abdominal surgery?
Karen says to mc: We usuaily wait for an answer from x-ray before we move on to order CT of
cerebrum’. The intern from abdominal surgery, Agneta, arrives. Karen knows her. Karen teils the
story.

Agneta: Bot she is going to get a trauma-sean then.

° Of tbe head because of the trauma to ibe bead and of the abdomen because an enlarged spleen due to mononucleosis easierstarts to bleed and tbe trauma and the abdommal pains suggest that this is the case now.
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Karen: No. Not automatically.
Agneta: I’ll just have a talk with them then.

Agneta calis the radiologist who is just going to see the images of Alice’s neck. Agneta and Karen go

to see Alice again. Then the radiologist calls Karen: There is no fracture and no indication for CT of

the spinal column. Agneta has examined Alice and finds that ‘abdomen is soft and not tender to

paipadon°”. Agneta calis her second-call and tells about Alice: bike accident, abdomen not tender,

enlarged spleen. ‘Is there reason for CT abdomen?’ Apparendv, she gets no certain answer and keeps

retelling thc story and asking what to do. Karen filIs out the requisition for CT cerebrum and CT

abdomen while Agneta talks. At last, Agneta gets the advice from her second call that the scan should

be made as a trauma-scan, including the head, the thoræc and the abdomen in the CT scan.

Karen calls the radiological department to get the scan done, but they tell her they can only do the

head scan. Tben shc calls the other department of radiology, where she is told that tbcy can only do

the abdominal scan. It turns out that only a parient who enters the emcrgency ward categorized as a

‘trauma patient’ can get the CT scan of both head and abdomen at the same department. It is possible

to change the status of t.he patient to be a ‘trauma patient’, but that will usually imply that her

condition is very serlous, potentially fatal, and the call put out on such a patient will bring a number

of surgeons, anaestbesiologists and nurses running to the emergency ward, leaving whatever they do

at the time. Karen fmds this to be a bit drastic. Agneta calls her senior colleague again, explaining the

situation. The senior surgeon then changes his opinion and says tbat the CT abdomen can wait but

should be done if she develops abdominal pain. Agneta is clearly tired of all thc bureaucratic

problems, but teils her second-call’s decision to Karen, adding ‘I don’t believe this is happening’.

Karen goes to tell Alice and her parents that Alice wiIl be admitted and that her head should be

scanned. It is now 6.35 PM and Alice has been at the ward for almost two hours. Karen goes back to

the office, waiting to accompany Alice to CT cerebrum. The nurse goes to find thc ‘emergency bag’

containing medications for transporting patients, so that Karen can give her immediate treatment if

Alice’s condition should deteriorate on the way to the scanner. Karen notes to mc that the

tnedication in the bag is for intravenous adniinistration, but that there are no utensils for this in the

bag. As she does not have the tools to inject the medication, the bag is, in point of fact, useless.

Karen sees a boy with a minor injury. Tben two porters come to bring Alice to the scanner. Karen

teils a nurse what should happen to the boy, and runs to catch up with Alice’s bed. We all go through

the basement — the two porters driving the bed with Alice in it, Alice’s parents and her boyfriend,

Karen, a medical student and myseif. We take the elevator to the right floor. Go to the scanner. The

young male radiologist receives us. Alice is taken into the scanner and the scan is done. ‘IA13’ says

the radiologist to Karen. We go back the way we came and Alice’s bed is taken ro the same room in

the emergency ward. Karen tries to find her second-call to discuss if a CT abdomen should be done

after all, as Karen is uncomfortable with the knowledge of the enlarged spleen, the trauma and that

Alice earlier complained about abdominal pains. It is 7.30 PM and Alice has been at the ward for

almost three hours.

137 Tbe Danish term is ‘abdomen blødt og uømt’. Directly translated, this means that tbe stomach is soft and without tenderness

when examined. This indicates to the reader of the journal ihat the entire abdominal region (not just ihe ‘stomach’) has been

thoroughly examined — iospection, palpation, percussion — and that 00 evidence ofpathology has been found, thus makmg it

unlikely that the patient is in need of immediate medical or surgical intervention. Like man)’ other expressions noted in this

chapter, it is a short way to express a lot ofinformation nr ratber a lot of ‘eksformation’ (Norretranders, 1991), tbat is all the

possible information, which has beeo cut away to allow only that mformation which is relevant.
338 clinical slang meaning “nothing abnormal”
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I leave to get something to eat and some fresh air. Karen continues the work in the ward. When I
return Karen has finally gone to the other department of radiology with Alice to get the scan of her
abdomen. She rcturns about 8.15 PM and teils me that, fortunately, thcrewas no sign ofblecdingin
the abclomen either.

Karen: ‘Okay, now I can finally admit her to thc department.’ She dictates, but fmds it difficult to find
out what to say: ‘I think now it is mc who can’t remetuber’. Tbe nurse says: ‘It’s because you haven’t
had anything to eat yet’. Karen tries to go on, but then there is a technical problem with the
Dictaphone. ‘Oh no — It seems to be going In circles. I’d better count to ten’. Karen goes to find a
secretary who can heip her with the technicalities. The secretary comes back with Karen to the office
and they try to fbc the problem. They can’t. Karen: ‘Damn! Damn! Damn!’ Secretarv: ‘Not a day goes
by where there aren’t any problems with this system’. Karen goes to another room to repeat the
dictatc that failed, hoping that the dictaphone is better there. li is. Alice gcts admitted and leaves the
emergency ward.

Orgamzational logic

It took three and a halfhour from Alicc entcrs tbc ward until the CT scan ofthe head and tbe abdomen
are done: plenty of time for a patient to die from tbe possible bleeding if this bad been the casc. All kinds
of bureaucratie barriers prevented Karen from doing what the logics of patbology told her to do: the
divisjon of the departrncnt of radiology into two sections, the need to contact the department of
abdominal surgery, the need for the patient to have a ccrtain status or category to get a certain kind of scan.
The business and the breakdown oftechnical aids are additional nuisances. Karen finds it very hard to
perform her basic duties as a doctor. Moreover, there is no way she can change tbis. Even thc more
experienced doctor from abdominal surgery gives up: Re decides to change his decision about a CT of thc
abdomen when it turns out that thcre are organizational obstacles. The organizational logic overrulcs the
logic of pathology.

The prior examplcs focused on how the spectrums of normality would guide construction of information
in certain directions, but in this case the patient’s conditions lie within tIie spectrum of normality, the
intern is awarc of this (the I ¼ of the scnsory information that reaches tbe conscious levd) and there is a
cicar pathological logic that can be followed. In Chapter 11 and 12,1 described how a style ofreasoning
about resources and organization might camouflage itseif under the guise of evidence-based logic.
Apparently, tbe casc of Karen & Alice is an example of sometbing similar.

Could Karen do anything to change tbis? When I met her, a couple ofweeks later, I suggested to her tbat
she could write a letter to her superior, explaining the incident and the potential danger that these
structures posc to tbe patients. I offered to heip witb the letter, using my fieldnotes to document what
happened and when. Karen was not too keen on this, however:

I found out that a letter had been sent out a few months ago, explaining the procedures of the two
radiological scctions and that therc was a speciflc number I should ca11, or rather have my second
call call if a situation arose where a patient’s status in the emergency ward should be ehanged to
“trauma” to make a “trauma scan” possible. If I had known that, I would have known what to do.
So, it is not really a fault on the part of the department of radiology.
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This seemed to be tbe end of the discussion. This story is an example of how the young doctors tried to do

their best for their patients, but thcy were continuously dispirited by organizational restrictions. The

restrictions that wcre meant to ensure efficient use of resources apparently had thc cffect of teaching the

intcrns that they should not show too much initiadve in diagnostics and treatment, but instead accept the

dcpartment’s procedure and bureaucracy; that tbey should not bok at the patient to find out what to do,

but instead aim to fulfil the expectations ofthe system.

Reflections on pathology

Let US return to thc rationality of pathology. If the construction of information is not foundcd on

parhology (as I arguc above) and if tbe very definition ofpathology says that all diseases are based on

patbology, what will be the logical conclusion? That the phenomena I have described have not to do with

disease (thus not having a pathological foundation)? Or that the definition ofpathology is wrong?

The Muir textbook cited above is a wonderfully clear (and extensive) presentation of a very diverse and

difflcult subject. The problem therefore does not be in ba contents. It lies in its non-contents. The

definition ofdiscase cited leaves out a wide range ofphenomena that are very much part ofthe spectrum

of human suffering that a health carc system needs to be able to handle’39.How often is thcre a specific

aetiology? How often is it possible to beate an ‘abnorrnal variation in the structure or function’ in the

body? Even in departments as speciahzed as the ones in a university hospital where the case ofKaren &

Alice takes place, tlie spectrum of suffering is much wider than the spectrum of disease for which the

“logical methods” of parhology applies. The definition of pathology is not wrong. But the idea that

pathology as the epistemobogical foundadon of medical practice apparently is. It does, howcver, remain an

cffective style of reasoning that is relevant for a number of cinical problems. But it does not providc the

knowledge that may help the intern determine when it is relevant to employ the tools of patbology. That

knowledge would be of a different ordet.

The logic of pathology may have a point, though: Paying attention to the body and the possible signs of

pathology and thcn — but only then — deciding what to do about it, including where to send the patient,

seems to be a good ideal worth aiming at with any patient. First the patbology — then the relevant

organization. However, the organization is already there. Pathology is more uncertain. So, at times, the

patients in thc fieldwork entered the organization first and the voice of pathology was only heard to the

extent that it matched the cxpectations ofthe cinical setdng. Thc countcr-argument above turned oUt to

be not a counter-argument, but an idea that tbe evaluation and management of patients in a health care

system is based on objective patbologicab Endings. The present fieldwork calis this idea into quesdon. li

seems to be an illusjon which is unsustainable when studied in practice. But medical students and the

interns stil learn to live with this ideal as an integrated part of daily practice and they learn to blame

themselves when they are unable to live up to the illusory ideal.

The currents of cinical language

Concluding that interns learn to live with an illusjon may seem unreasonably harsh. Surely, they were aware

that not only the logies of pathology were active in elinical pracdce. In the above case, the first-call

139 See the notes on suffering in Chapter 2 (p33), including how the spectrums ofillness, disease, and sickness change over time

and differ between different environments and societies.
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surgeon, Agneta, voiced her frustration, when the logic ofpathology was overruled: ‘I don’t beieve this is
happening’. Tbe young doctors try to resist the factors that had a negative influence on their practicc, arid
instead they try to work out bene&ial solutions for their patient.

in most cases, the interns have to learn to accept the organizational restrictions’40.One ofthe factors that
strengthen this learning process is language, more specifically the language of medicine. This is the
language of textbooks and scicntific ournals, but it is also a spoken language with a wide range of phrases
and slang words that are leamed in the practice of a local setting and used in that setting or others like it. It
often sounds like Danish, but the language spoken carries underlying connotations and implications known
only to the doctors like, for instance, the phrase minus R mentioned earlier in the case of Peter & Else, or
tbe L4 said by the radiologist in the case ofKaren & Alice. A number of standard verbal expressions arc
cmployed in taking the patient’s story and in narrating it in tbc journal and at confcrcnccs.

Mary Delvecchio Good and her husband Byron Good did a fleldwork of tbe medical school at Harvard in
the nineties, where they found tbe issue of language to be very important. They found that learning the
language of anatomy and learning the narrative and linguistic techniques of presenting the case were
important steps in the process of creating thc students’ professional identity. Mastery of the language made
communication with colleagues possible and signalled that they bad reached an understanding of rncdicine
and thcir professional role in thc fleld (Good & Good, 1994). Learning the language was also important for
structuring the students’ thoughts, thinking and reasoning (Good & Good, 1993). Bojacobsen concluded
the same thing in bis study of university students in the humanities compared to medical students. Re
notcd how the medical students learned to think of knowledgc in terms of block.s of i;formation that ideally
were transferred unchanged from teacher to student, while tbe students ofianguage, for instance, learned
to think of knowledge as relational, depending on positions and actors, modifiable according to the
situation (Jacobsen, 1981). This produces a speciflc focus on tbe world, which makes doctors effective at
some things, but blind to others; blind to certain possible decisions (Chapters 11 and 12) and to certain
kinds ofinformation that cannot be expressed in a medical terminology141.

Learning the language ofmedicine, unfortunately, also has an effect on other kinds oflearning that may be
less than beneficial. While in medical school, I did a small interview study ofmedical students that
indicated how the medical students put much effort into the learning of a proper language, but also that
they started to doubt their own reflections in the process, already in the first semesters ofmedical school,
even considering personal reflection irrclevant and a disturbance to learning (Risør, 1993). Personal
rcflection might change the blocle.s ofinformaz’ion and that, in the medical ideal, should be avoidcd. Thus, the
activity of reflection considercd crucial to the processes of learning inadvertently became a potential danger
to knowledge, something to be reduced and avoided ifpossible.

The interns were therefore strongly conditioned towards a speciflc linguistic style wbich guided tbeir
idcntity and thinking, and from which it was difficult to divert. This style was cxtensive in the description
ofsymptoms, diseases and patbology, butless developed as a means ofspeaking ofrelations and
knowledge that tid not fit the blocks-of-information pattern. In situations where relational knowledge was

140 In Chapter 18,1 tom to some of the situations where intemns do not accept restricdons and tbe interesting consequences ofthis resistance.
141 The words ofLudwig Wiitgenstein seem appropriate here: The limits ofmy language mneans the limits ofmy world (White,2006)
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needed tbey therefore bad to fall back on their personal cxperience from before and outside medical
school; an experience tbat some were awarc of and were ablc to use actively. But to all of them it took an
effort to step out of tbe professional tongue and trust personal experience.

The journal

Tbe logics of patbology may not be sufficient to determine action in the clinic, but it is snu tbe logic we
adhcre to, when we create our representations of the patient in our communicadon witb our medical

colleagues in conferences or in the patient’s journal. Tbis is tbe appliance of the exquisite and precise

language the interns icarned in medical school.

Wben a new patient was admitted to a cinical department — for example internal medicine — tbe patient

needed a file (barna/en) containing all the relevant medical information. This has been and still is tbe

doctor’s main working document, chroniding the individual’s process of diagnosis and therapy. Tbe intern

would takc tbe story and do thc physical examination, then dictate the inforrnation into a voice recording

system, which would produce a sound flle. All the prcvious cases from hospital departments — Bfrgitte &

Kim, Christine & Milla, Hans & Susan Peter & Else, Ann & John, Karen & Alice— contain these steps and

procedures. A secretary would later transeribe tbe sound files to paper and place tbese new papers —

konlinuationer— in frie patient’s journal. In farnily medieine — Louise & Grete, Erik & Caroline, Niels &

Diana — the intern wouid write frie entry in tbe patient’s journal directly witbout tbe voice recording, but

essentially the steps ofthe process were similar.

So, there were several steps in frie proeess from the patient’s experienee and bodily signs ofiflness to their

representation on paper. The transformation of experience into a medleal terminology and text was quite

eomplicated in itself. For one thing, the doetor bad to master frie functionalities of frie voice recording

teehnology. This was sometimes difficult, especially when tbe doctor was new at using it, but also when

there was much work to do or when the doctor was tired. One afternoon, Ann experienced dictating a full

journal, onlyto find that only her pauses has been recorded, not her words. She only discovered this when

the secretary told her, and tben she bad to reeonstruct tbe endre file from memorv:

Of eourse, you miss sometbing this way. I can’t reniernber everything I said. I just hope I got the
essentials.

Mastering the funedonalities was not enough, however, because frie tecbnology eould malfunction. One

evening in the ortbopaedic emergency ward, Karen experienced tbis wben tbree times in an hour the

dictate she has made had somehow disappeared when tbe secretary was going to write ti. Karen bad

actually cheeked that tbese ifies bad been reeorded, beeause she was so used to malfunetions. But, stil!, tbey

disappcared. Tbere was notbing to do but try to reconstruet ti. The patients on frie files bad been to tbe

ward bours before and bad long gone home. Tbere was no way to eontact tbem or examine tbem again,

and tbey could not be registered as ‘finished’ from frie ward wifriout a text by a doetor. Karen bad to make

frie new dietadons, but was very aware tbat they could be flawed. Tbere were patients waiting, however,

and she was tbe only one who bad seen the patients in question. Thcre was no one else to do it — flaws or

not.

Apart from tbe technical challenge, tbe construction ofthe text in the journal was a challenge in itseif. Tbe

interns found tbat ehoosing what to put in frie journal was a challenge, especially frie final parts about
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diagnoses, tests and treatments, thepkin: what to do and when and why, and what to do, if somerhing
mmcd out this way or that. As Ann said:

It is entirely new to us. It is not exactly something we spent time at in the university.

The intcrns knew what /einds ofinformation to put in the frie and all ofthem had routines about what
questions to ask and what kinds of tests to perform in thc physical examination. But the integration of this
into information and thc condensation ofinformation into diagnoses, and thc use ofdiagnoscs to suggest
specific actions werc new and challenging to all of them, even the ones who had expcrience with working
in vacant positions when they wcre students.

The interns tried to stay with a ccrtain standard format for the ournaI-entrics to make sure they got it right.
Peter, for instance, developed a very extensive format for the journal based on thcse standards, and used
tbis format — of which he always kept a number of copies in his pocket — every time he saw a new patient.
In some departments there was a standard format in a plastic cover on thc wall or next to some of tbe
computers. Tberc was especially one senior doctor, Michacl, who recommended to intcrns that they should
use thc journal to exprcss thcir ref]ections, telling about doubts or if there were some information tbat was
difficult to fit with the general clinical picture. But the interns were mostly concerned with ‘getting all thc
information in it’ and as they rarely got any comments on their entries in the files unless it was ‘too long’ or
‘insufficient’, thcir concern was mostly to remember all the information, but presenting this as briefly as
possible. Doubts and rcflections could be plentiful in tbe interaction witb the patient (see Birgitte & Kim,
Peter & Else, Arm &John) or while preparing the tcxt for the joumal, but it was seldom representcd in the
journal.

The power of the written word

Learning to write the entries in the patient’s journal is important in internship. In the text, the intern makes
use of her knowlcdge from medical school to produce a cicar image oftbe patient’s story and the decisions
(or rather: choiccs) made concerning diagnosis and therapy. This is important training for tbeir future
production of texts concerning their patients.

They atready have some experiencc witb different kinds of tbese texts. Most patients, for example, enter
the hospital with a paper of referral indicating what another doctor beieves to be thc patient’s problem.
Tbis paper gives direction for action, as it did when Birgitte saw Kim and from the paper kncw tbat be was
suspectcd ofhaving erysipelas. This one word suggcsts thc relevant deparonent, specific questions to ask
the patient, and certain tests tbat should be done. Most patients have a journal from tbeir previous
encounters with the hospital or thc cinic.

When a patient enters, the doctor wffl usually go through prcvious entries in the ournal,for Ihatparticu/ar
department to get some idea about the patient’s condition and maybe clues to understanding the present
problem. In sorne cases, the journals from other departmcnts are not even available, and if they are, they
are not consuitcd. In family medicine, the GP only has the information that be himseif has entered into tbe
journal or the letters ofdischarge from the hospital. Specific information from hospital journals is not
available. The interns leamed to accept this condition for their meeting with the patient, thus accepting that
information that might be relevant tid not enter thcir assessment. Of course, the entries from the
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department matched the spectrum of disease at that department, and tbis made the journal a powerful and
often very helpful guide for the intern.

Learning to participate in the writing of the case and using the written word as a guideinc made the interns
quickcr and more effectivc. They were clearly more rapid at assessing the information fram the journal at
the end of internship than in the beginning. But the downside of this was that it may have redueed thcir
capacity for challengingwrong ar erroneous journal entries, as the case af Ann &John demonstrated: John
bad a prostate cancer in practical reality; whether ar flat be bad ane in a biolagical reality.

Conclusion

The interns in all the departments learn ta adapt ta the local conditians for clinical practice, and they learn

ta identify and wark with the kinds af decisians and styles of reasaning that are considered valid in the
local cantext. In their many encaunters with the patients, they get ta experience a number af clinical cases
that they can compare with their knowledge an symptams, diseases and passible treatmefits, adjusting and

supplementing their mental schemata as they da so.

In this process they learn to focus their attention and their senses in a way that makes them efficient in the

laeal setting, but they may alsa learn ta negleet certain pieces af possible information which may have an

effect on patient autcome (Peter & Else). There may be patterns ofiacal arganizatian which teach them to

dawngrade thc impartance ofwhat the patient tells them and the reflectians this generates (Ann &John).

Finally, therc are cases where they need to accept bureaucracy and traditians to an extent that they have to

madify and dilute sound medical reasoning ta adapt (Karen & Alice). It is warrying ta find that the interns

tend to turn these problems inward and blame themselves for conditians which are largely arganizational.

The rale af patbalogy in this learning is to provide an ideal far linguistic expression, which they must try to

achieve in the entries they generate far the patient’s journal. This is a precise vocabulary, supplemented by

numeraus clinical cxpressians, slang wards and shart-hands, but patholagy is flat, hawever, a powerful

lagic in practice. Like EBM did flat eonstruet decisions, pathalogy does flat construct informatian. They

supply the wards, but organizational logic and norms determine their use.

I argued in Chapter 13 far a change fram speaking afthe callectian af data ta speaking afthe construction

afinfarmatian. Infarmatian is a wider term and the cases illustrate how infarmation is not just quantifled

representations ofpatholagical pracesses in the patient, but also understanding af all the dynamics ofloeal

context and the interns’ ability to adapt aecordingly.

Haw does this affect the way the interns manage and perform their duties towards their patients with

regard ta diagnostics and the chaice of therapy? If action is nat determined by knowledge, how, then, da

the doctars icarn ta do what they do in clinical practice? Spectrum of narmality pravides a framework, a

dinical language; inclucling diagnases, test results, and radiolagical imagery narrow the facus of thc cinical

gaze further. But what determines the resulting chaice between the remaining passible actians? This is the

theme ofChapter 15.
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Chapter 15

Construction of action
How do doctors learn to do what doctors do?

In this chapter, I describe hon’ ihe interns searchfor relevant action, and how thy zise cluesprovided bypatients, bjphysical

objects, and bj clinical settings in that search.

Introduction

The constructions of relations, decisions and information described in the prcvious chapters have all been
based on a supposition that eventually these endeavours would lead to some kind of action for the benefit

of the patient. Implicit in clinical decision-making is that decisions should lead to actions — tests should be

done, medicine should be prescribed (and taken), surgery should be performed, evaluation of outcome

should be done and plans of continued management should be carried out. But why is there this implicit

condition and what is aclion in the context of the cinic?

Doctors are obligated to act for the benefit of the patient. The extent of this obligation varies over time

and across cliffercnt societies. In taking the Hippocratic Oath, the doctors of ancient Greece promised to

prescribe regimens for the good of my patients according to my ability and my judgment and never
do harm to anvone (Rossel, 1979a)

Although thc original oath is no longer in use, modern doctors continue to pledge similar oaths to thctr

new colleagues, the community of doctors. The extent of the obligations taken in the Hippocratic Oath,

including thc duties towards the patient, is seen to vary according to the doctor’s “ability” and “udgment”.

But there were also certain limitatioris to tbe Hippocratic doctor’s actions, things he was not allowed to do

— like inducing abortion. For the last four decades, abortion has been legal in Denmark and has regularly

and legallv been performed by doctors in gynaecology and obstetrics. Thus, the limits to tbe imperative of

action change over time. In Denmark, the law on medical practice states in Chapter 2, §7.1:

Any doctor is obligated on request to supply the first necessary medical heip when quick medical
assistance is deemed necessary on the basis of the available information (Sundhedsministeriet [The

Danish Ministry of Health], 2002).

Between the general obligation to provide heip with certain specific limitations and thc more limited legal.

obligation to heip ‘on request’ when ‘quick medical assistance’ is ‘necessary’, there is a significant gap. For

doctors and patients alike, however, thc expectation of the doctor is that he or shc will do their best to heip

thc patient that comes before them (Kringlen, 1986; Mabeck, 1994d; Parsons, 1951). This corresponds well

with the altruistic ideal or calling that for many medical students is a central motivation for entering

medical school (Piowsky, 1977) or at least develops as part ofa devotion to medical practice in the course of

professional life (Brody, 1955). The nature of this altruism has been questioned, however. It has, for

instance, been found to be a pseudo-alttiisrn, where the medical student wants to help because she herseif

has a need for personal heip and support (La Cour, 2002). Whether altruistic or pseudo-altruistic, tIds gives

the doctor a personal drive towards actively helping the patient, which corresponds well with their social or

evcn legal obligations. Anotber study found that the motivation of medical students change in the course
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of medical school with the need for knowledge growing less, while the need to be able to do what doctors
do to heip their patients increases (Risør, 1998d).

How is action constructed?

Thus, the oath, the law, the social cxpectations and thc doctor’s personal motivation all aim at making
doctors actively heip their patients. This is the aim of the clinical decision: to choose and perform the
actions most beneficial for the individual patient. It is what the doctor, the patient, and society expects and
wants. However, from time to time, thc actions performed by doctors to heip thcir patients have been thc
subject ofheated debates. Breast cancer may serve as a case in point. In thc 1960s the established practicc
ofpcrforming radical mastectomy on patients with diagnosed breast canccr was called into question. It was
found that the rationality of this surgical treatment was not empirically grounded. This was one of the carly
cases where the cinical trial142,or randomicd controlled tia/ (RC’T), was actively used to change clinical
practice (Fisher, Jeong, Anderson, Bryant, Fisher & Wolmark, 2002). The RCT compares patients
randomly allotted to groups and the groups are given different treatments to determine the differencc in
outcome. This and sirnilar cases provided the incentive and core methodology in the evidence-bascd
medicine movement (Evidence-Based Medicine Working Group, 1992; Sackett et al., 1996; Straus et al.,
2005b). Thus, evidence-based medicine is about the finding, comparing and handling ofthe kind ofvalid
information callcd evidence, but it has as a basic supposition that tbe purpose of evidence is to use it in the
construction of action.

The construction of action is of irnmediate importance to and has direct consequences for the patient,
determining how the illncss in question is handled. This process is the focus of evidence-bascd medicine,
cinical guidelines and quality developmcnt: Given so-and-so, what should be done in a particular case? It is
the focus of the efforts to produce flow-charts for handling particular cinical problems, providing boxed
pathways where speciflc answers to questions lead to particular actions and new questions, finally leading
to the best outcome for the patient (Straus et al., 2005b). In the description of EBM, it is emphasized that
the patient’s wishes, the doctor’s experience arid tbe context of the situation should influence the actual
choice bctwcen different possible actions, making action cvidence-based rather tban evidence-governcd
(Sackett et al., 1996).

Most of these deseriptions, for some reason, neglect to describe the processes dealt with in Chapters 9
through 14, whcre the patient, the doctor and the context are all very active in the construction of
relations, decisions and information, that is, in the construction of the very basis for any kind of action.
The problem facing the dlinician is most often not how to go through a particular box-diagram of a
diagnostic process, but rather to find any kind of diagrarn that is relevant to the particular case or what to
do, when no relevant diagram or scheme is availablc or sufficient (Rørtveit & Strand, 2001). This is the
very real and very difficult challenge that cinicians are presented with on a daily basis: I am obligated to
act, but quitc often, I have no guidelines for action.

The process of constructing relations (guided by the currents of clinical space) forms the basis for any kind
ofaction (Chapters 9-10), and the construction ofdecisions narrows the scope for action by focusing and
defining certain problcms rather than others (Chapter 11), and suggesting the line of reasoning that leads

142 Credit for the introduction of die RCT in medicine is usually given to Austin Bradford Hull, who published a muchreferenced paper on the subject in 1952 (1-ull, 1952).
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from decision to action (Chapter 12). In the construction ofinformation, the scope for action is limited

even further by generating speciflc pieces of information which suggest certain kinds of action to be

relevant rather than otbers (Chapter 13). Tbe logic bctween information and action is organizational, but

must be represented in a medical vocabulary (Chapter 14).

There are additional influential faetors which guide thc doctor in the choice between different kinds of

action. This has already been touched upon in conjunction with previous cases. The first of these ‘factors’

is the paticnt. If evidence scrves the purpose indicated by EBM, then this is the stage where the patient

should be involved in tbe choice between the different options for action . In the following, I present rwo

examples from family medicine which exemplify how this may take place.

The case ofKaren and Irene

Karen was the one who saw most patients every day in family medicine — and the one who felt least

content with working in the family medicine clinic. She often seemed to make use of decision constructs

suited to working in the orthopaedic ward, which she liked very much by the way, implying that in this

setting shc found a correspondence between the decisions outlined and constructed by the organization

and the ones that were in line with her own personality and prefcrences.

A family medicine clinic. It is 11.15 AM and Karen has just finished a ‘first pregnancy examination’,

which took longer than expected, and she is half an hour behind scheduie. She brings the next

patient, Irene (25 years), who wants a test done for Ch1anydia, because tbe last time she had sexual

intercourse witb her boyfriend the condom was tom. And she now has this sting in her vagina during

intercourse.

Karen: So this is tbe plan: I will do a gynaecological examination, do a Chlaniydia-test, and perhaps

examine the vaginal fluid in the microscope.

Irene: Isn’t there any other tests that should be done, besides Chlamydia?
Karen: We could do one for Gonorrhea. You bad that one done some time ago.

Karen woridcred, she told mc later, why the patient was worried about Chlarnjdia because the intercourse

was with her regular boyfriend whom she bad been with for at least six months. If she was going to get

Ch/amjdia, she would probably have caught li a long time ago. Why test now? But Karen did not mendon

ti-ds to Irene. She just completed the interview focusing on earlier gynaecological problems the patient may

have bad. Observing the interview, I noted that

during the interview [name of the patienti is asking about other possible sexually iransferable

diseases, and — ‘by the way’ — sbe has this itchy feelmg in her vagina that she cannot get tid of. And

she would like a new prescription for her p-pills, which she started taking instead ofYasinin, because

there was a public debate saying tbat Yasmin niight be dangerous, but [she asks Karen] are they,

really? And, well she had this test done on cdils from the cervix of her uterus, and there were some

slight changes. And a doctor at the gynaecological department suggested tbat she should get a vaccine

against HPV. But how effecdve is that? And what does it cost?

At this point Karen was very much confused about what to do. There were 50 many issues floating about.

Wherc was the decision construct that would tell her what to do? In this case she actually dealt with all the

questions brought up by thc patient but in a random manner and all at the same time without being able to
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bring tbem together to re-construct a new kind ofdecision, and without being able to return to the kind of
decisions that she was familiar with from the cmergency ward, going something like

Patient presents problem —> you-choose-solution —> problem solved -> patsent leaves

Afterwards, she was lagging behind in her appointmcnts for the day even more, but gave a deep sigh,
pulled herseif togetber and went out to bring in the next patient.

With a littie heip from the patient

Irene presents a problem which on the face ofit, corresponds wefl with thcperaslra pathway. This gives
Karen an obvious suggestion for the action to perform: She should do the Chlamydia-test. However, Irene
continues to produce a series ofproblems. Each ofthese follows the same scheme and offers suggestions
of action for Karen. She could for instance provide information on p-pills, on cervical dysplasia, and on
HPV-vaccine.

Karen performs these actions even if some of tbc information is not direcdy available to her. Karen’s owri
wonderings — why are tbese problems to Irene, and why does she bring them to mc at this time? — are left
untouched. They are suggestions that maybe there is a different possible decision to work with. After all, all
of Irene’s problems are gynaecological. Perhaps there is a problem which connects them, and which would
be more important to work with? This option would involve t.he patient and the doctor in mutuai
reflections on what kind of decision-construct to work with. And, as Chapter 11 and 12 indicated, this
rarely happens. At least not, when aper astra143 decision-pathway (or in this case, several at the time)
presents itseif.

Tbe patient may also enter the consultation room witb just noe thing in mmd. Does this perhaps make it
easier for the doctor to determine what to do? Tbe following case should illustrate this possibility.

The case ofErik and Maria

It is just before lunch, a sunny day in April, in the consultation room of Erik in the family medicine clinic.
Erik is talkingto Maria, a 57 years old woman.

Maria is talking quitc fast. She tells Erik that she suffers from sinusitis, tbat she does not want to see
her regular doctor in thc clinic, that her jaw hurts, her blood tests are normal, and tbat she keep using
Nasonex with littie effect. ‘I never run a fever’, she says. The pain is only on the left side.

Erik examines her mouth and her jaw, but finds littie sign of anything out of the ordinarv.
Maria: ‘I also cough’ (demonstrates a cough). Erik takes his stethoscope and performs auscultation of
her lungs, but finds no sign of pathology.

n To decide, within the linguistic framework of Patbology, Epidemiology and Rationality (Chapters 13-14), on a problem whichis Acute and Simple (Chapter 11), for which a solution of Technical Rapid Action (Chapter 12) is possible.
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Erik then does a blood test for CRP°. Re and I go to the laboratory to analyze it. It is slighdy above
normal, ‘like it would be witb a eommon eold’, be says. We go back to tbe eonsultation room. Erik

telis her the result and the impileations: There is no obvious reason for antibioties.

Mana: I was operated last fall due to sinusitis, ynu know. Before that, I kept getting sinusitis. I rry to
keep it down now by Flushing witb saltwater, but now I feel it getting bad. When it start to pull in tbe
eye, rbere is only one way it’s gonna go. I’ve been to a speeiallst before, when it was bad.
Erik: Weli, there is not mueb in favour of baeteria. On tbe osher hand your history is a little speeial.

Erik leaves to eonsult with bis tator, Jan, Maria’s regular GP. Jan ask Erik to relleet on what tbe
arguments are pro et enn sinusitis and antibioties. Erik: ‘She beieves tbat she wffl get better with
antibinties. Tbat speaks in favnur of dning that. I eannot rule nut tbat it might have an effeet’. Tbey
talk some more abnut Maria’s ease: li has been a week nnw and she bas already tried alleviating the
sympsnms witb paraeetamol and flusbing with nn effeet. Jan says, that it is a defendable aetion to
preseribe antibioties145.It is often diffieult to know if a sinusitis will improve with antibioties nr not,
probably it will not. But it might. You enuld also argue thst the patient’s perspeetive and experienee
should be taken seriously and give her what she wants, espeeially sinee we eannor be 100 pereent
eertain tbat her reasoning is wrong. Erik goes back to his own ronm and writes a preseriprion for
anribioties.

As she is leaving, Maria says: Now, tbat was gnnd. It is so diffieult, you know, if I have to ehange

dnetor all the time to get what I need.

What you ask for — what you need

Maria, like Irene, presents her story in a way tbat is eompatible with elinieal reasnn and elinieal language.

She has a problem, sinusitis, and suggests a solutinn, antibiories. It made sense in light of her prior

experienee. Tbe possible solution — antibiories — tbat bad improved her eondition previously was tberefore

her preferred mode of aerion in this ease as well. However, Erik’s evaluation of tbe story and his

examination of tbe sinuses did not lead him to think tbat antibiories would improve the patient’s eondition.

Re felt, be later told me, that be was disagreeing with the patient and that it would be diffieult to eonvinee

her that she shnuld just wait for spontaneous improvement. So, be touk frie blood test for CRP, whieh

rurned out just slightly bigher tban normal. Not enough to suggest antibioties, from Erik’s puint ofview.

Re told her this, but this was stil not enough to eonvinee her.

Re then went to ask his tutor for adviee. Tbe tutor agreed with bim - there were nu strong medieal reasons

for giving her anribiuties. Rowever, it was not impossible to find a plausible medieal argument that would

allow the preseription uf antibiuties: It is possible to have sinusitis without frie typieal pain loeated over the

maxillary and frontal sinuses. It is possible to have sinusitis without a fever and with an (almost) normal

levd ofCRP (Jepsen, Tbnmsen, Bredau & Pedersen, 1997). Tbe value of antibiories in tbese eases is

144 An aeute phase reaetaot produeed in the liver. The roneentration nf CRP in the blood is nOen soeressed in ease ofinfeeoun,
and the levd of this ioerease may serve as an indieator of whether the infeetion is baeterial nr not.

45 The term ‘defensive medieine’ is often in use in the eommunieaoon between the ioterns md thor senior colleagues. In

essenee, it is about how to make sure 00 one cm complato md sue ynu for your aetions. An oft used expression is to ‘first keep
your ass in the elear — then elear the airways [of the padenti’.
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contested, but it is not impossible that antibiotics may heip alleviate symptoms or shorten thc period of
iflness (Gahrn-Hansen & Kolmos, 2001).

Maria gets what she asks for. But does she get what she needs? She is putting Erik under pressure from the
start, leaving hirn no room for influencing her line of reasoning. She may be right, bot from a medical
perspectivc it is unlikely that anotber period of antibiotics will end her problem. Her problem could be
anything, really. The long story suggests chronic rather tban acute disease. The fact that shc has been to
both surgery and meclical specialists indicates that tbe problem is not simple. Stil, the doctor and the
patlent come to an agreement, supported by the semor doctor, to treat it like an acute and simple problem,
and deal with it through technical (CRP) rapid (a fifteen minute consultation) action (prescribe antibiotics).

Thc case stories of Karen & Irene, Erik & Maria show two interns who are responsibly performing the role
thcy are given in the cinical setting. They also illustrate, again, that the per astra pathway may be an effective
route from relations to action, but may also deter attention from chronic and complex aspects of the
patient’s condition. But at least, patients do have a role to play, an important role, as suggestors ofaction
and thus reducing the number of possible options for the doctor.

Clinical tools

In the stories above, there were technical rapid actions available to the interns: Karcn could perform the
gynaccological examination and study the wet smear in the microscope. Erik could perform the CRP test
on Maria’s blood and prescribe antibiotics. In some cases, however, there were interesting limitations to
the tcchnical possibilities. These limitations also helped to reduce the options to choose from and reduce
the interns’ experience with performing certain possibilities for action.

In the course of daily work, the intern handled a number ofphysical objects with special functions in the
specific clinical setting. The situation in which the doctor communicated with the patient lying in bed was
one of thesc situations, one so familiar to the doctor — having experienced it numerous times already in
medical school — that she rarely reflected that it could be otherwise. But when I tried to stand back from
this habituated perspeetive and observe anew, it was elearly a highly specialized physical setting. It was
often difficult to acccss the bed (and the patient in it). There could be small tables, clothing, bags or simply
limited space betwcen thc bed and thc walls. The light was often poor, diffietilt to adjust and gave a dim
yellow light in thc evening that made patients looks anaemic or icteric’46.The beds were often old and
difficult to adjust, which made it difflcult for tbe doctor to access different parts of the patient’s body,
having to lean over or kneel down, twisting and turning in the course of the physical examination.

Apart from these larger physical objects — the room, tbe bed and the light — it was often difflcult to get the
necessary instruments — the blood pressure gauge, the otoscope147,the ophthalmoscope’48,etc. — as they
werc sometimes difficult to find, out of order or not present at the department at all. They were ofren
difficult to use properly for the intern due to the reduced physical space at the bedside.

1A yellowish discoloration of thc skin and the eyes, which suggests a high level of bile in the bloocl, usually as a result to liver
disease.
‘ A tool for examination of the outet ear including die ear drum.
‘ A tool for visual examination of eye including tbe retina.
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Tbe nurse was the key to providing the tools, as the doctor was usually a visitor and did not know where to

find things at a particular department. The doctor depended on the nurse to heip her, and as the nurse was

often not around when the doctor saw thc pasient, the need for a particular instrument often led to thefind
the-nurse-game (Ann) whjch — even if successful — might not provide the modification or the tool needed.

Thus, doctors quickly learned to make do with what they had — in thcir own pockets or in the room’49.
Christine, for instance, experienced tbat is was practically impossible to do an otoscopy at a surgical

dcpartment or perform a urinary catheterization at the departmcnt ofinternal medicine, despite the fact

that she found it relevant and was well-verscd in both cinical procedures.

A number of basic tests are done on a routine basis in family medicine: Measurement of haemoglobin and

blood sogar, microscopy of a urine sample, etc. Tbe equipment for these tests was not available to the

intern in hospital departinents, and the tests bad to be ordered from the bio-analyst. The interns did have

experience in performing the tests from medical school, but the cxperience at the departments of surgery

and internal medicine apparently served to de-/carn the use of these tools and skilis (in situations where they

were cinically relevant) and de-learn the reflcctions on how and when to use tbem (Bayer et al., 2003).

Prescription of tests - diagnostics

Much ofwhat happens to the patient in terms ofdiagnostic tests and therapy is instigated by the doctor,

but performed by someone else. The intermediary medium between tbe doctor and the action is the

prcscription. This involves a widc range of standardized forms for diagnostics like x-rays and blood tests,

and for therapics like physiotherapy, psychothcrapv, md — the one activity most often associated witb the

term prescription — pharmacotherapy.

The prescription of blood tests was a standard part of the admission procedure (see for instance Birgitte &

Kim, p41, or Pcter & Else, p160). The intern was responsible for deciding which tests to do, but it was

usually the nurse who entered thesc tests into the software program, which the bio-analysts used to see

what tests they should do. To ease this process, a numbcr ofpac/ea,ges existed tbat includcd a number of

tests, for instance paramelers of inftction or /it’er-tests or ischernic markers. This involved a special challenge for

tbe doctor, who usually made some crosses in a paper witb the packagcs md handed it to the nurse, or

simply informed what tests should be done. When thc doctors wanted only part of a package or wished to

include sometbing not usually part of the package, tbis was often a problem. Hans, for instance, wondered

why sedimentation rate (SR) was a standard part of the infection-package md why blood cultures was not

even in the list and had to be ordered separately. Getting used to using the packages made is easier and

quicker to decide on wbich tests to do, but also, as Hans’s example shows, led to unnecessary tests being

done and to some relevant tests being forgotten. Again, a package was a tool that the doctor could use for

the task at hand (bricolage), but the package also indicated what that task was or should be (a context

marker). Obstacles could be hierarchical. Ann, for instance, wanted to do tbe relevant tests for anaernia (in

the case of Ann &John, pl63), and as quite a few bad to be done, Ann asked the nurse and the secretary if

there was aprofile for this. But, no there was not:

Thc professor does not want this. He says tbat young doctors use it to avoid thinking, and they should think
and rcad more instead.

149 See the entry on ‘bricolage’ in Chapter 12, p154.
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Or, there could be disagreement among the professors that prevented the development of a procedure.
Whcn at duty, Hans told mc, the intern may therefore be in doubt about what kind of x-ray to do or what
kind of cast to use and make the decision based on wbich professor is at work the following day: That is,
choosing the option that this professor favours to avoid a reprimand from him. That interns learn to adapt
to local conditions in their practice of prescribing diagnostic tests may seem controversial, but this has also
been found in other studies. For instance, over halfofthe GPs in a study on PSA testing reported that
‘local urology services had influenced their testing pracdces’ (Gormley et aL, 2006).

Prescription of drugs - pharmacotherapy

The patlent’s admission file should also include information on tbe kinds and amounts ofmedication taken
on a regular basis and any new medications to be taken as a consequcnce ofthe present medical problem.
All the information should be registered in the electronic patient journal, EPJ. This system for managing
use of medication bad been in use for a few years in Danish hospitals, but judging from this fleldwork, it
stil) seems to be a nuisance ratber than a heip in clinical work. All the doctors complained that it was slow
and clifflcult to access. Erik said:

You have to access it from scratch every time the patient should have a Pamol for a headache. Find
an available computer, enter username and password and wait — usually for a couple of minutes.
This has just become regular breaks in daily work. Nothing to do but wait. And when you are finally
done, you have to log out again.

Several intemns commcnted on thc slowness and the complexity ofuse, evcn whcn you had the access.
Finally, there was always thc danger of the system being inaccessible. As Birgitte related:

For a period of 10 days, the system was just down. We bad to start reproducing the lists of
medication for all the admitted patients. And afterwards nobody really trusted the system. The
nurses had a tough time as they are responsible for handing out the medication. They started
making a separate system on paper — like in the old days — as a back up. But now we just have two
different systems — the official one on the computer, and the one we trust on paper.

In tbis way, the insecuritv conccrning the EPJ made the interns fcel that they were doing something ratber
poindess. Spending time entering information in a system that was slow and difficult to use, lacking
options they would like to have, knowing that sometimes the nurses would take their information from
their own files because EPJ was too unreiablc.

This gave the interns the impression, tbat tbeir expcrienccs were not taken seriously, and, apparendy,
hulped them learn accept the unreasonable, bot unchangeable facts of daily work in the dinic. It also gave
thcm important restrictions on what thcy could do. The doctor’s prcscription of tests and therapy is usually
corisidered a rational choice. But, if rational and choice are t}ie proper terms for that activitiy at all, it is a
choice significantly limited by local conditions, and what the intern must learn to perform is first and
foremost the nature of thesc restrictions rather than the performance of thc individuai act.
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Learning to do what a doctor should do

Action is, in effect, a condensation of all the processes of construction: All the relations, the decisions and
the information aim at action. The young doctors are concerned with doing the right tbing, and it is their
actions which are evaluated by their colleagues and their patients. Learning to participate in the
construction of action is often a kind of learning whcre specific clues or ciusters of information should lead
to speciflc reactions from the doctor. The doctors learn tbat, ideally, there is onc correct action to perform
given one specific piece of information. This is learned fram experiencc, especially where the doctors get
to practice on almost identical cases. More often than not, tbere are only a very limited number of options
for action, defined by the conditions of context, including the tools avallable and the local traditions
enforced by other actors.

Thc learning involved is tbus a kind of operant conditioning, where a certain condidonal stimulus leads to
certain conditioned responses (Atkinson, Atkinson, Smith, Bem & Hilgard, 1990). Theperaslra pathways is
embodied over time as described in the previous chapters. If the learning is successful, when a particular
stimulus (information) appears — a temperature of 38.5 for instance, or a total of 4mm ST-elevation in the
ECG, the doctor wlll “know” how to respond, where to go and who to talk to — given that she is in
setting she has learned to participate in. She does not have to thinlc about thc reasoning or about

combining the information. She wilI know what kind of actlon to perform because she rccognizes the
phenomenon in the given context and the associated actions.

This is thc beginning of pattern recognition, the strategy for decision-making that increases with time and
experience and has been found to be a very effective way of finding a diagnosis in studies of experts
(Norman, Young & Brooks, 2007; Norman, 2006). This must first be leamed in a Learning I process,

adding new element to established mental schemata or mindlines, but once leamed, the following
experiences of a particular piece of information simply elicit the action response. I asked some of the
informants about some of these signs. For instance, what is fever? Rathcr than explain about the
physiological explanation we all learn in medical school, they would bok a littie surprised and describe how

fever was a sign of possible infection and suggested a need to find out whcre the focus for tbe infection

was and perhaps what microbiological agent was involved. The Learning I involved took place in medical

school and in the early months of internship, and gradually they built up a larger and larger repertoire of
actions linked with certain information to help them deal with the problems they encountered.

At times, the intems find themsclves in doubt about what to do. Sevcral actions are possible given the

information, or perhaps the information is not concrete enough to accommodate any oftheir schemes for

action. This is a case ofLearning I, where a choice between actions must be made or a new choice

invented and added to their repertoire. Gradually, these situations become less as they become accustomed

to the problem they have to deal with in a particular setting, and they also learn to recognize this kind of
situation as a kind of decision: What do I do, when I do not know what to do?

By developing this new kind of decision, they enter the process Learning I or even a Learning II, but in the
domain of CoD rather than CoA; thus, they devclop strategies for dealing with this situation: doing more

tcsts, asking for help fram nurses ar colleagues, talking some more to the patient ar simply wait and see.

Once this is established, they will interpret a new situation, where they are in doubt about what to do as a

kind of infarmation itself: ‘I am in doubt’; and the naw familiar aetion may be employed to solve the
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situation. I found littie reflection on established pattcrns ofaction once they were found to work, although,
as noted above (p96), Ann remarked how my presence sometimes made her more reflective.

So, Learning I conccrning frie construction of action takes place and may be stimulated, but the learning
airned for and mostly facilitated by dinical work is zero icarning: The intern recognize a given stimulus — a
symptom, a c[inical sign, a context marker — and the intern ‘learns’ that it is so and the relevant actions
comes to the fore. There even appears to be a kind oflearning fecdback (Argyris, 2000) in tbis, so tbat
when frie intern is able to perform action without too much reflection, it is experienced as being competent
as a doctor, knowing what to do and doing it. This feeds back to the process of identity formation
described in Chapter 9, wherc the understanding of ones professional identity is strengthened and the
relations to otber actors are strengthened as well. As thcre is little cxplicit feedback from others, tIie intern
takes her ability to take care of a patient’s condition and move on as a sign that shc is doing her ob well, a
positive reinforeement.

Conclusion

How do doctors learn to do what they should do in decision-making?1The construction of relations,
dccisions, and information guide the constructlon of action. The interns learn to read the clues from otber
actors, including patients, doctors, and nurses, the Ianguagc which consdtutes what is and what is not
important. In situations of choice, the patient may provide the suggestions for action, but often the local
conditions in the einical setting more or less provide the patbway ofaction to follow.

The more experience the doctors acquire with these pathways, the more they become part of established
routines, an embodied practiee which feeds back to their ongoing formation of professional identity as
positive re-enforcemcnt. Performing tbe clinical tasks of a doctor, strengthen their beief in themselves and
their professional seif image. And the more they perceive thcmselves as doctors, frie easier it becomes to
perform the tasks they are given.

The elues the interns learn to read from the context are not neutral, however. They imply tbat somcthing is
better tban something else. In this way they imply a value judgrnent, a suggestion of morality: For instance
that thcy should listen to the patient and they should respect the patient’s wishcs (if possible). The tools
available indicate the actions, which are considered good and right in this context. The possibilities for
preseription indicate what should and should not be prescribed. Tbis underlying theme of morality in all
the choices of action is cxplored in Chapter 16.

° Sub-questiori 4. See Chapter 1, p22
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Chapter 16

Clinical morality
Searching for reflective equilibrium

In this c/Japtel I discuss the issue ofmora/iiy in the choice between dffèrent actions. The reiation between peforming thesc

actions and Ihe intern’rprofrsszona/identiy is e.p/ored.

Introduction

Chapters 13 and 14 described how clinical information is constructed. It described some of the ways

doctors learn to search for and heip generate believable facts about their patients, to search for truth,

generally speaking. This search was found in Chapter 15 to be coupled to a search for possible ways to act

accordingly, how to treat the disease once a likely diagnosis was found, for instance. Thus, the construction

of information would further suggest and limit actions just like tbe processes of CoR and CoD were found

to do. However, the information constructed was not the action itseif, for did it provide a final answcr and

guideine on what to do. Some kind of judgmcnt, a weighing of factors, thus deciding on the relativc weight

of each, still needed to be done.

You could say that while information might heip the doctors decide what was hwe, they wouid stil nced to

decide what was gûod. In ordet words, some kind of moral judgment was needed before speciflc actions

could be performed. This brings us into the field of moral philosophy, which Bemard Williams defined as

the pbilosophical, reflective study of certain values that concern human beings. A sense of cthical

values informs people’s lives, directly in deciding what to do, and in their comments aud judgements

on people aud actions, including their own (\Viiliams, 1995).

This definition establishes the link between action and morals that wiil be a chief concern of this chapter. I

should note that moral philosophy is not simply the study of actions or decision about actions. Williams

stresses that

Decisions about action (‘What ought I to do?’) are not the orily concern of moral philosophy, but
they are one important focus of its interest, as are the kinds of comment or assessment or judgement

that we make about ourselves aud other people in the moral or ethical style (Williams, 1995).

I will try to keep this in mmd, so that although the focus of this chapter is upon action, this chapter and

Chapter 17, whcre the theoretical perspective on decision-making is revisited, will also include a discussion

on how morals relate to the larger scheme of decision-making dealt with in the previous chapters, including

the many kinds of judgments that are made in that process.

The case ofChristine andJudith

The following case should illustrate how morality guides how the interns learn to participate in the

construction of action. It demonstrates how important parts of tlie action are considercd non-action and

how certain kinds of action are promoted in a process of conditioning in which the doctor is rewardcd

with experience ofprofessional competence when these kinds ofaction are performed.
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It is winter. Christine is the night watch at the department ofinternal medicine. She has a special
connection to the statlonary ward of gastroenterology.

It is 6.30 PM and we are in the hailway near the emergency ward, when the watch phone rings. It is
from one of the stationary wards. A nurse, Maria, teils Christine aboutJudith, a female patient who
‘does not want to go on anymore’. Judith’s family also thinks that she does not “want anymore”.
Maria asksjudith to decide if the patientis minus

On the way to the ward, 1 ask Christine about the practice ofwriting minus R (-R) in the journal. I
refer to a discussion a few years ago between some of the doctors at the department. Some believed
that it was disrespectful to the patient to simpiy write -R in the journal. Christine reflects on this: ‘1
see the point, but I don’t think it is disrespcctful. It is important that the information is there’.

We find the right department and go to the office, where Christirie consults the journal: The patient is
a 61-year-old woman. She is known to suffer frorn bipolar affective disorder, treated with lithium. A
few months ago she was admitted with lithium-poisoning. She is known to have a stenosis ofthe
oesophagus, possibly due to cancer. She has now been admitted with diarrhoea, vomiting,
dehydration and fatigue. She has trouble remembering. Her abdomen is found to be dilated, she eats
very littie and she has a non-drainable ascites. Aleohol consumption unknown. She is described as
ebronically affected, inereasingly yellow, not psychotic. Liver cirrhosis is suggested, but not verified.
She has hyponatriemia, leucocytosis (neutrophil), CRP rising to 1700, flank tenderness. She has been
given intravenous Penicillin and Cefuroxim. This was changed to Zinacef + Cefin + Metronidazol
because ofa suspected infection focus in the gastrointestinal tract. She is obstipated, maybe due to
medication and maybe due to occult cancer. She has oedema, increase in weight about seven kilo,
probably due to water retention. Cardiac incompensation has increased. She has chronic anaemia. X
ray of thorax suggests pneumonia or possible embolic lung disease. She receives Innohep for this
reason. CA125 is 1552. Her temperature was 38.1 earlier that day.

Chrisone reflects: ‘I don’t know. Are we certain that she can’t get better? It’s something like this that
is really bothersome in the department. It takes like forever. It takes just as long as it does to adn]it a
patient’.

Cbristine listens to the sound file from the daily round earlier in the day. It has not been writtcn in
the journal yet, but the contents are mostly on the lines of the information that is already in the
journal and does not provide Christine with information that helps her in the current situation.

Christine: Now, if she hadn’t been manio-depressive, it would have been easier. I might be more
incined to beheve that she didn’t want to go on. We have to go and talk to her.
Maria (the nurse): I think you should go and talk to her and the chuldren. It’s uncertain if she will be
alive in the morning.

Christine goes to the bed room. The lights are low. Tbe patient is bloated. She is getting five litres of
nasal oxygen. The daughter is in the room. She would like to wait for her brotber to show up before
talking to Christine. We return to the office. Maria and Christine are talking. Maria teils Christine that
there is a private phone number to the senior doctor who knows the patient.

151 See previous note on this in Chapter 13, p160.
152 ‘The Yellow Book’ (the reference manual on biochemical tests) informs Christine that this value is ‘ofno significantiniportance in itseif’ (Klinisk Biokemisk Afdeling, 2002).
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Christine: It would be much easier if she was a very old woman. We don’t have a clear diagnosis.
Maria: But if you say tbat she is not minus R, then she is someone we must bok into every fifteen
minutes.

We return to the bed room. Judith’s daughter and brother are now both present. Christine talks to
them. They seem elear about it: They don’t want resuseitation. They see Judith getting worse and
worse. She seems to have given up. Christine is in doubt about what to do: ‘I don’t know her’.
Christine says to the daughter and brother that she will call [narne of senior doctor}, who sawJudith
earlier and who also talked to the brother and daughter. We return to the office.

Christine keeps reflecting. She talks to the nurse, who suggests that the decision is postponed and
that she should just write in the journal, that ‘the relatives have aeeepted that she may not survive’.
Christine calls her second-call, teils her aboutJudith: ‘unresolved patient’, manio-deprcssivc. They
agree thatjuditb is not -R. The senior doctor argues tbat ti-ds is not a responsibility for the wateh
crcw. Things like that should be dealt with at the daily round. Christine goes back and informs tbe
family that becausejudith’s medical condition is a littie unclear, the decision about tbe levd of
therapy will have to wait until thc next day. They seem to aecept this. Then she returns to make an
entry in Judith’s journal.

It is now 7.55 PM. The phone rings. There is a new patient in the emergency ward. An elderly man
who has swailowed a hot potato that got stuek in his oesophagus. The surgeons have managed to
extract it and now they want the patient admitted for observation in the department of internal
medieine. Christine sighs: ‘Why can’t they take care of their own patients?’

Differing moral perspectives

Christinc is asked to perform an action that is very simple in a physical sense: She is asked to write two

letters: (- R) in the journal. Thc fact that the action is nowherc that simple illustrates the importance of
moral in elinical practice, not as a disturbing or outside factor, but as an integrated condition of the

practice. There is tension heve because of differing moral viewpoints. The different actors see things

differently, have different motivations and different desires.

Let US bok atJudith first. Shc wants the treatment to end. Shc ‘does not want to go on’. Or does she? She

docs not really say much, so Chrisrine must rely on what the daughter and the nurse tel her. It would be in

Line with medical etbics to respect thepatient’t autonoayy, her right to decide whcther shc wants any

treatment or not (Wulff, Pedersen & Rosenberg, 1990a)153.Doing that, Christine would probably follow an

individua/deonto/ogy1:She has a duty to actin accordance with the patient’s autonomy. But isjudith capable

of autonomy? Christine suspects that her psychiatric disorder has made her depressive, so her wish to stop

biving might be a symptom of the disease rather than an cxpression of autonomy. Maybe, Christine rcflects,

she should act aceording to her duty to do what is best for the patient (another deontobogical reflection),

even if this would entail an aspect ofpaterna/ism.

‘ In the discussion about the importance of aut000my in cinical practice, Wulff et al. note that there is a difference between
ibe perspective in line with philosophers like Kant and Kierkegaard that man is in essence autonomous, and the perspective in
line with philosophers like John Stuart Mill who found aut000my to be a “good” which should be promoted as much as possible
(‘sVulff et ab., I 990a).
4 Deontology is the ethical perspective that one should act in accordance with certain universab duties, following certaln
superior moral principles (Wulff et al., 1990a).
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The relatives also want to end Judith’s treatment. We have already covered the possibility that this may not
really be what thc patient wants. Should Christine follow thc suggesdons of the relatives thcn? If she really
considers Judith to be in a state where shc cannot exercise her autonomy, her ciosest relatives could, in
principlc, be aliowed to administrate this right for her. But what if they do not understand the cause of her
condition? What if she could get better? Would the daughter and the brother really make the same choice
then? Are they, in fact, capable of giving informed consent (Rossel, I 979b) to the choice about —R?

The nurse does not tel Christine directly what she thinks. But she teils Christine that if the patient is not
categorized as —R, this wiil be a burden to tbe department, as thc nurses wffl have to check in on tbe
patient every fifteen minutes all through the night. There is an implicit question in this for Christine: Is she
really prepared to put that upon the nurses? They have enough to do as it is. Tbe nurse thus hints that
continuing treatment would be a burden to the department. Would it not be more etbical to devote tbe
resourees of the health care system to those both in need and whcrc improvement of health is possible?
This position indicates a kind of social utiIitarianism (Wulff, Pedersen & Rosenberg, I 990b): doing the most
good for the most people by saving the limited resources for those who may benefit the most.

Christine does a serious job oftrying to get into the medical rationality coneerning tbe patient. She is trying
to establish Judith’s psyehiatric state: Is she eapable of autonomy nr is she in a state of depression? The
journal text is not sufficient to allow her to make this judgement, and thc patient cannot communicate
cnough to make a psychiatric assessment possible. Christine also studies the information eoncerning
J udith’s state from the perspeetive ofinternal medieinc. The short notes in the case should illustrate that
this information is extensive, suggesting a patient who is very 111, with several potentially fatal eonditions.
Tbis is why Christine reflects that if only this was a very old woman, the choice would be easier. in that
case, the medical information would suggest that the possibility for recovery and prolonging life were so
remote that there would be no point in rcsuscitation. Butjudith’s age and her psyehiatric condition suggest
to Christine that tbere is some uncertainty155.In short: Christine cannot write —R bascd only on a medical
perspeetive. She does not have enough information. Remember the discussion on din construction of
information in the previous ehapters: The Col is meant to produce possible courses ofaction. But in a case
like this, the information constructcd is not sufficient. The gap of uneertainty is still too vide. Thus, the
clifferent morals ofpraeticc becotne more visible as suggestions for action.

In the end, din deeision is based on the conversation with Christine’s senior eolleague: This is not a choiee
to be made in the evening by the first call doctor. It should wait until the morning and be made by
someone who knows the patient. Christine is in a situation where shc has to face the nurse and thc
relatives, however. The nurse suggests a compromise, where Christine writes that the relatives have
accepted that the patient may not survive (thus reieving the departrnent of the risk of complaints from the
rclatives). This frees Christine from the obligation to decide about resuscitation. Without anyone explicitly
saying so, I take it that the nurses wiIl not cheek up upon the patient every flfteen minutes. If they should
find thatJudith had died during the night, they probably will not find out until some time after it
happened; that is, when it is too late to perform resuscitation anyway. judith died quietly at some time
during the night.

Although I think many lnternjsts would agree that a patient with a probable cancer of the oesophagus with metastasis to the
liver and an infecrion on top of that does not have a good prognosis, 00 matter what tbe levd of treatment is.
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Reflective equiiibrium

The obligation to heip the patient is a very general obligation. As noted in tbe beginning of thc previous
chapter, this only teils the doctor to act, but not what to do. The case ofChristine &Judith shows us how
the question of what we shouid do to heip tbe padent is full of tension: Should Christine heip by respecring

J uditb’s wishes (autonomy - medical ethics) or by following tbe logics of internal medicine (medical
scicnce)? Or should she even turn from the obligations towards tbe patient (deontology) and bok, instead,
towards serving thc greatcst good ofthe greatest number ofpeople (utilitarianism)? Tbis basic distinction is
a central tbeme in medical ethics, and medical students are taught’56,following the advice ofjohn Rawls, to
strive towards a broad rflective eqialibrium (Rawls, 1971): measure thc different possibilities against cach
otber, applying general prineiples and making particular judgments, and making a ehoiee between cliffcrent
possibilities based on reflection.

Christine is, indeed, reflecting, and her ability to refleet openly allows me to follow her reasoning. Bot thcre
arr more subtle influenees, a kind of refleetion that is not just Christine’s, bot one that lies in the totality of
thc situation. Christine’s reflections are of a deontological kind, bot utilitarian eoncerns enter her
reflections at a social levd with many actors. Thesc coneerns are for use rather than duy - i.e. not spending
time on tbe watch on sometbing like this when tbere are new patients waiting in the reeeption ward, and
not making tbe nurses work too hard at the stationary ward.

The situation is elosed by eoneluding that as the patient is mentally III Christine cannot trust her to be fufly
autonomous, so shc cannot follow her wishes. Bot, as Christine is uncertain about her physieal state, her
diagnosis and her prognosis, she eannot simply follow a medical argument eitber. Thus, Christine is in

doubt, and tbe needs and eoneerns of otbers — the department, tbe reception ward — enter tbe refleetions

and in reality make the deeision about aetion. Recall Ann &John (p163):John bad a prostate eaneer in
practice whether be bad one in a patbological sense. In that ease the information was transformed in a social
process. In this case, it is the aciion tbat is transformed - although in a formal sense and in the text ofthe

journal, no deeision has been made about what to do ifJudith dies; she is, in effect, -R.

A hierarchy of morals

This suggests a hicrarchy of morals, where eertain local and logistie utilitarian influcnces can dominate and
heip to reframe and re_interpret arguments of a medieal ur ethieal nature. Tbere is tbe obligation of the

doctor to respeet autonomy, but this may be ruled tnferior by tbe obligation to follow medieal standards: If

the patient is in a sinte of severe depression, she is no longer fully autonomous. The medical standards,

however, may themselves be ruled inferior to considerations of resourees and organization: Tbere are not
cnough nurses to allow tbe levd of care suggested by the journal, and the tasks of the first-call doetor

should be restrieted to reeeiving new patients in need ofimmediatc heip. Thus, in this example, individual

dcontologv (dudes towards the padents) may be overrubed by a soeial deontobogy (duties towards the

standards ofmedicine), wbieh may, in turn, be overruled by soeial utilitarianism (acting towards the best
outcome for tbe greatest number of people). This hierarehy is, in effeet, tbe same as observed in tbe

construetion of information, where tbe patient’s voice was overruled by loeal medical standards (Chapter
13); and organizational logie would overrule tbe logic ofpathology (Chapter 14).

At least in the medical school of Copenhagen, where I completed the first part of pregraduate education.
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It is worthy ofnote that this hierarchy at a local, situational levd, has been noted on more general levels of
heakh care as well. Critique has been raised of the handling of medicai ethics at a national level, arguing
that a utilitarian concern combined with an neoliberal ideology has helped shape debate and regulations
concerning screening, genetic research and counsel]ing, organ donation, etc. (Sørensen, 2003). Critique of
the movement of public health movement has been raised, arguing that this is an ideological attempt to
make health an individual responsibility, thus relieving society from obligations to transfer resources
towards health improvement (Pctersen & Lupton, 1996). Central actors, like Ole Hartling, the prior
chairman of the Danish Council on Medical Ethics, Etisk Rdd has argued that thcre is a general trend
towards letting these utilitarian concerns and liberal influences become too powerful in medicine, rather
than remaining true to the doctors’ obligations towards their fellow human beings and the need to reduce
suffering (Hartling, 2008).

This discussion goes beyond thc scope of this dissertation. But the critique indicates that health care may
by guided more by the political (and utiiitarian) wish to establish a certain medical modality at the
population levd than by health concerns for the individual patient. When this is found at both the local
level of t}iis study and at a more general levd, it is likely to have an impact on what the interns learn.

A moral economy

The reader may find it provocative that utilitarian concerns influence elinical practice and that tbey
furthermore reduce doctors’ capacity to act according to their duties towards tbcir patients. Wulff et al.
directly states that utilitarian concems should be subservient to general etbical principles ofindividual
deontology (Wulff et al., 1990a), bot also demonstrates by their examples how udlitarian clinical practice
often is. Most doctors are probably unaware ofthis (Wulff et al., 1990a).

There is a high levd of pragmatism involved in being a successful clinieian as thc previous chapters have
demonstrated. Most of the time, the intcrns were eoneerned with what could be done and what needed to be
done, rather than what shou/dbe done seen from an ideal, superior pbsition. When Christine’s colleague
told her that she should not make a choice about —R, this could be seen as a faiiure to heip a colleague in
need, but it was also a demonstration of why that ideal, superior position is not enough in a concrete
situation with a concrete problem as the one in which Christine found herseif. Christine was not simply
making a choiee, she was engaging in the interaetion of a number of different influences and she had to
give each proper eonsideration and balance very different factors from bioehemical measurements of the
joumal to personal perspcctives of the relatives against each other. This kind of moral calculation eehoes
what Lorraine Daston termed moral ecornmy, a term which might heip better understand what is going on.

Daston suggested the term moral economy as a way of understanding seientiflc practiee. A moral economy,
she states is

a web of affect-samrated values that stand and function in well-defmed relationship to one another
(Daston, 1995).

As economy may have different connotations, she explained, that by economy she understood
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an organized system tbat displays certain regularities, regularities ffiat are explicable but not always
predictable in their details. A moral economy is a balanced system of emotional forces, with
equilibrium points and constraints (Daston, 1995).

The situation where an intern is asked to make a moral judgment about a patient can be seen as an example
of moral economy, and Daston’s point that it is a balanced system of emotional forces also applies here.
Altbough everyone is apparently free to act as tbey see best, there seems to be a stability or balance in thc
siruation wbich more or less makes tbe moral choice about the patient: Juditb is —R whcther it says so in
thc journal or not. This stability and integrity of tbe situation is typical of a moral ec000my, Daston states,
and derives precisely from the de between the moral economy and specific activities. It is this ciose de that
makes morality so important for understanding clinical action: The action anses from a moral economy
stating what can and should be done, and the moral economy is dependent upon certain possible actions
which give value to the different moral forces involved (Daston, 1995).

Action as experience ofprofessional identity

I observed Ann at work when she was doing the day watch at the department of intemal medicine. At the
time, shc had been at tbe department for five montbs. She experienced having a good day, she said, even
though there were many unresolved patients. But there were also situations where she eould do somcthing,
generate progrcss in diagnostics and treatment; where shc could manage the delegation of tasks to otber

actors and stay in control of the action. Sometimes she bad reflections and made choices going against tbe
suggestions of other actors, but she experienced tbat this led to a positive outcome, wbich conditioned her

towards doing something similar in future cases157.Even though this was her experience in praetice, she

found that the text she bad produced in some of the journals was confusing and lacked in information. Her

experience with elinical praetice and specific patients had helped her in the situation, but she was unable to

communieate what she bad done and why. Thus, her insights could not be used to heip her colleagues

continue her reflections; md unable to con]munieate her reflcctions, tbey stayed personal; she bad to deal

with tbem herseif ratber tban make tbem enter the professional space, where they could perhaps have

generated reflections and discussions with colleagues. But Ann is cicarly growing professionally md

experienees this growth as positive.

Seeing tbe change Erik went through in the orthopaedic emergency ward is anotber example. I was with

him at work there in tbe first md the flfth months of his employment in sargery. He was elearly more

confident after five montbs. For instance, he did not onee during his shift ask a nurse for advice about x

rays. In the case of Erik & Holger, be was only starting out in the ward aod (as shown in Chapter 9, p111),

be often searehed for suggestions and confirmation about what to do from the nurses and the patients.

Now, after five months, be was able to sdteh up a patient’s wound, seeming ealm, relaxed and confident all
through tbe procedure, being able to communicate witb the patient at tbc same time, even applying

bumour to ease tbe padent’s anxiety, especially if tbe patient was a child. He would stil find bimself in

siruations tbat demanded his full attention, especially wben tbe challenge was a new one to him: For

instance, he bad to surgically remove a toenail for tbc first time, and in that case be lowered bis head,

looked only at the toe while working on ti, and saying notbing to eitber tbe patient, tbe nurse or mc. But —

given bis eonfidence — we all relaxed md just kept quiet to let bim work.

‘ I return to 5 specific case from tbis dayin Chapter 18, p216.
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This expericnce of gradually being able to handle daily work better, being ablc to keep the action going, is
important for the stabilization ofinterns’ professional identity. Tbe ability to take an active part, to
participate, to do something that makes somethmg happen, makes the interns bok at themscbves as
doctors ratber than students, and it makes otber actors do tbe same. This would seem to be one of the
benefits of staying within the confines of the local moral economy. This observation - that the experience
ofcompetence gives rise to a feeiing ofa more secure professional identity has also been found in studies
ofcinical training in medical school (Bramness, Fixdal & Vaglum, 1992; Bramness & Vaglum, 1992) and in
internship (Hjetland, Haaland, Kaisen, Kjetså, Lie, Møbler et al. 1983)158.

Non-action is also action

Note tbat tbe action, Christine performs, in a sense is ‘non-action’: She acts by not writing —R in the
journal. Christine actually put much effort into dealing with the situation in the best medical and etbical
way. She did, in fact, strive towards a rcflective equilibrium. In the end, she performed the non-action of
not writing —R in the journal. Indications are clear from her senior colleague that she should not spend so
much time on something like that. This kind of non-action, she learned, should not take time from the
actual action of sceing thc new patients and adrnitting them. She was in doubt about what to do in the
situation, and afterwards shc blamed herseif for not doing sometbing, for not being more active.

At the morning conference whcn tbe activities ofthe watch is discussed, the doctors talk about the choices
that wcre made, the actlon that was performed — what were the consequences, should we proceed in tbe
same direction or change course with the next decision? However, it also made some decisions invisible,
bccause they ud not lead to any visible action, and the reflections and choices connccted with thesc
therefore did not become part of an explicit process — they were seldom discussed in the conferences.
Hans said:

I do less x-rays now than when I started, bht I am not really sure if tbat is better. I can see than my
hit-rare has improved: Wben I do an x-ray, the likeiihood tbat there is somethirig positive, that there
is a fracture for instance, is better now than when I began in the department. But what about tbe x
rays I don’t do? [the decisions that are not made, TR1 I don’t know about them.

If only visiblc action is considercd important, we (clinicians) may neglect to reflect on tbe importance of
non-action. Sometimes, it is probably a good idea not to do the x-ray, not to do the contrvI not to make thc
prescription, not to ask a qucstion (but maybe listen instead), not to admit the patient (or not to dischargc
the patient) and not to do the surgery. As a senior surgeon observed to me:

I can teach a young doctor all be needs to know about doing surgery in about six months. But it will
take mc about six years to teach him when to do the surgery and when not to.

158 This relation between the performance ofchnicai skills and the experlence of professional identity give cause for reflection.
Research have for some time given reason to guestioo the competence in clinical skilis in meclica] snidents (Bjugn & Hunskaar,
1986; Bramness et si., 1992; Hunskaar, 1985; Hunskaar & Seim, 1984). More recent studies indicate that the learning potential of
chnical stays is stil not fulfilled (Mørcke & Eika, 2002; Wichmann-Hansen, Morcke & Eika, 2006; Wichrnann-Hansen, Morcke
& Eika, 2007) and young doctors in Scandinavja are mil found to reach an insufficient level of clinical competence in internship(Henriksen et si., 2003; Petersson et si.,2006a; Ringsted et si., 2002). Given these [indings, there may be reason to question theformation of professionai identity ss well. This remsins an important issue for fuwre studies.
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In all the cases of non-acilon, tbere is probably more elinical deeision-making than we usually reali2e; perhaps
even more tban in some kinds ofvisible aetion: If we just do what we are expeeted to witbout trying to do
sometbing else, is that really deeision-making?’5°It may be aetion of some sort, but do we partieipate or
simply perform eonditioned responses to stimuli?

Tbe stabilization ofprofessional identity mentioned above was found to depend upon visible aetion. Non

aetion did not have the same stabiiizing effeet upon professional identity. When the doctor did notbing,

nobody notieed or responded by strengtbening the intern’s pereeption that this would be the right tbing to

do tbe next time tbis situation arose. Ratber, the other aetors looked to the doctor to do something. Non

aetion migbr thus lead to embarrassing situarions of waiting, even tbougb tbe intern would sometimes have

valid reasons for non-aetion.

A senior surgeon, for instanee, remarked to me that be was glad tbat the bio-analysts wete ofren a bit late,

and that analysis of blood took some time’60. In tbe hours spent waiting for results of tests, it was

legitimate not to do anytbing, and this non-aetion often allowed him to refleet and make additional

observations ofthe patient, wbieh, in turn, allowed bim to make a more qualifled diagnosis. Wben tbe

result of the blood tests arrived, he told me, tisey mostly served to eonfirm what be already knew. Some

general praetitioners have also argued that the aetive use of time eafled watchfnl waiting is an important

diagnostie and therapeutie tool (Risør & Olesen, 2004).

In the family medieine elinie, I experieneed Hans to be very attentive when rhe patient was telling him a

story (see Hans & Nynne, pI 50). Often be would not say a word, allowing the patient to think, take a break

in the narrative and continue without interruption. He told mc that when he brought a video of sueb a

eonsultation to get feedbaek at tbe obligatory eourse in elinieal eommunieation, tbe teaeher bad eonsidered

Nm mdc and insensitive, just sitting there without doing anything. Tbe physieal aetion was tbat be was

sitting still, faeing the patient, attentive but not showing emorion. Thus, be learned that ideally be should be

more aetive. Again, aetion is preferred to non-aetion even though there may be a relevant reason for non

aetion, and this was apparendy what tbe interns leamed.

Non-aetion tbus eontinually produees uneertainty and doubt, a stare the inrems try to avoid in an effort,

instead, to experienee rbemselves as professional competent aetors. There is a negative reinforeement of

non—action: The imperative of aetion draws the intern towards being visibly aetive, and this makes it harder

to perform non-action than aetion.

Embocliment of action

Tbis action imperarive - tbe doetor must do sometbing - stimulates and stabiiizes professional identity, and the

intern aetively searehes for tbis experienee ratber tban tbe unpleasant experienee of uneerrainty and doubt

of not acting. This amounts to a social eonditioning of tbe intern’s pattems of behaviour. Identity is

relatively stable, bowever, and the stabilization is more likely to take plaee if there is some gain or positive

expetience at a more eonerete levd as well; i.e., if the intern experienees a positive outeome of tbe aetions

‘ You may rerall from rhe Birgirre & Kim case thar a series of tests and vitamins were presenbed because they were part of a

standard regime ratber than because tbe intern made a reflected chnice abnut tbem (p42).
1° This happened in rhe cnurse of Chrisrine & Milla, when we tbnughr Milla bad cholecystiris and an ulrrasnund ofabdnmen

was going tn be performed once the resulrs nfliver-rests were ready (p70).
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she performs, this is more likely to condition her to perform the same actions in future similar situations.
The actual outcome of the action may thus help to stabilize identity in the long run.

Some pattems of bchaviour have already been learned in medical school, and the intems turn to these
patterns when in doubt to avoid being too uncertain. Taking the patient’s story and making the physical
examination are the most obvious of these pattcrns. They have been performeci numerous times dimng
medical school. The intern stil finds that it is new to perform these routines with patients for whom she is
actually responsible. The intern finds it difficult to reflect and perform the routine at the same time. But
they have certain embodied sub-routines — asking specific questions in a speciflc order, doing specific
cxaminations in a speciflc ordet — that heip them proceed forward toward finally entering the information
in the patient’s file. The physical cxamination is ideaily done with a spcciflc purpose, actively searching for
ccrtain possible indications ofwhat the diagnosis should be. But it is also the performancc ofhabits that
are not necessarily aimed at relevant specifics. For instancc, most interns always shined a light into the eycs
and mouth of the patient, which was often not clinically relevant - but they only rarely examined the
breasts of the patient and only sometimcs did a rectal exploration, two procedures which wcre often
relevant.

This pattern of conditioning is undoubtedlly pragmatically rooted: When seeing a new patient under
pressure for time, shining a light into cyes and mouth is easy and fast. Exatnining the breasts or the rcctum
takes more time to do properly and requires thc paticnt to expose sensitive parts of her body, which the
intern — and probably the patient as well — arc reluctant to do whcn the patient is in an area whcre other
people can see them. Thus, performing multiplc cases in the reception ward conditions the intern towards
performing certain actions more than others, and as these actions become embodied practice over time, it
is often difficult for the intern to say why they do what they do, and why they do not do some of the things
they are not doing.

Something like auscultation of the langs is always done, but the difficulties involved in removing the
patient’s clothing and getting the patient to sit up straight means that the interns are conditioned towards
performing this cxamination with the patient lying down and with his shirt on, something they are
continuously told in medical school to avoid as frie examination lacks in sensitivity and specificity when
performed under these conditions. Again, medical knowledge is found to be fragile when confrontcd with
material reality, and conditioning tends to go for the easiest solutions.

Of course, thc interns sometimes reflect on this. Whcn I intcrviewed them, thcy could often pinpoint
ccrtain cxpenences or kinds ofexperiences thathad facilitated certain patterns ofbehaviour. Some patterns
were stimulated by doing something many times over. Like the description I just gave of the physical
examination. Each clinical setting has its traditions and guidelines, only some ofwhich are written. The
interns Icarn to follow these traditions to be able to participate in the comrnunity of praetice (sce Chapters
9 and 10). As they do tids many times over, ti conditions them towards following the same procedures in a
similar setting or situation without really being able to say why.

The impact of the single case

In some cases, just a few examplcs of clinieal problems and ways to handle them were enough to establish
a pattern. Christine told mc that she had two patients shortly after each other, both admitted on frie
suspicion ofappendicitis, both found to have urinary infection on the basis ofa urine stix. This meant that
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each time she saw a patient with suspected appendicitis, one of the first tests she would do, would be the
urine stix.

Even a single case may have a lasting effect on behaviour. Ann had a patient in tbe department of
abdominal surgery who seemed upon admittance to be a hit tired and bad diffuse abdominal pain, but no
signs of acute and serious i]iness. She just wrote his journal and thought notbing more of him, until tbe
next morning when be was found to be in a poor condition, almost unconscious, with a low blood
pressure and found to be in need of acute surgery and medical intervention. Aftenvards, she always made
certain that she had told her second-call about all thc new patients and made sure that the nurses at the
ward werc given specific instructions about how and how often to monitor the patient.

Thus, different kinds of conditioning are going on in internship and in clinical education in general. For the
sake of ciassification, you couid distinguish between the ‘multiple-patient’, the ‘few-patient’ and the ‘one
patient’ conditioning; and positive as well as negative outcomes for the patient may servc to generate
patterns ofbehaviour in the assessment and management of future patients.

The result of the conditioning is not just that less thought is given to action. The most important effect is
probably that it saves time. The interns leam to perform numerous actions faster in the course of
internsbip. Just a few examples from my fieldnotes: Ann learns to bok at the sheet with rcsults ofblood
tests and quickly generate a pattern of information. Erik experiences how knowing the physical
surroundings and the posinon of objects in tbe room speed up bis actions considerably. Louise becomes
much quicker at ifipping through a journal and finding the iriformation she needs.

In relation to the previous discussion on moral economy, you could say that the interns benefit from
adapting to the local moral economy and from performing the expected actions. They bencfit by being able
to perform their given tasks more quicldy and with greater efficiency over time. Tbis, in turn, gives them
the experience of professional competence mentioned above.

Thc finding that speciflc single cases may generate lasting patterns of dinical action is interesting and it is
in line with findings from previous studies of cinical decision-making (Norman, 2005). In the cases
mentioned to mc by the interns, a cornmon theme resonated a strong affective reaction with the intern,
namely the fear of having neglected to perform some procedure, or the reief of having done something
just when it was needed and seeing the positive outcome for the patient. A similar situation may trigger a
similar emotional reaction witb the intern, thus influencing the balance of the moral economy. After all, the
moral economy is a babance of emotioaalforces (Daston, 1995).

Conclusion

In the course ofintcrnship, the young doctors learned to participate in a wide rangc ofactions. As they
learncd how to participate in relations, what kind ofdecisions to focus on and what to do to get tbe
information needcd, the question ofwhat to do about the patient became more pressing in their daily work
and issues of morality becarne more important as they adapted to the role as physician and began to enjoy
the experience of becoming competent participants in the cinical setting.

The issues of morality were not always clearly visible when the given information seemed sufficient to help
them choose between dlifferent possible actions. However, the choicc itseif, a judgment about value, always
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involved a moral judgment. In situarions where information was ambiguous or where tbe decision was
difficult to limit to frie simple-acute (see Chapter 11), frie moral issues and the difficulties ofthe moral
judgment became more visible. The interns bad trouble dealing with tbese situations and, in general, witb
situations in which no simple acrive action presented itseif as possible. Often they found that it was
dlifficult to act, but also that it was expected that they act. Tbere was an imperative of aetion.

Tbe relations (Chapter 9) support and frame the basie decisional patbway tbat ends witb aerion. Tbe
patients provide the information for the problem (acute-simple), the doetors and the conferenees supply
the style of reasoning (patbology-epidemiology-rationaliry), and the nurses in tbe various sertings are key to
the soludons (technical-rapid-acdon). When tbe interns perform in line with tbe impileit expeetadons of all
these reladons, frie moral economy, frieir behaviour is rewarded by lessening their worldoad and
strengthening their prokssional identity.

The ring is elosed: wirh the construetion of acdon and tbe dinical morality whieh guides it, we return to frie
eonstnietion of relations aod frie resuldng development and stabilizadon of a professional identity in the
interns. In Chapter 17, I summarize this eireular movement, from CoR to CoD, Col, C0A, and retum to
CoR, and I explore frie potential of this new perspeerive on einieal decision-making and elinieal edueadon.
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Chapter 17

Epimetheus and Prometheus
A sketch for a new naval chart for medicine

In this chapte I explore the theore/icalperspective of clinical decision-making Ihat has developed over theprevious chaplers
and tiJe ev/alion bein’een thefour constructions.

Introduction

Chapter 1-8 described thc design ofthe study; chapter 9-16 presented the essential findings and discussed

themes emerging from thc rcsults. Chapter 17-20 presents a synthesis ofthe study. A new
conceptualization of clinical decision-making has emerged in these chapters, which is better able to
encompass the complexity of daily elinical action and which has proven to possess an analytical potential
useful for rcsearch projects like the present one, but also suggest itseif as a conceptual tool in daily practice
and as a framcwork for clinical education. Explortng this new perspective on dinical dccision-making and
thc potential use of this perspective is theme of this chapter.

The guiding theme in this thesis has been the research question ofhow young doctors learn to make
cinical decisions. In tbc course of the research, the rescarch question changed its meaning from ‘how do
doctors learn to make clinical decisions?’ to ‘how do doctors learn to participate in the process of clinical
decision-making?’. This apparently small change ofwords represents a change from a cognitive to a
contcxtual perspcctive, from an individual to a socio-cultural process. Below, I wiil compare thcse two
perspcctives in the light of the findings from the ficldwork to determinc their relevance for furure studies
of dinical education and practicc.

The individual cognitive perspective

I have examined a rccognized model of clinical decision-making and the associated stylc of reasoning
known as evidence-based medicine, md I have demonstrated in the analysis of the cases, why this
perspective is insufficient as a description ofmedical practice. The argument in the prcvious chapters,
however, is not given to advocate to leave the existing models of decision-making altogethcr, but rather to
lirnit their use to where it is relevant. The model md EBM exist beeause tIiev are found, in some cases and
under certain eonditions, to be a relevant representation of dlinical reality. What are the conditions that
make this perspeetive relevant?

First, there must be more than onepossibi/i’for action. If one partieular stimulus or one particular pieee of
information may lead to one and only one possible aetion, it is not a case of decision-making, but one of
conditioned response. The doctor has learned to react in a speciflc way. When the ECG shows ventrieular
fibrillation, you charge the patient. Confronted with arterial bleeding, you compress the artery. Note that
these examples arc cases of extreme emergency, where context disappears from vision and thought. There
is only this particular information md the need for you to act on it. That is the meaning of acute rather than

chronie Prescnce and needlle-point focus and the absenec of the dimension of time.
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Second, the aptians must be clear/y delineated. There must be two or more possible choices that are clearly
different. You can decide that the patient is likely to suffer from 1) erysipelas or 2) DVT, or you may
decide that 3) both erysipelas and DVT are possible (see Birgitte & Kim). But you cannot decide on
possibilities in between. You cannot decide on some process for which you have no name and no
suggestions for action. There must be clearly differentiated options betwecn which to choosc, options for
wbich thcre are botli a style of reasoning, a language and a moral incentivc to perform certain actions.

Third, ti-ic informa/io,i miest be non-amb.guous or at least low-ambiguous. The patient’s story, the doctor’s
sensory impressions from the cxamination, etc. must be reproduced in a form that makes it all dinically
relevant, that is, helps to find options for action. The auscultation of the thorax must be presented as
‘lower left side crepitation’, for instance. Information about pain must be localized and given quality: Is the
chest pain in tbe right or left side? Is it a burning sensation? Or is the pain crushing? This is what a
signiflcant part of mcdical education is about: Learning to perform the story-taking and the physical
examination and then being able to transform these actions into categories, findings, words to put in thc

cases to present at the morning conference.

Fourth, thc cantextfor the decision must aion’for the options in question. A doctor in general practice may
patient with a temperature of 38.5 degrees and decide that a blood culture should be done to determine the
nature of thc (suspected) infectious agent. But it is not possible to do blood cultures in general practicc.
Tbis test has to be done at the hospital lab. The context only allows thc option of not doing blood cultures,
and with only one option — do nothing - it is not a decision.

If cinical decisions are contcxtualized like this, they are reduced to cases where the doctor needs to make a
cognitive irito make a chaice beiween afim more c/ear/y delineated options based on /ow-ambguous infarmation and a//owed
far bj the context afthe clinica/ encounter. Consider the examples in the previous chapters of how relations,
decision, information and action are constructed. In most cases, thc options are not delincated,
information is ambiguous and context — relational, physical, organizational, and cultural — makes certain
subtle, yet powerful limitations to what may take place and what should take place. Clinical decisions as
individual cognitive choices refer to only a vcry small part of what goes on in clinical practice, typically
some of the situations arising in emergency mcdicine, the acutc and simple situations, and refers to thc
choice that leads from information (Col) to action (CoA). Even this small part of decision-making will
always be not just person-dependent, but context-dependent as well: You cannot, for instance, perform an
action on the basis ofthe ECG ifyou are in a setting where ECG is unavallable.

The interactive contextual perspective

Consider the otber option for conceptualizing cinical decisions: that cinical decision-making is a courplex
znteraction invo/ving numerons human and non-human actors inc/uding the doctor and thepatient,) which lead tawards
interpretations aud actions conceming the individua/patiern’ and the .ecific hea/th issues. This is, of course, the
conceptualization that has seemed most relevant in the present fleldwork.

In Chapter 3 and 4, I found Latour’s imagcry of two faces of science, one looking forward and one looking
behind, to be relevant to distinguish between the two differcnt perspcctives (p40): The inclividual cognitive
perspective is only possible, when a decision is studied in retrospect, that is, when the outcome is known,
and one may bok back and focus on how different elements of ‘data’ or ‘knowledgc’ entered thc processes
and led to thc choiccs made. When instead, wc follow the process of dcci sion-making prospectively, in
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real-time, all the ambiguities, interactions, interprctations, circles, and feedbacks emerge, that the retrospect
perspective filter out.

The mythological parallel to Latour’s two faces16’ is the Greek myth ofPrometheus and Epimetheus, sons
ofthe titans, lapetos and Klymcne (Bulfinch, 1993; Hjortsø, 1978). Prometheus means looking forward
and thinking ahead; Epimetheus means looking backward and thinking ofthe past. Epimctheus is the
cause of the opening of Pandora’s box, leaving only hope for humanity. Promerheus is the creator, the
stealer of fire, the protector ofhumanity against the gods (the wizard, the blacksmith, the inveritor).
Prometheus is punished, imprisoned. Should the doctor have Prometheus as her ideal — bok fonvard,
invent, challenge the powers that be, or Epimetheus — bok towards the past, respect traditions, accept her

position in an established moral economy?

It is possible to maintain Epimetheus as thc ideal for medical practice. Making decision trees in evidence

based medicine (EBM) is tantamount to making use of Epimetheus. The Wulff modeb is based on
Epimetheus. Clinical guideines providing advice on how to handle specific situations are based on
Epimetheus. Using flowcharts to stimulate scheme-induced decision-making has Epimetheus as a
necessary perspective. Epimetheus makes it possible to communicate about a complex patient with a
compbex problem in a short and efficient manner, where certain possible routes ofaction present
themsebves. It is a very clear, very quick and very structured way of representing and dealing with paticnts.

The perspcctive which facilitate the per astra pathways (see Chapters 11-12).

The Wulff modeb is useFiil as a framework for information-processing, the fleld of clinimetrics: Given this

task, how do you measure the relevant variables, and how do you interpret the results of your

measurements? But it does not construct the decision; CoR and GoD does that. The different ways of

reasoning found in clinical reasoning research — hypothetico-deductive reasoning, pattern recognition,

scheme-induction, illness scripts — are different ways ofperforrning the information-processing. This,

Drevfus & Dreyfus inform us, is where the use of computers and the multitude of software available to

clinicians become usefui (Dreyfus & Dreyfus, 1986b). EBM is immensely useful in information-processing

as well, allowing the clinician to determine how, given this problem and this information, what
consequences may we expect from the different available actlons? This chapter is not an argument to

criticize thcse developments in medicine. It is an argument to limit their relcvance and importance to the

link between the construction of information and the construction of action. It is an argument to bok

elsewhere to understand what cinical practice is about, and — in this and the subsequent chapters — to

suggest that the epistemologicab ground on which we stand is not the only one available, and may be

insufficient as a future platform for the discipline of medicine — if our primary goal is to alleviate suffering.

Now, recall the cases presented in the previous chapters. They indicate that tbere is a price to pay for

adhering to Epimetheus: Christine was given a choice about ordering a gastroscopy on Milla or not (p7l).
Those were the options she was given, based on the /ow-ainbzguous information about haematcmesis (Christine

& Milla). But tbis made it difficult for her to beieve in her own reflections from her znterac/ion with Milla

and the possibility that other interpretations of her condition were possible. Birgitte bad to focus on whether

Kim had erysipebas or a venous thrombosis, which made the evaluation of his rather complex condition

767 Which is likely to have inspired this image in the first place. Latour makes no explicit menuon ofit, bot be does use another

part of the myth, the storv of Pandora’s hope in one of his recent books, Pandora’s Hope (Latour, 1999), indicating that he is

familiar with the Greek myth of the brothers, Epimethcus and Prometbeus.
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difficult (Birgitte & Kim, p41). Ann was given low-ambiguous information about John and thc options for
actions were already given when she saw hirn (Ann &John, pl63). Thus, she was led to ignore the new
information resufting from her interaction with him and her own attempts at interpretation. In some cases,
it is possible to adhere to Epimetheus without compromising the complexity of the situation. When Erik
examined and treated Holger in the emergency ward, this was such an occasion (Erik & Holger, pil 1). But
whcn Chrisonc had to make a choice aboutJudith, she found that she could not reduce the complexity of
the situation, despite the suggestions from the nurse and her senior colleague, which were all aimcd at
making her choice simpler (Christine &Judith, pl93).

In Table 17.1, the two perspectives are presented in accordance with the findings and the discussions of
the previous chapters. The text should be self-explanatory, as it is a condensation of findings from
Chapters 9-16. The relevant chapters are given in the left column.

Table 17.1. Epimetheus and Promelheus

Epimetheus Prometheus

A cogriitive effort by the doctor to make a - A complex interaction involving numerous
Clinical rational choice between two or more elearly human and non-human actors (including the
decision- delineated options based on low-ambiguous doctor and the patient) which lead towards
malcing is... information and allowed for by the context of interpretations and aetions concerning the

the elinical eneounter individual patient and the speciflc heakh issues.
Construction Personal and organiaational faetors may The cultural construction of a particular
of relatioris influence and disturb the collection of valid problem for a particular patient in a particular
(Ch. 9-lo) data and the choice ofthe best action setting provide the basis ofdecision-making

and the doctor continuously adapt her
participation in CoD, Col, and CoA in response

Construction The doetor’s task is to find the right diagnosis The doctor’s task is to reduce the patient’s
of decisions and select the best therapy suffering. This may inelude a wide range of
(Ch. 11-12) different kinds of decisions.

Construct-ion Data to support the task are colleeted Information is constructed in the interplay
of information through story-taking, physical examination between different posit-ioned actors in a
(Ch. 13-14) and different kinds oftests particular setting and is guided by the kind of

decision construeted.
Coristruction Tbe doetor chooses the tests and the therapy The doctor participates in the continuous
of action with the greatest evidence-based likelihood of process of clinical decision-making through her
(Ch. 15-16) validating the diagnosis or generating a actions.

positive measureable health outcome

Related constructions

So far, I have presented the four constructions as more or less autonomous. It should, however, be
apparent from thc discussions, that they are interrelated, interdependent, and simultaneous: They are part
ofthe same practice. Chapter 4 was my first sketcbing ofwhat cinical deeision-making was, a sketch based
on what I termed Prometbeus perspeetive above. The four domains of this are thc four processes of
eonstrucdon that have been the focus of Chapters 9 through 16.
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Tbe intern needs to have some competence in the construction of relations to be able to perform and take
part in the other thrce constructions. Relations to individuals and to organization are necessary to
understand which kinds ofdccisions to make, what kind ofinformation is relevant and which kinds of
action are possible. The construction or decisions must be understood to some extent to be able to search
for and construct the information needed for addressing this particuiar decision-making situation. Jr is

necessary to construct some kind of information to be able to act accordingly as most actions demand
some kind of reasoning. The doctor, for instance, needs to write her reasons for having an x-ray done in
order to requisition x-ray, thus presenting - and producing - information as the basis for action.

Tbc first process of construction, CoR, is best understood as existing at a leve1 different from that of the
otber three. The relations — between people, physical surroundings, organization, and the knowledge and
experience of the people involved — are the necessary backbone for any kind of work within the clinical
setting. It is the background and the context for participating in the other thrce construction processes. It
provides necessary limitations and directions to the construction of decisions, information and action. This
process is two-way: The construction of a decision wiil also enhance ccrtain relations, as wiil the
construction of information or actiori. This makes these relations stronger and more active in future
decision-making processes.

The relation between at one level the CoR and at another the CoD, the Col and the CoA explains the
finding that the intern must learn to some extent to participate in CoR to make possible their participation
in the other three processes. This relation finds support in the finding that CoR involves Learning III, and
that this level of icarning, developing a professional identity, is a prerequisite for being able to participate in

CoD (and the resulting Learning Il), Col (involving Learning I), and CoA (leading to zero learning, or

embodied practice). The interns find that it takes from one to threc months to achieve a levd of
competence that makes it possible to perform properly, to get the sense that they are doing a good job as

doctors. In this initial period, the focus is on learning to participate in all the relations that make up the

workplace. The period could be shortened ifthe scene does not change as much and the relations are

rclatively stable - conditions that are present in thc orthopaedlic emergency ward and in the family medicine

cinic - and if the intern has prior experience with similar settings, as somc interns bad from working as

doctors while stil in medical school.

Learning to participate in CoR thus facilitates learning to participate in the other constructions. But
learning to participate in CoD aiso facilitates learning Col, and learning Col facilitates learning CoA. Once

the interns begin to understand the different standard decisions in which they arc expected to participate

(CoD) — what Hans called pathwajs — this helps them to find and use possible ways to generate information
(Col). When they learn how to combine the information into units and patterns (includling diagnoses) —

what Ann referred to as boxes — this helps them to act, as these patterns connect to their knowledge from

medical school, local guideines, etc., to suggest the possibilities for action and how to choose from thesc

possibilities — the choice between what Peter called hammers.

Limited constructions

When the intcrns found jr difficult, for instance, to comrnunicatc with thc panent and this led to a limited

constmction of information, ine intern would limit her actions to those standard acdons necessary to move

on to her next rask — prcscribing only the standard set ofblood tests, filling in only the standard

information in the journal. But as their experience in the construction of information increascd, their scope
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for action broadened. Alternatively, in some situations the intern could be experienced communicators, but
stil1 be limited in their scope for action because they Iacked experience in the CoD, including tbe local
spectrum of normality that guided how to communicate in that particular case and defined the issues that
could be legitimate subjects of communication: they need to learn how to talk and what to talk about.
Once the intems learned to read the context markers (Bateson, 1972e) — provided by the patient, the nurse,
the room, the tools, etc. — they would also know how to distinguish between thc acute and the chronic
condition, between tbe need for immediate action and the space and time for slower and more extensive
reflection, and only then would they be able to communicate and reflect in a more focused way, easing the
Col and the CoA.

The finding that the intern first learned CoR, thcn CoD and orily then increasingly expcrienccd learning
about Col and fmafly CoA, helps to explain why writing up Iheplan for the patient rcmained a difficult task
for a long time. Ann said:

I can write a patient’s jeurnal, take the story and do the physical examination, and I can do it well. But
‘the plan’ is difficult. This is not exactly something we spend time on in medical school.

Tbis activity — prescribing what future actions should be performed by otbers in touch with the patient,
what tests to do, what treatments to perform — could only be performed ifthe Col could be condensed to
specific possible diagnoses and if thc CoA could be taken beyond thc necessary standards of the
department and build on reflections on this particular patient in this particular setting. The ‘plan’ in the
journal is an extension of action inte the future based on the information present and available. I suggested
earlier (p64) that the CoD ceuld also be understood as a construction of a narrative: Wbat is the story in
which the intern and the patient participate? Where are the momcnts of intensity, possibilities for changc,
the possible futures? (Mattingly, 1998a). The plan is an extension er specification ofthis narrative, as
srructuring device, betn’een the written lines of the jeurnal tItat make certain actions rational er even
necessary. As Aim reflected at tbc end of her first assignment at thc department of internal medicine:

I think a day like today was a good day. There have been a number of cases, where I did not know the
diagnosis of the patient. But I kncw how to move on. To send the patient to places where ±ey cotild help
him. That was nice, I think. And satisfying.

The clinic action cycie

The intcrns mosdy thought that jr was finding the diagnosis that was thcir prirne task, but they all
experienced this satisfaction when they werc able to keep action flowing, move forward, promote the
narrative — participate in the construction of action. This participation in the construction of action also
helped cxpand and strengthen thc intems’ possibilities for participation in CoR.

Thus, in a particular case of decision-making, leading towards a speciflc test being done or treatment given,
there is a continuous transition from CoR to CoD, frem CoD to Col, frem Col to CoA. But in the course
ofinternship, the learning of the intern goes through a similar process, concentrating first on learning to
participate in CoR and then use this learning to leam about participating in CoD, moving on to
participation in Col, which, again, promotes the learning ofparticipation in CoA. The proccss ofdecision
making can be said to be reflected in the process of dlinical learning. As internship progresses, the intern
thus becomes capable ofgoing further and further inte the process of decision-making - or rather - to be
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able to participate more fully, but as described in tbe previous chapters, with noteworthy limitations to
their legitimacy: they remain temporary residents rather than legitimate participants. These conncctions
betwccn processes of constsuction are visualized in Thc ClmjcActioa Cjicle’62 in Figure 17.1. Note than an
arrow in tbis figure signify a facilitating influence in the sense dcscribed above. It is not to imply a strict
cause-effect relation of a speciflc chronology.

The final arrow goes from CoA and around to CoR. I touched upon tbis in Chapter 16, when I discusscd
how the conditioning of embodied action would lead to thc stabilization ofprofcssional identity. Most of
what the intern does that results in action for the paticnt is done in interaction with actors in the context —

prcscribing blood tests and x-rays, making agreements about action with colleagues, talking to the nutse
about tbe kind, the amount and the timing of medication etc. If the action anses with littie reflection from
the CoR, CoD and Col, it will serve to maintain and strcngthen the relations. This is what happens most of
the time as all ti-je actors know and respcct their positions in thc flow of decision-making. There are
exceptions, however. Thcsc are the themc of Chapter 18.

Figur 17.1. The C/inicAction Cjcle

CI,nical
Language

Clinical
Morality

162 Tbe inspiration for the model comes from Ihe cittic acid fycle, a central pathway of cellular metabolism (Apps, Cohen & Sted,

1992). In metabolism different products of previous processes enter the cycle and tbrough a series of catalyzadon, energy is

released and stored, and the biochemical substance is reduced through a process of decarboxylation until (after the process of

the oxygen chain) only water and carbon dioxide remains. In the Chnic Action Cycie, tbe ‘substance’ t.hat eriters the cycie is

either a pat.ient (if used as a model of decision-making) or a doctor (if used as a model of clinical education). The similarities

should, however, not be taken too far. It is likely, that the model is consiructed the way it is, simply because the Citric Acid

Cycie is one of tbe images, which may still come to me in nightmares, wake me up and turn on my computer and, consequently,

influence what I write.
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The limits of analysis - the issue of power

Figure 17.1 is intended to be easy to remember. There is a risk that I have simplified beyond what is
reasonable, and I would thcrefore cautlon not to use tbe cycie or the terms in it without considering thc
meaning of those terms and the complexity they refer to, which I have endeavoured to lay out in the
preceding chapters.

There is another limitation ofthe Figure, howcver, one which consists ofwhat is not in it In all thc
signiflcant currents ofthe clinic — tbe space, the reason, the language, and the morality — tbere are a
number of significant influences that I have not touched upon in the analysis. Tbey can be collectively dealt
with under the heading of ‘power’. CoR is catalyzed and given linits and direction by clinical space, but
cinical space is itselfilinited and directed by the organizational, political, and economical conditions that
establish hospitals and clinics and has much influence both on their internal strueture and on their relations
to otber parts of the health care system. Contemporary devclopments (in a Danish context) towards the
ciosing of regional hospitals, the expansion ofthe private health care system, and redistribution oftasks
bctween different groups of health care professionals due to lack of personnel and resources are bound to
influence not just clinical space, but the construction of relations in medical practice as well.

Likewise, dinical reason is a powcrful influence on the construction ofdeeisions, but is also the result of
outsidc the clinical setting. The influenee of the pharmaceutical industry on what constitutes a health care
problem and how to manage it, has long been recognized and documented as a powerful influence in
medical practicc (Bro & Olesen, 2006; Søndergaard & Andersen, 2009; Straand & Myhr, 2002). The rise of
initiatives in public health incluchng national screening programs of various sorts, have been criticized as an
ideological movement towards medicalization of vulnerable social groups (Conrad, 2007; Petersen &
Lupton, 1996; Petersson, 1991). Whethcr one agrees with the eritique ofindustry and publich health, they
are bound to impact and continue to impact what is perceived as health care problems and how doctors
shall and can deal with them.

Thc construction of information is catalyzed, limited, and focused by clinical language, but, like any
linguistic construetion, this language is the result of many influences. The traditions in medicine on how to
conceptualize and make distinctions, determining what kind of differenccs that are recognized as
differences and verbalized, and a souree ofthe special cultural short—hand used in patients’ journals, are all
aspects oflanguage that are signiflcantly different from language in other academic traditions (Jacobsen,
1981).

Clinicai morality and the resulting construction of action is perhaps the issue with thc most salient potential
for an analysis focusing on power. Any moral judgment is by definition a quesdon of values, ofwhat is
good and what is not. Political ideologies, norms ofnormality, and standards ofwhat constitutes a good
life, are parts of a moral gobelin, a larger moral economy, with significant but aften subtle influence upon
the moral choices made in the space of the clinic.

i have in this thesis chosen not to include qucstions of ‘power’ explicitly in my analysis. This is not becausc
it is not relevant. li is highly relevant and in earlier drafts of the thcsis thcse issues have featured more
prominently. The mention here of same of these themes stand as a recognition of their existcnce ratber
than an analysis oftheir importance and impact. The choicc not to writc ofpower was made to produce
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focus and coherence in a text already Ioaded with references to issues of rationality, practice, and learning.
It was a choice I made with some reluctance, though, and any critique of my choice is likely to be relevant.

Conclusion

The fieldwork and the analysis of the case stories have demonstrated the need for a re-conceptualization of
cinical decision-making: A complex interaction involving numerous human and non-human actors
(including the doctor and the patient) which lead towards interpretations and actions concerning the
individual patient and this patient’s specific health issues.

Although such a concept may take away some of the security and comfort of earlier conceptualizations, it

offers instead a wider potential of opportunity of directions to be explored. Understanding the dynamics of
thc four construction domains involved in dinical decision-making is important to keep in mmd in such an
exploration, whether thc explorer is the individual doctor trying to understand and help the patient in front
of her, or the explorcr is a wider body of medical practitioners and health planners trying to determine
where the larger vessels of clinical education, or even health care systems should go.

In this discussion, I have focused, however, on the smaller of thesc kinds of explorations and found that
there arc certain currents which are at the same time elusive and rarely explicitly debated in medical
education, and yct powerful and with significant impact on where the processes of clinical decision-making
go. As long as the currents of space, reason, language and morality remain outside the focus of medical
education, the local traditions on these matters are likely to be much more important than any amount of
knowledge thc intern may be infused with in medical school. Only by being actively aware of these currents
and the potentials they harbour may the doctor be able to navigate with the perspective of thc individual
patient in mmd.

Doctors learn to move clockwise, or tiirnwise in the Clinic Action Cycle, and they learn to do this with
speed and proficiency. But what is the potential of the counter-clockwise, or widdershins movement? This is
the theme ofChapter 18.
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Chapter 18
Widdershinsls3
Navigators of the cinic

In Ihis chatet I rviutii to .hefieldwork andfind that interns at timespefor,n a widdershins movernent in the C/inic Action
Çycle. Thepotentia/ ofthis rnoi’ernent is discussed

Introduction

In Chapter 17, the process of dccisionmaking was found to move turnwise in the c/inic action yc/e. Likewise,
as the intern learns to participate in the different kinds ofconstructions, the focus oficarning and the
extent of her clinical competence move mrnwisc. There are, however, in elinical practice a number of
countcr-movements in this general image. Thcse movements are the focus of the present chapter.

Previous studies have dcscribed how medical students dealt with the combined stress of a demanding
curriculum and clinical experienccs with a high emorional content. They have suggested a typology with
four different ways of reacting to the stressors of clinical education: persisting, resisting, adapting and
maladapiing (Vitaliano, Maiuro, Mitchdll & Russo, 1989). In the prcvious chapters, I have described how
thc interns ‘adapt’ and become loyal, if sometimes frustrated, parts of the system in which they work. They
do not have to adapt in every way, though: They already have both professional and private expcrience
which heip them. This allows them to ‘persist’, to keep up their usual identity, including the way they

interact with othcr people, without too much adjustment. A combination of persistence and adaptation is
what allow the intern to become proficient in the participation of the four processes of construction, to

develop a professional identity and leam to perform the tasks involved in the usual kinds of decisions in
the various clinical settings.

In this chapter, I retum to the empirical findings ofthe fleldwork to bok for signs ofresistance and

maladaptation. Resistance, in this context, would be if interns openiy disagree with what they experience in
intcrnship, and resist being pushed in direetions they do not want to go. Sitnilarly, mal-adaptation would be
if interns experienced the discrepancy between seif and contextual demands, bot were unable to either

resist or adapt. They would risk entering a state of cynicism, where they would givc up previous ideals, as

they would be unable to maintain them, but would also fall to adapt to the new values oftheir new

environment. This potential result of medical education has been acknowledged for decades (Bccker et al.,

1961; Coombs & Paulson, 1990; Eron, 1958; Madill & Latchford, 2005; Rezler, 1974; Risør, 1998d).

Despair or denial?

I realize that the previous ehapters may seem controversial to some. Intems are found to allow local space

to determine how to interpret the patient’s story and clinical signs (Chapters 9 and 10). Interns are found to

‘63To go ‘widdershins’ is to travel in the direction of the sun across the sky (Harper, 2001). Tbis amounts to going west as

opposed to going ‘turnwise’, in the direction of tbe planet’s rurn (or east). Tbe tcrnis are not in much use tbese days, but Terry

Pratchett makes use of them in his succesful series ofnovcls about the fantasy world called ‘Discworld’ (Pratchett, 1083;

Pratchctt & Briggs, 1995). I make use of the terms here, bot only as appropriate terms for description, not as a reference to

Discworld or phenomena therein.
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limit themselves to a few kinds ofdecisions, despite the need to expand theix view (Chapters 11 and 12).
Interns are found not to collect data but participate in a construction ofinformation (Chapters 13 and 14).
Interns are found to accept a cost-benefit morality over their duties to the patient (Chapters 15 and 16). I
cven argue that thc interns learn to accept all these conditions as part oftheir work; as unchangeablc
conditions of dinical practice.

Although many doctors will accept the reality of the cases presented in the previous chapters, as they
recognize it in their own dinical practicc, I suspect that they may stil be upsetting. These, and cases like
them, were found in departments of intcrnal medicine as wdll as in the departments of surgery and general
practice. They are found with male and female doctors. They are found in regional hospitals and at highly
specialized dcpartments at the university hospital

There is potential despair involved: If the foundation on wbich diagnosis and subscquently treatment is
based is constructcd at so many levels and in so many ways, how can we ever know anytbing about the
patient for certain? If these case stories are taken to be true, how cm we as doctors do anything but
despafr? The alternative reaction to despair may be denial: Either thcse case stories are made up or they
constitute 5 very special and not representative part of dlinical reality or — as some have commented when I
presented my findings — these doctors are simpiy not ‘worth their salt’, and that somchow there has been
some sclection in who chose to participate in my study which has meant that I have included only the
worst. Or even, as one senior doctor and professor commented:

It shows how thc quality ofmedical students that become doctors is too poor these days... We need to find
ways to prevent those who are too weak, intdllectually or personally, from entering medical school.

In Chapter 2, I described how thc research on sclection for medical school indicated that no criteria were
available that would help determine who would be good doetors and who would not. If anything, they
indicated that all the students entering medical school (and qulte a few who do not) have excellent doctor
potential. But the studies on medical education itself, however, indicate that it is possible with a suffieiently
dernanding cducation to teach students to become cynical (Becker et ni., 1961), dehumanized (Coombs &
Paulson, 1990) and to have a limited perspectivc on knowledge (Jacobsen, 1981).

Therc is, however, one very important rcason why we should neither despair nor deny the reality of the
case stories. The reason is ernpirical as well: Somctimes the intcrns manage to produce surprising results by
doing something other than the flow ofthe currcnts — the space, reason, language, and morality ofthe
cinic — suggests. Sometimes they take off in another direction than expected. The following case is an
example.

The case ofAnn andJimmy

Tbis case is a return to the primary evaluation ofa new patient in the department ofinternal medicine, a
type of situation often referred to in rescarch on clinical reasoning (Eraut, 1994b; Norman, 2005) and one
that has been excmplified by Birgitte & Kim (p4l) and Peter & Else (pl6O). What would happen, if for
sorne reason, the intern wcre to move not trirmvise, but in reverse, widdershins?
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It is the departrnent of internal medicine. It is 1.25 PM. Ann and I are eating a late lunch after a busy

morning in the emergency ward. Ann’s caller rings. It is the nurse from the ward: Falck’64 is on their way

with an unconsciousl6r)young man. He is ‘known’ in the emergency ward witb drug abuse problems. Now,
he has taken an overdose. The paramedics have given him Nareanti and Lanexat166 during transport.

Ann informs the nurse of the blood tests she would like on the young man. She finishes the last of
her sandwieh as we hurry towards the ward to be ready, wben the paramedies arrive. Tbe patient,
Jimmy, is already tbere in one of the ward moms when we arrive. He looks awake, but eonfused,
drunk maybe, moves a bttle on tbe eoueh. Ris motber and another young man is standing next to
bim. Heidi, the nurse, is also there. A female medieai student is standing by the wall on the right.

Ann looks m the ambulanee—papers: eyanooe, respiradon distressed. Tbe morher does not know
mueh about what has happened, but says thatjimmy has asthma. Ann asks the young man, Tbomas,
a fnend ofjimmy, what be knows. Re says Jimmy has smoked a jotnt, taken some pills, possibly
Sobutex, drunk some beet, also some Rivotril tablets. Re says Jimmy’s girifriend broke up, and that
be was drinking to drown his sorrows.

Heidi: ‘Tbomas, will you make him be down, so we ean do the blood tests?’ Thomas does it. Tbe
binanalyst starts to take the blood samples for tesdng. Ann and I exit the room, and Ann finds
Christian, the second-call physieian and teils him about the pilis. Ann: ‘li is a litde diffleult with his
mother tbere’.

Ann re-enters. Looks at frie small paperwith the results ofthe a-gas’67:pR 7.148, pCO2 10.3, p02
3.88. Cheeks the basie values: blood ptessure 130/84, pulse 116, saturation 70, temperature 36.1. The
ECG is normal. She boka up Rivotril and Sobutex165 on mediein.dk on the eomputer, teils the
student about Nareanti. Ann talks to Heidi about the eriteria for an ‘emergeney eall’. Heidi: ‘So,
should I put out the eall?’ Ann says yes. Heidi makes the eall, ask the mother and the friend to leave.

A doetor and a nurse from the department of anaesthesiobogy arrive and move to the head of the
eoueh, eheekingjimmy’s heart rate and respiration. A porter arrives. Ann narrates what she knows to

the anaesthesiobogist who tben phones the ambulance-doetor who was at the scene to get further

informadon about tbe padent’s condidon when tbey first saw him.

Tbe house physician, Robert, from internal medicine enters (responding to the emergeney call) and
talks to tbe anaesthesiobogist. Robert tries ro connnunieate with Jimmy. Heidi leaves. Ann has moved

back from the coueh and tdils the student abour frie risk of aspiradon pneumonia and the
interpretation of tbe a-gas.

It is now 2 PM.jimmi is stil asleep, wakes up from time to time. Re keeps asking for water, but does
not answer any quesdons put to him. Tbe senior doetors have ordered additional tests: creadnin

kinase, myogbobin, thorax x-ray. Ann explains the reasons for these tests to tbe student.

In tbis first part of rhe ease, a regular turnwise process is observed: Relations are eonstructed between the

people at frie scene; a frame for the deeision is made: a ease of acute intoxieation (acute simple pathology)

164 Tbe company in chargc of most ambulance transports of padcnts in Dcnmark.
165 Shc uses the Danish term ‘ukontaktbar’, which means tbat li is irnpossible to establish contact nr communicate ‘ntb thc man.
It is usually synonymous with unconscious, but not, as it mmcd out, in tIds case.
166 standard antidotes
167 Tbe analysis of the levd of C02, 02 and acidimy in an armcrial blood sample; hcnce, artcrial ga: contcnt = a-gas.
165 Tbomas said ‘zypotex’, but I suggcsm to Ann that it must be Soburex.
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in need ofantidotes and monitoring (technical rapid action); information is generated on tbe type and dosis
of drugs, the cinical values, and the possible diagnoses; and action is taken: antidotes are given, blood tcsts
are taken, observation is done. Howevcr, Ann suspects tbat something is amiss. She decides to put out tbe
cmergency ca11, although the patient is awake and with a stable blood pressure. In part II the story takes a
further turn.

Ann &Jimmy, pa# II — Ann wonders

Ann wonders, she says, ifJirnrny’s hearing may be affected. She finds it strange that he seems so
awake, but answers none of their questions: ‘Tbe tricydic drugs may induce hearing impairment, I
think’. She says to her senior colleague by the stretcher that she is afraid his hearing is affected and
that she also finds his muscular tension to be a littie low. Robert: ‘we have to perform a scan169 thcn’.
Robert asks Heidi to give an additional 0.2 mg Lanexat iv. Ann phones the radiologist and ask for a
CT scan: ‘He has reduced power in left-side limbs and be can’t hear anytbing. Tbe porter leaves with
Jimmy on the stretcher on their way to radiology (thorax x-ray). Tbey re-enter two minutes later.

Ann writes on a piece ofpaper and shows it tojimmy: ‘Can’t you hear anything?’
Jimmy (talking quite bud): ‘No, it is strange’
Ann writes questions about tbe different drugs be has taken, asking bim to answer if be took them.
He confirms most ofwhat she already knows. Tbe porter hands ber a new a-gas result: pH 7.2, pCO2
6.84, pO2 13. Ann: ‘He gets a hit cyanotic on the lips when be is not wearing tbe mask’. She looks up
preliminary resuits of bbood tests: leucocytes 30, neutropbiles 26. Sbe rurns to discuss bim with her
senior: ‘This is not really sometbing they would like in the reception ward, with neurology and all. He
is more likely a candidate for intensive care.’ Robert: ‘It has to be the neurology observation unit,
tben’. They 1nok up the x-ray: Normal. Robert phones the neurologists to ask for tbeir heip. Ann’s
phone rings. We go out. li is from the reception ward. Ann fimsh the talk and re-enters.

Robert: Tbe plan is observation in the reception ward; hr is not meningeal, so no suspicion of
meningitis. Hr should be evaluated every half hour with blood pressure, pulse and saturation. He has
coughed some, but thorax x-ray is normal. And be is wakeable.
Ann: What about an evaluation from tbe ear doctors?
Robert: Not now. Wait for tbe result of the CT scan. And order a permanent watch for him.
Tbe porter takes Jimmy to the reception ward. Robert accompanies them. Ann calis the reception
ward and informs them ofJimmy. She then asks bis motber in tbe hallway about the asthma and dir
medication Jimmy is taking for it. Tbe mother says that be is not using it tbe way be is supposed to.

Tbe turn in tbe story happens, when Ann starts to wondcr. She questions tbe information she has. If it is
insufficient, maybe tbe problem is somcthing else. And she moves back to CoR and try to change ber
relation witb Jimmy by communicating through writing instead of talk. And she manages to do this. Tbe
case is open again, but in the comrnunication witb Robert a new decision is constructed: Impaired hearing
+ reduced use of arm acute neurological symptoms = possible cerebral haemorrhage. This eicits a
cerebral CT scan and communication with the department of neurology. Now, therc are two pathways of
decision-making in play ratber tban one: One patbway of acute intoxication and one of cerebral
haemorrhage. He also considers a decision-pathway ofinfection suggested by the information of

150 assume be means a cerebral CT scan.
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leucocytosis, but decides to disregard this possibility17t.But Robert is not the only one, xvho can make
decisions about which pathways to choose as part III will demonstrate.

Ann &Jiznmy, panIII-power struggie

We go to anotber room, where Ann dietates the journal on Jimmy. She says (to me): ‘I don’t know
what is wrong with him. But (smi1in neither does my second-call.

Heidi, the nurse, eomes out: ‘Potassium is 6.2!’
Ann: Yes, but it feil to 5.4 in the seeond a-gas.
Anothet nurse (next to Heidi): Åre ynu certain? (sounds a hit agitated)
Ann (very, very calm; firm eye eonraet with the seeond nurse): Yes, i am.
Heidi: Weil, but you should eali the reception ward and have a word with them.

We walk to the reeeption ward and findjimmy’s room. He is eoughing, vomits. The nurse there is
visibly dispicased wirh him heing there and says to Ann [with a firm voiee and her mdcx finger
drumming the syllables of tbe wordsl: ‘He belongs in intensive care’
Ann: ‘We need frie result ofthe sean first. Ånd that takes time’
The senior doctor in the ward, Miehael, and Ann eheeks the results of blood tests on Jimmy: ALAT
263171, ereadnin kinase 9000.
Miehael: He is a mystery, this one.
Nurse: His pressure seems to be dropping [90/70 mm Hg, pulse 1181.
Miehael: Give him some fluid.
Nurse: They eailed from CT; they ean take him now.
Ann leaves the room. I am about to foilow, when Miehael says to me [smiling and bud enough for
Ann to hear]: This one [Ann], she is very responsible.

The transformation ofJimmy

There are several important events in this last part of the narrative. The first is a new line of reasorting,

performed by the nurses. In part I, Heidi and Ann agreed to eategorizejimmy as an ‘emergeney’ whieh

made several additional aetors entet the scene (and made the mother and the fnend leave it). This
introduced tbe possibility thatJimmy was a possible candidate°3for intensive care. Possibly, thc patient is

in a condition so serious that be should be in intensive care rather tban the reception ward. This is a

qucstion of rcsources: He needs more attention (from the nurses) t.han is usually possible in the reception

ward°4.The potassium-value is ‘hard’ information to support tbis line of reasoning (spccific informadon

—, speciflc action). In tbis case, Ann stays witb tbc established patbway (observation, wait for CT, then re-

170 Note hnw both pathways (snd the possible ihird) is in aeenrdance with ihe bssie pattern of seute-simple problem and the
teehnieal-rspid-aednn within tbe language of patbology-epideminlngy-ratinnality.
171 ALAT = Msnin-aminotransferase, an enzyme prodneed by the livet. The referenee interval is 10-40 units/liter. Higher levels
may be seen in s number nf enndinnns, ineluding several types nf intoxiessinn.
172 Creadnin kinase, an enzyme nf musele eeils. The referenee interval is 50-270 units/liter. Significant elevation is seen in
extensive museular damage.
173 The elinieians actually use ihe term ‘candidate’ when doseussing if it is relevant to perform a eertaon Lest on a panent, nr in
give a partieular ireannent tn the patient.
074 Note ihe sinsilarity in ibe line of reasoning ibe nnrse presents in Christine & judith (plO3): The patient’s need for obsen’ation
exeeed what the nnrses have eapaeity fnr in that particular sening.
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evaluate) and stand firm against the nurse’s attempts to change patbway. In this, she can lean on tbe fact
that the house physician has made tbe decision. Thus, shc respects established hierarchy.

It is cicar tbat something unusual is taking place, and I do not have tbe solution. I do not know how it all
turned out for Jimmy. The CT scan was normal, tbough175.But Ann is ihe one most opcn to tbe fact of
strangeness, while otber actors rcact by scarching for standard decisions, witbin the usual spectrum of
normality (first in tbe emergency ward and then in the reccption ward). In tbis case, she is clearly right.
Maybe, if be could stay in a space witb allowancc for uncertainty a bit longer, be would be better off?
Instead, a powcr struggie betwcen spaces is emcrging: He cannot be in tbe emergency ward; be cannot be
in ihe recepdon ward; be cannot be in intensive care. Tbe actors have to direct part of their attention on
how to get rid of the patient, ratber than focus tbeir attention on the patient. Or, to express it another way:
the construction of relations, guided by the restrictions of tbe different clinical spaces crcates a problem,
which diverts the actors, creates doubt about tbe decision to pursue, and makes the construction of
information more haphazard, tbc actions less coordinated.

In the course of the case, Jirnrny is transformed from being a simple common case of acute intoxication to
a complex serious case of uncertaintv, but clearly in need of extensive care and evamnntion. Ann’s
wondering aboutJimmy’s hearing problem change the whole situation: An irritating young man witb drug
abuse becomes a mysterious case ofmultiple drugs, asthma, cyanosis, hyperkaliernia, sevcre leucocytosis,
cievated liver cnzymes, possible rhabdomyolysis, reduced hearing, reduced use ofleft arm, who then
develop hypotcnsion fot no apparent reason.

How did this happen? Ann decided to ovcrride the information she bad been given about a young man in
emergency ward whom everybody else tbought of as an irritating drunkard. She performcd actions, which
allowed relations to change: Writing down her cjuestions to him instead of saying them to him. He then
started to answer, indicating tbat bis reluctance to answer was not reluctance at all, but a consequence of
being deaf and confused. Tbis change spread to a number of otber relations, making otbers more
interested in the young man, getting the second-call to see the patient sooner, aud a number of tests were
done tbat would otberwise have been missed. The patient changed from being a stupid young man who
had drunk too much to a patient with a strange and unusual condition in need of care and treatment. It was
at the end oftbis day tbat Ann gave tbe statement above about this being ‘a good day’ (pl99). And it was
one of the events that later madc her reflect tbat ‘I have learned that when I wonder, there is reason to

176

Listen to the patient

If we accept from the case of Ann &Jimmy, that sometimes it is relevant to move widdershmns; to open a
process of construction for reflection and re-construction; how, tben, does tbis happen? What are the
conditions which catalyzes tbe reflcction and re-construction?

175 Tbe CT scan was, most likely, not necessary. He was not using his arm due to a trafflc accident a few days earlier (as Thomas
said), bis elbow was stil swollen and sore, but not warm (I noticed).
° Note that the senior doctor, Michael, who in tbe end of the case ackoowledge that Ann is doing a good job, is tbe same
doctor who (in anotber department) encouraged the interns to write down their doubts in tbe patient’s journal. Wben I met him
one day, as I was going home, hc narrated at Iength about ihe medical bierarchy and how it made young doctors bow down and
try to keep out of trouble ratber than take an acove reflcctive stance in tbeir approach to the patients. In this way, Michael
embodies tbe combinatioo of resistance, openness, and the encouragement of widdershins discussed in this chapter.
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Sometimes, a certain piece ofinformation anses (Col) that influences the kind ofdecision that needs to be
made (C0D). In the case of Peter & Else (see p158), the black stools could not with certainty become the
information of ,,,e/aena,177 but when the haemoglobin count was found to be low, tliis frnding was rc
examined, and this led to thc conclusion that the problem was a condition in the bowels that produced the
bleeding ratber than a more diffuse, possibly infectious condition elsewhere in thc body. But in that case,
the inforrnation that Else bad abdominal pain was given by the daughter and might have eicited a
widdcrshins, a reconstruction of the decision beyond the spectnlm of normality in the medical department
and suggested the diagnosis ofgastric ulcer, a diagnosis from the spectrum of surgery instead.

Going widdershins may also be eicited by another actor on the scene. Birgitte (Birgittc & Kim, p41)
admitted that sceing Kim was a “first” — the first time she saw a patient with an addiction — but it did not
seem to trigger much curiosity in her, even though there were several acute and chronic health care issues
in play. She was just trving to handle the case, like she thought she was supposed to and was actually being
given a rather limited scope for different actions. She was performing the movement from CoR to CoD to
Col to CoA. However, when her senior colleague suggested that they saw the patient together, this created

a possibility for new rcflection on Col and CoD, moving widdershins in Figure 17.1. The colleague
represented the community ofpracticc, boosting Birgitte’s eonfidence again and clarifving some ofthc
issues that remaincd hazy to Birgitte after her talk with the patient. In fact, this particular sentcnce from a

senior doctor to a younger doctor: ‘Let’s go and have a bok at the patient, shall we?’ has the unique effcct
of opening up refiection in decision-making — going widdershins — and the resulting situation is always

experienced by the intern as an important case oflearning. By saying this, the senior doctor opcns up the
physical space by going back to where the patient is, opens up the social space by having more authority
and thus greater freedom of action and even opens up the temporal space by suggesting that there is no

hurry to write the journal: Let us first go back to the patient.

So, although the flow of decisions and learning is mostly turnwise, it may sometimes go widdershins

instead, a direction that is tantamount to reflecting on the ongoing construction, perhaps moving back to
the preceding construction, ifonly for a short whtle, redirecting the flow ofdecisions and learning as a
consequcnce178.This may be eicited by a particular piece ofinformation or by the action ofa significant

actor, but what the case examples really show, is that the reflections and reconstructions are most

powerfully enhanced by kecping the process of decision-making as close to the patient as possible md by

kceping options open which differ from the chosen decision pathway.

In Hans & Nynne (piSO), Hans did this by allowing the patient’s mother to stay with her kind ofdecision —

Nynne is a normal child - , but also stays with his own — Nynne should be given extra attention. In his
willingness to listen to patients, even if be felt he had nothing to offer within the given decision-construct,

be displaycd the same capacity for reconstruction of tbe chosen pathway of decision-making.

It is relevant for the doctor to accept that the patient has an agenda of her own. li is relevant because it

may ease communication (C0R), make it easier to agree what the topie of the eneounter should be (CoD),
allow for a mutual understanding of the problem (Col), and increase the patient’s wilhingness to comply

177 Black strongly smelling stools seen when tbere is or has recently becn a severe blceding in thc upper gastro-intesnnai tract.
l’8 Wulff suggests something similar with his discussion on feed-back loops in decision-making (Wulff, I 987b).
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witb the doctor’s advice on tberapy (CoA) (Mabeck, 2005). But this position stil allows tbe doctor to
maintain her own perspective and agenda.

Hans (and Ann above) did aflow for the patient to suggest a reconstruction, a widdersbins, and did keep
himseif open for intuitions and wonderings wbich might suggest a change of patbway. But be felt tbat ‘I
am not helping tbcm’ and in the fcedback from bis colleagues in the communication course, be
experienced tbat be should change his stance (piSi). Wby does bis openness Icad hun to this conclusion?
The following case suggests an answer.

The case ofLouise andLiza

Louise has been working in tbe family medicine clinic for a month. Many of the problems the patients
bring to ber are new to her. like tbe old woman, Grete, she has just seen (Louise & Grete, p105). But she
found out tbat she bad herpes zoster and tbey agreed on a plan for treatment. Tbe next patient is Liza (37
years), who says to Louise that she suffcrs from sinusitis and would like treatment witb antibiotics as the
last time, sbe bad tbis condition. She has been to see tbe nurse of the clinic, who found a slightly elevated
CRP.

Louise listens to Liza. She does not say a word while Li2a talks about the pain in her jaw, runny nose,
headache, coughing, maybe fever. Liza stops to blow her nose.

Louise: l-Iow are you, Liza — really?
Liza: Well, you just meet mc on the worst day... He just said that he is going to move out... He can’t
deal with me being sick. .. [she starts to cry silentlyl

Louise ask Liza to continue, and Liza explain that it is her husband, Lars, who has threatened to leave
her, and has just sent her a text message (while she was in the waiting roorn of tbe elinic) saying that
be had left tbe house now. She talks some more about Lars: be suffers from chronic stress disorder
and cannot work. He reeeives a pension. Tbey have a son, Simon (3 years), who suffers from an
attention deficit disorder (ADHD). Hjs eondition is getting worse and Liza says she cannot find the
power to deal witb it, and she does not know how to get help and her husband just seems to be
making it all worse by not contributing to solutions, but just being irritated and demanding.

Louise: Would you like to go bome right away or would you like mc to examinc you?
Liza: I would like to know what is wrong with mc. All this... praetically speaking, it means that I have
to find anotber job because my working hours are changing every week, and we have Simon, who is
three and a half. And Lars, well be is too big and he suffers from sleep apnoea and diabetes... I can’t
take it seriously... He has threatened to leave mc so many times... [pause]. Wdll, I have it covered,
flnancially. I’ll make do. The only thing, I have to worry about is that Simon is okay. It’s no wonder I
get siek right now.
Louise: Wberc is Simon, right now?
Liza: He is with my motber. And she has my father as well. He’s bad his leg amputated, so he’s just a
big child as well. But we are used to tbat.

Louise enquircs some more about Liza’s symptoms. The pain in her jaw is worse when she bends
forward. Louise performs auscultation of Liza’s lungs.
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Louise: There is something on the one side. And the irifection counts were a littie elevated, and you
feel like you are running a fever. So, you may have pneumonia. I think I’ll write you a prescription for
antibiotics [Primcillin 800 mg x31. It may alleviate you sinusitis as well. (Liaa nods). You really have a
lot coming at you... Please let mc know if you wou]d like to talk some more about these things.
Would you like that?

Liza nods. They agree on a new appointment. Liza leaves. Louise writes the entry in her file.

The beginning ofthe case is similar to Erik & Maria (piSfi). Tbe patient says she has sinusitis and would
like an antibiotic. The outcome — the technical-rapid-action of a prescripdon — is similar as well. Howcvcr,
the content of their interaction is significantly different, and the possibility for follow up which Louise
opens in the end of the encounter suggests that the future outcome may be different as well. The
signiflcant difference between the two cases starts when Louise asks the question ‘how are you — really?’.
Not only does she listen to tbe patient, but she manages to listen beyond the contents of the words and
sense a more important issue lurking behind them. And shc chooses to pursuc this feeling of ‘wrongness’.
Recall tbe case ofNicls & Diana (pl44). Diana was about the same age as Liza, and Niels also bad the
sense that there was another problem underlying Diana’s hip pain. Niels dealt competently with her pain
from a medical viewpoint, but what would have happened if be bad tried tbe same question, Louise posed
to Liza, ‘how are you — really?’.

Uncertainty and frustration

In this case, Louise allows for a construction ofa new kind ofdecision to enter and take over the
encounter, but at the same time acknowledges that the present context — a I 0-minute appointment —

eannot sufflee this new simation and a new context — a longer appointment within a few days — must be
arranged. When I asked her how she managed to change course and means during a short consultation, she
surprisingly apologized for her actions saying that it was just that she was not very good at finding out what

the patient wantcd, so sometimes things would start out on the wrong traek and she would just have to
change direction if she found that she had focused on tbe wrong problem. She said, she asked the
question, because she felt something was wrong and she tid not know what she was supposed to do.

Perhaps her stancc of continuing doubt about her own capabilities as a professional helped her handle the
situation 50 well. In Louise & Grete, Louise displayed an acceptance of not knowing and trust in the

potential ofambiguity: ‘Sometbingusually turns up’ (p105). If uncertain about a professional position to

defend, she was less certain that she should acmally defend it and how to do this. Following the directions
given by the patient also meant that she did not get too concerned about leaving previous medical
hypotheses behind: If the padent does not fit the thcoredcal ‘box’, her implicit strategy goes, do not follow
the pathway but stop and wonder, refleet on construetions, expand tbe field of vision — create a new
decision-construct and start over.

Tbere were a number of situations where interns entered a similar field ofuncertainty with the patient.
Wbcre the construction of tbe decision they should work witb became more fluid, and where it was
difficult to recognize thc simple acute seheme. Time and complexity were allowed to influencc the story
and the management of the problem. But the result tended to generate doubt in the intern. Wben Louise’s
patient, Liza, started to cry md told of her family problems, Louise felt guilty about her handling of tbe
Situatlon.
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Ann displayed the ability to wonder and use the wondering to navigate tbe constructions in the case of
Ann &jimmy. However, particularly in farnily medicine, she expenenced this to be a tiring and frustrating
position to maintain:

It’s all in a muddie. I just pick bits and pieces of my personal eaperience, tbings I have read or
something I might have picked up In the hospital nr in a newspaper and try to put it together and
make some kind of suggestion or heip for the patient. But I feel grossly unqualified for this. Is this
really the best we can do?

When she bad this kind of frustration in the surgical or medical departments, she could usually fall back
upon written or at least usual procedurcs for dealing with it, or let a senior colleague deal witb it. In thc
family medicine cinic, the paticnt needed some kind of plan before they leave tbe consultation room — and
before tbey ran leave the consultation room. Tbis she experienced as a powerful pressure:

One day I felt like I was just listening to all kinds ofproblems. And they were crying, and we were
going here and there. I had no eontrol over what was going on. I was just trying to get through. At
the end of the day, I just eould not listen anymore. They werc talking, but I don’t know what they

saying. I could not hear it. It was all just a blur in my head.

Embracing ambiguity

Tbe cases suggest tbat the clinician needs not fall into the ehoice between tbe Scylla of despair or tbe
Charybdis of denial. There is a third alternative, which is demanding but may yield important clinical
results. We could call it “tbc embrace of ambiguity”. Tbis would involve searcbing for (and thus
participating in the construction of) relations, decisions, information, and action, not with apatby as frie
option of despair would suggest, but witb intensity, presenee and rigour. O’Flaherty once wrote about
tcaching (not medicine but religion):

If one is going to teach a highly charged subjeet like religion, one needs to be more aware, not less
aware, of the impossible goal of pure objectivity... the faet that one must admit that it is impossible to
produce a perfeetly sterile environment is no excuse to perform surgery in a sewer (O’Flaherty, 1999).

It may be difficult to know anytbing with certainty, but tbe chances oflearning sometbing are probably
improved with trying. It also involves nourisbing and treasuring our doubts and wondering (Schön, 2006c).
Ann (ncar the end of internship) said that ‘I have learned that when I wonder, tbere is reason to wonder’.
However, this was said in a situation where she was in doubt about frie quality of the health care system in
general. In other words, she was sliding towards tbe option of despair, although I am confident that her
continuously expresscd will to fight injustices of daily life will probably keep her standing. But if she,
indeed, beeonies a confidcnt and eompetent professional, tbis will be as a eonsequenee of her personal
power and in opposition to rather than because ofthe educational struetures she takes part in’79.

There have been initianves in medical educanon to stimulate and use doubts and wondering to stimulate reflection aud
problem-solving, among them the development and dissipadon of problembased learning (Norman & Schmidt, 1992; Vernon
& Blake, 1993). However, there is stil a widespread focus on cinical competence ss a result of learning specific packages of
(context-free) information, which must be stored in memory and reproduced intact when requested (Holmboe & Hawkins,
2008).
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Evidence in a Prometheus perspective

This third option — the intensive search for understanding, motivated by wondering and continuous doubts
— is actually quite ciose to what Wulff suggests. Ris endre book could be seen as a chart of the ambiguity
of cinical practiee. The purpose of the book is not to provide certainy about diagnosis and tberapy,
although his model is being used that way in thc new basic elinical edueation. Re does not claim that data
should be trusted as truth. Rather, thc book aims to teach elinicians to live with, work with and
aeknowlcdge the uncertainy of suffering and inspire us to inerease our efforts at listening and refleeting
(Wulff, 1987b). Tbis very faet is the reason why the book has become an inspiration for so many: It
pinpoints thc diffieulty of daily einieal practice in a way that textbook presentations of disease eategories
ean never do.

Feinstein said that we have been too preoeeupied with quantifieation strategies of produeing inforrnadon,
and that we should instead foeus on how the quantiflcation takes plaee, so that we may understand what to
do with the resulting information (Feinstein & Horwitz, 1997). When the proponents of evidenee-based
medieine search for stronger evidenee, it is done within the context of speeifle questions. They are not
teliing us that ‘given this cvidcnce, this is the problem we should deal with’. instead, they are explieitly
telling us that only when there is a problem, a speeiflc question, and when all the relevant information is

available in a low-ambiguous form, we may seareh for evidenec to heip us make a choiee betwcen different
possible routes ofaetion (Straus et aL, 2005b).

This rcduees evidenee-based medicine to be a set of techniques that refer to and may faeilitate the
transition between the eonstruction ofinformation (Col) and the eonstruetion ofaction (CoA), leaving the
transition between the eonstruetion ofrelations (C0R) and deeisions (CoD), and between CoD and Col to

my third option, the rigorous searching from a stanee of ambiguity and — and this is where my suggested

way of seeing deeision-making differs from that of Wulff, Feinstein and Sackett — in the aceeptance that we

doetors cannot and should not transeend, ignore or etintrol eultural eontcxt. If the internS beicve that
medical knowledgc is suffieient to manage elinieal encountcrs, thev wiIl find themselves being apologetic

and shameful, as Rans, Lomse, and Ann in the examples above, ratber than proud of their professional

eompetence ofopenness, euriosity, and improvisation.

Conclusion

How do doctors learn to make clinical decisions? The findings and diseussions of the previous chapters

strongly indicate that doetors learn an Epimetheus-perspeetive upon clinieal praedce. They are taught how

to flnd a diagnosis and seleet a thcrapy based on the available data. However, as interns they flnd
themselves in Prometheus-deeisions, a series of simultaneous eonstructions, and they have to adapt. This
adaptation is determined by the currents of elinical space, reason, language, and morality. The doetors must
learn to adapt and to keep the flow of decision-making along the per astra pathways within thc given local

speetrums of normality.

The doctors show potential towards being more aetivc in this process — towards navigadng rather than

drifting. But this potential is not facilitated by the clinical envlronment and is even pereeivcd as a personal

shortcoming rather than a professional competenee by the intcrns. Navigating is the abilitv to move
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widdershins in tbe Clinic Action Cycie, to reflect on and redirect the flow of clinicai constructions when
needed. The experience of wonder is an important marker of the need for a widdersbins.

Widdersbins happens when the interns participate in CoR with attention and flexibili , when they
participate in CoD with openncss to the patient’s perspective; when thcy participate in Col with active,
optimal, integrated, individualized use of all relevant sourees ofinformation; and when they partieipate in
CoA with respect for other actor’s perspcctive and continuing re-evaluation ofhow to make the best use of
available resources.

This may lead the intcrns to resist and try to move beyond the limitations of the clinical currents with
diffcrent degrees of success. This resistaoce has a positive potential for both professiooal learning and for
medical practiee, but it is iril,ibited rather than stimulated by the struetures of the dinic. Resisting brings
the difficulty of being challenged on identity, thus resistors risk personal doubts and in the worst case
turning to ways ofmal-adaptation — apathy and cynicism (Vitaliano et al., 1989).

Is widdershins a potential for Learning III, the adoption of a different professional identity? If so, this is
apparently a learning process which is stunted because it reccives little encouragement, littlc positive
feedback. The examples of widdershins movement demonstrate the potendal of being able to navigate the
constructions of the cinic (or the cyele proficiently and deiberately. To make such a change, however,
interns need support. What are the necessary conditions for facilitating these kinds ofnavigation? In
Chapter 19, I aim to provide theoretical support, if not practical, for these kinds of changes.
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Chapter 19

Future perspectives
What is the potential use of this study?

In this chapte I discuss a number ofper.rpectiues that has emeTgedfrom the anaysis, inparticu/ar the role offami/y medicine
and an1hropo1ogy in medical education.

Introduction

In Chapter 1, I laid out the research question, the sub-questions, and the larger discursive fleids they relate
to. Tbe central question was: How do doctors learn to make dinical decisions? The answer I find, is that
the interns learn to particzj,ate in complex processes of decision-making; processes which are interactional
and contextual. Through the continuing participation in these processes they learn to develop a
professional identity through their interaction with others and from a specific position in clinical space
(Chapters 9-10). They learn to search for certain pathways of decision-making, in particular problems that
are acute and simple problems and solutions of technical rapid action (Chapters 11-12). They learn to
participate in the construction of information in line with the rationality of pathology and epidemiology,
but also in line with an organizational logic (Chapters 13-14). They learn to act in correspondence withper
astra pathways and, through this activity, their perception of seif as professional individuals is strengtbened
(Chapters 15-16).

These processes of learning was found to be guided, limited, and facilitated by pervasive influences, in this
setting coneeptualized as currents; the currents of clinical spaee, clinical reason, clinical language, and
dinical morality. The impaet of these currents was effective in learning the interns how to adapt to the
conditions of clinieal work and how to participate in the constructions of deeision-making. However, the
currents were also found to have potential negative impaets on medical practice and cinical education. A
change in the theoretical perspective upon decision-making was found in Chapter 17 to be relevant to
understand and perhaps eounter these less desired effeets of the cinieal eurrents, and Chapter 18 explored
some of the possible effects this eould generate if promoted in einical practice.

This brings a temporary ciose to the two tracks of the projeet presented in the end of Chapter 1: The first
track focusing on the empirieal study of how doetors learn decision-making, and the seeond track focusing
on how to eonceptualize deeision-making in practice. Of eourse, the challenge of how to put these findings
to actual use in medical education remains. In this chapter, I present a few preliminary suggestions of the
forms this may take.

Transferability

Before proceeding into the use of the flndings, considerations about where the findings may have
relevance are relevant. In medical research, this is often dealt with under the heading ofgeneraIiabi1iy. In
qualitative researeh, the term tran.rabiIiy is inereasingly used instead, following Lineoln and Guba:

The degree of transferability is a direct funetion of the similarity between the two eontexts, what we
shall caH “flttingness”. Fittingness is defined as degree of eongruence between sending and receiving
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contexts. If context A and context B are “sufficiently” congruent, then working hyporheses from
the sending originating context may be applicable in the receiving context (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

So, in which contexts may thc findings be relevant, and which contexts are sufficiently congruent that the
findings may be applicable? I will consider four such contextS below, which correspond with the four
overall questions in Figure 1.1 (p23).

Medicine as education

The first context, I will consider, is clinical education. I have studied doctors in internship in Denmark, and
much of the literature used is Scandinavian. The findings should therefore have the highest degree of
transferability to similar settings in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. I have, however, aimed to provide
sufficiently thick descriptions to make readers capable of making their own eonclusions about
transfcrability to other contexts with whieh they arc familiar. It is likely that many of the findings here
should have relevance in thc early years of medical education in a wide range of settings. The important
thing when making these judgments about transferability will be to consider how local patterns of the
dinical currents may differ due to differences in the physical and organizational aspects ofthe einical
settings, the roles of different clinical professionals, and the local patterns of suffering.

One setting, the family medicine clinic, was found to have a particular potential for actively working with
the findings ofthis study, for training the intern in an active and deliberate participation in decision-making
and for learning how to embrace ambiguity. The setting ensured that clinical decision-making was
performed with the patient present and with easy access to supervision from a senior colleague. The intern
bad a high degree of legitimacy in this setting and instead of daily change in function she was given a
consultation room of her own and a small stable community ofpractice to work in. Thc spectrum of
norrnality was wider, which allowed for a wider spectrum ofpossible decisions to engage in and with the
patient as a more activc participant in determining what to work with and how. In addition, the paticnts
often had their own agendas about what is good and right and true. The intern in these setting finds that
there is a need to explain and negotiate not just what should be done, but why. This may stimulate
continuing reflection

There have, actually, been experiments with an extended space for clinical training in family medicine, even
if not designed as experiments. One of these live sacial laboratories where this took place was the medical
edueation in the University of Tromsø in northern Norway. This medical school was established in the
early ‘70s with a strong focus of social dimensions of sickncss and with a speciflc need to supply the
sparsely populated northem Norway with GPs (Bull & Tore, 1998). Thus, family medicine was given a
ratbcr large space in the curriculum and teaching schedule. This established a medical school very cliffcrent
from other Norwegian medical schools, especially the one in Bergen which was at the time running on a
much more traditional curriculum. This established the possibility for studying the different outeomes and
although only a few studies of this kind have been made, the results are interesting. For instanee, Hjetland
et al. found that interns educated in Tromsø felt that medical school had prepared tbem well for clinical

180 See for instance the following references for a few book-Jength examples ofreflective writings by doctors in a Danishcontexc: (Bjerre, 1999;Jacobsen, 2004; Lind, 1964b; Voss, 1997). The examples given are cxperienced GPs, which again suggestthe potential reflections that may anse from working in family medicine.
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work and tbat they bad sufficient clinical skills, compared with interns educated in Bergen, who were more
critical towards medical school and felt insufficiently prepared for clinical work (Hjetland et al., 1983).
Vikanes et al. also found thc Tromsø-students to feci better prepared for clinical work (Vikanes et al.,
1992), and Gaarder et al. found a higher levd of clinical competence in the students educated in Tromsø
than in Bergen (Gaardcr et aL, 2000).

Medicine as science

Tbe second transferability context relevant to consider, is dinical researcb. Tbis is still a scientiflc field
much less tban otber fleids of medical research, and several of the texts by Wulff, Feinstein, Sackett and
otbers referenced in this thesis call for an extended research agcnda, wbich takes clinical practice as both
the starting point for research and the central context for use of that research. Many of tbese studies have
bad specific problems in speciflc contexts in mmd and have in particular made use of quantitative
metbodology. The findings ofthis study, across a variety ofclinical settings, suggest tbat thcrc are
phcnomena of cinical practice — tbe four constructions of decision-making and tbe clinical currents in
particular — that are more general in nature. The transfcrabiliry in this context would then be of a
conceptual and methodological kind ratber tban the transfcrability of speciflc empirical Endings. If cinical
research were to includc a curiosity for this fleld, for the ‘general practice’ ofmedicinc, not as limited to the
specialty of family medicine, but as a shared fleld of interest for clinical researchcrs, this should prove a
promising focus for future studies in this fleld.

One of the roles of research is to supply practice with concepts, ideas, and a language to express them.
Whcn the interns experience and take part in the construction of relations, decisions, information, and
action, and they have not been trained in how to express them in words and thought, the experience does
not heip to stimulate knowledge and skifi. They cannot approach it, examine it, reflect on it, or act on it.

Clearly, they need a language they do not have if they are to include reflections on these processes in their
spectrum of professional competcnce. This language is what Alvan Feinstein tried to provide, or at least
arguc in favour of, in Chnical Judgmcnt (Feinstein, 1967) and later works. He later criticized the failure of
medical research to address this issue (Feinstein, 1994). The problem may be rooted in thc fact that
Feinstein, like Wulff, works with the kind of knowledgc that may be termed meta-knowledge. Meta
knowledge is a knowledge about medical knowlcdge, and thus of a different order. It cannot be reproduced
in the same kinds of symbols and words as regular medical knowledge, because it is knowledge about how

those symbols are produced and used, and what the relation is between the svmbols and reality.

In this dissertation, I have made extensive use of anthropological research literature and have found it
produetive for the can-opdnzag (Høyer, 2007), I was hoping for (see Chapters i and 8). The thcorctical
pcrspectives upon culture, pracrice, reasoning, and learning have largely been drawn from anthropological
sources. I have also, admittedly, made use of the knowledge already in existence in medical contexts:
Pharmacologv, physiology, rnicrobiology and patbology, as well as the terminology of einical medicine (sce
the eases throughout the thesis). But a languagc about medical knowledge and practiee would have to be on
another levd of abstraction from most medieal textbooks. The Prometheus perspective, and the Clinic
Action Cycle (Chapter 17) are steps towards developing a meta-language of the clinic. They are founded on

both theoretieal perspeetives (Chapter 5) and informed by empirical evidenee. This condensated
perspective suggest itseif as a useful tool not just for the analysis of clinical practice, but also for future

dinieal rcsearch.
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Medicine as work

The third transferabi]ity context, I wilI consider here, is clinical practicc in general. If, indeed, the case
storics and thc discussions derived from the empirical material is relevant across a wide variety of clinical
settings, thcy raise questions about thc conditions for clinical work that are relevant in every clinical
workplace: How do we facilitate not just theperastra pathways, but also the potential ofwiddershins, a
reflcctive stance and delibcratc choices, within this department or clinic? The findings suggest at least four
conditions which may increase the possibility fot deliberate cinical navigation: We should provide
dinicians witb

1) the time and space to observe and interact with tbe patient,
2) the opportunity for open reflection with colleagues,
3) the training and language to make the best of these interactions and
4) the status as a legitimate participant in the cinical setting.

I dare beieve that these conditions are what most clinicians would like to have fulfilled in their daily work.
It is ccrtainly true of the intcrns participating in the study: They want to focus on the patient; they want to
learn from the discussion witb their colleagues; they want to be traincd to reflect on what they are doing;
and they want to gain the legitimacy for carrying out the actions they beieve would improve the patient’s
condition. Some of the local conditions which were found to generate 1-4) to some extent werc the small
change-of-guard conferences, the informal meetings during work (whether in the coffee rooms or in the
late hours of tbe watch), and when the senior doctor would open up discussion bcyond the particular
choice between two different actions and stinmiate reflection on all four constructions. The most difficult
condition to achieve has proven to be the fourtb and before the findings may find use in clinical settings,
an organizational challenge would have to be met How do we generate legitimacy for these professionals
and help thcm leam to tbink of themselves as participants in a comiunity of practice when they change
functions and employment on a regular basis?

Curiously, I find that performing the fieldwork has provided mc with all the four conditions above to a
greater dcgrec than I often fmd in my clinical work: I bad a great degrce of space to focus on whatever
informant I found it relevant to be with. I bad opportunity for discussion on my reflections with my
informants, with my supervisors and with my colleagues. My training in anthropology provided mc with
important extensions of my language, observation and reasoning — and the training to be able to express
thesc. And finally, as both a researcher and a specialist in family medicine, I was given the lcgitirnacy to be
in the dinical setting and perform the study.

I notc tbis similarity betwcen fleldwork and the conditions for navigation not only out of curiosity, but
because it may indicate that the methodology of the fieldwork and the theorctical perspective of
anthropology may possess a potential for furthcring the four conditions for cinical navigation181.Thcre are
eertain restraints on what an intern may do — she cannot stay for too long with one padent if there arc
others waiting and she cannot discuss with colleagues if none are available. But, perhaps, the attention paid
to the four condidons above as an integrated part ofwhat anthropology and ethnography is about might

181 These similarities and their potential have been noted by several scholars — medical and anthropological (Hahn, 1995a; Hahn,
1995c; Malterud, 2001b; Risor & Olesen, 2004)
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heip to identify these conditions when they are possible in dinical work and to make the best use of them
in education?

Medicine as identity

The fourth and last transferability context is the individual doctor. Much of this dissertation have
considered how the individual doctor is adapting to or socialized by thc contexts of medical education and
cinical practice. But individual choicc and reflection, of course, remains possible; and as such the doctor
has the option of choosing how to perform and participate in cinical practice. Hopefully, the case-stories
wifl be helpful for individual doctors in making this kind of choices, but in thc end the transferabi]ity to
this context is highly individual, and i mention it more as a hope and a wish to contribute somerhing to the

reflections of my colleagues as they have contributed to mine.

The forrnation of professional identity and seif-image of the individual doctor is, however, also a more

collective process. Jr is stimulated by our interacdons with colleagues, by thc national sociedes for

physicians and surgeons, by the journals and textbooks we read. Inherent in the discussions above is the

possibility for a radical change in pcrception ofwhat ‘a doctor’ is, and in the field ofmedical anthropology,
a number oFscholars have presented their critique ofbio-medicine and have put forth their own
propositions for fundamental changes in the purpose ofmedicine and the conduct ofthe members ofthe
medical profession. I will make a brief summary of this discussion below. My point in this presentation is
simply to suggest that the challenges for transferability suggested above may also have an epistemological
dimension.

Anthropology and medicine

Let us for a moment assume that it would be possiblc to create a medlical education ofthe kind hinted at
abovc: One with extended space for family medicine; where students and doctors were trained in the
methodology of ethnography and the theoretical perspectives of anthropology. For the hexagon of analysis
(Chapter 8, plO3) to be complete, however, they would stil need an epistemological grounding ofthe
process. Wherc would they find such ground to stand on? In medicine or in anthropology? I will make a

fcw steps to ciarify the namre of this epistemological choice in the following.

The idea that anthropology has something to offer to medicine is neither new nor surprising anymore. As
Heggenhouger stated as section editor ofSocial Science and Medicine almost ten years ago:

It is fortunately now no longer provocative to assert that an anthropological perspective is imperative
for improving medical care and public health (Heggenhougen, 2000).

The relation between the two disciplines has been developed and experimented with in differing contexts
from health care development in third world countries (Whyte & Mogensen, 2004) to the cxamination of
new diagnostic categories (Dalsgaard, 2006) and the study ofthe pracdcc ofpsychiatry (Johansen,jacobscn

& Mogensen, 2006). A reccnt anthology covering the contemporary developments of medical
anthropology included cssays froin anthropologists in Europe, South and North America. They all touchcd
upon the coopcration betwecn anthropology and medicine, some focusing on the potentiais, other on the
problems, but clearly the diseussion today about this relation is about how not fit should be (Saillant &
Genest, 2007).
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Arthur Kleinrnan, originally a medical doctor and psychiatrist, but rnostly known in his capacity as
anthropologist, is usually recognized as onc ofthe fathers ofmedical anthropology. He reflects on the
relation between medicine and antbropology in many of his writings. He makes a number of suggestions of
fleids and problems wherc a closcr association between medicine and antbropology may lead to positive
dcvelopments in health care; for instance, how antbropological data may help to ciarify local beliefs about
health and local hcalth practices, how techniques developed in etbnography may be introduced in medical
rcscarch and practice in tbe interviewing ofpatients, etc. (Kleinman, 1988c). Re is constructivc in his
suggestions and his extensive practical experience in this interdisciplinary field makes him an important
voice to listen to.

However, apart from his constructive suggestions for collaboration, therc is also a more fundamental line
nr concern in bis reflections. In Patients and 1-Icalers in tbe Context of Cukure, be stresses the need for
anthropological studies of clinical practice, and then goes on to state that

In analyzing and comparing clinical categories and situations, it is essential that anthropological
investigations do not accept the biomedical paradigm as the appropriate theoretical frame for
describing and interpreting them. Instead, medical anthropology should advance its own
etimomedical paradigm as an alternative, autonomous theoretical frarne more suitable for describing
and interpreting clinical affairs (Kleinman, I 980a).

Frorn his viewpoint in 1980, be looks toward a possible future and hope for a stronger position of
anthropology within medicine, one in which a ‘new way of conceptualizing sickness and healtb care quitc
distinct from tbe biomedical frarnework’ will develop and which will

represent botb an epistemological break and a basic reorientation of clinical practice and training...
Unlike biomedicine, ethnomedicine would take the context of meaning witbin wbich sickness is
labdlled and experienced as ha central analytic and comparative problem (Kleinman, 1980a).

This indicate a more fundamental critigue of medical epistemology and practice, one be cxpands upon in
his ncxt book, Tbe Iliness Narratives:

When viewed from thc human situations of chronic ihncss, neither tbe interprctation of illness
meanings noe thc handling of deeply felt emotions within intimate personal relationships can be
dismissed as peripheral tasks. Tbey constitute, rather, the point of medicine. These are the activities
witb which the practitioner should be engaged. Tbe fajiure to address these issues is a fundamental
flaw in the work of doctoring. It is in this very particular sense, then, that we can say of contemporary
biomedicine: In spite of remarkable progress in the control of disease, it has turned us back nei the
purpose ofmedicirie (Kleinman, 1988a).

Robert Hahn bas also srudied and reflected on tbe practice of medicine and the possible relation bctween
antbropology and medicine. Like Kleinman, be has a number of constructive suggestions for
interdisciplinary inspiration on speciflc subjects, but also shares the same basic epistemological concerns
about thc foundation for medicine, and, just like Kleinman, be sketches a new kind ofmedicine, an
anthropo/ogzcalmedwine, with a different epistemological basis and a significant change in medical practice as
its consequence (Habn,I995a; Hahn, I995c).
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Supplement or foundation?

The possible supplement to medicine with the techniques of research and analysis of anthropology and its
data on sickness and heakh care will probably be welcomed by all medical professionals. However, it is a
basic anthropological insight that most processes ofhuman intcraction are an exchange (Mauss, 1990), and

what anthropology apparently asks for, in return for these supplements, is no less than a change in thc
epistemology of medicine.

So, the challenge for the medicine-anthropology relationship is whether anthropology should be a literay
supplement to medicine or a theoretical basis for medical science, practice and education. Should ethnography

be a sct of supplernentay 100/5 to medicai seienee, praetiee and education or the metbodo/ogical approach and
perspective in medical science?

In the context of the present fieldwork, the discussion of anthropology and medicine is relevant at several

levels. Specific teehniques — like how to do fieldnotes — are probably one of the possible anthropological
supplements to whieh this study may contribute. This is part of the general movement towards the use of

so-called qua/itative metbods in medicine (Malterud, 2001a; Stige, Malterud & Midtgarden, 2009), including
methods whieh were originally part of the larger methodological coneeption of the ethnographic fieldwork

(Hilden & Middelthon, 2002). Otber supplements could be some ofthe referenees to ethnographic

fieldworks or anthropological theory. In this way, this project may be seen as an anthropological
supplement to medicine.

But the endre project may also be seen as a preliminary exploradon ofwhat might result ifthe

anthropological perspective were to form the foundation for niedieal researeh, practice and education. In

Chapter 6 i used my own interaetions and reactions in Chrisdne & Milla to gain insight into the learning

environment ofinternship. in Chapter 3 and 41 disearded a mueh used model ofclinical decisions and for

medical education and frorn a miero-ethnography of the interacdon in Birgitte & Kim, I developed a new

scheme to guide the exploration. I described the hexagon of analysis (Chapter 8) that also helped guide the

analysis. in a eontinuous dialogue betwcen the antbropologieal literature, the ethnographic findings, and

my own reflcctions as positioned m the fleld, I described in Chapters 9 through 16, a number of blind

spots in clinical education; blind spots 50 extensive that I bad to develop a new eonceptualization of

cinical decision-making — the Prometbeus perspeetive — to eover these elinically relevant, but clinically

silent issues.

I do not niean to disregard the difficulties involved. Integrating a Prometheus-perspeetive in the

professional identity of the doetor will probably not make clinical work easier. Moreover, there are

unavoidablc challenges in doing fleldwork. It is difficult to study complex interactions; it is difficult to

make assessments without isolating speeiflc faetors ofmeasurement; itis difficult to handle subjectivity md

bias; it is diffieult to perform analysis based on intcrpretation rather than ealculation. These are not alien

challenges, however: They are an integrated part of anthropology, where possible ways of countcring them

have been tested and retested — the making of thick descriptions rather than disregarding eontext; the

attention to the ethnographer’s perspective rather than trying to stay neutral; the attainment of a mode of

wondering and acceptance of ambiguity rather than a search for eertainry.
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Conclusion

The findings of the study have important suggestions for future developments in medical education. An
interesting direction for medical education would be towards 1) an extended use of general practice as a
platform for leaming, with a potential for working deiberately with the four processes of construction,
and, to achieve that potential, 2) mtroduce the ethnographic fieldwork as a methodological approach to
clinical practice from the early stages of medical education, and 3) introduce anthropological theorv as the
conceptual framcwork and language.

With experiencc in all these three components, the new intern would be familiar with both an empirical
5eld and the methodology and theoretical perspective to approach it. Tbese constitute thc elemcnts of the
hexagon of analysis dcscribed in Chaptcr 8. Thc process of analysis described in that chapter is thus likely
to be a relevant depiction ofthe kind of competence t}iese hvpothetical doctors would possess in clinical
practice: Tbe meticulous gathering of ‘data’ and the analytical moves to transform those data into clinically
relevant information. The analytical moves of induction, deduction and abduction apply to the research
process and to cinical decision-making alike. The description of tbe moving back and fordi betwcen data,
theory, context, and refiection applies to both as well.

Is it possible to train medical students and physicians in thc process of analysis described in Chapter 8? Or
rather, is it possible to aiiow them to be conscious of this process as it unfolds in clinical practice, express it
and discuss it with their colleagues and allow them a degree of choicc — not just in the construction of
action as the Epimetbeus-perspective allow, but in all the processes ofconstruction. What kind ofdoctors
would this produce? Doctors with a Prometbeus-perspective, capable ofnavigating the clinic, sometimes
moving widdershins rather than turnwise?

The emerging pcrspective on medical practice and tbe individual patient is likely to be welcomed by most
clinicians, as it underlincs the complexity ofintcractions and constructions involved in suffering and in the
clinical practice aimed at the management of suffering. It is, however, strongly connected to a much more
serious and much less debated issue about the epistemological grounding of medical practice. The move
towards a theorerical framework as the one suggested by tbc previous chapters is also a move towards an
anthropological perspective, not just as a supplement, bot as a more basic epistemological change in
medicine. Such a change is likely to be less universally welcomed as it is essentially a moral ehoice for
which there is no definite answer.
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Chapter 20

Conclusion
Why don’t we take a bok at the patient?

In lhit chatet Ipreseni a summay ofthefindings ofthe two tracks of ihe thesis: How doctors learn to make clinical

decisions and Ihe relevant conceptualia1ion ofcinical reasoning. A challengefor medical education ispresented.

How do doctors leam to make cinical decisions?

Intcrnship has been found by many to be a critical phase in medical education, the stage in the doctor’s

training where important basic patterns of their participation in clinical practice, including decision-making,
is formed. This dissertation has been an exploration aimed at identifying those patterns and establishing
how they develop.

Most importantly, the interns develop their professional identity and their capacity to relate to other actors
in the clinical field. This transformative learning, or Learning III, is the most challenging part ofthe
learning they go through (Chapters 9-10), but also the one that receives least attention by their supervisors

and departments. This learning provides tbe context for evervthing else they may learn: the Learning II of
the different kinds ofdecisions they should engagc in (Chapter 11) and the relevant styles ofreasoning

(Chapter 12); the Learning I ofwhat constitutes information and how to produce this with the aim of

suggesting relevant courses of action (Chapters 13-14); and zero learning, or continuous conditioning, of
established pattems of thinking and behaviour (Chapter 15-16).

Local conditions are important in this. In some settings, especially the emergency ward and the family

medicine clinic, the intern gets to experience herseif as participating in a community of practicc that

facilitates her adaptation and allows her to be more active and to increase her learning of how to handle the

health problems within the spectrum of normality encountered there. In some settings, especially the

cmergency and visitation wards, the kinds of decisions are rather few, whilc in some scttings, notably in
family medicine, the spectrum ofpossible decisions is wider, although still with more focus on specific

knowledge ann less on the possibilities to work on decisions that differ from the pattern of what is il — what

to do?

In general, the relational environment of the clinical setting tends to make the interns focus specifically on

the kinds of decisions that may be handled quicldy and efficiently rather than on issues of complexity,

contcxt, and interpretation. The interns learn to perform according to a basic scheme for decision-making,
which was labelled ‘thc per astra pathway’ in thc previous chapters: A problem must be cxpressible in

clinical language where pathologyr and epidemiology are the ideal and which is in line with established

truths about cause-and-effect and logic. In addition, a problem should, preferably, be simple and acute, and

solutions which include technical rapid action should be sought for.

The intems emergc from this process as professionals. At the end of tbeir internship, they are clearly

capable of handling a wide range of clinical problems, but an important part of their competence lies in

their capacity to act according to local traditions and standards, while thcir capacity to actively reflect and

act on those reflections is left unattended by the structures and significant actors of the educational setting.
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The doctors learn to be doctors, but what kind of doctors could they be, for all of their patients and in all
the settings wherc they work, if they were trained also to reflect on where the currcnts of space, reason,
language and morality wcre taking thern? Tbis remains an open question. Perhaps the possibilities for
active navigation presentcd in Chapters 18 and 19 could provide an important chance. Exploring duis
possibility wouid be an important issue for future studies of clinical education.

Medical knowledge and practice

In addition to the flndings about how intcrns learn, the study has provided a few clues and insights into
some ofthe discussions on medical knowledge and practice in general. Few of these clues are new. Most
has been noted more than oncc by prominent scholars, but medical education and the medical profession
remains hesitative in taking the full consequences.

Clinical reasoning, it was found, is best understood as an interactional process involving numerous actors
guided by space, rcason, language and morality. The textual representation of decision-making as an
individual cognitive proccss wit.h a pariicular direction tends to neglect too much of this process and to
reduce context to disturbances ofthe decision rather than its basis. A tendency to represent decisions in an
Epimetheus perspective rather than a Prometbeus perspective, a Prometheus perspcctive which this thesis
find to be the more appropriate to actual practice.

Scientific eviclence rcmains an important tool for choosing between clear options based on a specific
question. Thus, evidencc is a heip for making choices (Epimetheus) but not for making decisiims
(Prometheus). Evidence may qualify the choice between possible actions, but the construction ofthese
actions as well as the construction ofinformation, decisions and relations involves different kinds of
reasoning and learning, and the knowledge needed to stimulate these processes is of another order.

Variation in clinical practice is found to be generated primarily by tbe construction of relations and
decisions, but is often sought for in the domains of construction of information and the construction of
action. Thus, variation is seen as a variation in the way ehoices are made, but is better understood as a
variation in the way decisions are made. Variation is thus not a result oflack ofknowledge on the part ofthe
clinicians, which must be countcred with identifying and overcoming barriers; it is a result of thc process of
CoR-CoD-CoI-CoA in which scientific evidence can only play a minor part in the link between Col and
CoA for certain well-deflned problems.

The issue ofwhat the doctor is is called into question. Tbough suffering may be a universal phenomenon
and the need for healing a universal need, the healer itseif is always a local construction, continually
changing over time and influenced by local conditions, including, most notably, the local health care system
ofwhich the healer is a part. The bricolage ofmedical knowledge and practice illustrates how different kinds
of knowledge have been introduced into medicine, shaped in the performance in practice and modified by
new additions. This should be seen not as a disturbance ofthe discipline ofmedicine, but as the dynamic
potential to continuously develop in accordance with the need of the patients.

These issues represcnt a cause for reflection for mcdical schools as well. The medical students enter
strongly motivated, intellectually gifted and with a wide range of interests on all aspects of human life. A
certain change towards a more pragmatic attitude to life may be inevitable and even necessary, but
apparently only a small part of the students’ potential capacity is included in the education and developed
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as part of professional identity and competence. That young doctors feel regret and shamc when trying to
apply these neglectcd capacities in their clinical work should, indeed, be a cause for regret and shame — but
for medical schools and for clinical departments ratber than for the indlividual doctor.

Epimetheus or Prometheus?

Tbe moral choice discussed in Chapters 17-19, bctwccn stayingwith Epimetheus or accepting the need for
Promctheus, is a choicc between different roles for anthropological thcory and ethnographic methodology
in medicine. Thcrc is a chaHenge for medical education in that choice. The first option is to stay more or
less with the established pattcrns for medical education, which implies a strong emphasis on natural
sciences and their perspectives on the body, and then gradually build upon thcse with the knowledge of
how diseases develop and progress and then, gradually, let the students experience patients and develop
tbcir basic clinical skills in the interaction with them. New knowledge and disciplines may be introduced
and may deserve their own lectures and courses, but thcy should be introduced with respect for the
existing structure and careful consideration not to reduce tbe curricula of traditional topics.

The second option is to train students to pcrceive themselves as participants in the cultural dynamics of
health care systems and with suffering as their prime focus of attention, a subject far more extensive than
disease and a subject about which they can only gain expenence by actively interacting with patients. Their
task wiil remain the same: to heip their patients. But the traditional ficids of knowledge in medicine from
anatomy and physiology to microbiology and pharmacology to internal medicine and surgery will primarily
provide them with tools for the managing of suffering rather than defrnitions of diseases and the right way
to deal with them.

In the sea-going metaphor of the previous chapters, we are faced with a choice between learning to live on
the islands or navigating the sea. Recent changes in medical curncula indicate a widespread interest to make
the choice in favour ofnavigarion: the increased focus on learning the dinical skilis, courses ofprofessional
development spreading across the whole span of medical education, the change towards interacting with
patients from early on in medical school, experimentation with learning from problems and learning how
to search for the relevant knowledge to deal with those problems.

Thcsc initiatives are laudable and should be facilitated. However, they do appear to some extent to be in
need of a conceptual framework tbat may connect them and make them the structure and focus of meclical
education rather than an addition to it. The basic structure ofmedical education remains in most places as
it has been for decades or more (Chapter 2), because that structure, as well as medical practice, is guided
not by knowledgc, but by the construction of relations, especially what is often termed tradilions. If I bad to
name just one ambition with this dissertation it would be to provide the people engaged in those activities,
the development ofmedical edueation, with inspiranon; perhaps cven with a stepping stone towards the
development of such a collective conceptual framework and towards the resulting ehanges in medical
education and praetice. I beieve that anthropology holds an important key to thcse issues and this thesis is

an attempt to discover some of the elements that this kcy may unlock.
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What should we teach the students?

Critical voices may be raised at this point. How are we supposed to do that? It takes five years to study
anthropology and then another six to study medicine? Eleven years of basic education, is that what you
propose? And what ifwe make it shorter? Tbe doctor still needs to learn how to diagnosc and treat all tbe
diseases ofthe medieal and surgical textbooks. If we start teaching them anthropologv, which diseases
should we leave out and stop telling them about? All that talk about reflection is very well, but have you
been to a hospital lately? Health care professionals arc running already. If the doctors start slowing down to
think, who will take care of the patients?

All these questions are, of course, relevant. It is a fornddable challenge I set for medical education.
Admittedly, I have only glimpses of answers to those questions. However, there is hope in some of those
glimpses. Therc is hope in the enthusiasm for reflection and change I have experienced when talking with
people in the fleldwork. There is hope in the writing of some expenenced cinicians who caution us to
remember the patient, the social complexity, the importance ofrnaking use of ourselves in the clinical
encounter. There is also hope in the examples of these young doctors. Without formal training and with
littie opportunity for feedback, they manage to both observe and participate in dlinical practice, and
sometimes reflect and produce frcsh ideas and even critical perspectives on what goes on in the health care
system. This is not ethnography, but it is a good start. They need someone to stimulate tbeir reflcctions
and keep them going. That is the challenge: How do we generate such an environment? They also need the
basic knowledge and methodology with wbich to work with these issues. That is the second challenge:
How do we change medical education to provide them with that?

What should we tell the medical students and the young doctors, when they want to learn how to be a
good doctor? I will venture a personal suggestion, based on the findings of this fleldwork: Let us tel them
to stay curious, to keep true to thefr ideals, to continuously try to learn and refleet; tel them that being
unccrtain and in doubt is not a sign of incompctenee, but of openness to ambiguity and the best starting
point for learning. Let us tel them that experience may lead to wisdom, but not all-knowingness, and even
the most expcrienccd doctor cannot know everytbing from the journal and the test results; even the most
cxperienced doctor needs to approach the patient and to be willing to be surprised and wonder; i.e. ifwhat
we want is to help t}ie patient. There may be traditions and political agendas and economic strictures and
organizational structures and hierarchies demanding eertain kinds of conduct. Thesc may help you and
guide you, but they may also misguide you and be in need of correetion. Most of them were made by
people who are no longer among us and do not care if you change the habits they left behind. You are
hete, and your patient is hete, and everything is changing, so do not just follow the old guidelines.
Especially not, when the patient does not fit the box or when — for some reason — you start to n’onder
Cherish that wonder and follow where it takes you. That is tbe road that leads to being a good doctor. It is
the only road. Let us tel them that. From the day they start medical school and every day from thcn. Let us
also ask each other whenever we are discussing a patient: Is there reason to wonder? And when in doubt:
Why don’t we take a bok at the patient? Let us see where that takes us.

Hope and leaming

Medical students and doctors learn to adapt to the prevailing medical paradigm by learning to participatc in
the cultural dynamies of different dinical settings, including the learning of how to flow on the currents of
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space, reason, language and morality to get the job done, effieiently and quiekly. In this process they build
up professional ideotitv in line with this and in line with their perception of seif.

The paradigm they learn to embody and participate in is nowhere as uniform as sometimes imagined.
Medicine is not A culture, although it is certainly cultura/ Clinical space is made up of different kinds of
spaces with important although ofren subtle dlifferences between emergency wards and stationary wards,
between departments of surgery and internal medicine, between the hospital and the family medicine clinic.
Clinical reason is not singular but plural. It is made up by historical trends like pathology and epidemiology,
as well as reeent trends of EBM and healtb promotion. The language is a combination of many different
tongues, from the elassieal inspirations from Greek and Latin to modern disease elassifieations (ofwhieh
there again are several) to einieal slang and shorthand like —R. Morality is not a unidireetional influenee
eitber. It harbours different voiees interaeting and sometinies arguing over who has the right to say and do
what — and when and where. All these different currents are used and being used at different times by
different aetors in the einie. No wonder new intems find it difficult for a while: They have to learn to
follow all these different eurrents and, in addition, they have to learn to reduee their anxiety over the faet
that the eurrents may eontradiet eaeh other, and that they need to learn some way to ehoose between them,
find their positions and defend them, find a style ofreasoning that suits them, develop their language to be
able to communicate and eontrol their surroundings and develop a way to work through the moral
dilemmas of daily life in the elinie.

Following these eurrents is a trernendous task, but maybe this is not all they should learn. The doetors
beeome efficient at partieipating in frie flow through CoR, CoD, Col and CoA, but they only learn to
refleet on some aspeets of CoA and perhaps Col. Most parts of their praetiee is left in a non-refleetive
darkness or — if they do refleet — they are left alone with their refleetions as they are eonsidered a sign of
weakness, a sign of their failure to effieiently embody their role as a doetor and expeetations to that role.

There is hope to be found. There are trained einieians who go against frie eurrents or learn new ways to
manoeuvre them. These elinicians form small forums for refleetions where the larger eonferences do not
manage to do this. They are the dinieians who say: ‘ler us have a bok at the patient’ when diserepaneies of
interpretation anse rather than blindly trust test results and organizational struetures. They tel their
younger eofleagues to refleet and to express their refleerions. They foeus on being open, eurious,
explorative as well as friendly, warm and empathie in their relations with others and they experienee that
sometimes this gives them the possibility for going just that step further or in a different direetion in the
eare of the patienr than they would otherwise have been able to. Sometimes moving widdershins, rather
than turnwise.

There is hope to be found also in the seientifie exploradons of new ways of understanding and working
with health eare problems. Medieine is a seientifie bricoleur irse1f being made up by a number of different
infbuenees that at eertain historieal moments have been able to eontribute to frie devebopment of medical
researeh and praetice. The entry of psyehology, sociology md eommunieation in medical eduearion and
researeh are reeent examples of this. The foeus on researeb md development of medical edueation that has
gained momentum during the past three deeades is yet another case in point.

However, the refleerive elinieians and the new influences on medical researeh are finding it difficult to get
through. There are eounter-movements that seem to lirnit the elinicians in their efforts and that seem to
hinder the new aspeets of medieal seienee from aehieving their full potential. They need to work in the
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cracks and corners, the places where the existing medical paradigm is not strong enough. Allowed to stay
there as a kind of temporarv condition until real science can move in. Their knowledge is delegated to the
lower levels of the scientific evidence hierarchy or not included at all.

We need a new language, a kind of meta-language for understanding all this. We need to be able to discuss
openly how we construct relations, decisions, information and action to allow for discussions ofhow and
when we should do it differently. This is needed in medical practice, but also in medical research and, as
such, it becomes an important chaflenge for medical education as well. We need a new style of reasoning
and new ways of understanding the role of the elinieian that wffl allow the potentials of these practices left
in tbe dark and these new kinds ofknowledge to enter centre stage, rad-ter tban live a life in tbe cracks.

Anthropology has the potential to heip us develop that language, and ethnography has thc potential to
develop that kind ofpractice. The practice ofparticipant observation is the conscious state ofbeing in the
ficid and taking part, but at the same time reflecting at many levels about what takes place, and to use tbose
refleetions to participate in new ways. This practice has built up a base of experience that we can draw on,
a base that teils us about some ofthe challenges and some ofthe pitfalis ofthis approach like the risk of
getting too a1oof thus not tmly participating; the risk of getting too seif-centred, too concerned with our
own refleetions rather than the action in whieh we take part; the risk ofgetting too engaged md forgetting
to reflect at all. But ti-te potentials are worth the risk: The potential is getting to uriderstand the perspective
of tbe other actors better and thc potential of understanding ourselves and our own actions better to allow
US the privilege of ehoiee, the privilege of at least some degrees of freedom of movement rather than
simply follow our conclitioned responses.

This challenge is a challenge for all who are involved in meclical practice, research md education. We
should be very inclusive in the way we face this challengc. We should understand that “we” are not just
“we doctors”, but “we who have an interest in improving the quality of health care”. One of the most
stimulating experiences of the fleldwork has been that whenever I would tell about my project to aetors in
the field, they would respond with personal reflections, doubt, suggestions for improvement. This wealth
of reflcction seems to live as personal stories, but usually reeeives only littie encouragement to become part
of the clinical practice. How do we (again the larger “we”) gain access to that wealth of knowledge to help
our efforts at improving? How do we create a cinical environment where these innovators can present md
promote their ideas? An environment where every actor on the scene of the clinic can say: “I have Iearncd
ihat when I wonder, there is reason to wonder”. And when wonder anses: ‘Why don’t we take a bok at the
patient?’

This is the challenge we share. This is what we may learn together: To change the idea ofwhat medicine is
and couid be md what the future foundation for the profession is and should be.
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